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Kiaora Road car parking hassle
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Graham serves last
drinks at Double Bay

SIX
HOUR
LIMIT

LIFE MEMBER IAN COHEN
PASSES IN 99th YEAR

GRAHAM Armstrong, after many years behind
the Double Bay
Bowling Club bar, has
served last drinks to
the membership.
In an email sent to the
club membership
dated Wednesday,
January 6,
Chairman of the
Board of Directors,
Barry Lazarus,
announced that
Graham Armstrong
Graham Armstrong
“has left our employ”.
The 17-word email said: “We advise that Mr.
Graham Armstrong has left our employ and his
replacement will be announced shortly.”

2015 MIXED PAIRS
FINALISTS DECIDED -

PAGE 6

Double Bay Bowling Club Life Member, Ian
Cohen, passed away late last month at the
age of 99-years.
A tribute to him is paid by former Men’s
Club president Rob Hutchins, (pictured left
receiving The Cohen Shield in 2006)
alongside an obituary on Ian Cohen’s long
association as a member of Double Bay
Bowling Club.
TURN TO PAGE 5

Time limit regulation bid to ease
Kiaora Road car parking hassle

SIX
HOUR
LIMIT

WOOLLAHRA Council
will introduce restricted
time parking on 30
vehicle spaces in front of
Double Bay Bowling
Club on the eastern side
of Kiaora Road, Double
Bay.
This follows extended
negotiations
between
Council and Double Bay
One of the 30 parking bays which run alongside the Double Bay
Bowling Club’s executive
Bowling Club in Kiaora Road, which will have a six-hour time limit
secretary, Peter Wyner.
under new regulations announced by Woollahra Council late in
December, 2015..
The new parking limits
are expected to come into force within the first two weeks of January.
Local residents have been notified of the new parking regulation for Kiaora
Road and the majority had no objection.
Club officials are hopeful that Woollahra Council’s decision will provide
spaces, which until now have allowed unlimited hours parking for local workers
or commuters.
The restriction also applies to boats, trailers and other permanently parked
vehicles currently utilising the spaces in Kiaora Road.
The new parking conditions allow for six (6) hours parking from 8 am to 4 pm,
Monday to Saturday.
FOR the past three-or-four years Double Bay and visiting bowlers have had difficulty
in securing a parking spot. Many club members have to park in nearby streets,
others have been compelled to have their spouses or friends drive them to and
from the club.
The car parking situation in Kiaora Road became even more difficult in the last 12-orso months when the designated car bays were being occupied as early as eight
o’clock on a weekday morning by employees of the local retail trade as well as
those who commute from Double Bay to the city and elsewhere.
Most of these spaces become vacant about three o’clock in the afternoon, much to
the irritation of club members as they make the trek back to their cars parked
hundreds of metres away in a nearby street, or as they wait for their pickup to
arrive.
It was these situations which prompted live-wire club secretary, Peter Wyner, to
discuss the problem with Woollahra Council in a bid to come up with a solution
which would alleviate part, if not all, of the complex parking problem for Double
Bay members and players from other clubs particularly during the pennant
season.

DETAILS NEXT PAGE
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Background to new
Kiaora Road parking
time restrictions
PETER Wyner’s first contacts with
Woollahra Council were with Mayor,
Toni Zeltzer and the (then) Deputy
Mayor, Greg Levenston, then handed
down by them to the responsible
departments.
Copy of the email received by Double
Emails continued for several months
Bay
Bowling Club announcing the new
with a number of suggestions made
parking arrangements in Kiaora Road
by Double Bay Bowling Club,
alongside the club.
including car stickers for members or "local
resident" stickers. Both were rejected as not in council's power to consider.
During discussions council recognised that parking spaces were reduced by
local development and commuter traffic.
After months of constant emails, an onsite meeting with Council’s Manager of
Engineering Services, Auralio Lindaya, along with another officer, Frank Rotta,
was arranged with Peter Wyner and Double Bay Club chairman, Barry Lazarus.
A number of time restriction options were offered by both Council and Double
Bay concluding in Council's acceptance of a Monday-to-Saturday six-hour time
limited starting from 8 am.
Residents were notified of the bowling club’s requests to Council and a
majority had no objection leading to motions to proceed with the regulation
which was unanimously supported by Woollahra Council at two levels.

Hope for more parking space for Double Bay
members and visiting players
Double Bay Bowling Club secretary, Peter Wyner
(pictured), told Double Bay Watch this week, that he
expects the new parking restriction in Kiaora Road
near the club, will free up parking spaces for lawn
bowlers.
Woollahra Council's traffic engineers conducted an
internal evaluation on two occasions, he revealed.
“Their opinion is that extra spots will be available for
our members.
“This is because commuters and local employees, under
the new restriction, are now unable to leave their cars
parked for the full working day,” Wyner said.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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More parking bays to come available
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Peter Wyner said that boats, trailers and the few
permanently parked vehicles should also add to the freeup count as owners will be cautioned to move their
vehicles or risk a fine if the parking directive is ignored.
“The six-hour restriction means that if our members
park in the designated zone at 10.01 am no time
restriction applies. On the other hand, if commuters and
or local employees park at or before around 8 am they
must move their vehicle by 2 pm or else be booked by
One of the parking
signs which have
Council Rangers, who will regularly patrol the area,”
controlled Kiaora
Wyner added.
Road since 2010
The new parking restrictions, which are expected to
come into force in mid-January, are the second
proclaimed by Woollahra Council in recent times.
In May, 2010, marked parking bays were designated in Kiaora Road defined
by paint, timber fence and/or concrete markers.
Until then parking was available on or across grass verges providing spaces
for at least 20 vehicles on bowling days.

Major Fours start the 2016 Championships
Double Bay Men’s Club officials are confident that the opening Major
. Championship event for 2016 will have a full 16 team entry.
They have announced that the draw for the Major Fours title will be made
on Wednesday afternoon (January 13) and be played over four consecutive
Saturdays from January 16 to February 5.
As at last Saturday, 13 teams (52 players) had nominated to compete and
officials are confident that by the deadline of Wednesday they will have a
full 16-team competition.
The 2015 champions, Jack Kampel with Doug King, Paul Baker and
Bernard Fridman, will defend their title, while skip of the runners-up, Gerald
Weinberg, has retained Maurice Boland in his line-up, but will have Louis
Platus as lead and Alan Simmons as his second.
The only other unchanged combination from 2015 is the lower-graded
foursome of Michael Rowley, David Kellaway, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner
which reached the semi-final. The formidable Jankelowitz brothers, Harold
and Ray, are together again after missing last year and are joined by Les
Lilian and Rod Ferrer.
Meanwhile, entries for the 2016 Major Singles and Minor Singles are
now open and close on Wednesday, February 3.
First round of both events are to be completed by Sunday, February 14.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 11, 2016
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Club’s Life Member and umpire
authority dies at 99 years-of-age
A DOUBLE Bay Bowling Life Member, who was widely
known as an authority on lawn bowling laws and umpiring,
passed away on December 28, at the age of 99 years.
He was Ian Cohen, who was honoured with a Double Bay
Bowling Club Life Membership in 2001 in recognition of his
period as its President, his service as the honorary solicitor and his
role within the club as the chairman of the Umpires Committee.
Ian Cohen served as Double Bay President from 1993 to 1996
and was the club’s honorary legal advisor during the period leading to the amalgamation with
Rose Bay Bowling Club in 2000.
After a long period at the helm
of the club’s umpiring committee
he retired soon after his 88th
Former Double Bay Men’s Club president,
birthday in 2005 due to aging
Rob Hutchins, this week outlined the many
health problems, in particular
qualities of Ian Cohen, who passed away late
last month.
osteoarthritis in a leg and knee.
Ian first qualified as a national
umpire in 1983 and later in 1998
he attained a Level 2 Umpire
(tutor and examiner) grading.
During his long period as an
PAST Double Bay Bowling Club President, Ian
umpire he conducted umpires’
Cohen, then a practising solicitor, was already a
courses at Double Bay Bowling
member before the women were admitted as full
members in 1977, at which time his wife, Rahel,
Club for members who sought
joined the newly established Double Bay Women's
umpiring status in the Eastern
Bowling Club.
Suburbs
District
Bowling
Ian was an active member of the Bowling Club
Association.
Board for many years, being Chairman of Club
In addition, for a number of
Umpires, as well as serving as a Vice President
during 1991-1992, before being elected as
years, he represented Double Bay
President for the period 1993-1996.
on the District Umpires Panel and
The club appointed him a Life Member in 2001 in
regularly attended the NSW
recognition of his three years of Presidential duties
Umpires
Discussion
Group
and his in-depth legal negotiations with Woollahra
(formerly the National Umpires
Council regarding the then new bridge giving
access to the premises across the storm water
Panel) as a member of the District
drain.
Umpires Panel.
He
was
also
Ian kept up with the changing
Chairman of the District
laws of lawn bowls and regularly
Umpires Committee for
informed the membership of the
many years where his
duties included training,
alterations through his Umpire
accessing local Umpires
Update column in Double Bay
and representing the
Watch.
District Umpires at state
Ian and wife, Rahel, sponsored
level.
The Cohen Shield to be contested
He ceased playing bowls in 2000, but
maintained a keen interest in club activities, and
between the Men’s and Women’s
with, Rahel (above), was a regular spectator for
Club. It was played on a few
pennant matches for many years.
occasions with the men’s club
taking the honours.

A club member for
more than 40 years
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Delay in 2015 Mixed
Pairs final match ...

... and Drawn Pairs
title still to be played
THE 2015 Drawn Pairs final has
been held over to next month
when one team will have its
constituted players available.

THE 2015 Mixed Pairs championship is
unlikely to be decided until the last week in
January, although the two teams vying for
In recent weeks, Ken Shapiro, has
the title have been decided.
In semi-finals been overseas and Barry Lazarus
is now unavailable until midplayed prior to February
the
holiday
break,
the new-found
RESULTS
combination of Brandon
Conway
and
Barbara
2015
MIXED PAIRS
Shotland accounted for the
SEMI-FINALS
Saidman family pair, Alan
and Rene, while Gerald
Gerald Weinberg
Brandon Conway and Barbara
Audrey Weinberg 26
Weinberg and wife Audrey,
Shotland
Ian Ossher
were just too consistent for
Barbara Shur 18
Ian Ossher and Barbara Shur.
Brandon Conway
Main reasons for the delay in finalising the event are
Barbara Shotland 23
because Conway is overseas and not expected back until
Alan Saidman
mid-January when Gerald Weinberg is scheduled to have a
Rene Saidman 14
hospitalised medical procedure.
FINALS TO
The semi-final between the Conway-Shotland pair and
BE PLAYED
Alan and Rene Saidman was closer than the final score of
23-14 suggested.
2015 MIXED PAIRS
After the first five ends, when Conway led 7-0, the
Gerald Weinberg
ownership of the jack changed regularly no matter what
Audrey Weinberg
v
length either side adapted to combat the slightly
Brandon Conway
challenging wind.
Barbara Shotland
The Saidmans collected
2015 DRAWN PAIRS
four shots on the 14th end to
Wayne Podger
reduce the difference to four
Max Thomas
(12-16), but the Conwayv
Barry Lazarus
Shotland team took their
Ken Shapiro
score to 18-12 after another
three counts.
By the last end they had increased the advantage to 21Gerald and Audrey Weinberg
14 and played defensively to cover all their opponent’s
options to score, yet still managed to add two shots for a
nine figure advantage into the final.
In the other semi-final Gerald Weinberg cast off a spell of vertigo to take the honours
with Audrey, from Ian Ossher and Barbara Shur, by a comfortable 26-18 score line.
There was little between the two pairs until the Weinbergs grabbed a collect of four on
the 11th end, followed by another five shots to consolidate their lead to 18-11.
Another four Weinberg shots on the 19th end put paid to the Ossher and Shur challenge.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 11, 2016
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No “fireworks” for Double Bay
Turn-of-the-Year competitors
THERE was little or no fireworks for Double Bay members in the
traditional Zone 11 Turn-of-the-Year tournament played in the final week
of 2015 and the first days of 2016.
The 2015-16 tournament, contested in singles, pairs and triples, was the last
staged under the Zone 11 flag.
It was inaugurated, by what is now known as Zone 11, in 1958 and in 57 years
has attracted most of Sydney’s leading lawn bowlers.
However, with the amalgamation of Zone 11 to Zone 13, officials are hopeful
the tournament will continue with the same format and dates.
In the 2015-16 singles Double Bay’s lone entry was Gerald Raichman, but
Reichman and Michael Becker were one of four Double Bay teams entered in
the Pairs event, along with Jack Kampel and Gerald Weinberg, Wayne Podger
and Jan Frape and David Ossher with David Newman.
Kampel and Weinberg playing in Section 13 at Alexandria Erskineville won
their first match against Mark Gorlicki and Greg Travers (Ashfield) by eight
shots, but lost the second of a round-robin format by a wide margin of 5-23 to
Barney Milloy and Mick Bruce (South Coogee)
They returned to form in the third game with a two shot decision over Frank
Zammit and Rob Kemp (composite - Bondi and Randwick), but they did not
have a big enough shot aggregate to qualify for the Section final.
Michael Becker and Gerald Raichman in Section 1 at Alex, won one, lost one
and drew one in their three games, which was also insufficient to qualify for the
next round.
David Newman and Ian Ossher playing
at Wests also ended their commitment at
the Sectional stage, as did Wayne Podger
and Jan Frape competing at Ashfield.
In the Triples (two-bowls - round robin
format) event which started on Saturday,
January 2, 2016, Double Bay was
represented at Ashfield Bowling Club by
its 2015 Major Champions trio, Jack
Kampel, Bernard Fridman and Doug
King, in Section 5.
Jack Kampel, Doug King and Bernard Fridman
David Ossher skipped the team of
David Newman and Mark Sack in Section 1 where they came up against strong
teams from The Hills ( skipped by U. Bendt), Ashfield (K. Bolger) and from St
George (R. Stokes).
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Disappointing Turn-of-the-Year results
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

The Kampel, Fridman, King, combination started extremely well in the
opening game of the 2015-2016 Turn–of-the-Year Triples at Ashfield
Bowling Club against the Revesby team skipped by P. Chown.
Each played up to form culminating in a 12-shot win.
The second match against the Merrylands team skipped by R. Clifton, was on
another green which ran much faster, but Kampel and company continued to hit
their straps to lead 10-2 until the “wheels fell off”.
Inexplicably, they scored only the one shot against 14 over the remainder of
the ends for an upset defeat by six shots.
The third of the round robin matches was against an Orange City trio, which
included the one-time Double Bay member, Geoff Seton, who
plays from a wheelchair.
Seton (pictured at Double Bay in 2006), skipped in his
team’s opening two matches, but decided to play lead against
the Double Bay challengers.
His accuracy demonstrated that the lead in two-bowl triples
can win the match for his team.
Seton played superbly to set up almost every end, while
Kampel admitted afterwards that he ... “helped the opposition
immensely and probably cost a winning chance by missing
four drives without hitting any bowl” ... which saw his team
exit the tournament.
The David Ossher unit also won one of the three games and missed the
sectional playoffs.
On the Western Suburbs Leagues
Club’s greens Double Bay was
represented in the triples by Arnold
Javen, Harry Black and Gerald Raichman
drawn in Section 7 to meet the strong
club entries headed by Ray Coombes
(Ashfield), S. Jackson (South Coogee)
and K Hansen (Eastlakes).
Arnold Javen, Gerald Raichman, Harry Black.
They scored a meritorious win over the
Coombes outfit, (which went on to a two
shot (17-19) loss in the final to the top-rated Taren Point team of A Layton, L
Symonds and R Clarke) but failed to finish ahead in their other sectional two
games.

JACKIES
BOWLS

AT DOUBLE BAY BOWLING CLUB ON

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2
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A VERY OPEN DRAW FOR FIRST 2016
MAJOR EVENT
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club
broke from custom when it
made the draw for the 2016
Major Fours Championship
last week.
Traditionally, the decision
which team plays which team in
the club’s Major and other
championship events, has been
made in the sanctity of the
executive office by two or three
club officials.
For many years the draw was
Men’s Bowling Club
president, Louis
made manually by picking
Platus, supervises
names or teams from a hat.
the draw for the 2016
In more recent times a
Major Fours title
with the teams
computer program was used to
relayed to the club’s
come up with a random
television screen.
selection
of
designated
numbers.
But the draw for the Major
Fours, the opening event in the 2016 fixture calendar, was made in front of
more than 80 bowlers at the afternoon tea break on Wednesday, January 13,
with the decisions immediately flashed onto the clubhouse television screen.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE >

Members play a hand in championship draw
EIGHTEEN members took part in deciding the
draw for the 2016 Major Fours Championship
last week.

They each selected a numbered disc from an ice
bucket which corresponded with a team’s
position on the list of entries for the event.
Men’s Club committee member, Max Thomas,
selected a member to draw a disc from the 80-or
more players seated at 10 tables during the tea
break of the Wednesday Intra-club competition.
When pulled from the bucket, Thomas announced
the number to Men’s Club vice-president, Phil Filler,
who entered the team on a computer which was
relayed to the television screen in the clubhouse.
Club officials called the fresh approach to deciding
club events as an “open, blind draw”.
Max Thomas aks Ray Novis to select a
The lawn bowls custom of Major events not having
disc during the open Major Fours Draw
seeded
entries allows for an “out of the hat” draw.
last week
It is “blind draw” as the person picking the disc has
no notion of which number correlates with which team entry.
Club officials are quick to point out that the
draw by the membership is in no way a
reflection on those who organised the
championship events in the past.
It does, however negate “gossip” that one
team or another has been favoured in the draw.
In the 2016 Major Fours 17 teams were
entered compelling organisers to have a disc
number 18 as the bye.
As fortune would have it was the second last
number drawn giving Gerald Weinberg, who has
won the event four times and is last year’s runner
up, a free ride into the second round where he
could face the club’s other most prolific fours
champion, Jack Kampel, who is skipping the
same combination of Paul Baker, Doug King and
Bernard Fridman to defend their 2015 title.
Alf Wall, chooses a numbered disc to
But the Kampel unit was given a “horror” first
decide one of the 2016 Major Fours
round draw, having to face Double Bay’s third
match-ups.
best Major fours team make up of brothers
Harold and Ray Jankelowitz alongside their regular number two, Les Lilian, and the
recent addition to Double Bay’s top grade ranks, Rod Ferrer, in the lead’s position.
The first round was scheduled to be completed on Sunday, January 17.
MATCH REPORTS NEXT PAGE > SCOREBOARD PAGE 4
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One shot sends defending Major
Fours champs out in first round
THE defending champions were among the first
casualties when the 2016 Major Fours Championship
got underway at the weekend.
As pundits predicted, the draw conducted for everyone to
see last week (see previous pages), was full of danger for
the highly ranked players whose teams were to clash in the
early stages of the event.
It happened on Sunday morning when the same four
Les Lilian, Harold Jankelowitz,
which took out the 2015 title were squeezed out of the
Ray Jankelowitz and (inset) Rod
Ferrer – the team which knocked
championship by a slender one-shot margin.
out the 2015 Major Fours
The combination skipped by Jack Kampel alongside
champion team.
Bernard Fridman, Doug King and lead Paul Baker, went
down and out to the Brothers Jankelowitz, Harold and Ray, who have twice won the
event with varying team mates, with the consistent draw player Les Lilian as the second
and Rod Ferrer in the lead role.
It was anyone’s game – right to the 21st end. The fact that only 31 shots were scored
testifies to the closeness of the encounter. After four ends the score was 3-all. Nine –all
was called on the 12th end and all square at 10-10 after 14 ends.
The Ray Jankelowitz team forged ahead to 15-10 before Kampel collected four shots
from two ends to trail 14-15. On the 20th end the Jankelowitz combination managed to get
the measure for one shot and hold the lead at 16-14.
On the final end Kampel held two shots, but Ray Jankelowitz’s last bowl pushed in one
of his team’s bowls to cut his opposition’s tally to one and the match at 16-15.
In another one-shot decision. last year’s semi-finalist, the lower-graded unit of Michael
Rowley, David Kellaway, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner, made its exit this year in an extra
end 17-16 loss to the team of similar standing of James Flaxman, Peter Solomon, George
Fishman and Ian Hadassin.
The lesser-light combination skipped by Eric Wainstein of Abe Cohen, Ray Novis and
Alan Sacks put paid to the hopes of their higher-ranked team headed by Peter Levy with
Sol Caganoff, Les Ferguson and Ronald Munz by 21-18.
Highly-rated Walter Jacobs was unavailable to take his skip’s role for David Ossher,
Sam Abrahams and Mark Sack and was substituted by Ian Ossher, but the combination
fell 20-12 to the new group headed by Les Ginzberg, Barrie Brickman, Max Thomas (sub
for John Rosen) and Ivor Cohen .
One of the new favourites for the championship is the strong line up captained by the
astute Pepe Glick with Arnold Javen, Harry Black, and Gerald Raichman, who proved far
too good by 28-10 against a tough opposition fronted by Brandon Conway with Michael
Becker, Peter Kurta and Dan Flanagan.
Biggest win was recorded by Julian Engelman, Wayne Podger, Les Brem and David
Newman by 33-8 over six-graders Dominic Verre, David Nathan, Stan Franks and
Richard Trayer.
Len Sandler’s team, Rob Hutchins, Alan Simmons and Peter Erdos scored by 23-13
over a reconstituted side of Len Simon, Trevor Rosenberg, Ross Ruzicka and Bernie
Garden.
MIXED PAIRS TITLE TO CONWAY AND SHOTLAND – NEXT PAGE >
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Shotland and Conway – all
the way to Mixed Pairs title
BARBARA Shotland retained “half” of her
Mixed Pairs title on Sunday when she partnered
Brandon Conway to win the 2015 event from
Gerald and Audrey Weinberg.
RESULTS
2015

MIXED PAIRS
FINAL

Brandon Conway
Barbara Shotland 26
Gerald Weinberg
Audrey Weinberg 10


2016

MAJOR FOURS
First Round
I Hadassin G Fishman
P Solomon J Flaxman 17
P Wyner E Grusd
D Kellaway M Rowley 16
A Sacks R Novis
A Cohen E Wainstein 21
R Munz L Ferguson S
Caganoff P Levy 18
D Newman L Brem
W Podger J Engelman 33
R Trayer S Frank
D Nathan D Verre 8
P Erdos A Simmons
R Hutchins L Sandler 23
B Garden R Ruzicka
T Rosenberg L Simon 13
I Cohen M Thomas (sub)
B Brickman L Ginzberg 20
D Ossher S Abrahams
M Sack I Ossher 12
G Reichman H Black
A Javen P Glick 28
D Flanagan P Kurta
M Becker B Conway 10
R Ferrer L Lilian
H & R Jankelowitz 16
P Baker D King
B Fridman J Kampel 15

Shotland won the 2014
Barbara Shotland and Brandon
title with partner Phillip
Conway
Joel, who was unavailable this
year and teamed up with Conway to retain a portion of the
Mixed Pairs honour.
The win added to Shotland’s exceptional achievement of
having her name as the winner of all the club’s championship
events.
Since becoming a Double Bay member in the 2000-2001
season Shotland has been crowned winner of the Major
Singles, Major Pairs, Major Triples, Major Fours and a
Handicap pairs.
Shotland also was the club’s Minor Singles Champion in
2002.
She and Conway had a surprisingly comfortable win over
the well credentialed Weinberg pairing. They started with a
three count and went on to take the title on the 18th end when
the Weinberg’s yielded at 26-10.
While Audrey Weinberg played up to form, her husband
was below par and only on occasions did he show his true
ability.
On the ninth end he saved from five down by drawing the
shot, but the opponents remained ahead at 9-5.
After 10 ends both pairs had each won five, but the
Shotland-Conway combination collected 10 shots (included a
six count) on the following three ends
It didn’t get any better for the Weinbergs, On the 14th they
were holding five when
Conway played an accurate
on-shot converting to one
up.
On the 16th end Brandon
was one down, but put the
jack in the ditch to add
another three to his team’s
tally.
At the 18th end it was Shotland who put the jack in the ditch
to put another two on the scorecard, which showed a 16 shot
advantage with three ends to play, compelling Audrey and
Gerald (pictured above) to surrender.
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Heat hits Wednesday play – again!
FOR the second time in eight
weeks,
last
Wednesday’s
(January 20) play on the
Double Bay Bowling Club
greens was abandoned due to
extreme heat
On Wednesday, November 18,
2015, officials declared play
was suspended for the day when
the temperature passed the
club’s mid-35° Celsius mark in
the shade as the criteria to close
the greens.
And, coincidently it was almost a year ago, when on Wednesday, January 14,
2015, club officials called bowlers from the greens during the mid-afternoon of
social play when the heat soared to more than 40° Celsius.
Last Wednesday’s heat wave had the club’s special temperature
recorder showing readings of between 35° and 38° degrees a few
minutes before the scheduled start of 12.30 pm for the playing
attendance of almost 80 members and visitors
Several teams had played the roll-up ends and others had
completed one or two ends of the Wednesday Intra-Club
competition when officials called a halt.
Men’s Bowling Club officials refunded the $12 match-playing fee
and invited members and visiting players to partake of the afternoon
tea menu, which had been prepared by club caterers, June and Steve
Edelmuth.
Forecast for Wednesday of this week is for a cooler day of a 26°
maximum, but with a 90% likelihood of showers.

Sick calls no help as top team
off colour in Major Fours
result

RESULTS
MAJOR FOURS
Second Round

A Sacks R Novis
GERALD Weinberg, who has skipped teams to
A Cohen E Wainstein 18
four Major Fours titles at Double Bay, was on the
I Hadassin G Fishman
sideline as his 2016 team was unceremoniously
P Solomon J Flaxman 9
ousted from the event on Saturday.
D Newman L Brem
Three days prior to the second round clash with the
W Podger J Engelman 21
powerful fours combination headed by Harold and
P Erdos A Simmons
Ray Jankelowitz, Weinberg underwent an operation
R Hutchins L Sandler 19
to insert a stent to his right leg and medical advice
G Reichman H Black
was to rest for at least a week.
A Javen P Glick 24
It compelled him to nominate Bernie Garden to
I Cohen John Rosen
B Brickman L Ginzberg 12
substitute in his team as the second, Alan Saidman
playing as skip, with Louis Platus in the lead’s role
R Ferrer L Lilian
and Maurice Boland as the third.
H & R Jankelowitz 31
However, another last minute change was forced on
L Platus, J Wineberg
A
Saidman
G Weinberg 5
Weinberg when Boland reported that he was also
unavailable due to a health problem, one which could
keep him away from the club for a number of weeks.
Fortunately, having the first round bye, allowed Weinberg to reconstitute his
team with John Wineberg replacing Boland.

The combination which took the green for the match against Rod Ferrer, Les Lilian,
Harold and Ray Jankelowitz was Bernie Garden, Louis Platus, John Wineberg and
Alan Saidman.
But that wasn’t the end of the run of problems for the Weinberg squad.
After five ends John Wineberg complained of an upset stomach and asked to be
excused from continuing.
Club officials substituted Stan Franks as the Weinberg entry took another shape and
its opposition showed no mercy as they raced ahead 15-5 after 10 ends.

It was the last time the Weinberg team added to its score as Ray Jankelowitz
and Co. piled on the shots to have the match won at 31-5 after 19 ends.
In other second round clashes the well-formed group of Gerald Raichman, Harry
Black, Arnold Javen and Pepe Glick proved too classy for the challenge of Ivor
Cohen, John Rosen, Barrie Brickman and Les Ginzberg to the tune of 24-12, while
Eric Wainstein’s side of Alan Sacks, Fred Ginsberg (sub for Ray Novis) and Abe
Cohen was never in trouble against the James Flaxman- headed team of Ian Hadassin,
George Fishman and Peter Solomon by 18-9.
It was a closer encounter when the solid crew fronted by Julian Engelman with
David Newman, Les Brem and Wayne Podger got home by two shots (21-19) over
Len Sandler’s group of Peter Erdos, Alan Simmons and Rob Hutchins. A six-count on
the 13th end proved the turning point for the victors when it took the score to 18-8.

The 2016 Major Fours is on schedule with semi-finals set for the weekend.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 25, 2016
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Half membership will
play Zone 13 pennants
MORE than 50 per cent of the Men’s
Club membership has registered to
compete in the 2016 Zone 13 Pennant
competition.
Club selectors expect to have a list of
at least 80 players from which to name
teams for the annual competition.
The 2016 Pennants will be the first
since the merger of Zone 11 with Zone
13 to form the Sydney South Bowling
Association.
Double Bay’s selection panel, under
the chairmanship of Gerald Weinberg
later this week will decide the number
of grades in which the club will
compete.
Members have until 4.30 pm on
Wednesday, January 27, to nominate to
compete this year.
First round pennants are set for
Saturday, March 12 and run to Saturday,
June 4.
Play is suspended over Easter (March
25-29) and Anzac Day (April 23-25).
Players have been warned that they
should be prepared to play in teams and
in positions determined by the selectors.
PRE-PENNANT TRIALS
Four weeks of Zone 13 Grades 4 and 5
pre-pennant trials in the Eastern
Suburbs for teams from Randwick,
Eastlakes, Bronte and Hillsdale finish
on Saturday.
Zone 13 now consists of 40 clubs, near half
of which are ex-Zone 11.
The Zone 13 clubs include Taren Point,
St George Leagues, Engadine, Ramsgate,
Roselands, Cronulla, Sutherland, Bundeena
and Sylvania.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 25, 2016

Men’s Champions 2015
MAJOR SINGLES:
BRANDON CONWAY
*Doug King

MAJOR PAIRS:
BRANDON CONWAY
DAN FLANAGAN

*Jack Kampel
Peter Levy

MAJOR TRIPLES:
JACK KAMPEL
BERNARD FRIDMAN
DOUG KING

*Peter Levy
Sol Caganoff
David Newman

MAJOR FOURS:
JACK KAMPEL
DOUG KING
PAUL BAKER
BERNARD FRIDMAN
*Gerald Weinberg
Phillip Joel
Maurice Boland
Walter Jacobs

MINOR SINGLES:
DAVID KELLAWAY
*Peter Kurta

HANDICAP SINGLES:
GERALD WEINBERG
* Ronald Munz,

DRAWN PAIRS:
To be decided
Wayne Podger - Max Thomas
v
Barry Lazarus - Ken Shapiro

MIXED PAIRS
BRANDON CONWAY
BARBARA SHOTLAND
*Gerald Weinberg
Audrey Weinberg

VETERAN SINGLES:
Not competed
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Club seeks five grades in 2016 Pennants
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club has nominated to compete in five grades of
the 2016 Zone 13 Pennant Competition due to start on Saturday, March 12 and
run to Saturday, June 4.
The club’s chairman of selectors, Gerald Weinberg, revealed on Monday, that
Double Bay has chosen to reduce its pennant commitment from last year’s six grades,
to five for the upcoming season.
“We have decided not to compete at Grade 7 level and have requested that our Grade
3 listing be replaced by a Grade 4 side,” he said.
Double Bay has lodged entries for Grades 1 (Metropolitan Cup), 2, 4, 5 and 6.
Weinberg said that 76 eligible members have made the commitment to compete in
the 2016 pennant season, which, allowing for unforseen “not available”
circumstances, should ensure that Double Bay will be able to field competitive lineups in all grades.

NEW SCORING SYSTEM FOR PENNANT POINTS
THE 2016 Pennant season will
introduce a new scoring system.
It is one of the significant changes to the
2016 Pennant competition.
Ten points will be available for a match.
One point is gained for each rink win and
0.5 point for a tied rink result.
Seven points are allocated for all three
rink wins, or three-and-a-half points for a
tied result. The new scoring method will be
consistent for Sectional and Post Sectional
games.
The 2016 Pennants will be the first since
the merger of Zone 11 with Zone 13 to form
the Sydney South Bowling Association.

The Zone 13 Match Committee, which
will decide the makeup of the 2016 Pennant
Gradings is headed by Chairman, Cameron
Curtis, of Grandviews Bowling Club,
alongside Tony Rowe (Ashfield), Bruce
Turpin (Engadine), Geoff Frost (Blakehurst)
and John Fitzgerald (Ashfield).
President of Zone 13 is Grandviews’ Ray
Tozer with vice-president Gary Byrnes
(Eastlakes Sports), treasurer John Benwell
(Eastlakes Sports), committee members
Geoff Frost (Blakehurst) and John
McDonald (Coogee). The Bowls NSW
Councillor is Peter Sprotte (Sylvania) and
Cameron Curtis is the Sports Administrator.

Semi-final results produce “maiden”
winners for 2016 Major Pairs trophy
NOT one of the eight players, who have battled their
way into the Double Bay Men’s Club’s 2016 Major
Fours final, have previously won the event.
In fact, only two of the finalists, Les Brem (left) and
Abe Cohen (right), have Major
Fours
championship
round
experience having appeared with
teams which had to be satisfied with
the runners-up prize.
Brem was in the unit which went
down to Jack Kampel’s team in
2013, while Cohen played in the
2011 final against another Kampel selected group.
These statistics came to light after the 2016 Major Fours
semi-finals were contested on Saturday when results were
decided by a one shot margin.
The facts are that the evenly-balanced team of David Newman, Les Brem,
Wayne Podger and Julian Engelman, scraped into the final by a single shot
against an accomplished
club combination which
included three players who
have won the Major Fours
between them on three
occasions.
The
Engelman-skipped
unit scored three shots on
the last end to defeat Rod
Ferrer, Les Lilian, the
brothers, Harold and Ray
Jankelowitz by 21-20.
Lilian and the Jankelowitz
brothers combined with
FLASHBACK to 2010 when Les Lilian (left) Harold Jankelowitz and
Harry Black to win the
Ray Jankelowitz won the Major Fours title with (right) Harry Black
as the lead player.
event in 2010, while the
two Jankelowitzs were
successful in 2003 with Fred Ginsberg and Len Simon in their line-up. Les
Lilian was also in an entry with Harry Stein, John Rosen and Alan Rosenberg,
which claimed the trophy in 2004.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Grade-5 skip takes team
into Major Fours final
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

In Saturday’s other 2016 Major
Fours semi-final Eric Wainstein
(pictured), a Grade-5 skip, headed
his team of co-lower-tier players,
Alan Sacks, Ray Novis and Abe Cohen, to an extra
end 17-16 decision over first-graders Pepe Glick,
Harry Black Arnold Javen with a member of last
year’s Grade-5 pennant team, Gerald Raichman,
in the lead’s role.

RESULTS
2016 MAJOR FOURS
SEMI-FINALS

Alan Sacks Ray Novis
Abe Cohen
Eric Wainstein 17
G Reichman H Black
A Javen P Glick 16


David Newman Les
Brem
Wayne Podger
Julian Engelman 21

It was a tit-for-tat affair as neither side could gain a
R Ferrer L Lilian
H
&
R Jankelowitz 20
winning break.
th
On five ends it was 3-all, then 12-apiece after the 16
when on the 18th end the Glick side took the lead at 15-12.
Wainstein came back on the last end to level at 16-16 after holding onto two shots to
set the scene for an extra end. On the deciding play Sack’s lead bowl was a fraction
away from being a resting toucher, but Glick and his team mates could not budge it
and had to concede the honours to the opposition at 17-16.
The Jankelowitz team appeared to be “home and housed” near the half-way stage of
its clash with Engleman’s squad when the scoreboard showed them ahead 14-1.
By the 13th end the advantage had been reduced to 14-12 after they gave away 11
shots over the following four ends.
Playing the 20th end Engleman claimed three shots, but still lagged 18-20.
His team maintained the pressure for the 21st end and was holding two shots. Then
Engelman drew a third which turned the score around to 21-20 to “hold match” as Ray
Jankelowitz’s last bowl failed to make any impression to the situation at the head.
The final has been set for Saturday, February 6, with a 12.30 pm start.
Meanwhile, nominations for the 2016 Major Singles and Minor Singles events
close on Wednesday, February 3.

Seven Double Bay hopes for Zone 13 Seniors’ squad
SEVEN Double Bay players have been selected to trial for the 2016 Zone 13 Inter-Zone
Seniors (Over-60) squad.
Chairman of Zone 13 Selectors, John Williamson, has formulated trial sessions on four rinks
at Grandviews on Sunday, March 13, when former Zone 11 senior representatives will clash
with sides chosen from the original Zone 13 clubs.
One rink will be an all-Double Bay combination where Arnold Javen leads for Harry Black,
Gerald Weinberg and skip, Brandon Conway. Jack Kampel will have Peter Levy as the third
in his team with Steve Tobey (Alexandria Erskineville) and Ray Stokes (Sth Coogee).
Les Lilian is named to lead for the Ray Coombes (Ashfield) combination of Wal Picklum
(Alexandria Erskineville) and Bernie Millroy (Sth Coogee).
Players will wear club uniforms for the matches over 18 ends at 9.30 am and 1 pm.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 1, 2016
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Good bowling, sumptuous dinner for new competition
REPORT BY A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

It was a beautiful, serene early evening session
played under a perfect sky with no wind for the
inaugural Double Bay BC Twilight Bowls and
Dinner Tournament on Thursday, January 28.
The greens were running well and it was obvious from
the outset that everyone was looking for an evening of
fun, social interaction, good bowling and a good meal.
The format, designed by club member, Bernard
Fridman, endeared itself to meeting the above criteria
with everyone being given the opportunity to bowl with
club mates that they wouldn’t normally get a chance to
and potentially on a green that they aren’t commonly
placed on.
The playing format also proved to be a real leveller.
More than 30 bowlers signed up for the event lending to
eight games of 10-end three bowls pairs for each of the
two sessions.
Names were randomly selected out of two hats (one for
leads and the other for skips) prior to the commencement
of each game. A similar selection also determinant on
which rink each game was played.
The draw threw up some interesting rivalries as
husbands and wives, Harry and Gail Black, Michael and
Lorraine Becker, played against each other on two
occasions when Lorraine gave
her husband a good and proper
lesson, while Gail took it right
up to Harry as their scores
finished level!
After bowls, a sumptuous
dinner menu (three plates at
left) was provided by club
caterers, June and Steve
Edelmuth,
as
one-and-all
remained in the clubhouse to
interact in the manner that
endears itself to the next four
Thursdays of Twilight bowling.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 1, 2016

ON TOP WITHOUT
BOWLING A BOWL!
THE leader after the first session
of the Double Bay Twilight Bowls
competition is John Wineberg
(pictured) with 17 points – and
he didn’t even deliver one bowl!
Wineberg had to
withdraw at the
last minute and
secured Lorraine
Becker as the
substitute
to
compete for him.
Under the tournament’s COP
(Conditions of Play) the substitute’s
results go to the player whom is
being replaced.
Becker, played superb bowls to
gain 17 points out of a possible 20,
two more than the equal secondplaced Lionel Hovey and Bernard
Fridman. Iris Kampel is next with 14
points.
Each end won counts for one
point with bonus points gained or
deducted for ends won or lost by 4
shots or more.
The amount of prize money for the
top three players depends on the
number of entries. Substitutes
permitted, but players to find their
own substitutes.
Players must compete in a
minimum of four sessions to remain
in the competition. A player’s best
eight games are tallied to determine
their overall score at the end of the
competition.
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Pictured above are Ray Novis, Alan Sacks, Abe Cohen and Eric
Wainstein, the 2016 Major Fours Champions - only the second
combination to win the title in the past 15 years which did
not include a Grade 1 player.
The new champions are currently eligible to compete
at Grade 5 pennant level.
STORY PAGES 2 & 3

LAWN BOWLS
SOON TO
HAVE
TELEVISION
PROGRAM
PAGE 5

No top-shelf player in 2016
Major Fours title winners

RESULTS
2016 MAJOR FOURS
FINAL

Alan Sacks
Ray Novis
Abe Cohen
Eric Wainstein 18
David Newman
Les Brem
Wayne Podger
Julian Engelman 15

2016 MAJOR SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Gerald Weinberg 31
John Wineberg 22

Runners-up in the 2016 Major Fours title, Wayne Podger, David Newman, Les
Brem and Julian Engelman.

Dan Flanagan 31
Eric Grusd 23
Doug King 31
Robert Clark 14

A TEAM of four players, three of whom are listed
Ronald Munz, 31
as Grade 5 pennant competitors, on Saturday
Ian Hadassin 3
overshadowed their higher level opponents to win
Sol Caganoff 31
the 2016 Major Fours Championship.
Dominic Verre 24
It was only the second time, since the merger with
David Kellaway 31
Rose Bay in 2001, that the Double Bay Major Fours
Max Thomas 14
title has been taken by an entry which did not include
Ian Ossher 31
at least one player from the club’s A-grade listing.
David Newman 10
The first-time combination of Eric Wainstein, Abe
Len Sandler 31
Peter Grunfeld 27
Cohen, Ray Novis with newcomer, Alan Sacks, in

the lead’s role, defeated the higher-ranked unit of
2016 MINOR SINGLES
Grade 2 regulars, Julian Engelman, Les Brem,
FIRST ROUND
Wayne Podger and lead David Newman (Grade 3)
Peter Kurta 31
Bob Seymour 9
by three shots at 18-15.
It was a predictable start when Engelman’s side
Andy Baker 31
Eric Frenkel 16
raced to an 8-0 lead after five ends. The sixth end
gave the Weinstein unit its first count to make the
48 ENTER FOR
MAJOR SINGLES
score 8-1.
th
NEXT PAGE
The 11 end was the turning point for Wainstein’s
challenge when they added a four count to trail 8-11,
then collected a triple to square the match at 11-all. They kept the momentum
going on the 12th and 13th ends with a tally of five shots and the lead at 13-11.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Even game for 2016 Major Fours crown

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

WITH seven ends to play, the final of the 2016 Major Fours event between
the Julian Engelman and Eric Wainstein teams, looked to be anyone’s title.
Although the 14th end did not produce good bowling with bowls well off the
mark, it was Engelman who claimed a single to have the scoreboard at 12-13.
After the 15th end it was even again (13-13); then both teams added one shot
on the following two ends to keep it equal (14-14), before Wainstein and Co.
netted one shot on the 18th and a pair on the 19th to hold sway at 17-14.
Engelman kept his team’s hopes alive when he secured one shot on the 20th
end (12-17) and needed at least a triple count to send the game into “extra
time”.
For a minute or two it looked as if Newman, Brem, Podger and Engelman had
the opening when they held shot until Wainstein’s perfect delivery carried the
jack out of harm’s way to claim the shot, the match and the Major Fours crown
at 18-15.
FOOTNOTE: The 2007 Major Fours Championship was won by Sam Brick, Len Simon, Ivor Cohen
(Grade 3) and Harry Jacobs (Grade 6) when they defeated the all-star cast of Gerald Weinberg,
Bernard Fridman, Les Ferguson and Walter Jacobs in the final.
Controversially, the Weinberg team was stripped of the runners-up status after being disqualified for
having violated a substitution of players rule during the final.

Forty eight set sights on Major Singles title
THE 64-draw for the 2016 Major Singles championships conducted last
week lists 48 entries and 16 byes in the first round due to get underway on
Sunday, February 14.
This year’s entry is six more than last year’s field of 42, from which Brandon
Conway took the 2015 title from Doug King.
The computerised generated draw will prevent a replay of last year’s final, but
Conway and King could clash in the semi-final.
The top-half of the draw lists the former
EARLY START TO
champions Gerald Weinberg, who has captured a
trio of Major Singles in 2004, 2006, 2014, and
SINGLE TITLES
SEVERAL
first round
Jack Kampel, the consecutive winner of 2009 and
matches in the
2010.
Major Singles
Weinberg’s first round opponent was John
and
Wineberg, whose best performance in the event
Minor Singles
was to take the 2010 runners-up prize against Jack
were played last
Kampel, who in this year’s initial match faces
weekend.
Results
are recorded
2015 Rookie of the Year, Michael Rowley.
on page 2
Ray Jankelowitz, a finalist in 2008 and 2002 is
also in the top section and has a bye.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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The other half of the
draw also threw up
two former Major Singles title-holders, the two-time victor Harold
Jankelowitz (2003 and 2012) and Peter Levy, the title holder of 2005.
Others in the lower section for 2016 are Pepe Glick, who reached a final in
2009, as did Walter Jacobs (2003) and both have drawn first round byes, but
Bernard Fridman, the 2011 finalist, comes up first against Alan Saidman.
Organisers have directed that those who have drawn a first round bye should
volunteer to take the responsibility to mark an opening match.

Major Singles draw FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

THREE FINALISTS AIMING TO GO ONE BETTER IN MINOR SINGLES EVENT
An entry of 28 players and four byes make up a 32-round 2015 Minor
Singles Championship set to start on Sunday, February 14.
Three entrants are aiming to go one better than in previous attempts at the
Minor Singles championship. Peter Kurta was runner-up to David Kellaway in
last year’s event, while Cedric Amoils made the 2014 championship round and
David Newman was in the 2013 final.
Form analysts suggest that the main challengers for the 2015 trophy could also
be Gerald Raichman, Phil Filler, Louis Platus, Alan Sacks, and Michael
Jackson, one of the few club members who plays with the use of a mechanical
bowler’s arm, who won the 2013 Handicap Singles Title.

Bernard Fridman takes lead
AFTER the second week of the
Thursday Twilight Bowls and Dinner
session, Bernard Fridman, has taken
the lead in the points score.
He tallied 18 points last week to take his total to 33, two more than John Wineberg
who led the table after the opening round.
In equal third place are Harry Black, and Michael Rowley on 28 points.
Club official, Phil Filler said it was another great night of twilight bowling, although
there was considerable doubt during the day if the weather would allow play. However,
luck was on our side as the rain cleared, the wind subsided and the temperature was
perfect.

Men’s Club officials last week
confirmed that the dress code for
the Monday and Wednesday Intra Club competitions will remain as “neat and tidy
mufti”, but has banned the wearing of jeans, T-shirts or collarless shirts.

Mufti dress code “tightened”

At the same time members were reminded that the club’s official uniform dress, which
includes white hats and caps, must be worn in all club and Major championship events.
It was also announced that after the end of the current Monday Intra Club team
competition, teams will be disbanded and, for a trial period, the player-make-up of the
games will be drawn on the day.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 8, 2016
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Double Bay’s “pat on back” by
Bowls Australia representative
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club last week
received a “pat-on-the-back” from a leading
Bowls Australia official.
Chris Wallace, the Bowls Australia Regional
Manager for Sydney, during a visit to Double Bay on
Wednesday, February 3, said that the club is one of
only a handful which can boast a regular weekly
attendance of 100 or more players.
“You deserve a pat on the back,” he said.
He was welcomed to Double Bay by Men’s Club
committee member, Max Thomas, following the end
of a round of the Wednesday Intra-club fours
competition which has an entry of 28 teams.
Wallace detailed latest facts and figures on the
Chris Wallace at Double Bay
growth of lawn bowls throughout Australia.
Bowling Club last week.
Taking into account barefoot bowling, the number
of people playing lawn bowls has grown by 10 per cent. Last year 170,000
persons set foot on an Australian bowling green, he said.
Bowls Australia is also having success in taking lawn bowls to the schools.
Currently 1900 schools have lawn bowling available as part of the sporting
programs.

Lawn bowling “soon” to return to television
LAWN bowls is soon to have a weekly, prime time television program Chris Wallace
revealed to the Double Bay membership last week.
He said that negotiations are near
conclusion and details will be
announced shortly.
He declined to give any other details,
other than to say the ABC is not the
broadcaster.
Double
Bay
Watch,
however,
understands it is a free-to-air channel
which will telecast the program
Double Bay members watching the 2015 Australian Open
devoted
to
Australia-wide
lawn
Championships on the clubhouse TV.
bowling.
There was widespread complaints from Australian lawn bowlers when the ABC failed to
renew the popular Jack High series in 1989 after nine years.
In 1992 lawn bowls returned to television when Channel 9 covered a Jack High series
played at Tweed heads won by Queensland’s Bob Parrella.
Then in 1998 a contract was secured with ABC TV and Fox Sports which guaranteed
over 30 hours of free to air and 70 hours of pay TV for the sport.
More recently the Australian Open Lawn Bowls Championships were televised live by
Foxtel’s Sports Channel 4.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 8, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Prolific singles player aiming for
a fifth club Major championship
STORY AND PICTURES BY PAM STEIN

DOUBLE BAY Women’s Club’s prolific singles
player, Iris Kampel, is in line to take home her fifth
Major Singles Championship this week.
She has won her way into Tuesday’s (February 9)
championship round where she will clash with the 2011
champion, Lorraine (Leikie) Becker.
Kampel had the easier of the semi-finals when she
accounted for Kathy Passman 25-19, while Becker
struggled to overcome two-time winner and last year’s
runner-up, Barbara Shotland, by two shots 25 -23.
In an uncharacteristic slow start Kampel could manage
only one shot in the first six ends against Passman and
saw herself down 1-8.
Steadying her approach, she found line and length to
score on the following eight ends to earn 12 shots and
pull ahead at 14-10, but Passman came back and levelled
at 16-all. However. it was the end of her run and Kampel
applied top gear to flash across the winning line at 2519.
In the other semi-final, Becker and Shotland had the
measure of each other from start to finish.
They matched each other on different lengths, the
scoreboard lead moving from one to the other throughout the
game, captivating the spectators
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

WOMEN’S
CLUB RESULTS
MAJOR SINGLES
ROUND 1

Jan Frape W/O.
Judith Thomas W/O
Iris Kampel 25
Jan. Shedlezki 19
Audrey .Weinberg 21
Kathy Passman 25
Pat Bryant 25
Evelyn Perl 15
Lorraine Becker 25
Gail Black 14
Margo Michael 10
Barbara. Shotland 25
ROUND 2

I. Kampel 25
J. Frape 16
K. Passman v
P. Bryant (Forfeit)
L. Becker 25
J. Thomas 12
B. Shotland (Bye)
SEMI-FINALS

I. Kampel 25K. Passman 19
L .Becker 25
B. Shotland 23

The 2016 Major Singles semifinalists (l-r)
Kathy Passman, Iris Kampel,
Lorraine Becker and Barbara
Shotland

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 8, 2016
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Club’s donations to Foundation hits $56,000 mark
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s contribution to the Randwick Children's
Hospital Foundation hit the $56,000 mark last week when the Women’s
Club presented its 2015 donation to the hospital.
President, Barbara Shotland, handed a cheque for $2,200 to the Foundation’s
representative, Rachel Rodney-College, the proceeds of the club’s various
annual charity functions.
In thanking the Double Bay membership, Rodney-College said that records
show that the bowling club’s men’s and women’s sections in the past 18 years
had donated $56,000 to the Foundation.
She said that the membership’s generosity is so very much appreciated and has
been put towards very significant projects which benefit the young patients.

MAJOR SINGLES SEMI-FINALS -

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Lorraine Becker required one shot for the match, but she was held on 24 for
four ends, as Shotland refused to give in and edged closer until the card read
Becker 24 to Shotland’s 23.
On the final end Shotland held two shots and “game”, before Becker moved
the jack which gave her the one shot required for entry into the final by 25-23.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 8, 2016
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Kiaora Road parking signs “vandalised”
Council can’t enforce restrictions
WOOLLAHRA Council’s attempt to free up car spaces
along Kiaora Road near the Double Bay Bowling Club,
has been thwarted by vandalism to the signage.
Council is unable to enforce the
parking restrictions for the car
parking areas alongside the
bowling club in Kiaora Road,
which came into force in midJanuary, because the signs
restricting parking from 8 am
One of the parking
Monday-to-Saturday to a six-hour
signs, with the arrow
designating the area
time limited, have been altered.
to which the
Double Bay Bowling Club
restriction applies,
executive secretary, Peter Wyner,
eradicated by
matching paint.
said this week that vehicle parking
availability along Kiaora Road had
worsen in the past weeks, despite Woollahra Council’s
restrictions.
Most of the boats, trailers and other permanently
parked vehicles, previously utilising the non-restricted
spaces in Kiaora Road near the bowling club, were
moved to other unrestricted bays soon after Council
posted the six-hour limit signs.
This appeared to free up more space alongside the club
for early morning parking by local workers or
commuters.
Wyner contacted Woollahra Council about the
problem mid-last week.
Council’s Team Leader Regulatory Services, Suzy
A parking sign originally posted
Rich, reported that she had been advised by the Parking
along Kiaora Road near Double
Bay Bowling club with arrows
Enforcement Officers that the parking signs in Kiaora
designating
the area to which the
Road have been intentionally damaged by persons
time restriction applied.
unknown.
The signs have had the arrows “painted out” which, unfortunately, means the
restrictions are presently not enforceable, she said.
Ms Rich said that she has notified Council of the damage and asked that the signs be
repaired as soon as possible.
In the meantime, Rangers will regularly show a presence along Kiaora Road.
“Rest assured that as soon as the signs are repaired Parking Officers will once again
enforce the signage.
“Should the defacing of signage happen again police should be advised,” Ms Rich
added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 15, 2016
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The 2015 Drawn Pairs finalists Wayne Podger and Max Thomas (at left) with the winners on the right Barry
Lazarus and Ken Shapiro.
PHOTO ABOVE AND ON PAGE 1 BY JOHN WINEBERG

Club chairman wins first championship listing
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club chairman, Barry Lazarus, will have his name
recorded as a club champion for the first time following the final of the
2015 Drawn Pairs Championship decided last Saturday.
Lazarus, who became club chairman in 2013, is a consistent Grade 3 bowler
and was drawn with Ken Shapiro, a member who probably spends more time on
a golf course than on the bowling green, but who won the Drawn Pairs
previously in 2006 with partner Sam Abrahams.
Lazarus and Shapiro combined well enough to take the belated 2015 final from
Wayne Podger and Max Thomas by a three shot margin (19-16).
They were slow off the blocks as Podger and Thomas collected three shots after the
opening two ends, but when Lazarus won the mat he opted for a longer length game
and with Shapiro near the mark raced to 10-3 after playing the sixth end.
Lazarus showed his ability as, more often than not, every time the opposition was
in control at the head, he played a great bowl to retrieve the situation for his team.

They held a commanding advantage at 17-6 after 12 ends, before the Podger
pairing worked at reducing the deficit to 13 to 17 at end 16.
On the 18th end Thomas and Podger were looking at a four count, but Lazarus
reduced this to a single score.
Again on the 20th end Podger was holding three only to see Lazarus’s on-shot
hit its target and end up with the shot.
Going into the final end Shapiro and Lazarus were four shots ahead (19-15)
and were content to restrict their opponents to a single count and give Lazarus
his initial club championship trophy.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 15, 2016
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Major Singles hopes keep in 2016 event
BRANDON Conway took one small step towards retaining
the Major Singles crown with a solid performance of draw
bowling to win his first round clash with Len Simon.
His 2015 final opponent Doug King eased into the third
round with a 31-16 decision over Peter Erdos.
Three-time champion, Gerald Weinberg, was another to enter
the second round when he accounted for John Wineberg 31-22.
But the Major Singles champion of 2003 and 2012, Harold
Jankelowitz (pictured), went out in a marathon
36-end clash with the methodical and precise, Paul
Baker, by the closest of margins 31-30.
The scores were locked at 7-all after 11 ends,
then Baker raced to a lead of 18-9 on the 19th and
swept to holding game at 30-17 on to the 29th end.
Jankelowitz held off Baker on the following six
ends collecting 13 shots, including a four count on the 33rd to
have the game at 30-all.
Baker managed to stop Jankelowitz’s run on the 36th to claim
the winning shot.
Another two-time champion, Jack Kampel (2010, 2009)
eased into the third round with a comfortable result over Andy
Baker as did David Kellaway last year’s Minor Singles winner,
with a 31-13 decision over James Flaxman, when he was
always in command, winning 15 of the 24 ends played.
Several matches went to more than 30 ends
before the required 31 shots were recorded.
Wayne Podger scored a four count on the 34th
end as he took the honours from Alan Simmons,
31-26, while Arnold Javen added two shots on the
32nd end then collected a trio on the next to finish
31-25 over Gerald Raichman (pictured).

GINGES WINS MINOR SINGLES OPENER
Sam Ginges registered a first round win over James
Flaxman in the 2016 Minor Singles championship
taking the match 25-14 after 21 ends.
Peter Solomon led Richard Trayer 24-13 after 25 ends,
but couldn’t close out the game as Trayer pegged back the
shortfall to 24-all by the 30th end and then
scored three shots to take the match.
Cedric Amoils, a finalist in the 2014
event, was never headed by Ken Shapiro
on a 25-11 result.
It was a tough second round encounter of
30 ends before David Newman knocked
out last year’s runner-up, Peter Kurta
(pictured), by 25-17.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 15, 2016

RESULTS
2015 DRAWN PAIRS
FINAL
Barry Lazarus
Ken Shapiro 19
Wayne Podger
Max Thomas 16
2016 MAJOR SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Wayne Podger 31
Alan Simmons, 26
Arnold Javen, 31
Gerald Raichman 25
Bernard Fridman 31
Alan Saidman 23
Mark Sack 31
Bob Seymour 5
Brandon Conway 31
Len Simon 16
Michael Becker 31
Trevor Rosenberg 12
Paul Baker 31
Harold Jankelowitz 30
SECOND ROUND
David Kellaway 31
James Flaxman 13
Ray Jankelowitz 31
Dan Flanagan 23
Jack Kampel 31
Andy Baker 15
Michael Jackson 31
Len Sandler 21
Doug King 31
Peter Erdos 16
Sol Caganoff 31
Walter Jacobs 18

2016 MINOR SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Sam Ginges 25
James Flaxman 14
Cedric Amoils 25
Ken Shapiro 11
Richard Trayer 25
Peter Solomon 24
Trevor Rosenberg 25
Louis Platus 12
Eric Grusd 25
David Nathan 23
SECOND ROUND
David Newman 25
Peter Kurta 17
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Raising a
glass to
five time
Major
Singles
champion
Lorraine Becker (left) raises her
glass to congratulate Iris
Kampel on winning a fifth Major
Singles title at Double Bay

REPORT AND PICTURE BY PAM STEIN

IRIS Kampel confirmed her reputation as one of the top lawn bowling exponents of
the singles format when she won Double Bay Women’s Club’s 2016 title last week.
It was the fifth time in the past 15 years that she has claimed the Major Singles Crown
when she defeated the 2011 champion, Lorraine (Leikie) Becker 25-18.
Kampel’s record goes as far as having contested no less than eight Major Singles finals
at the club, being successful in 2002, 2003, 2004, 2012 and 2016, and the runner-up in
2006, 2007 and 2014.
Her overall singles form also includes District and Regional Championship trophies.
The reputations of Kampel and Becker drew a standing room only crowd on the Double
Bay clubhouse balcony to watch this year’s Major Singles Championship on Thursday,
February 11.
They were not disappointed as both exponents produced what was described as “fivestar bowling”, which brought spectator applause after almost every delivery.
On the seventh end Kampel had asserted herself and was ahead 9-2, having found her
line and length from the first end which saw the two sets of bowls surrounding the jack
and only inches away from one another.
Soon after, the initiative swung to Becker as she added 10 shots over the next eight ends
with immaculate bowling.
Kampel would be holding two or three shots only to see Becker, with superb control,
either split the head and stay for shot, or follow the jack into the ditch. It was a brilliant
display which rewarded Becker with the lead at 12-10
And then it was Kampel’s turn to “turn the screws”, as she added eight shots from four
ends to regain front running at 18-12. It became as close as it could be as Becker, lagging
18-20, contained Kampel to one shot on each of the final five ends before Kampel could
claim another Major Singles crown by 25-18.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 15, 2016
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Double Bay continues unbeaten
Senior fours run at District level

Fifth win since
inception

REPORT AND PHOTO BY PAM STEIN

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club continued
its unbeaten record in the Eastern
Suburb’s
District
Senior
Fours
Championship last week with a runaway
win from a South Coogee challenge.
A Double Bay entry has won the title
every year since its inception in 2012.
In 2015 the team of Karen Levinson, Iris
Kampel, Pam Stein and Barbara Shotland won
through to a State playoffs, but with Levinson
District Senior Fours Champions (from left)
Jan Frape, Gail Black, Lorraine Becker and
moving to Queensland’s Sunshine Coast,
Rene Saidman.
Marie Thatcher came in as the lead player.
However, it was thoroughly disposed off in the semi-final by Double Bay’s other
team of Jan Frape, Gail Black, Lorraine (Leikie) Becker and Rene Saidman by 21-7..
The Shotland team had no answer to the accurate playing of the opposition’s third
and in particular its skip, who converted end-after-end, in a demonstration of brilliant
bowling.
In the final played at Hillsdale Bowling Club, Saidman and company, had the
measure of the South Coogee team of M. Judge, G. Jenkins, J. Browne and, K.
Harmer with another comfortable win to capture the District title by 22-10.
The District title-holders move into the Regional playoffs in May at a Southerland
Shire club venue with the winners qualifying for the State Championships later this
year.

Friedman still
sets the pace
Bernard Fridman kept top
spot after last week’s third
round
of
the
club’s
Thursday Twilight Bowls
and Dinner competition.

The tournament is gaining popularity within the Eastern Suburbs lawn bowling
ranks with the inclusion of Del Scott, who heard about the event from fellow
Clovelly bowler, Jill Abrahams.
Friedman added 18 points to his scorecard last Thursday to stay on the top
rung with 51 points, 10 more than Harry Black, with John Wineberg in third
place on 40 points followed by Iris Kampel with 39.
The 32 competitors again applauded the club caterers, Steve and June
Edelmuth, for serving another sumptuous spread for the dinner menu.
The tournament has the next two Thursdays before the winners are declared.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 15, 2016
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Club to contest five pennant grades
DOUBLE BAY Men’s Bowling Club will
field five teams in the new
2016 Zone 13 Pennant
competition.

But Zone knocks
back downgrade
for third team

Details were announced last
week by Zone 13’s Sports
Administrator, Cameron Curtis (pictured), in conjunction with the
Bowls NSW State Match Committee, who listed Double Bay to
compete in Grades 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6

The club’s application to have its Grade 3 team downgraded
to Grade 4 was knocked back by the Zone.
Double Bay was told that its application to reGrade 1
grade its Grade 3 entry was denied because it
TAREN POINT
finished ahead of another Grade 3 application,
GRANDVIEWS
South Coogee, in last year’s Zone 11 pennants.
With the amalgamation of Zone 11 with Zone
ENGADINE
ALEXANDRIA-ERSKINEVILLE 13, Grades 3 to 7 have been divided into
Northern and Southern Conferences.
ASHFIELD

Grade 1 is an open Metropolitan competition of
eight teams with Double Bay up against Tarren Point,
Grandviews, Engadine, Alexandria Erskineville,
SOUTH COOGEE
Ashfield, Waverley and South Coogee.
DOUBLE BAY
Grade 2 is also an amalgamated contest of 10 teams,
six from former Zone 11 clubs, including Double Bay.
WAVERLEY

DOUBLE BAY’S OPPOSITION IN GRADES 2 AND 3. PLUS
LIKELY OPPONENTS IN GRADES 5 & 6 DETAILED NEXT PAGE

Double Bay’s challengers listed for Zone 13 Pennants
THE makeup of the 2016 Zone 13 Grade 2 pennants is an amalgamated contest
of ten teams, with Zone 13’s 2015 Grade winners
Grade 2
Grandviews, along with Tarren Point, Sylvania, and
TAREN POINT
Cronulla.
GRANDVIEWS
Last year’s Zone 11 Grade 2 top team, Leichhardt, heads
SYLVANIA
the list of the Zone 11 clubs, which includes Double Bay,
CRONULLA
Eastlakes, Western Suburbs League, Alexandria Erskineville
EASTLAKES
and Clovelly.
LEICHHARDT
Ex-Zone 11 clubs have been grouped in the Northern
WESTERN SUBURBS LEAGUES
Conferences of Grade 3 through to Grade 7.
DOUBLE BAY
Double Bay’s Grade 3 team, which was placed fifth of six
ALEXANDRIA-ERSKINEVILLE
teams last year, will come up against familiar foes in the
CLOVELLY
2016 Zone 13 Northern Conference pennants.
They are Eastlakes, which has been relegated from Zone
Grade 3
11’s Grade 2, Matraville RSL, the third team last year,
EASTLAKES
Marrickville (4th), South Coogee (6th) and Bronte, which
was Zone 11’s winner of Grade 6 in 2015.
MATRAVILLE RSL
MARRICKVILLE
DOUBLE BAY
SOUTH COOGEE
BRONTE

Ten rounds (five home and five away) are played
before the week 11 semi-finals when 1st team of
Northern Conference plays 2nd Southern Conference
team, and 2nd Northern Conference clashes with 1st
Southern Conference, followed the next day with the

Grand Final for the Zone title.
The format for Northern Conference Grade 6 will
have former Zone 11 clubs divided into two sections of
six teams (10 rounds – home and away). On the 11th
week, the top two teams in each section playoff to
decided the team to play the top club from the six-team
Southern Conference for the Zone pennant.
Grade 6
DIAMOND BAY
MARRICKVILLE
EASTLAKES
WESTERN SUBURBS LEAGUES
RANDWICK

In Grade 5, both the Northern
and Southern Conferences have 12
teams playing 10 matches (home
and away) in six team sections
with the 11th week set for quarterfinals, semi-finals playoffs and
grand final.

Grade 5
BONDI
ALEXANDRIA-ERSKINEVILLE
WEST SUBURBS LEAGUES
SOUTH COOGEE
MATRAVILLE RSL
COOGEE
WAVERLEY
TIGERS FIVE DOCK
RANDWICK
DOUBLE BAY
HILLSDALE
BRONTE

GLADSTONE PARK
CLOVELLY
DOUBLE BAY
ALEXANDRIA-ERSKINEVILLE
EARLWOOD-BARDWELL PK
HILLSDALE

PENNANT DRAWS TO COME

Zone 13 has yet to announce the draws for the
2016 Pennant competition which starts on
March 12 and runs to June 4

LEICHHARDT
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Top notch bowling as Levy ousts Fridman
from 2016 Major Fours championship
TWO of Double Bay’s top-notch draw bowlers, Peter Levy and Bernard
Fridman, clashed in the second round of the 2016 Major Pairs Championship
last week.
Levy, who has one Major Singles title on his belt (the 2005 win over Gerald
Weinberg) scraped into the third round by one-shot (31-30) after a ding-dong 36 ends.
Fridman (pictured), who lost the 2011 Major Singles final to the
talented young, Matt Fetherston, held a five shot advantage after 12
ends against Levy and then was ahead 26-19 on the 23rd end after
picking up eight shots over the previous three ends.
Levy caught up slowly with excellent draw bowls to 24-28 (27th) then
he cut the deficit to one shot (28-29) after they had completed the 32nd
end. On the following end, Fridman was under pressure being three
down when he produced a perfect draw to score a single to be one shot
away from victory at 30-28.
Next end Levy played a great last bowl to gain a single (29-30). On the 35th end
Levy held two shots when Fridman played a cracker of a bowl to trail the jack and
hold “game shot”, only to see Levy play a similarly brilliant delivery to steal the shot
and produce a 30-all scoreboard.
On the last end Levy had a good single shot, compelling
RESULTS
Fridman to drive his second delivery to send the jack into
2016 MAJOR SINGLES
the ditch with the bowl finishing about a metre away.
Again Levy’s accuracy came to the fore as he delivered his
SECOND ROUND
bowl to finish just off the ditch for shot.
Arnold Javen, 31
David Nathan 26
Fridman’s last two bowls were released with pace, but
Ronald Munz 31
just missed their target sending Levy on his way for a
Jeff Raines 12
chance to add a second notch on his Major Singles belt.
Brandon Conway 31
Peter Kurta 14
Meanwhile, defending champion, Brandon Conway, had
Peter Levy 31
a comfortable entry into the third round with a 31-14
Bernard Fridman 30
decision over Peter Kurta, where he will have things a little
Michael Becker 31
more difficult when he meets the winner of the Rod Ferrer
Murray Lott 23
v Gerald Weinberg match.

The Arnold Javen and David Nathan clash required a
2016 MINOR SINGLES
marathon 39 ends before Javen survived 31-26, while it
took 35 ends before Michael Becker got past Murray Lott
SECOND ROUND
31-23.

TWENTY FIVE SHOTS TO DECIDE MINOR TITLE
In the Minor Singles, being played this year to 25 shots,
Eric Grusd put paid to Peter Wyner’s challenge 25-16 and
Phil Filler was too consistent for Cedric Amoils 25-12,
while newcomer, Andy Baker, proved to be the better of
Sam Ginges taking the match at 25-9.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 22, 2016

Eric Grusd 25
Peter Wyner 16

Phil Filler 25
Cedric Amoils 12
Andy Baker 25
Sam Ginges 9
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Good and bad
in Zone 13
State Fours
TWO Double Bay entries
in the Zone 13 2016 State
Fours titles reached the
quarter-finals on Sunday.
It was a good and bad
tournament for Double
Bay contestants.
The good part was that
two of its entries qualified
for the Round of 16. The
not-so-good was the result
of a quarter-final when a
Double Bay four failed to
win an end and was
annihilated 42-0 (below).

Worst result

This is the card which testifies
to the result of the Zone 13 State
Fours match between teams from
Double Bay and Grandviews.
Double Bay’s Gerald Weinberg
said that In his 31-year career he
has never been smashed as
badly as this.
They were brilliant, while we
played poorly and nothing went
our way, even when a few good
bowls were played, he said.
He was also speaking for team
mates, Doug King, Bernard
Fridman and Jack Kampel.

Doug King, Gerald Weinberg, Bernard Fridman, Jack Kampel

Rod Ferrer, Les Lilian, Harold Jankelowitz, Ray Jankelowitz

The championships, the first since the merger of Zone 11
with the power-house Zone 13, were divided into sections of
teams from Zone 11 and Zone 13 until the sectional
playoffs.
One of the Double Bay entries was a team of its top
players combining for the first time.
It was the initial combination of Jack Kampel, Bernard
Fridman and Gerald Weinberg, all of whom are regular
Grade 1 skips, with automatic Grade 1 selection, Doug
King, in the lead’s role.
King, Fridman and Kampel played together once in a 2015
pennant team with Rod Ferrer as the lead and they have
teamed with various other lead players to win their way to
finals of the club’s Major Fours finals, whereas Weinberg
has been successful with other combinations in all Major
team events.
The other successful Double Bay team was the wellestablished trio of Les Lilian (second), the brothers Harold
(third) and (skip)Ray Jankelowitz, with recent new member,
Rod Ferrer, as the lead.
In their opening game against the Eastlakes team of W
Hansen, R Hansen, J Benwell and K Hansen, the Kampelskipped line-up proved too solid.
Then they came up against the Marrickville entry topped
by Phil Means, which had a first round bye, and they eased
into the Sunday playoffs on a 26-22 score line.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Good and bad in Zone 13 State Fours matches
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
In the open draw for the last 16 Kampel’s line-up came up against Taren Points’ Jake
Chapman with Ross Bull as second, his son 18-year-old son, Alan, as third and John
Canute leading.
The Double Bay team raced to 25-10 with three ends to go, but dropped a three and then
Chapman killed two ends before Double Bay advanced with a single on end 19 at 26-13.
But it was vastly different story against the all-star Grandviews team in the quarter-final
featuring State players Carl Healy and Cameron Cutis and two excellent front rankers,
Gerard Short (lead) and Jay Short with Double Bay giving away 42 shots without reply after
16 ends.
The Jankelowitz squad also qualified for the trip to Engadine for Sunday’s round of
the last 16 following wins over the Tigers Five Dock’s B. Weary challenge, then finished
in front of a Wests team captained by S. Donaldson.
In the Sunday encounter the Double Bay four put up a great display against the Eastlakes
unit headed by J Powell advancing to the quarter-final by 17-11, then faced the “old enemy”
from Ashfield fronted by Ray Coombes going out of contention by 18-20.
Double Bay had three other teams entered in the Northern Conference of the event
competing in Sections 1 and 2 at the Western Suburbs Leagues Club.
The club’s four of Murray Lott, Harry Black, Arnold Javen and Pepe Glick secured a first
round bye, but lost to the South Coogee’s team headed by Shane Dollar.
The Eric Grusd, Dan Flanagan, Peter Levy and Brandon Conway unit was beaten in the
opening round by another South Coogee outfit skipped by R. Webster.
Leichhardt players headed by S. Webb had the better of the first round encounter with
Double Bay’s Ronald Munz, John Wineberg, Walter Jacobs and Barry Lazarus.
The fifth and final round of the Twilight
Bowls and Dinner has been postponed to
Thursday, March 3, to accommodate a
private function on Thursday, February
25.
Bernard Fridman retains the points lead on 55 from Harry Black with 43 and
Michael Rowley, George Sofer and John Wineberg all on 42 points.

New formats for popular weekday competitions
THE popular Wednesday mid-week intra-club competition will switch from fours to three
divisions of the triples format as soon as the club has its three greens available. This is
expected to be in the first week of March.
In the meantime, the two divisions of the current Wednesday League have been finalised.
The Blue Division was won by Pepe Glick, Les Ferguson, Sam Abrahams and Fred Ginsberg,
followed by Gerald Weinberg, Peter Levy, David Newman and Peter Erdos (2nd) and Werner Kos,
Harry Black, Rod Ferrer and Audrey Weinberg (3rd).
In the Red Division David Ossher, Ian Ossher, Ross Ruzicka and Neville Yates took first place, with
Mark Reisin, Peter Solomon, George Sofer and Neville New second and David Kellaway, Paul
Isenberg, Mike Golland and Peter Wyner in third spot.
Social games will be played until the three divisions start.
Meanwhile, the format of the Monday competition has also been revamped with teams selected by
a open draw.
Monday League’s final results were 1st Rob Hutchins, Ronald Munz, Rob Clark; 2nd Michael Becker,
George Sofer, David Newman; 3rd Les Ferguson, David Ossher, Ross Ruzicka.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 22, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Double Bay teams will clash in 2016 District Pennants
REPORT AND PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN

Three Double Bay Pennant sides are facing stiff competition in the State
Pennants at District level this year.
A side comprises two teams of four players. The combined score of the two teams
determines the final tally. A total of 5 points is allocated to each match - 3 points for an
overall win and 1 point for a team win. In the case of a drawn game, ½ a point is awarded to
each team.
Last year Double Bay’s Grade 3 won its section and was automatically promoted to Grade
2. This resulted in Double Bay fielding two teams in Grade 2, which means Double Bay
members will be playing each other during the season.
Double Bay is also fielding a Grade 4 side,
with the opening round played at Double Bay
last Thursday against newcomers Moorefield
which Double Bay won 5-0 (52-31 shots).
Wendy Engelander, Marilyn Davis, Rein
Rowlands and skip, Kathy Passman, reported
that the game was played in the finest spirit,
while Leslie Judelman, Judi Snider, Jan
Shedlezki and skip Barbara Hower were made
them work hard for their win
Grade 4 team: Wendy Engelander, Di Engelander,
The club’s top Grade 2 team defeated
Rein Rowlands, Barbara Hower, Kathy Passman,
Randwick
5-0 (49-29 shots).
Jan Shedlezki, Judi Snider.
Front : Marilyn Davis, Jan Frape, Leslie Judelman,
Teams: Marie Thatcher, Iris Kampel,
Alma Goldman.
Lorraine McLaughlin and skip, Pam Stein (in
the absence of Barbara Shotland); Jan Frape
(in the absence of Gail Black), Marna Morris, Lorraine Becker and skip Rene Saidman.
Stein’s team had little trouble against the
opposition, but Saidman finding herself
drawn on the last of the required 21 ends,
killed the end with deadly accuracy to live
again on an extra end where she then drew
two shots before the Randwick skip, Taryn
Keir, removed one of them with the
remaining bowl giving the team the game by
one shot.
The Grade 2 (2) team of Devorah Lees,
Florrie Cohen, Lorraine Stafford, skip
Juliette Friedlander; Carol Engelman, Pat
Bryant, Audrey Weinberg and skip Jenny
Welton plays its first round on Tuesday
Double Bay’s Grade 2 (2) team after a roll up
away against Matraville.
session last week.
It is likely that reserves will be included in
Judy Bihari, Carol Engelman, Lorraine Stafford,
Jenny Welton, Audrey Weinberg, Florrie Cohen,
the teams throughout the season of six
Devorah Lees.
rounds in Grade 2 and 10 rounds in Grade 4.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 22, 2016
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Tough opposition in Grade 1 pennants
DOUBLE Bay, and all the former Zone 11 Grade
1 teams, face strong opposition in the Zone 13
State Grade 1 Metropolitan pennant.
The draw for all Zone 13 pennant clubs was
revealed last week, with the Grade 1 competition
under the auspices of BowlsNSW.
In Grade 1 the Metropolitan pennant has at least
one Eastern Suburbs club in each of the four
Sections.
Double Bay is in Section 2 along with one other “local” club, Waverley.
Ashfield is in Section 1, Alexandria Erskineville competes in Section 3 and
South Coogee takes on Section 4 opposition.
Section 2 opposition for Double Bay are power-house clubs from Grandviews,
Blacktown, Harbord and Merrylands. Each section has six teams, playing 10
rounds on a home-and-away basis.

GRADE 2 ALSO AGAINST TOP ZONE 13 OPPOSITION
Double Bay’s Grade 2 Zone 13 entry is
also in the category of “have bowls will
travel” as its opponents are at
Grandviews, Sylvania, Cronulla and
Taren Point, along with closer to home
club’s Leichhardt, Clovelly, Alexandria
Erskineville, Eastlakes and West Sports.
It is a nine-round pennant competition,
with Double Bay playing five games at
home to Grandviews, Taren Point,

Clovelly, Wests and Eastlakes, while its
four away schedule is at Sylvania,
Cronulla, Leichhardt and Alexandria
Erskineville.
Double Bay’s Grade 3, 5 and 6 teams
compete in Zone 13’s Northern
Conference, each made up of six former
Zone 11 clubs, played over 10 rounds
on home-and-away timetable.
ALL THE DRAWS NEXT PAGES

STATE GRADE 1 PENNANTS Metropolitan SECTION 2
.

Round 1
12th March

Round 2
19th March

Round 3
2nd April

Round 4
9th April

Round 5
16th April

Double Bay
v
Grandviews

Blacktown
v
Double Bay

Blacktown
v
Grandviews

Double Bay
v
Harbord

Harbord
v
Grandviews

Harbord
v
Blacktown

Grandviews
v
Merrylands

Double Bay
V
Waverley

Grandviews
v
Waverley

Merrylands
v
Double Bay

Merrylands
v
Waverley

Waverley
v
Harbord

Harbord
v
Merrylands

Merrylands
v
Blacktown

Waverley
v
Blacktown

Round 6
30th April

Round 7
7th May

Round 8
14th May

Round 9
21st May

Round 10
28th May

Blacktown
v
Harbord

Double Bay
v
Blacktown

Grandviews
v
Blacktown

Harbord
v
Double Bay

Blacktown
v
Waverley

Grandviews
v
Double Bay

Harbord
v
Waverley

Merrylands
v
Harbord

Waverley
v
Grandviews

Double Bay
v
Merrylands

Waverley
v
Merrylands

Merrylands
v
Grandviews

Waverley
v
Double Bay

Blacktown
v
Merrylands

Grandviews
v
Harbord

CENTRAL & SOUTHERN SYDNEY GRADE 2

State Finals - Ettalong

Round 1
12th March

Round 2
19th March

Round 3
2nd April

Round 4
9th April

Round 5
16th April

Clovelly v
Grandviews

Leichhardt v
Alexandria E

Clovelly v
Sylvania

Leichhardt v
Cronulla

Clovelly v
Leichhardt

Cronulla v
Double Bay

Eastlakes v
Taren Point

Cronulla v
Eastlakes

Eastlakes v
Clovelly

Cronulla v
West Sports

Taren Point v
Sylvania

Double Bay v
Clovelly

Alexandria v
West Sports

Alexandria v
Grandviews

Taren Point v
Alexandria

West Sports v
Leichhardt

Grandview v
West Leagues

Double Bay v
Grandviews

West Sports v
Taren Point

Double Bay v
Eastlakes

Alexandria v
Eastlakes

Sylvania v
Cronulla

Taren Point v
Leichhardt

Sylvania v
Double Bay

Sylvania v
Grandviews

Round 6
30th April

Round 7
7th May

Round 8
14th May

Round 9
21st May

Semi-Finals
4 & 5 June

Leichhardt v
Double Bay

Cronulla v
Taren Point

Leichhardt v
Eastlakes

Grandviews v
Leichhardt

1st Place v 2nd Place

Taren Point v
Grandviews

Clovelly v
Alexandria

Grandviews v
Cronulla

Eastlakes v
West Sports

3rd Place v 4th Place

West Leagues v
Clovelly

Sylvania v
Leichhardt

Taren Point v
Clovelly

Sylvania v
Alexandria

Alexandria v
Cronulla

Grandviews v
Eastlakes

West Sports v
Sylvania

Clovelly v
Cronulla

Eastlakes v
Sylvania

Double Bay
v West Sports

Alexandria v
Double Bay

Double Bay v
Taren Point
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CENTRAL & SOUTHERN SYDNEY GRADE 3 – NORTHERN CONFERENCE
State Finals – Yamba & Maclean
Round 1
12th March

Round 2
19th March

Round 3
2nd April

Round 4
9th April

Round 5
16th April

Bronte v
Matraville RSL

Matraville RSL v
South Coogee

Bronte v
Marrickville

South Coogee
v Bronte

Bronte v
Eastlakes

Marrickville v
Double Bay

Eastlakes v
Marrickville

Matraville RSL v
Eastlakes

Eastlakes v
Double Bay

Double Bay v
Matraville RSL

South Coogee v
Eastlakes

Double Bay
v Bronte

S. Coogee v
Double Bay

Marrickville v
Matraville RSL

Marrickville v
South Coogee

Round 6
30th April

Round 7
7th May

Round 8
14th May

Round 9
21st May

Round 10
28th May

Matraville RSL
v Bronte

South Coogee v
Matraville RSL

Marrickville
v Bronte

Bronte v
South Coogee

Eastlakes v
Bronte

Double Bay v
Marrickville

Marrickville v
Eastlakes

Eastlakes v
Matraville RSL

Double Bay v
Eastlakes

Matraville RSL v
Double Bay

Eastlake v
South Coogee

Bronte v
Double Bay

Double Bay v
South Coogee

Matraville RSL v
Marrickville

South Coogee v
Marrickville

PENNANTS SUSPENDED FOR PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
The Anzac Day, April 25, public holiday this year is part of a “long weekend” as it
falls on the Monday.
The draw of the 2016 pennant competition has Round 5 on April 16, but Round 6 is
held over to Saturday, April 30, to avoid the Anzac Day weekend of April 23-25.
As is customary, there is no play over the Good Friday-Easter Weekend of March
25-28. Round 2 is played on March 19 and the competition resumes with Round 3 on
April 2.
CENTRAL & SOUTHERN SYDNEY GRADE 5 – NORTHERN CONFERENCE
SECTION 1

State Finals – Harbord

Round 1
12th March

Round 2
19th March

Round 3
2nd April

Round 4
9th April

Round 5
16th April

Diamond Bay v
Hillsdale

Hillsdale v
Waverley

Diamond Bay v
Matraville RSL

Waverley v
Diamond Bay

Diamond Bay v
Bronte

Matraville RSL v
Double Bay

Bronte v
Matraville RSL

Hillsdale v
Bronte

Bronte v
Double Bay

Double Bay v
Hillsdale

Waverley
‘ v Bronte

Double Bay v
Diamond Bay

Waverley v
Double Bay

Matraville RSL v
Hillsdale

Matraville RSL v
Waverley

Round 6
30th April

Round 7
7th May

Round 8
14th May

Round 9
21st May

Round 10
28th May

Hillsdale v
Diamond Bay

Waverley v
Hillsdale

Matraville RSL v
Diamond Bay

Diamond Bay v
Waverley

Bronte v
Diamond Bay

Double Bay v
Matraville RSL

Matraville RSL v
Bronte

Bronte v
Hillsdale

Double Bay v
Bronte

Hillsdale v
Double Bay

Bronte v
Waverley

Diamond Bay v
Double Bay

Double Bay v
Waverley

Hillsdale v
Matraville RSL

Waverley v
Matraville RSL

GRADE 6 PENNANT DRAW NEXT PAGE
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CENTRAL & SOUTHERN SYDNEY GRADE 6 – NORTHERN CONFERENCE SECTION 2
State Finals – Leeton & Narrandera
Round 1
12th March

Round 2
19th March

Round 3
2nd April

Round 4
9th April

Round 5
16th April

Eastlakes v
Hillsdale

Hillsdale v
Double Bay

Eastlakes
v Coogee

Double Bay v
Eastlakes

Eastlakes v
Clovelly

Coogee v
Randwick

Clovelly v
Coogee

Hillsdale v
Clovelly

Clovelly v
Randwick

Randwick v
Hillsdale

Double Bay v
Clovelly

Randwick v
Eastlakes

Double Bay v
Randwick

Coogee v
Hillsdale

Coogee v
Double Bay

Round 6
30th April

Round 7
7th May

Round 8
14th May

Round 9
21st May

Round 10
28th May

Hillsdale v
Eastlakes

Double Bay v
Hillsdale

Coogee
v Eastlakes

Eastlakes v
Double Bay

Clovelly v
Eastlakes

Randwick v
Coogee

Coogee v
Clovelly

Clovelly v
Hillsdale

Randwick v
Clovelly

Hillsdale v
Randwick

Clovelly v
Double Bay

Eastlakes v
Randwick

Randwick v
Double Bay

Hillsdale v
Coogee

Double Bay v
Coogee

Corporate barefoot bowling - a Double Bay success
MORE than 80 executives of the Staples
(Australia) company from all parts of
Australia and New Zealand, attended a
corporate function at Double Bay
Bowling Club, last Thursday.
They came to the bowling club after a twoday conference at a nearby Intercontinental
Hotel to “let their hair down and take off
their shoes and socks” for a game of
barefoot bowls and partake of sumptuous
food plates by club caterer, June Edelmuth, as pictured below..
The majority ate and drank the night away. As darkness set in, a few of the rinks still
had many participants bowling to their heart’s content.
Staples officials were highly positive about the ambience of the Double Bay club and
the superb food. Plus there were some limited enquiries from Staples’ local staff about
taking up lawn bowling.
It was many hands on deck for club members including Sam Ginges, Dafna Orbach,
Louis Platus, David Newman, Ian Hadassin, Harry Black and Phil Filler.
The event was co-ordinated by Steve Edelmuth.
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Ronald Munz takes giant-killer role to Major Singles
RONALD Munz (pictured) one of the club’s
most consistent lead players, last Friday
confirmed his reputation as a “giant killer”
when it comes to upsetting his higher ranked
opponents in a championship event.
On Friday, Munz added to his list of surprise
results, the scalp of A-grader, Peter Levy, in the
third round of the Double Bay Major Singles by a
single shot margin.
It was the second consecutive week that Levy,
who won the 2005 Major Singles title, figured in
a 31-30 result when he knocked out another topshelf rival, Bernard Fridman, to setup the
challenge from Munz.
Munz’s best singles form is in the Handicap
format where, on the way to taking the 2014 title
from Gerald Weinberg, he defeated highest quality rivals Arnold Javen and Pepe
Glick.
He continued the runs of upset victories in last year’s Handicap Singles when he
again made the final, where Weinberg turned the tables on him, but not before he had
accounted for A-grade regulars, Walter Jacobs and Harry
RESULTS
Black, in earlier rounds.
In the opening rounds of the 2016 Major Singles, Munz
2016 MAJOR SINGLES
came up against opponents of his calibre, knocking out
THIRD ROUND
Ian Hadassin and Jeff Raines before facing Levy.
Ronald Munz, 31
Munz matched Levy for most of the match and led 29Peter Levy 30
26 when he lost one shot then gave away three to give

Levy “game bowl” at 30-29 with one bowl to be played,
2016 MINOR SINGLES
but Levy failed and the match was hanging on the last
end.
THIRD ROUND
It appeared that Levy’s experience would take the day
David Newman 25
as
he held two shots, but Munz’s accuracy was such that
Peter Grunfeld 18
he converted to two-up (31-30) to add one more
Murray Lott 25
achievement against another of the best in the club.
Phil Filler 12
The win put Munz into the quarter-finals where his
opponent will come from the round two clash between
Pepe Glick and Werner Kos or Sol
In pre-pennant trials on Saturday, Double
Caganoff, who is waiting for the
Bay’s Grade 2 lost at Alexandria Erskineville,
winner in the third round
but on home soil, Double Bay Grade 3 won
against Alexandria Erskineville’s No 5 team.
In the Minor Singles David
The Grade 6 side lost away to Diamond Bay.
Newman and Murray Lott advanced
Selectors named teams to compete against
to the semi--final round when Lott
each other in trials for Grades 1 and 5.
accounted for Phil Filler, 25-12, and
Newman was too solid for Peter Grunfeld 25-18.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 29, 2016
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Major upsets continue in Major Singles
TWO top ranked and experienced singles players were eliminated from the
2016 Major Singles championship at the weekend.
Gerald Weinberg, three-time winner of the event at
Ousted in
Double Bay, was sadly off form and succumbed to a recent
Second
newcomer, Rod Ferrer, while Pepe Glick fell to the wiles of
Wayne Podger in second round clashes.
Round
Ferrer, who entered Double Bay ranks almost two years
ago from Lindfield Bowling Club, produced the form that
should give him a chance to advance further in the event as
he won 31-22 over 32 ends.
Glick, with a reputation as an astute exponent of the
singles game, fell to Podger in a 36-end battle of wits, 3128.
The usually consistent Glick, with three Handicap Singles titles
to his name at Double Bay and who was a Major Singles runner
up to Jack Kampel in 2009, took eight ends to find form when
he collected four shots to lead 9-7.
On the 14th end he scored a single to have the score 13-11, but
he remained there for the next six ends as Podger piled on the
shots to go ahead 20-13.
By the 30th end Podger’s lead had been whittled to 25-24, but a
collect of four shots regained him the advantage by 29-24,
before Glick added three shots on the 33rd end to be 27-29.
Podger moved to 30-27 (34th), then Glick scored one for 28-30
only to see Podger grab the match with another single on the 36th
at 31-28

Jack Kampel sweeps into quarter-finals
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

Pepe
Glick

Gerald
Weinberg

Two A-graders clash in Major Singles third round
MEANWHILE, two-time Major Singles champion, Jack Kampel, was on top of his
game when he clashed with fellow A-grader, Arnold Javen in a third round fixture.
In a ruthless display of all-round singles ability he won all but six of the 24 ends to make
the quarter-finals on a 31-8 score line.
One of the longest games was a marathon between Rob Hutchins and Paul Baker, who is
renowned for his patience when on the mat.
It took Hutchins a few minutes over four hours to overcome Baker 31-30 in 38-ends
Baker was behind the eight ball until he scored four shots on the 12th end to lag 9-11. Three
ends later it was tied at 12-all when Baker came up with seven shots and the lead at 19-12
after the 19th end,
The match swung the other way as Hutchins won end-after-end
RESULTS
to be ahead on the 24th by 22-19
2016 MAJOR
It was anyone’s game when Baker came back to hold game at
SINGLES
30-26 (35th), only to go off the boil and allow his opponent to
SECOND ROUND
claw his way back to 30-all with a triple count on the 37th end.
Wayne Podger 31
Hutchins kept his line and length and added another three to put
Pepe Glick 28
an end to Baker’s role in the 2016 Major Singles championship.
Rob Hutchins 31
Paul Baker 30
The consistent Ian Ossher was untroubled to advance to the last
eight with a solid decision over Michael Jackson 31-18 in their
Rod Ferrer 31
Gerald Weinberg 22
second round battle.
Mark Sack 31
Ossher was in charge from the first delivery and raced to 12-0
Barry Lazarus 15
after five ends before Jackson hit back with four shots on the
next.
THIRD ROUND
However Ossher continued the pressure to take the match on
Jack Kampel 31
the
25th end.
Arnold Javen 8
At the same time, Mark Sack required 27 ends to reach 31
Ian Ossher 31
Michael Jackson 18
against Barry Lazarus
The closest Lazarus came to troubling Sack was when the score
2016 MINOR SINGLES
was level at 8-all on the 10th, but Sack scored seven shots on ends
THIRD ROUND
12 and 13 to regain the advantage and never looked back.
Harry Jacobs 25
Trevor Rosenberg 24

PETER ERDOS IN MINOR FINAL

In the Minor Singles Peter Erdos is one win away from taking
out the 2016 title following his 25-13 semi-final victory over
SEMI-FINAL
Murray Lot, who became stuck on 13 shots after 17 ends and did
Peter Erdos 25
Murray Lott 13.
not score again in the following six ends of a 23-end match.
Harry Jacobs returned to something like his old form when he
scraped into the third round with a last gasp win over Trevor Rosenberg 25-24.
BERNARD FRIDMAN won the inaugural DBBC
Thursday Twilight Bowls event heading the points
list from start-to-finish.
He ended with 67 points, 11 more than runner-up
WINNER LEADS ALL THE WAY
Michael Rowley, with three competitors, Michael
Becker, Harry Black and George Sofer, sharing third
spot on 55 points.
A club official said that opinion amongst participants was that it was an outstanding success.
The Bowls Committee will conduct its review and members will be informed of the next twilight
bowls function, the official added.
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Bowls Club committee member’s shock resignation
IN a surprise decision last week, Max
Thomas (pictured), resigned from the Men’s
Club executive.
HISTORY
Thomas joined Double Bay Bowling Club in
OF BOWLS
2010 and has been on the Men’s Bowling
Club’s committee since 2012 where, in 2014,
SECRETARY
he was elected as one of two vice-residents.
PORTFOLIO
At the Men’s Club Annual General Meeting
(AGM) last November, Thomas, was re-elected
The post of Bowls Secretary at
in a ballot for five committee members from a
Double Bay Men’s Club came into
list of six candidates.
being at the first AGM following the
The meeting saw 62 members elect a “new
year 2000 amalgamation with Rose
look” committee under its revised By-Laws
Bay Bowling Club.
proclaimed by the Board of Management in
Until then, Double Bay Bowling Club
October, 2015 (see History of Bowls Secretary
did not have an administration solely
post). The By-Laws called for the election of a
responsible for its Men’s Bowling Club
president, but only one vice-president, instead of
membership.
three, and it no longer required the elected
Instead, it had office bearers elected
portfolios of secretary, treasurer and bowls
to committees for Matches, Greens,
secretary. Instead, the membership has the
House, Works and Competition.
At the 59th AGM in October, 2001, it
responsibility to elect five persons to form a
was agreed that the administration
committee to work alongside the president and
would be shared by the Licensed Club
vice-president.
Board and the establishment of a
At the AGM both Louis Platus (president) and
Men’s Bowling Club, with an elected
Phil Filler (vice-president) were elected
president, along with three viceunopposed. There were six-candidate in the
presidents, an honorary treasurer,
ballot for the five seats on the committee. The
honorary secretary, the chairman of
membership re-elected David Ossher, David
selectors, a bowls secretary and four
Newman, Peter Goldman and Max Thomas,
committee members.
with Maurice Boland finishing ahead of Walter
Harry Stein was voted the inaugural
Jacobs in the ballot for the fifth position.
bowls secretary, the duty he carried
out until 2008 when Rod Davies took
Since the AGM last November, Thomas, has
over and was replaced by Ken Shapiro
taken on the responsibility of organising and
two years later.
controlling the club championships and other
Harry Black took over as Bowls
responsibilities, which would have been carried
Secretary in 2011, but in 2013 there
out under the former portfolio of Bowls
was no nomination for Bowls Secretary
Secretary, the designation he used under his
and Gerald Weinberg, the chairman of
name in many emails to the membership.
the Selection Committee, carried the
Thomas declined to elaborate on his decision,
responsibility until the Board of
but told Double Bay Watch that members had
Directors named Harry Black, as Bowls
complimented him on sending emails which
Administrator, a duty which he
have kept them informed and up-to-date on
continues to serve.
bowls matters. “It was a positive feedback,”
Thomas said.
The Men’s Club By-Laws do not provide for the Men’s Bowls Committee to co-opt a
replacement to the committee “when a officer resigns his office by notice in writing given to
the Club Secretary”.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 7, 2016
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MANLY TOO EXPERIENCED FOR DOUBLE BAY IN PENNANT TRIALS
Manly, one of the leading clubs on the north side, proved too experienced in three
trial matches at Double Bay in Grades 3, 5 and 6 on Saturday.
Its teams of experienced and younger players won all rinks against the Double Bay
sides, which will compete in the Zone 13 Pennants.
Double Bay’s other pennant squads played intra-club trials.
The 2016 Zone 13 Pennants start on Saturday, March 12.

PENNANT TRIALS RESULTS - MARCH 5
DB TEAM 1 v
G WEINBERG
P GLICK
H BLACK
L LILIAN
W 26-22

DB TEAM 2
B CONWAY
P LEVY
R FETHERSTON
M SACK
L 22-26

DB TEAM 3
J KAMPEL
B FRIDMAN
L FERGUSON
A JAVEN
L 18-21

DB TEAM 5
B LAZARUS
W JACOBS
A SAIDMAN
R MUNZ
L 15-18

DB TEAM 6
J ENGELMAN*
W PODGER
I OSSHER
D NEWMAN
W 18-15

DB TEAM 7 v
N MORRIS
T ROSENBERG
L SIMON
S GINGES
L 15-24

GRADE 3
E WAINSTEIN
A COHEN
J ROSEN
B GLOVER
L 11-24

v MANLY
L SANDLER
M LOTT
G RAICHMAN
A SIMMONS
L 15-26

AT DOUBLE BAY
R HUTCHINS*
B BRICKMAN
I COHEN
P KURTA
L 18-29

GRADE 5
JACK ROSEN*
R NOVIS
P GRUNFELD
D VERRE
L 18-21

v MANLY
M ROWLEY
H STEIN
P WYNER
A BAKER
L 16-24

AT DOUBLE BAY
D KELLAWAY
P ISENBERG
P FILLER
I HADASSIN
L 19-28

GRADE 6
M REISIN*
P SOLOMON
M JOCHELSON
J RAINES
L 16-21

v MANLY
J FLAXMAN
G SOFER
H ROPER
H HOURIHAN
L 17-27

AT DOUBLE BAY
R RUZICKA
H GOLD
B HIRST
P GIBBON
L 15-24

N/A

L BREM
M BECKER
H JACOBS
S FRANKS

F GINSBERG
J WINEBERG
D KING
N NEW

v
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v

DB TEAM 4
R JANKELOWITZ
H JANKELOWITZ
S CAGANOFF
R FERRER
W 21-18
DB TEAM 8
M THOMAS
A ROSENBERG
P ERDOS
HAROLD BLACK
W 24-15

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS

.
SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
RESERVES

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
RESERVES
S ABRAHAMS
D FLANAGAN
L GINZBERG

L PLATUS
B GARDEN
E GRUSD
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Major Pairs champions
pass first 2016 hurdle
DEFENDING Major Pairs titleholders, Pam Stein and Barbara
Shotland had to make a late
burst to win a first round match
against
Judi
Snider
and
Devorah Lees in the 2016 event.
With Shortland currently overseas,
Stein called on Lorraine McLaughlin
to be the substitute.
The Lees pair lead up until the 14th
of the required 18 ends, but allowed
their opponents into the game on the
last four ends giving away nine shots
for a 18-15 win to the defenders.
In another come back first round
encounter Margo Michael and Kathy
Passman 19 defeated Evelyn Perl and
Hilda Filipovic 10, who lead 9-7 on
the 10th end, only to lose control as
Michael and Passman rang up 12
shots for the match.
It was a close call for Lorraine
Stafford and Juliette Friedlander over
Audrey Weinberg and Jan Frape 1917.
This game could have gone either
way. Both skips drew saving bowls,
while the leads closed in on the jack
almost every end.
ROUND 2 FIXTURES
W. Englander-D. Englander
v
L. Stafford-J. Friedlander
G. Black-M. Thatcher
v
L. Judelman-J. Shedlezki
L. Becker-R. Saidman
v
A.. Goldman-P. Bryant.
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Two wins by top pennant team
Double Bay’s top pennant team in
Grade 2 (1) has won its opening two
rounds in the Eastern Suburbs 2016
competition.
Last Thursday the side accounted for
Matraville 5-0, but only after the Pam
Stein rink had an exciting and close game
against experienced opposition skip,
Marion Munzone, getting over the line
with just two shots to spare.

RESULTS
Grade 2 (1)
Round 1
Double Bay 5 (47) v Matraville 0 (31)
Rink 1: Gail Black Marna Morris,
Lorraine Becker, Rene Saidman.
Rink 2 Marie Thatcher, Kathy Passman,
Lorraine McLaughlin, Pam Stein.

Grade 2 (2)
Round 1
Matraville

4 (38) v Double Bay 1 (35)

Rink 1: Devorah Lees, Rita Fisher,
Florrie Cohen, Lorraine Stafford.
Rink 2 Carol Engelman, Pat Bryant,
Audrey Weinberg, Jenny Welton.
Round 2

Double Bay 1(29) v Randwick 4 (54)
Rink 1: Devorah Lees, Florrie Cohen,
Lorraine Stafford, Jules Friedlander.
Rink 2: Margo Michael, Pat Bryant,
Audrey Weinberg, Jenny Welton.

Grade 4
Round 2

Double Bay 5 (53) v Randwick 0 (21)
Rink 1: Wendy Engelander, Marilyn Davis,
Rein Rowlands, Barbara Hower.
Rink 2: Lesley Judelman, Judi Snider,
Jan Shedlezki. Jan Frape.
Round 3

Waverley 4 (35) v Double Bay 1 (26)
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Grade 1 opens with win over Grandviews
GRADE 1
METRO CUP
Section 2

Home
team

Shots

Points

Away
team

Shots

Points

RESULT

12-Mar-2016

Double Bay

67

9

Grandviews

51

1

Home win

DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 1 Pennant team on Saturday
OTHER
staged a giant form reversal when it opened its 2016
PENNANT
State Metropolitan Cup (Section 2) pennants with a 9-1
GRADES
win over Grandviews.
When the two teams met in round eight of last year’s
FAIL TO
pennant at Grandviews Double Bay was outplayed on all
SCORE
rinks with a 43 shot deficit.
RESULTS
This year’s Pennants are being played under a new scoring
NEXT PAGE
system which allocates a maximum of 10 points per match
and Double Bay accounted for the multi-talented Grandviews 9-1.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

TOP EIGHT CHASE WOMEN’S CLUB’S MAJOR PAIRS TITLE

There has been no upset results in the Women’s Club’s 2016 Major Pairs Championship as it reached this
week’s semi-final stage where four teams of leading players clash to win the final and qualify for the Regional
titles. The players are pictured above (from left) Barbara Shotland-Pam Stein,
Lorraine Becker-Rene Saidman, Gail Black-Marie Thatcher, Lorraine Stafford-Juliette Friedlander.
REPORT AND RESULTS PAGE 6

GRADE 2

Home

Shots

Points

Away

Shots

Points

Result

12-Mar-2016

CRONULLA

61

9

DOUBLE BAY

40

1

Home win

12-Mar-2016

TAREN POINT

73

10

SYLVANIA

50

0

Home win

GRADE 3

Home

Shots

Points

Away

Shots

Points

Result

12-Mar-2016

MARRICKVILLE

68

10

DOUBLE BAY

41

0

Home ein

12-Mar-2016

SOUTH COOGEE

80

12

EASTLAKES SPORTS

43

1

Home win

Home

Shots

Points

Away

Shots

Points

Result

12-Mar-2016

MATRAVILLE RSL

80

10

DOUBLE BAY

34

0

Home win

12-Mar-2016

DIAMOND BAY

50

1

HILLSDALE

62

9

Away win

GRADE 5
Section 1

GRADE 6
Home

Shots

Points

Away

Shots

Points

Result

12-Mar-2016

COOGEE

50

1

RANDWICK

66

9

Away win

19-Mar-2016

DOUBLE BAY

41

1

CLOVELLY

59

9

Away win

Section 2

RESULTS FROM ZONE 13 WEBSITE
GRADE 1
LOST 19-29

v GRANDVIEWS
WON 26-14

at DOUBLE BAY
WON 22-8

B CONWAY
G WEINBERG*
P GLICK
H BLACK

J KAMPEL
B FRIDMAN
P LEVY
A JAVEN

R JANKELOWITZ
H JANKELOWITZ
L LILIAN
R FERRER

WON 9-1 (67-51)
SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS

Big rink win sets up Double Bay’s surprise Grade 1 results
THE 14-shot margin win by Ray Jankelowitz’s team of brother, Harold, Les Lilian and
Rod Ferrer, set the pace for the 9-1 (67-51) decision over Grandviews on home soil on
Saturday.
The Grandviews rink with Australian star, Cameron Curtis at the helm, was outplayed to the
tune of 22-8, while the unit of Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman, Peter Levy and Arnold Javen,
won 26-14, and Brandon Conway, Gerald Weinberg, Pepe Glick and Harry Black, battled
before going down 19-29.
The Grandviews outfit included State player, Carl Healey, L. Garlick-Jones, a young-gun
who flies from Melbourne weekly and Mark Jacobson.
Other Metro Cup Section 2 results: Harbord 10 (70) v Blacktown 0 (10), Merrylands 10 (82) v Waverley 0 (36).
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Double Bay “updates” its
calendar to website viewing

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s 2016 calendar has been refined and is now
available in an easy-to-follow page of the club’s website (as pictured above
for the month of March).
It took the club’s executive secretary, Peter Wyner, more than three hours to
set up the system, enter data and install onto the website from the original
unsuitable format.
Wyner opted for the Google Calendar that could be customised and easy to use
by club members.
Data entries to December 31, 2016, as provided by the
Men’s Bowls Committee, now show on the website
calendar.
The calendar is a significant improvement and has a
professional appearance compared with past calendars
prepared in a variety of ways.
This year’s diary listing circulated by the Men’s Club
was oversized and had an “unfriendly” printing format.
The entry point to the reformatted calendar is on the
club’s website front page and is opened with a click on the calendar icon
(pictured above) or by the direct link
http://www.doublebaybowlingclub.com.au/monthlycalendar.htm
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Any day or month can be displayed
on club’s new website calendar
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

DOUBLE Bay’s website calendar allows
for the opening of any day or month (or
any past date) by the use of the
arrows on the top left on the
calendar line and entries as well as other
features such as the current
week’s events.
The calendar is printable, as
is the Agenda, at top right of
the calendar page, which lists
all the events for any given
period.
The events are truncated on the calendar when
viewed, but can be expanded by clicking onto the
event or listed by selected date or a range of dates
obtained by clicking onto the Agenda (see above)
Wyner has retained Australia-wide public
holidays and occasions, highlighted in green, while
the current day is filled in yellow.
An added feature is the EVENT tag which when
clicked, opens with details of an event for Double
Bay men and/or women members.
If it is away from the club it will automatically show the address and a click
will introduce a map to the destination.
It is expected that the calendar in the future will feature general functions as
well as Double Bay Bowling Club entries.
Entries can be edited, added or deleted by the website administrator.

WEBSITE HITS
AT 32,000 MARK
THE Double Bay Bowling Club website
has now passed the 32,000
mark of viewer hits.
This is an increase of more than
22,000 when Bay Watch last checked
the hit list in January, 2015.
Monday’s reading was 32,065 (at right)
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Health scare halts Podger’s run in Major Singles
WAYNE PODGER (pictured), who surprised two weeks
ago by knocking out one of the favourites for the 2016
Major Singles Championship, had to forfeit mid-way
through his third round match due to a health scare.
Podger, one of Double Bay’s low profile, but popular
members, hit the headlines
when he defeated Grade A
Doug King bows out
regular, Pepe Glick, in a 36of 2016 Major Singles
DOUG
King, runner-up in
end second round battle of
wits, 31-28 and set up an last year’s final to Brandon
Conway, was another topencounter against another Grade 1 opponent, flight contender to fall by
Sol Caganoff.
the wayside in the 2016
Halfway through the game against Caganoff, Major Singles title at the
last week, Podger complained of feeling unwell weekend.
King went out to the
with chest pains and surrendered the match consistent Michael Becker
when the scoreboard 31-22, who now faces the
RESULTS
likelihood of meeting Conway
was 8-21 after 16 ends.
2016 MAJOR
Rod Ferrer in the quarterHe rushed to seek or
SINGLES
final.
medical attention and an
THIRD ROUND
In
another
unexpected
angiogram has revealed result Mark Sack knocked out
Sol Caganoff 21
Wayne Podger 8 (forfeit)
no abnormalities, but another of the eminent
brigade, Ray Jankelowitz, 31Mark Sack 31
club officials scratched 25.
Ray Jankelowitz 25
him from competing for
Michael Becker 31
Jankelowitz looked homeDoug King 22
Double Bay in the and-hosed when he led 222016 MINOR
opening 2016 Zone 13 12, but couldn’t maintain the
SINGLES
pressure.
Grade 2 pennant match
In the Minor Singles new
THIRD ROUND
at
Cronulla.
member,
Andy Baker, put
Andy Baker 25
paid
to
Harry
Jacobs’ hopes
Harry Jacobs 12
John Wineberg, who
.
a solid 25-12 decision
was recovering from a with
and has the task of meeting
kidney stone concern, was another late the favourite for the
withdrawal from the Grade 2 team to travel to championship tag, David
Newman in the semi-final.
Cronulla.

SIX DOUBLE BAY SENIORS IN ZONE 13 REPRESENTATIVE TEAMS
SIX of the eight Double Bay members, who played in Sunday’s Zone 13 selection
trials at Grandviews, have been named in the starting line-ups for the 2016 Zone
13 Inter-Zone Seniors (Over-60) at St Johns Park on Sunday, April 10.
Arnold Javen, Harry Black, Gerald Weinberg and Brandon Conway, have been
selected as a team in the four Zone tournament, while Jack Kampel and Les Lilian will
compete in another line-up against teams from Zones 5, 12 and 16.

Peter Levy and Pepe Glick were Double Bay’s other players, who took part in
the trials.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 14, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Top eight chase Major pairs title
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s 2016 Major
Pairs Championship has run to form with eight
of its top players qualifying for the semi-finals.

RESULTS
2016 MAJOR PAIRS

QUARTER-FINALS
The pair defending their title, Barbara Shotland and
Pam Stein, eased into the semi-final round with a
Barbara Shotland
smart 21 shot margin over Margo Michael and Kathy
Pam Stein 28
Passman.
Margo Michael
In the playoff to the final Shotland and Stein will
Kathy Passman 7
face the talents of Lorraine Stafford and Juliette
Friedlander. Friedlander has the record of having won
Lorraine Stafford
the Major Pairs on four occasions when partnered by
Juliette Friedlander 28
Iris Kampel.
Wendy Engelander
In the second semi-final, both of which are set for
Diane. Engelander 7
decision on Tuesday (March 15), the most consistent
singles players and a talented pairs combination,
Gail Black,
Lorraine Becker and Rene Saidman, will be
Marie Thatcher 22
Lesley Judelman
challenged by Marie Thatcher and Gail Black.
Jan Shedlezki 9
To get to the semi-finals Stafford and Friedlander
knocked over Wendy Engelander and Diane
Lorraine Becker
Engelander without much trouble with 21 shots to
Rene Saidman 29
spare, while Thatcher and Black had a similar
Alma Goldman
comfortable result against Lesley Judelman and Jan
Pat Bryant 9
Shedlezki by 13 shots.
There was a 20-shot difference when Becker and
Saidman finished their quarter-final with Alma Goldman and Pat Bryant.
The winner of the club Major Pairs qualifies to compete at Regional level for
inclusion in the State playoffs as does the club’s Major Singles Champion.
The Triples and Fours Championships are contested only at club level.

Club teams clash in Grade 2 pennants
Double Bay’s two Grade 2 teams clashed in the Eastern Suburbs District pennants last
week.
The Grade 2 (1) side with a collect of 40 shots to Grade 2 (2)’s 20 shots won the encounter
5-0 and now top the District table with a lead of five points.
TEAMS: 2 (1) Rink 1: Gail Black, Marna Morris, Lorraine Becker, Rene. Saidman
.
Rink 2 Marie Thatcher, Lorraine McLaughlin, Barbara Shotland, Pam Stein.
TEAMS 2 (2) Rink 1: Judy Bihari, Marilyn Davis, Flora Cohen, Juliette Friedlander;
Rink 2 Margo Michael, Pat Bryant, Audrey Weinberg, Lorraine Stafford.
In the Grade 2 (1) match at Randwick on Saturday, Double Bay won 5-0 (42-34)
TEAMS Rink 1: Gail Black, Marna Morris, Lorraine Becker, Rene. Saidman.
Rink 2 Marie Thatcher, Kathy Passman, Lorraine McLaughlin, Barbara Shotland.
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MINOR CHAMPIONS CLASH
IN 2016 MAJOR SINGLES

Lower grades score wins in
Round 2 Zone 13 pennants
Double Bay’s Grades 5 and 6 scored
wins in the Zone 13 Pennants on
Saturday, but the Grade 1 Metro Cup
side found Blacktown Workers a shade
too good.
All the details and reports next pages.
BELOW – RESULTS AT A GLANCE
GRADE

Home Team

Shots

Points

The 2015 Minor Singles title-holder,
David Kellaway and the 2013 Minor
champion, Ian Ossher, have won their
way into the 2016 Major Singles
quarter-finals.
If either takes out this year’s event
they will make the Men’s Club record
book.
STORY PAGE 3

Away Team

Shots

Points

Result

GRADE 1

Blacktown Workers

67

9.5

Double Bay

52

0.5

HOME WIN

GRADE 2

DOUBLE BAY

65

1

CLOVELLY

69

9

AWAY WIN

DOUBLE BAY

37

0

BRONTE

89

10

AWAY WIN

GRADE 5

DOUBLE BAY

73

9

DIAMOND BAY

44

1

HOME WIN

GRADE 6

HILLSDALE

52

1

DOUBLE BAY

66

GRADE 3

Easter
Greetings

HOLIDAY WEEKEND
BOWLING DETAILS
CONTACT 9327 6774

9

AWAY WIN

DOUBLE BAY
WATCH
NEXT ISSUE
APRIL 4

2016 ZONE 13 PENNANT RESULTS ROUND 2
GRADE 1
B CONWAY
G WEINBERG*
R FETHERSTON
H BLACK
D 19-19

v BLACKTOWN
B FRIDMAN
P LEVY
M BECKER
A JAVEN
L 16-24

at BLACKTOWN
H JANKELOWITZ
D KING
L LILIAN
R FERRER
L 17-24

GRADE 2
S CAGANOFF
R HUTCHINS*
D FLANAGAN
R MUNZ
W 20-16

VS CLOVELLY
J ENGELMAN*
W JACOBS
I OSSHER
D NEWMAN
L 25-29

at DOUBLE BAY
P GLICK
A SAIDMAN
M SACK
P ERDOS
L 20-24

GRADE 3
E WAINSTEIN
A COHEN
J ROSEN
R NOVIS
L 18-19

v BRONTE
L SANDLER
A ROSENBERG
T ROSENBERG
P KURTA
L 12-38

at DOUBLE BAY
B BRICKMAN
I COHEN
G RAICHMAN
B GARDEN
L 7-32

GRADE 5
M THOMAS
M LOTT
L SIMON
G SOFER
W 21-14

VS DIAMOND BAY
M ROWLEY
H STEIN
A SIMMONS
B GLOVER
L 16-19

at DOUBLE BAY
D KELLAWAY
P ISENBERG
L GINZBERG
D VERRE
W 38-11

GRADE 6
N MORRIS
A BAKER
P WYNER*
P GRUNFELD
W 28-12

HILLSDALE
M REISIN
P FILLER
S GINGES
D NATHAN
L 20-24

at HILLSDALE
J FLAXMAN
H JACOBS
R RUZICKA
I HADASSIN
W 18-16

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 52-67 0.5-9.5

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 65-69 1-9

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 37-89

0-10

W 73-44 9-1

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
RESERVES

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 66-52

9-1

Half point collect best for weakened Grade 1 pennant team
THE unavailability of two regular skips counted when Double Bay’s Grade
1 Sydney Metropolitan team travelled a near 80-kilometre round trip to
Blacktown on Saturday.
The team without Jack Kampel and Ray Jankelowitz, who were instrumental
in Double Bay’s previous week’s win against Grandviews, had to be content
with sharing one of the three rinks in a 9½ (67) to ½ (52 shots) loss.
Brandon Conway’s rink of Gerald Weinberg, Rob Fetherston and Harry Black
was ahead 19-17 on the last end, but couldn’t hold off the Blacktown Workers
Club team from scoring a two-shot equaliser.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Grade 5 and 6 open winning pennant accounts
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 5 and Grade 6 teams opened their winning account
in the 2016 Zone 13 Pennants with 9-1 wins.
The Grade 5, on home turf, won the local derby against Diamond Bay with a
29 shot margin (73-44) as the side of David Kellaway, Paul Isenberg, Les
Ginzberg and Dominic Verre won the day 38-11, while Max Thomas’ unit of
Murray Lott, Len Simon and George Sofer finished ahead 21-14.
Only blemish was when Michael Rowley, Harry Stein, Alan Simmons and
Barry Glover just missed on a 16-19 score-line.
The Grade 6’s 9-1 (66-52) win at Hillsdale was on the back of a 28-12 rink
win by the side of Norman Morris, Andy Baker, Peter Wyner and Peter
Grunfeld.
The team had support from James Flaxman’s rink with Harry Jacobs, Ross
Ruzicka and Ian Hadassin, which got home 18-16, while the third rink, headed
by Mark Reisin alongside Phil Filler, Sam Ginges and David Nathan, restricted
the opposition to a four shot win (20-24), which gave Double Bay the added
points on a 14 shot-margin of 66-52.
There was only four shots difference between Double Bay and Clovelly in the
Grade 2 match with the rink of Sol Caganoff, Rob Hutchins, Dan Flanagan and
Ronald Munz wining 20-16, while the other rinks fell 25-29 and 20-24 to give
the visitors a 9-1 win (69-65).
In Grade 3, home conditions did not help as Double Bay was outplayed by a
well-graded outfit from Bronte ending in a 10-0 loss with a 52 shot margin
overall at 89-37.

Minor Singles champions
set to clash in Major event
TWO recent winners of the Double Bay
Men’s Club Minor Singles title are set to
meet in the 2016 Major Singles
championship.
They are David Kellaway (pictured left)
and Ian Ossher (right), who have won their
way into the quarter-final round of this
year’s Major Singles event.
Kellaway, who defeated Peter Kurta in last year’s Minor Singles final, could be only
the second player to win the Minor and Major Singles Championships in consecutive
years.
That achievement is held by Matt Fetherston, who won the Minor title in 2010 as a
20-year-old, and went on to defeat Bernard Fridman in the 2011 Major championship
round.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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MAJOR SINGLES ROUNDUP
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Ian Ossher, who won the Minor Singles in 2013, is
also in line to make the club record books.
Should he take out the 2016 Major Singles title, he’ll be
only the third player to have won the Minor and Major
“double” in 74 years.
The clash between Kellaway and Ossher will be the
second time in the 2016 Major Singles that Kellaway has
come up against a former Double Bay Minors champion,

RESULTS
2016 MAJOR
SINGLES
THIRD ROUND
David Kellaway 31
Rob Hutchins 21
Brandon Conway 31
Rod Ferrer 15
QUARTER-FINAL
Jack Kampel 31
Michael Becker 20

.
when in the first round he knocked out the 2014 titleholder, Max Thomas.
Kellaway earned his spot in this years’ Major Singles round-of-eight when he
defeated Rob Hutchins 31-21 on Friday in a high-standard match.

It required 29 ends for Kellaway to hit the 31-mark against Hutchins, who never hit
his straps until the 11th end when he levelled at 11-all and with a single count on the
next hit the front for the first time 12-11.
However, Kellaway regained control until the 16th end when Hutchins got to the
front for the last time with four shots at 17-16. From that point Kellaway’s accuracy
paved the way to have the scoreboard at 27-20 after 25 ends.
He continued the counting with five shots to Hutchins one and claim a victory by a
10-shot margin.
Ian Ossher in this year’s Major Singles third round defeated Michael Jackson, the
2013 Handicap Singles winner, in a comfortable fashion by 31-18.
FOOTNOTE: Only one other Double Bay Men’s Club member has achieved the Minor
Singles and Major Singles “double”. It was W. K. (Bill) Munro, who won the Minor event
in 1960 and the Major Singles in 1967.

DEFENDING CHAMPION MOVES CLOSER TO END RESULT
BRANDON Conway (pictured) is now only three wins
away from retaining the club’s Major Singles title
following a convincing 31-15 win over Rod Ferrer on
Sunday.
In contrast to recent matches conditions were far from ideal
for accurate lawn bowling as a southerly gusty wind not only
worked against the bowl, but it kept the temperature down to
“cold” compared with recent weeks.
By the 8th end Conway had displayed his ability in the
conditions with a 14-3 lead, only to allow Ferrer to stage a
minor comeback to reduce the margin to 16-14 after the 16th end.
It was a short-lived revival as Conway gathered seven shots to race to a
commanding position at 22-14. Ferrer scored a single on the 21st end, which was
to be his last as Conway raced away to hit the 31 mark on the 25th end.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Conway v Kampel likely in Major semi-final
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Conway’s next challenge is against Mark Sack and if successful will come
up against the prolific singles winner Jack Kampel in the semi-final.
Kampel, one of the favourites for this year’s Major Singles crown, took a few ends
to find his line and length in his quarter-final clash with Michael Becker before
opening his account with a single on the fifth end.
From then on it was Kampel’s match as he scored on nine of the following 10 ends
to hold sway at 19-5. With the score at 25-11 (23rd end) Becker came back with two
shots on each of the 24, 25 and 26 ends, but still had a deficit of eight shots.
Kampel was unfazed and gradually moved to the winning post on the 34th end with
a 31-20 total.

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
WEBSITE DIARY
COMPLETED
WITH WOMEN’S
CLUB EVENTS
THE update of the Double
Bay Bowling Club’s
website calendar is now
complete with the
addition of all the
Women’s Club events
scheduled for 2016.
All Double Bay club
events are coloured blue,
with the women’s events
prefixed LADIES as
pictured at left.

RAIN HITS CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS AND PENNANT SCHEDULE
THE semi-finals of the Women’s Club’s Major Pairs scheduled for last
Tuesday, March 15, were postponed due to inclement weather.
The rain also caused the cancellation of the Eastern Suburbs Grade 2 (2) and
Grade 4 Pennant games. The Grade 2 match was against Matraville and the Grade
4 opponent was South Coogee.
Club officials have rescheduled the Major Pairs semi-finals for Tuesday, March
29, when Barbara Shotland-Pam Stein play Lorraine Becker-Rene Saidman and
Gail Black-Marie Thatcher clash with Lorraine Stafford-Juliette Friedlander.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH MARCH 21, 2016
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“Familiar face” appointed club’s new manager
A FAMILIAR face has been appointed the new General
Manager of Double Bay Bowling Club.
He is Steve Edelmuth (pictured), who takes over from
Graham Armstrong, who left Double Bay Bowling Club’s
employ in January.
The 61-year-old Edelmuth has been seen regularly at Double
Bay Bowling Club since May, 2014, when his wife, June,
became the club’s in-house caterer and he had the
responsibility for its administration, strategy and business
direction, marketing and front of house management.
An accountant by profession, the South African-born Steve
Edelmuth managed the 50-year-old family business, Eddies
Transport, which was involved in household, office removals
and international shipping
He emigrated to Australia in October, 1999.
Since then he has been commercially involved in catering and event
management, administration and logistics.
In March last year Edelmuth, along with a number of Double Bay
Bowling Club officials and volunteers, was certified to assist in bar
duties by completing the Responsible Service of Alcohol (RSA) course
and the programme required under the Responsible Conduct of
Steve
Gambling (RCG).
Edelmuth . . .
Steve Edelmuth is well-known in the Sydney sporting community,
soccer
particularly
in football with the Northside Monash All-Age team which
coach
he coached from humble beginnings of Division 3 in 2009 to Premier
League status by 2011.
After completing his coaching badge through the Football Association in South
Africa he then gained a Diploma of Coaching from Kevin Keegan in England.
Before coming to Australia he was a high profile sports administrator including
being chairman of the famed Balfour Park Football Club from 1989 to 1998.

Master of the singles game awaits
his 2016 Major’s final opponent
The 2016 Major Singles Championship final will be something of a “Master
Class versus the Apprentice” following the 31-25 semi-final win of Jack
Kampel over the defending champion, Brandon Conway, on Sunday.
Kampel is well validated as one of the club’s most consistent and dependable
exponents of the singles game, having won the event in
RESULTS
2009 and 2010 and was the
2016 MAJOR
runner-up in 2013 to Robert
SINGLES
Fetherston.
QUARTER-FINAL
But it is not only his singles
David Kellaway 31
ability which will be on show; it
David Ossher 29
will be his vast experience of
Brandon Conway 31
Mark Sack 20
having played in the pressure of
SEMI-FINAL
a Major club championship.
Jack Kampel 31
Over the years since the
Brandon Conway 25
.
merger with Rose Bay, Kampel
Ronald Munz
v
has won no less than 11 club
David Kellaway
Major titles.
SINGLES
This tally does not take into 2016 MINOR
FINAL
Jack Kampel receiving
account his handicap singles and
Peter Erdos 25
one of his many
six mixed pairs titles when he
Andy Baker 19
championship trophies at
Double Bay.
and wife, Iris, as his regular and
2016 MAJOR PAIRS
reliable partner. It will be a
FIRST ROUND
formidable task for his opponent in the final.
Alan Saidman
It will be either, the 2015 Minor Singles Champion,
Sol Caganoff 36
David Kellaway, or another of the club’s up-andHarold Roper
Lionel Hovey 4
coming improvers in the shape of Ronald Munz
(pictured below), who has created a great record in
Mark Sack
Bernard Fridman 23
recent times.
Harry Black
In 2014 Munz, one of Double
Pepe Glick 12
Bay’s most consistent lower
grade lead bowlers, but now a lead for Grade 2, upset the
form guide when he outplayed Weinberg to the tune of
25-12, scoring on 13 of the 22 ends played.
Last year, Weinberg scored a “revenge” 25-22 result
over the defending champion.
That year’s final set a new mark in club records as it
was believed to be the first time the same two players had
competed in the previous championship round.
HOW KELLAWAY GOT TO THE SEMI-FINAL – Next Page
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Marathon match takes Kellaway into Major Singles semi
DAVID Kellaway won his way into the semi-final when he outlasted another
former Minor Singles champion, Ian Ossher 31-29, prior to the Easter Break.
It was one of the longest games in this year’s Major Singles championship lasting
just over three hours and requiring 40 ends before Kellaway produced a single shot for
the match.
After a quick getaway Kellaway led Ossher 11-7 on the 13th end, but Ossher had tied
the score at 14-all with a three count on the 19th.
The tide turned on the 25th end when Ossher scored four shots followed by a three
count on the next to hit the front for the first time at 22-20.
From then on it was tit-for-tat – 26-all on the 34th and all square on the 36th at 28-28
when Kellaway added two shots on the 37th end to be ahead 30-28, then Ossher kept
Kellaway at bay with a single on the next only to allow Kellaway to score the vital
point on the 40th end.

CHAMPION TOO GOOD IN QUARTER-FINAL, BUT RUN ENDS IN SEMI-FINAL
At the same time defending champion, Brandon Conway, held too many guns
for Mark Sack in the other quarter-final moving into the semi-final on a 31-20
scorecard.
But Sack gave as good as he got for three quarters of the match. He had the lead at
11-7 after 11 ends and was in front 18-17 after 22 ends.
It was the signal for Conway to produce his top-shelf bowling and he rolled off
seven of the following eight ends to race to an 11-shot margin on the 30th end.
For the semi-final last Sunday, Kampel and Conway elected to start at 10.30 a.m.
because of the overnight heavy rain and the morning’s drizzle.
There was little or no difference between the two combatants, but Kampel was the
more consistent in a very tight match which took four hours to come up with the
magic 31st shot.
Kampel allowed Conway back into the game when he twice gave away three shots,
but it was his only blemish as he won 23 of the 41 ends played.
The much anticipated semi-final between Kellaway and Munch was postponed when
Kellaway was compelled to withdraw from the club’s Grade pennant team on
Saturday due to a pinched nerve, It will now be played on the upcoming Sunday.

Peter Erdos now has the 2016 Minor Singles crown
ANOTHER up-and-coming player has claimed the club’s
2016 Minor Singles Championship.
Peter Erdos (pictured), who’s recent consistent form has
elevated him to lead status in the Grade 2 Pennant side, proved
too experienced for recent club arrival from Bronte, Andy
Baker, 25-19.
But Baker gave him a good run for the money taking him to
29 ends before the end results.
Erdos won 17 of the 29 ends by producing a consistent forehand draw and an
occasional backhand delivery when required to resolve a situation.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 4, 2016
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Double Bay finishes ahead of old foes in Grade 1 pennant tussle
OLD foes clashed when Double Bay’s Zone 13 Metropolitan Grade 1 (Section 2) team hosted Waverley in
the third round on Saturday.
Side manager Gerald Weinberg reported that the match “produced one of the best lawn bowl deliveries he has
yet seen.”
The rink in which Weinberg competed finished with a five-shot win against long time “adversaries” and Zone
11 representatives Dan Roper and Terry Pappas
Double Bay’s second rink went down 16-25 against Rick Roper another Zone 11 player, but it was left to the
Jack Kampel team to gain the shots for an overall one-point win.
They led 14-10 after 12 ends against Tom Hawkins and company, but going into the last end were two behind.
Waverley’s Scott Garry drew a resting toucher in front of the jack. Peter Levy drew a close second, but was still
one down when Bernard Fridman’s delivery touched the shot bowl and rolled past it to give Double Bay a
single. Fridman’s last bowl passed the head as did the Waverley team’s delivery.
Kampel had no option but to try and crack an egg with a soft draw, but was wide. Hawkins drew a close fourth
shot. Kampel played his last bowl with perfect backhand weight which reached Double Bay’s two closest bowls
and moved the jack about 30 centimetres to hold two and tie the master board at 54-all. Tom’s last bowls missed
the head by an inch to give Double Bay a draw and a one point 5½ - 4½ result
GRADE 1
B CONWAY
G WEINBERG*
R FETHERSTON
H BLACK
W 17-12

v WAVERLEY
J KAMPEL
B FRIDMAN
P LEVY
P GLICK
W 21-17

at DOUBLE BAY
H JANKELOWITZ
M BECKER
L LILIAN
R FERRER
L 16-25

GRADE 2
S CAGANOFF
R HUTCHINS
D FLANAGAN
R MUNZ
L 15-24

v GRANDVIEWS
J ENGELMAN*
W PODGER
I OSSHER
D NEWMAN
L 13-20

at DOUBLE BAY
B LAZARUS
A SAIDMAN
L BREM
P ERDOS
L 21-26

GRADE 3
E WAINSTEIN
A COHEN
J ROSEN
R NOVIS
L n/a

v SOUTH COOGEE
L SANDLER
T ROSENBERG
P KURTA
D NATHAN
L n/a

at STH COOGEE
A ROSENBERG
I COHEN
B GARDEN
P GRUNFELD
L n/a

GRADE 5
M THOMAS
M LOTT
L SIMON
G SOFER
W 24-22

v WAVERLEY
M ROWLEY
H STEIN
A SIMMONS
E GRUSD
L 14-24

at WAVERLEY
JACK ROSEN
P ISENBERG
L GINZBERG
D VERRE
L 17-25

GRADE 6
N MORRIS
A BAKER
P WYNER*
B GLOVER
L 16-32

v RANDWICK
M REISIN
P SOLOMON
P FILLER
S GINGES
L 13-22

at DOUBLE BAY
J FLAXMAN
H JACOBS
R RUZICKA
I HADASSIN
L 9-24
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SKIPS
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LEADS
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SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 51-71 0-10

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L55-71
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SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
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Lawn bowls returns as
regular television show
THE sport of lawn bowls will return to freeto-air television after a four-year hiatus, with
a new weekly episodic program The Bowls
Show to air on SBS from Sunday, May 15.
Bowls Australia and SBS have announced a partnership to bring the sport of lawn
bowls back to the masses with an hour-long magazine-style program, that will also
feature highlights of the sport’s marquee events on Sundays from 1 pm for 20
consecutive weeks until September 25.
The Bowls Show will bring the sport back to free-to-air television for the first time
since 2011, when it concluded a 30-year relationship with the ABC.
The program will also mark the first occasion lawn bowls is broadcast in high
definition on free-to-air channels, with the sport finding a new home on SBS while
also being made available through the network’s catch-up service, SBS On Demand.
The series will be hosted by Jack Heverin, who was initially the voice of bowls
through anchoring the nationally syndicated weekly radio program Without Bias
before fronting the coverage of last year’s Australian Premier League broadcast on
Fox Sports.
The program will also feature some of the biggest names in the sport, including
Steve Glasson, Karen Murphy, Kelvin Kerkow, Kelsey Cottrell, Mark Casey and
Barrie Lester.
Regular segments on coaching, development, officiating, high performance and
social bowls will be incorporated in the program and will provide a point of difference
to the traditional event-only coverage shown in past broadcasts.
Bowls Australia president, Nigel Smith, said that the return to free-to-air television
was a strategic priority for the sport and the new partnership with SBS would help
bowls appeal to new
audiences.
“Bowlers
from
across the country
have been very vocal
in their desire to see
the sport back on
Double Bay Watch was the first to reveal that lawn bowls would return
free-to-air television
to television this year when it reported on the visit to Double Bay
following the 30 year Bowling Club by Bowls Australia’s Regional Manager for Sydney, Chris
relationship with the Wallace, on February 3.
ABC, and it has been
a strategic focus of Bowls Australia’s to achieve this outcome, so this announcement
is a tremendous coup for players, spectators and admirers of Bowls in Australia.

“Bowls Australia has worked hard to develop broadcast products that appeal to
general sporting enthusiasts, not just regular participants, through coverage like
the Australian Premier League, and this is another step in that direction.” Smith
said.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 4, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Top team on the stairs to victory!

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has again taken out the Eastern Suburbs
Grade 2 competition and will play the Regional Play-off on June 7 against
the winners of Region 14. the Sutherland Shire-St George Districts.
The club’s Grade 2 (1) clinched the title when it scored a 5-0 (42-24 points)
win at Matraville on Tuesday March 22.
The teams are pictured (above right) Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel
and Marie Thatcher and (above left) Gail Black, Marna Morris, Leikie Becker,
and Rene Saidman.
The club has also set it sights on taking out the Grade 4 pennant following its
5-0 (52-29) win away at Moorefield. It will need to collect full points from its
remaining two fixtures to be a contender for the District honour
Team 1: Kathy Passman (skip) Di Engelander, Marilyn Davis, Barbara Hower.
Team 2: Jan Frape (skip) Leslie Judelman, Judi Snider, Rein Rowlands

Three Double Bay players listed in national rankings
THREE Double Bay players are included in the top 200 Australian
women lawn bowlers.
Points are awarded to bowlers who compete in open competition throughout
Australia.
Double Bay’s Iris Kampel is listed at 113 with a total of 22 accumulated
points gained when winning matches in regional and state events.
Equal on 12 points and sharing 188th spot are Pam Stein and Barbara
Shotland.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 4, 2016
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Shotland and Stein make
it a hat-trick of Major Pairs
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club president, Barbara Shotland collected her
seventh Major Pairs Trophy
last week, including the hattrick of wins with current
partner and skip, Pam Stein,
Stein also won the event in
2006 with another partner to
bring her tally to four Major
Pairs in recent years.
The Pam Stein Barbara
Shotland combination proved
too solid for Lorraine Becker
and Rene Saidman, taking the
final honour by 25-11.
They will now compete at
State level for the Champion-ofClub-Champions at the Warilla
Club, on Monday, September 5.
Pam Stein (left) with Barbara Shotland
In the semi-final Becker and Saidman (pictured below) were too sharp for
Gail Black and Marie Thatcher to
the tune of 19-11
Black and Thatcher were ahead
until it was all square on the seventh
end with seven-apiece.
It was the end of their run and
could only add another four shots
against the growing confidence of
their opponents.
In their semi-final the welleducated pairing of Shotland and
Stein had one of those days where
everything went according to Plan
A.
Although they eased into the
championship round on a 18-4 result against Lorraine Stafford and Juliette
Friedlander, they collected only a single or double count throughout the game.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 4, 2016
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Better day on the greens
DOUBLE Bay had one of its better days in the Zone
13 Pennant Competition winning three of its five
matches in Round 4 completed on Saturday.
The top team competing in the State
Grade 1 Pennants Metropolitan
Section 2 scored a 10-0 home win
over the strong northern side,
Harbord, to elevate it to third place in
the six-team competition with 25
points, where Merrylands has 31½
points and Grandviews 29½
The win came on the back of the 2411 score line from the rink of
Brandon Conway, Gerald Weinberg,
Harry Black and Dan Flanagan, while
the side of Jack Kampel, Bernard
Fridman, Peter Levy and Arnold
Javen got home by a three shot
margin (17-14)
The brothers Ray and Harold
Jankelowitz with Michael Becker and
Rod Ferrer completed the “trifecta”
with a 14-13 result for an overall shot
tally of 55-38.

TOP
GRADE
WINS 10-0

The Grade 6 team chalked up its
second win when it overcame visitors,
Eastlakes, 10-0 with the three rinks
tallying 71-shots between them to 42
against.
The four of Andy Baker, Ross
Ruzicka, Peter Wyner and Ian
Hadassin won 25-11, Michael
Rowley, James Flaxman, Eric Grusd
and Stan Franks scored by 23-11,
while Phil Filler, Peter Solomon,
David Nathan and Jeff Raines got
home by 25-18.
The team now has 20 points in the
six-sided competition, but remains
below the top three clubs.
The Grade 5 team managed a 8½ 1½ win at Bronte, by taking one rink
and drawing another and collected the
extra points with the shot margin of
59-58.

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE WITH ALL THE SCORES

Grades 2 and 3 battle against tough opposition
Len Sandler, Harry Stein, Alan Simmons and Peter Erdos scored the draw 16all, Paul Isenberg, Gerald Raichman, Ruven Kaplan and Ray Novis won 16-13,
and the Max Thomas, Murray Lott, Len Simon and George Sofer went down 2224.
In Grade 2 Double Bay continues to battle against tougher opposition and sits at the tail of
the 10-team pennant listing with three points, while Taren Point races away at the top with 40
points. The team travelled to Sylvania for the Round 4 match and put on a solid performance
finishing only four shots (62-66) behind after winning one rink 29-25.
There is not much joy in the Grade 3 where Double Bay has won only one rink over the
four rounds against eastern suburbs (ex-Zone 13) clubs.
On Saturday it lost 1-9 at Eastlakes, but toughed it out taking one rink and missing the
aggregate shot tally 56-60.
GRADE 1
B CONWAY
G WEINBERG*
H BLACK
D FLANAGAN
W 24-11

v HARBORD
J KAMPEL
B FRIDMAN
P LEVY
A JAVEN
W 17-14

at DOUBLE BAY
R JANKELOWITZ
H JANKELOWITZ
M BECKER
R FERRER
W 14-13

GRADE 2
S CAGANOFF
A SAIDMAN
R HUTCHINS
R MUNZ
L 17-22

v SYLVANIA
J ENGELMAN*
W PODGER
I OSSHER
D NEWMAN
L 16-19

at SYLVANIA
W JACOBS
L BREM
L FERGUSON
M SACK
W 29-25

GRADE 3
E WAINSTEIN
A COHEN
I COHEN
B GARDEN
L 22-24

v EASTLAKES
D KELLAWAY
T ROSENBERG
P KURTA
P GRUNFELD
W 20 -15

at EASTLAKES
B LAZARUS
B BRICKMAN*
J WINEBERG
L GINZBERG
L 13-21

GRADE 5
M THOMAS*
M LOTT
L SIMON
G SOFER
L 27-29

v BRONTE
L SANDLER
H STEIN
A SIMMONS
P ERDOS
D 16-16

at BRONTE
P ISENBERG
G RAICHMAN
R KAPLAN
R NOVIS
W 16-13

GRADE 6
M, ROWLEY
J FLAXMAN
E GRUSD
S FRANKS
W 23-13

v EASTLAKES
P FILLER
P SOLOMON
D NATHAN
J RAINES
W 23-18

at DOUBLE BAY
A BAKER
R RUZICKA
P WYNER*
I HADASSIN
W 25-11

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 55-38

10-0

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 62-66 1-9

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 55-60

1-9

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 59-58

8.5-1.5

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 71-42 10-0
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Strong line-up for 2016 Major Pairs championship
THE 2016 Major Pairs Championship has again attracted a strong field,
including four teams which have previously taken home the title.
In the 29-team draw released last week are
2015
the defending champions, Brandon Conway
and Dan Flanagan, as well as the pairings of
the 2013 champions, Harold Jankelowitz and
Les Lilian, (who were also finalists in 2010
and 2012) Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen
(winners in 2011 and 2009) and the 2014 titleholders, Julian Engelman and Les Brem.
Jack Kampel and Peter Levy, who fell in last
year’s final to the Conway combination, are
another pairing which again could figure in
the medal count.
The draw has been “kind” to them and the
2013
defending duo, having them slotted in different
halves of the event.
However, the draw has the potential of other
encounters which could produce fireworks at
the quarter-final stage, where, if results go to
“form”, Engelman and Brem could come up
against the defenders, while Jankelowitz and
Lilian could clash with the Kampel entry.
Gerald Weinberg, a five time Major Pairs
title-holder at Double Bay with various
partners, has retained last year’s team mate, Arnold Javen, the combination
which made the semi-final before falling to Conway and Flanagan.
Weinberg and Javen, this year face a similar path to the honour board with a
repeat of last year’s semi-final meeting with Brandon Conway and Dan
Flanagan on the cards.
2014

2011

FULL DRAW
NOW ON
THE
CLUB
NOTICE
BOARD
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Double Bay eases into Grade 2 District Pennant honour
DOUBLE Bay has won the 2016 Eastern Suburbs District Grade 2 pennant
competition, despite going down in the final round against the club’s No 2
team.
The club’s Grade 2 No 1 side collected 25 points, with its No 2 side tallying
6½, while Randwick (13 points) and Matraville (5½) have one match to
complete the season.
The final round between the two top-rated Double Bay teams offered the best
bowling of the Pennant season.
The No 2 side saw the return of skip Jenny Welton, who had played only one
game previously. She and her team of lead, Margo Michael, second Pat Bryant
and third Audrey Weinberg, was in tip-top form
They held the opposition skip Rene Saidman, Wendy Engelander, Gail Black
and Marna Morris to 17-17 on the 13th end, after being ahead 11-0 on the 4th
end
It was 21 all on the last end when Welton found herself three down, but with
her last bowl, accurately edged the jack back to gain shot and a shock 22-21
decision.
On the adjoining rink, the club’s first selection of Marie Thatcher, Iris Kampel,
Pam Stein and Barbara Shotland had an equal struggle against Judy Bihari,
Florrie Cohen, Lorraine Stafford and Juliette Friedlander, who played above
their form for a well-deserved 18-17 win.
In Pennant Grade 4 Round 6 Double Bay played at Moorefield for a 5-0 win
by the teams of: D. Engelander, M. Davis, B. Hower, K. Passman, and L.
Judelman, A. Goldman, J. Snider, J. Frape
In Round 7 Double Bay was away at Randwick and returned with a 4-1 win.
With two matches still to play and one bye, Double Bay has 20 points, South
Coogee is on 18, Randwick has 11 and Moorefield is at the tail with 6 points.

Dutchie-Backhouse winner named
The Dutchie Backhouse Trophy for non-pennant
players has been won this year by Edith Jochelson
(pictured) .
The competition is run concurrently with the District
Pennant season.
The trophy is named after the club’s second president,
Brenda (Dutchie) Backhouse, who was also the Mayor of
Woollahra.
Previous winner was Margaret Hemphill
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL
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Kampel continues A-list of
Major Singles Champions
JACK Kampel’s win in the 2016 Major Singles Championship on Sunday
retained the record that the event has been won in the past 16 years by an
A-grade player.
All, but two of the
championship finals
since 2001, have
been contested by
two players listed in
Double Bay’s Agrade ranks.
Kampel won the
2016 title when he
defeated
Grade-2
opponent, Ronald
Munz, 31-25.
The only other
non-A-grade player
to have qualified for
Jack Kampel (left) and Ronald Munz the 2016 Major Singles finalists.
the championship
PHOTO BY JOHN WINEBERG
round
is
John
Wineberg, who, coincidently, was runner-up to Kampel, in the 2010 final.
The 2016 win was Kampel‘s third Major Singles crown at Double Bay, having
overcome the Pepe Glick challenge in the 2009 event.
MAJOR SINGLES HONOUR BOARD NEXT PAGE -- MATCH REPORT PAGE 3

Kampel chalks up eighth club
Major Singles Championship
IN 26 years, Jack Kampel, the former South
African squash champion, has amassed no less
than eight club Major Singles titles, the latest
being last Sunday when he took out Double
Bay’s 2016 Major crown from challenger,
Ronald Munz.
Kampel settled in Sydney during 1987 and took
up lawn bowls in 1990 when Gerald Weinberg
suggested Jack and wife, Iris, join the (now
defunct) Dover Heights Club. At the time Jack was
heavily involved with squash and tennis.
Injuries he received following the 1997
Maccabiah Bridge disaster in Israel, (when he
represented Australia in squash), compelled him to
give up the racquet sports and concentrate on lawn
bowls.
Kampel’s list of lawn bowls Major Singles started
at Rose Bay in 1993, continued in 1994 and 1995,
then in 1997 and 1998.
His Double Bay championships have been in
2009, 2010 and 2016.
He has twice won the District’s (Zone 11) Major
Singles (1997 and 2003) and was named District
Player of the Year in 2003.

Club Major Singles now a family affair
Jack and Iris Kampel have become the first
husband and wife Double Bay Bowling Club
members to hold the Major Singles title in the same
year.
In February Iris won
her fifth Women’s Club
Major
Singles
(the
others
were
2002,
2003, 2004, and 2012),
while Jack’s wins were
in 2009, 2010 and on
Sunday, April 17, 2016.
Iris and Jack Kampel – now current
club Major Singles champions.
Photo by John Wineberg
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MAJOR SINGLES
CHAMPIONS
and Runners-Up
2001 - 2015
2001
ROB FETHERSTON
Rod Davies
2002
ROB FETHERSTON
Ray Jankelowitz
2003
HAROLD JANKELOWITZ

Walter Jacobs
2004
GERALD WEINBERG
Doug King
2005
PETER LEVY
Gerald Weinberg
2006
GERALD WEINBERG
James Cook
2007
BRANDON CONWAY
James Cook
2008
JAMES COOK
Ray Jankelowitz
2009
JACK KAMPEL
Pepe Glick
2010
JACK KAMPEL
*John Wineberg
2011
MATTHEW FETHERSTON
Bernard Fridman
2012
HAROLD JANKELOWITZ
Brandon Conway
2013
ROBERT FETHERSTON
Jack Kampel
2014
GERALD WEINBERG
Brandon Conway
2015
BRANDON CONWAY
Doug King
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Late charge leads way to 2016 Major Singles crown
IT took Jack Kampel 35 ends to triumph over Ronald
Munz and claim his third Double Bay Major Singles
trophy on Sunday, April 17, by a six-shot margin.
The tenacity of Munz, now heralded as one of the club’s
most consistent lawn bowlers, had Kampel working hard to
produce a late burst and finish ahead of his lower-graded
opponent.
Munz, now a regular lead player in Double Bay’s Grade 2
pennant outfit, raced to a 13-3 lead over Kampel after 11
ends. He continued to outplay Kampel and collected seven
shots over ends 13 and 14 to have a commanding advantage
at 20-4.
Down 7-21 after the 17th end Kampel’s experience and
know-how started to show as he clawed back with single
counts to reduce the leeway to 13-22 by the 24th end.
A four count on the 28th was the beginning of the end for
Munz as Kampel was now only five shots in arrears (19-24)
and gradually pulled his way to the front for the first time at
26-25 after the 33rd end.
The next two ends gave Kampel the required five shots at
31-25 to claim his third Major Singles at Double Bay.

Munz the master in semi-final
win over Minor Champion

RESULTS
2016 MAJOR
SINGLES
SEMI-FINAL
Ronald Munz 31
David Kellaway 23
FINAL
JACK KAMPEL 31
Ronald Munz 25
2016 MAJOR PAIRS
FIRST ROUND

Len Sandler
Trevor Rosenberg 24
Ian Hadassin
Ross Ruzicka 22
Phil Filler
Peter Erdos 19
John Rosen
Peter Grunfeld 11
Julian Engelman
Les Brem 19
Barry Lazarus
Walter Jacobs 17

In the semi-final Munz added
to his reputation as one of the club’s most reliable lead
players when he proved the master of last year’s Minor
Singles champion, David Kellaway (pictured), by a 3123 score-line.
Munz applied the pressure from the start taking a 12-5
lead after 11 ends, but Kellaway collected shots on the
following five ends to hit the front at 13-12.
At that point there was little between the two combatants
and after 22 ends Munz had regained a slight advantage by
one shot (18-17).
Kellaway lost momentum and allowed Munz to bound
away with a collect of 15 consecutive shots to be in
complete command by 30-17 after 29 ends.
Munz faltered as he tried to win the one-shot path to the
final allowing Kellaway to regain composure and the mat with a single score on the
30th end followed by five more shots to reach 23-30 by the 33rd end.
It was all over by the 34th end when Munz won the measure for shot and the
opportunity to be one of the club’s lesser lights to compete in the prestigious club
Major Singles final.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 18, 2016
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Three wins in pennants, but top team outclassed
Double Bay scored three lower-grade wins in the Zone 13 2016 Pennant
competition on Saturday.
But the Grade 1 Metropolitan came up against one of the Zone’s highest ranked
combinations at Merrylands going down on all three rinks.
Gerald Weinberg’s rink came up against Neil Burkett, the 2015 Bowler of the Year, an exSouth African, who was surprised that 10 of our players came from his native country.
Merrylands’ other two skips were former State players Tom Ellem and Zone 10 player
Zelco Trbara.
In addition Andrew Howie, who skipped against Double Bay last year at Mount Lewis,
played third for Burkett, while Steve McGuiness, the club’s current singles champ, who was
a skip at Alex Erskineville, played lead for Ellem.
Seven of the remaining eight players were all aged 30-or-under.
GRADE 1

v MERRYLANDS

at MERRYLANDS

G WEINBERG*

J KAMPEL

R JANKELOWITZ

P LEVY

B FRIDMAN

H JANKELOWITZ

H BLACK

R FETHERSTON

M BECKER

D FLANAGAN

A JAVEN

R FERRER

L 12-27

L 10-28

L 14-24

GRADE 2

v EASTLAKES

at DOUBLE BAY

S CAGANOFF

J ENGELMAN*

W JACOBS

A SAIDMAN

W PODGER

L BREM

R HUTCHINS

I OSSHER

L FERGUSON

R MUNZ

D NEWMAN

M SACK

L 13-29

W 24-9

L 13-21

GRADE 3

v MATRAVILLE

at DOUBLE BAY

E WAINSTEIN

J WINEBERG

B LAZARUS

A COHEN

T ROSENBERG

B BRICKMAN*

I COHEN

P KURTA

J ROSEN

B GARDEN

P GRUNFELD

L GINZSBERG

L 15-21

W 28-25

W 28-14

GRADE 5

v HILLSDALE

at DOUBLE BAY

M THOMAS*

L SANDLER

P ISENBERG

G RAICHMAN

H STEIN

R KAPLAN

L SIMON

R NOVIS

S ABRAHAMS

G SOFER

P ERDOS

D VERRE

W 26-10

W 18-16

L 15-18

GRADE 6

v COOGEE

at COOGEE

M, ROWLEY

P FILLER

A BAKER

J FLAXMAN

P SOLOMON

R RUZICKA

E GRUSD

S GINGES

P WYNER*

S FRANKS

J RAINES

D NATHAN

W 25-18

L 23-25

W 23-19
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Grade 2 still
battling
for points
L 36-79 0-10

L 50-59 1-9

W 71-60 9-1

W 59-44 9-1

W 71-62 9-1

Grade 2 is still
battling and went
down at home to
Eastlakes,
but
Grades 3, 5 and 6
recorded wins.
A 28-14 rink win
by Les Ginzberg,
Barrie Brickman,
and John Rosen
paved the way for
the Grade 3 9-1
home win over
Matraville.
Grade 5’s 9-1 win
over Hillsdale was
on the back of a 2610 victory by Max
Thomas,
Gerald
Raichman,
Len
Simon and George
Sofer.
At Coogee, the
Grade
6
team
returned with a 9-1
result after a 25-18
rink decision by
Michael Rowley,
James
Flaxman,
Eric Grusd and
Stan Franks.
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FOUR DOUBLE
BAY PLAYERS IN
SENIORS INTERZONE LINE-UP
FOUR of Double Bay’s top
players have been selected to
represent Zone 13 in the Senior
Inter-Zone Sides Championship
at Ingleburn Bowling Club from
Monday May 17 to Wednesday,
May 19.
They will play as a rink
ABOVE: Harry Black, Brandon Conway,
combination with Harry Black in
Gerald Weinberg and Jack Kampel
BELOW: Arnold Javen,
the lead’s role, followed by
Brandon
Conway,
Gerald
Weinberg and with Jack Kampel taking on the skip’s
responsibility.
The club could have another player in the squad with Arnold
Javen (below) listed as the reserve.
The other two rinks are three players from Engadine, two
each from Taren Point and Grandviews and one from Blakehurst.
Zone 13 will play three sectional matches against Zones 4, 10 and 11.

FAMILY
FUN DAY
SUNDAY,
MAY 15
FREE COACHING – FREE REFRESHMENTS
Join us for a fun day for the whole family...
The easiest sport to learn and it lasts a lifetime!

PHONE 9327-6774 TO BOOK YOUR
PLACE IN THE FUN!
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 18, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

UMPIRES – ONE-AND-ALL

SIX members of Double Bay Women’s Club pictured above recently
became accredited National Umpires after passing the required tests at the
NSW Umpires course.
They are (back l-r) Barbara Shotland, Jenny Welton, Susan Johnson, Iris
Kampel, (front) Lorraine McLaughlin and Kathy Passman.
McLaughlin is wearing the official pink shirt which is now a mandatory
uniform for all accredited umpires.

Grade 2 (2) down to Matraville in last 2016 pennant match
Double Bay’s Grade 2 (2) team couldn’t repeat last week’s form when it defeated the club’s
Grade 2 (1) side when it played at home to Matraville on April 14, going down 0-5 (26 shots38) TEAMS: Rink 1: Judy Bihari, Flora Cohen, Lorraine Stafford, Juliette Friedlander; Rink 2:
Margo Michael, Alma Goldman, Audrey Weinberg, Jenny Welton.

Double Bay will compete in the Grade 2 Regional Pennant playoff against Sylvania WBC
in June.
The Grade 4 team scored a 5-0 (59-22) win at home over Waverley. TEAMS: Rink 1: Rein
Rowlands, Faye Glover, Barbara Hower, Kathy Passman; Rink 2: Lesley Judelman, Judi Snider, Jan
Shedlezki, Jan Frape
Double Bay plays South Coogee on April 30 to complete its 2016 Grade 4 pennant commitments.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 18, 2016
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MEMBERS REMEMBER ANZACS

JOHN WINEBERG PHOTO

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club member, Lieutenant Colonel Murray Lott (left)
led the 2016 ANZAC Day service, along with visitor, Maurice Kiss and (right)
the club’s Deputy Chairman, John Rosen, prior to the special social bowls
day, on Monday, April 25, attended by more than 50 members and visitors.
STORY AND MORE PICTURES PAGE 4

AGAIN HITS MAJOR PAIRS TITLE HOLDERS
DETAILS PAGE 2

CHAMPIONS CRASH IN
MAJOR PAIRS OPENER

“HOODOO”
STRIKES TITLE
HOLDERS

THE 2015 Major Pairs title-holders,
Brandon Conway and Dan Flanagan
crashed out of this year’s contest in a
shock first round loss to David
Newman and Ian Ossher at the
weekend.
The result added to the hoodoo-tag of
recent Major pairs champions failing to
maintain their form in the following
year’s tournament.
The 2012 title-holders, Ray Jankelowitz
and Harry Black, went out in the first
round of 2013, which was won by Harold
Brandon Conway (left) and
Jankelowitz and Les Lilian, they then
Dan Flanagan
failed to win their opening match in 2014.
Julian Engelman and Les Brem took out the 2014 pairs crown, but suffered an
unexpected first round loss when they attempted to retain the title last year.
The ease of the Ossher-Newman win by 10 shots over the Conway duo was
unexpected as it was only the second
time they had teamed in a Major Pairs.
They made their Major Pairs debut in
2014 when they lost their opening
match.
It was an even affair up to the 16th end
when Conway-Flanagan lagged by only
two shots at 10-12.
The Newman-Ossher pair’s accuracy
took charge and they ran away with the
following four ends to collect eight
shots, including a five count on the 19th
to have the match won 20-10 after 20
David Neman (left) and Ian Ossher
ends.
The loss of the Conway duo has
thrown the tournament wide open, with top fancied teams, including last year’s
runners-up Jack Kampel and Peter Levy, two-time Major Pairs champions
Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, and the Engelman-Brem combination all
eyeing the 2016 crown.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 26, 2016
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SOME HAD IT EASY, OTHERS
BATTLE FOR PAIRS SUCCESS

RESULTS
2016 MAJOR PAIRS

FIRST ROUND
On Sunday, Kampel and Levy had little trouble in
Ian Ossher
moving into the second round with a 23-10 decision
David
Newman 20
over Eric Wainstein and Alan Sacks finishing the
Brandon Conway
encounter after 19 ends.
Dan Flanagan 10
The Weinberg-Javen unit was never off-the-bit as
Gerald Weinberg
they overran Alan Simmons and Ray Novis 25-7
Arnold Javen, 25
adding to the scoreboard on 14 occasions.
Alan Simmons
Earlier, last week Engelman and Brem had a tough
Ray Novis 7
first round encounter
Jack Kampel
against the new pairing
Peter Levy 23
of Walter Jacobs and
Eric Wainstein
Alan Sacks 10
Barry Lazarus and just
escaped home against
Len Sandler
Jacobs-Lazarus by 19Trevor Rosenberg 24
17 winning 13 of the 21
Ian Hadassin
Ross
Ruzicka 22
ends.
Phil Filler
They evened
the
Julian Engelman and Les Brem
Peter Erdos 19
scoreboard at 11-apiece
John Rosen
th
after 12 ends, but from the 16 to the 19th ends took the
Peter Grunfeld 11
lead at 18-15 and a single on the last put them into the
Julian Engelman
second round where they face Phil Filler and Peter
Les Brem 19
Erdos who accounted for John Rosen and Peter
Barry Lazarus
Walter Jacobs 17
Grunfeld 19-11 in their opening match.
The win was based on the Filler team winning the last
seven ends for a tally of 11 shots.
The first-time teaming of Len Sandler and Trevor Rosenberg moved into the
second round with a 24-22 victory over Ross Ruzicka and Ian Hadassin, but
didn’t have their own way until they scored a six count on the 14th end to hit the
front 18-16.
Then they allowed the opposition to regain the advantage at 21-18 after the
17th.
Six shots scored over the next three ends gave the Sandler pairing the
advantage to hold on to the lead and the match.
Two well-balanced sides clashed when Bernard Fridman and Mark Sack
knocked out Pepe Glick and Harry Black 23-12.
Surprisingly the Glick-Black challenge never got into the game and was
always behind in the counting.
One of the easiest results was achieved by Sol Caganoff and Alan Saidman,
who outclassed lesser-graded Lionel Hovey and Harold Roper by 32 shots.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 26, 2016
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Bowlers commemorate
Anzac Day of 2016
REPORT BY IRIS KAMPEL

Under blue skies 56 bowlers and guests
gathered at the Double Bay Bowling
Club flagpole to pay homage to the
Anzac tradition at the annual ceremony
on Monday, April 25.
Men’s Club President, Louis Platus,
emphasised
the
importance
of
the
commemoration day and the sacrifices made
by Australian and New Zealand men and
women those who made the supreme sacrifice
more than 100 years ago.
Club member, Lieutenant Colonel Murray
Lott, led the commemoration service and
called to observe a minute of silence.
Everyone was deeply moved as the sound of
Last Post was broadcast from the clubhouse.
The lawn bowls section was organised by
Platus and Dafna Orbach with nine rinks of
triples filled two greens.
A very tasty lunch was served after the first
game and cards were redrawn to give each
team a chance to play against new opponents.
At 4 o’clock it was time for a clubhouse
drink and a chat and a most memorable and
enjoyable Anzac Day came to an end.
At right – the Double Bay Bowling Club flag at halfmast.
Below - Men’s Club President, Louis Platus, giving
the Anzac Day commemoration.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 26, 2016
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Double Bay women in two
Regional Pennant playoffs

Editor: Mike Golland

First time
Grade 4
District
winner

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has claimed its first
Grade 4 Eastern Suburbs District Pennant
championship and will represent the District in two
Regional
pennant
divisions next month.
Early
last
month
Double Bay’s top-flight
combination won the
Grade
2
District
pennant.
The club had three
teams competing in the
2016 District Pennants
The eight Double Bay Women’s Club players who won the
2016 Eastern Suburbs Grade 4 Pennant on Saturday.
competition, with the
ABOVE:
Grade 2 (2) team playing
Lesley Judelman, Judi Snider, Jan Shedlezki and skip
the underdog to the No 1
Jan Frape
selection.
BELOW:
Rein
Rowlands,
Faye
Glover,
Barbara Hower and skip
Although it defeated
Kathy Passman
the Grade (1) side during
the
competition
it
finished with 6½ points
compared with the No
1’s 25 points.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Grade 4 District Pennant win in
last end thriller from Sth Coogee
BY PAM STEIN

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club will be represented in two grades when the 2016
Regional Pennants are decided in June, following the Grade 4’s 5-0 win over
South Coogee on Saturday on home soil.
It is the first time Double Bay has won the Eastern Suburbs Grade 4 pennant. The
club’s top-rated Grade 2 (1) cemented its place in the Regional contest early in April
when it completed its commitments with a tally of 25 points.
It was touch-and-go for the Grade 4 team when its clashed with second placed South
Coogee for the honour of representing the Eastern Suburbs District in the Regional
playoffs.
Double Bay was one point ahead of South Coogee (25-24) and needed a clean 5-0
win in the match to advance to Regional status.
In fine, yet overcast weather the match went down to the wire. After seven ends
Double Bay was ahead 12-4 on one rink, but trailing 7-11 on rink 2.
The rink 1 team of Rein Rowlands, Faye Glover, Barbara Hower and skip Kathy
Passman continued to apply the pressure and was well ahead at 20-11 and went on to
finish with a six-shot margin at 21-15, while the other rink of Lesley Judelman, Judi
Snider, Jan Shedlezki and skip, Jan Frape, came back to take the lead 17-14.
Drama was about to unfold as Jan Frape’s side led 17-15 only to drop single shots on
the 19th and 20th ends to hold a one shot advantage at 17-16.
For Double Bay a collect of maximum points was a must, a draw result would require a
play-off against South Coogee to decide the club to advance to the Regional tournament.
On the final end Double Bay’s lead, Lesley
Judelman, produced second shot then Judi Snider’s
Nine seek District
deliveries reversed the head to claim the shot.
Singles trophy
South Coogee’s third player produced a perfect
NINE Double Bay Women’s Club
bowl to sit against the Double Bay bowl and
players are contesting the Eastern
reclaim the one-shot advantage.
Suburbs District Singles this week
Frape retrieved the situation for Double Bay by
at Hillsdale BC.
playing a magnificent backhand delivery taking
In the top half of the draw are
out the shot bowl and resting for the vital one Rene Saidman, Audrey Weinberg,
count.
Iris Kampel, Pam Stein, Kathy
South Coogee’s final bowl missed its target and Passman and Lorraine Becker.
Frape took the option not to deliver her second
In the lower section Double Bay is
bowl being content with a 18-16 win and five represented by Barbara Shotland,
pennant points on a 39-31 shot difference.
Jan Frape and Marie Thatcher.
Double Bay is drawn against Sutherland in the
Other competitors are from
Grade 4 Regional and the club’s Grade 2 Clovelly, South Coogee, Waverley,
Matraville and Randwick clubs.
combination faces Sylvania on Tuesday, June 7.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 2, 2016
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Two shot loss in top grade pennants
DOUBLE Bay’s State Grade 1 Pennants Metropolitan Section 2 team went
within two shots of completing the “double” over top-side Grandviews in
Round 6 at Saturday.
Double Bay had won the opening match at home against Grandviews 9-1, but
on away turf it won two of the three rinks, yet failed to score the vital points for
the aggregate shots tally of 56-58 count and lost the match points 8-2.
Grade 2 broke its win duck with a 9-1 (63-44) result at Leichhardt, while the Grade 3
team at home against Marrickville tied the shot count at 49-49 but won the match
points 5½-4½ on the back of two rink wins.
Grade 5 also collected major points 9-1, but only by a one-shot aggregate margin
(58-57), however, Grade 6 blotted its copy book with a 0-10 (52-79) loss at Clovelly.
GRADE 1
B CONWAY
G WEINBERG*
H BLACK
D FLANAGAN
W 20-19

v GRANDVIEWS
J KAMPEL
B FRIDMAN
P LEVY
A JAVEN
W 22-18

at GRANDVIEWS
R JANKELOWITZ
H JANKELOWITZ
M BECKER
R FERRER
L 14-21

GRADE 2
P GLICK
L LILIAN
R HUTCHINS
R MUNZ
W 24-10

v LEICHHARDT
J ENGELMAN*
L BREM
I OSSHER
B GARDEN
W 26-20

at LEICHHARDT
W PODGER
L FERGUSON
A ROSENBERG
L PLATUS
L 13-14

GRADE 3
E WAINSTEIN
A COHEN
I COHEN
S ABRAHAMS
W 23-18

v MARRICKVILLE
J WINEBERG
T ROSENBERG
P KURTA
P GRUNFELD
W 15-12

at DOUBLE BAY
B LAZARUS
B BRICKMAN*
J ROSEN
L GINZSBERG
L 11-19

GRADE 5
M THOMAS*
M LOTT
L SIMON
G SOFER
L 16-20

V MATRAVILLE
L SANDLER
G RAICHMAN
H STEIN
R NOVIS
W 21-20

at DOUBLE BAY
D KELLAWAY
P ISENBERG
A SIMMONS
D VERRA
W 21-17

GRADE 6
E GRUSD
J FLAXMAN
S GINGES
S FRANKS
L 15-30

v CLOVELLY
M REISIN
P FILLER
P SOLOMON
J RAINES
L 16-27

at CLOVELLY
A BAKER
R RUZICKA
P WYNER*
I HADASSIN
L 21-22

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 2, 2016

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 56-58

2-8

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 63-44 9-1

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 49-49 5.5 - 4.5

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 58-57

9-1

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 52-79

0-10
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Double Bay Women’s Club collects yet
another District Singles championship

Editor: Mike Golland

THE
WINNER

Pam Stein (right) continued the Double Bay Women’s Club dominance of
the Eastern Suburbs District State Singles championship last week when
she won the crown from another Double Bay player, Jan Frape (left) , who
defeated Randwick’s, Louise Baldwin, (second from left) in a semi-final.
Also pictured (second from right) is a third Double Bay player, Rene
Saidman, who fell in the other semi-final to Pam Stein.
STORY PAGE 5

Double Bay’s Pennant standings after seven rounds
DOUBLE Bay’s number one pennant team eased away from the relegation
zone when it scored a 9-1 (69-44 shots) home win against Blacktown in the
seventh round on Saturday.
The win consolidated the team’s fourth spot on the Grade 1 Metropolitan
Section 2 six-team league ladder.
Double Bay has 36 points out of a possible 70 and has scored 389 shots and
conceded just two more on 391. Its shot average is 99.49% and has won 11.5
points from rink wins.
Top team is Grandviews on 56½ points with a collect of 470 shots against 385,
followed by Merrylands with 52½ points (506-294 shots) and Harbord on 40
points (385-378 shots) in third spot.
The other former Zone 11 team, Waverley, is struggling against the elite
opposition teams and has only tallied 6½ points from its seven games to be
firmly entranced in last spot.
Double Bay’s rink skipped by Jack Kampel (Bernard Fridman, Peter Levy and
Arnold Javen) set the pace for the win with a solid 23-9 result, while the
Brandon Conway side (Gerald Weinberg, Harry Black and Dan Flanagan) gave
support with a 28-12 victory.
The third rink of the Ray and Harold Jankelowitz brothers alongside Michael
Becker and Rod Ferrer, toughed it out and kept the deficit score to 18-23 to
ensure the shot aggregate points.
The Grade 2 side competing against nine other Zone 13 pennant clubs,
maintained its better form with a 8½-1½ (54-53) decision at home to Wests
Sports. A 21-14 win by the Walter Jacobs rink (Les Brem, Les Ferguson, Mark
Sack), plus a 20-20 drawn result by Julian Engelman’s side (Wayne Podger, Ian
Ossher, David Newman) was sufficient to finish with the major points and
move into 8th spot on the ladder with 21½ points, but miles behind table-toppers
Taren Point with 61 points.
Grade 3 is also struggling against higher graded opposition and went down
10-0 (61-70) at Bronte. It has tallied 15½ points and is only 2½ points away
from the bottom team, Eastlakes, after seven rounds.
In Grade 5 Double Bay is holding fourth place on 37½ points after collecting
only one point from its “derby” clash at Diamond Bay, where the lone rink win
(27-18) came from the combination of Len Sandler, Gerald Raichman, Harry
Stein and Ray Novis.
Third place is currently held by Double Bay’s Grade 6 team with a collect of
39 points following its 10-0 (68-43) win at home over Hillsdale.
The rink headed by Andy Baker, Ross Ruzicka, Peter Wyner and Ian Hadassin
led the way with a 29-14 win. The Grade 6 (Section 2) Pennant table is headed
by Clovelly with 62½ points, with Randwick close on 62 points.
ALL THE RESULTS AND RINK SCORES – NEXT PAGE
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 9, 2016
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RESULTS AND RINK SCORES 2016 PENNANTS – ROUND SEVEN
GRADE 1
B CONWAY
G WEINBERG*
H BLACK
D FLANAGAN
W 28-12

v BLACKTOWN
J KAMPEL
B FRIDMAN
P LEVY
A JAVEN
W 23-9

at DOUBLE BAY
R JANKELOWITZ
H JANKELOWITZ
M BECKER
R FERRER
L 18-23

GRADE 2
P GLICK
L LILIAN
R HUTCHINS
R MUNZ
L 13-19

v WESTS
J ENGELMAN*
W PODGER
I OSSHER
D NEWMAN
D 20-20

at DOUBLE BAY
W JACOBS
L BREM
L FERGUSON
M SACK
W 21-14

GRADE 3
E WAINSTEIN
A COHEN
I COHEN
P ERDOS
L 20-22

v BRONTE
B BRICKMAN*
T ROSENBERG
P KURTA
P GRUNFELD
L 10-30

at BRONTE
B LAZARUS
J ROSEN
S ABRAHAMS
L GINZSBERG
L 9 -37

GRADE 5
M THOMAS*
M LOTT
G SOFER
L SIMON
L 17-27

v DIAMOND BAY
L SANDLER
G RAICHMAN
H STEIN
R NOVIS
W 27-18

at DIAMOND BAY
D KELLAWAY
P ISENBERG
A SIMMONS
D VERRA
L 17-25

GRADE 6
M ROWLEY
N MORRIS
E GRUSD
S FRANKS
W 15-13

v HILLSDALE
M REISIN
P FILLER
P SOLOMON
H JACOBS
W 24-16

at DOUBLE BAY
A BAKER
R RUZICKA
P WYNER*
I HADASSIN
W 29-14

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 69-44 9 points

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 54-53 8.5 pts

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 39-89

0 pts

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
L 61-70

1 pt

SKIPS
THIRDS
SECONDS
LEADS
W 68-43 10 pts

FAMILY
FUN DAY
THIS SUNDAY, MAY 15
PHONE 9327-6774
TO BOOK A PLACE IN THE FUN!
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 9, 2016

FREE COACHING
FREE REFRESHMENTS
FOR EVERYONE
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ROB FETHERSTON ON WAY TO ANOTHER MAJOR TITLE?

Team makes Major Pairs quarter-final

RESULTS
2016 MAJOR PAIRS

ROB FETHERSTON, who has probably won more
FIRST ROUND
Double Bay Men’s Club Major titles than any other
Alan Rosenberg
current member, has teamed for the second time
Maurice Boland 25
with the inform Wayne Podger to advance to the
Gerald Raichman
Michael
Becker 14
quarter-final of the 2016 Major Pairs Championship.
They reached the same stage in
Les Lilian
last year’s event before going out Harold Jankelowitz 36
Peter Wyner
to the Jack Kampel–Peter Levy
Harry Jacobs 12
combination who lost the final to
SECOND ROUND
Brandon Conway and Dan
Flanagan.
Wayne Podger
Rob Fetherston 23
Last
Sunday-week
the
Mark Sack
Fetherston-Podger pairing put
Wayne Podger and
Bernard Fridman 18
Rob Fetherston
paid to the run of Bernard
Les Brem
Fridman and Mark Sack to the tune of 23-18, taking
Julian Engelman 23
shots on 10 of the mandatory 21 ends.
Peter Erdos
Phil Filler 7
It was a high scoring match with Fetherston claiming
four shots on three occasions and leading 23-12 after the
Peter Levy
th
Jack
Kampel 24
18 end.
Alan Saidman
Fridman and Sack staged a comeback taking a tally of
Sol Caganoff 12
six shots by the 21st end, but it was too late to change the
outcome.
Alan Rosenberg and Maurice Boland surprised with the ease of their first
round win over Gerald Raichman and Michael Becker 25-14 and now face the
task of upsetting one of the tournament’s favoured pairing of Arnold Javen and
Gerald Weinberg.
Another comfortable move into the second round came for the 2013 Major
Pairs champions, Les Lilian and Harold Jankelowitz, when they displayed their
skills against lower-graded Peter Wyner and Harry Jacobs.
A seven shot collect on the 11th end which gave the ex-champions a 25-6 lead
was a sample of their dominance over the inexperienced, but keen opponents.
With the scoreboard showing 36-12 the match was conceded after 19 ends.
The consistent pairing of Peter Levy and Jack Kampel, eased into this year’s
quarter-final stage with a 12-shot margin (24-12) over the well credentialed
twosome of Alan Saidman and Sol Caganoff.
Another team to qualify for the quarter-final round is the 2014 champions, Les
Brem and Julian Engelman, who gave notice that they will again be a threat in
the championship, when they scored an effortless 23-7 decision over the lesser
graded opposition, Peter Erdos and Phil Filler.
They conceded shots only on seven of the 20 ends completed.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 9, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Pam Stein’s District Singles
win 11th for club in 12 years
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club continued its
dominance of the Eastern Suburbs District Singles
Championship last week when Pam Stein won the
2016 title from club-mate Jan Frape by a 13 shot
margin

DOUBLE BAY’S
EASTERN SUBURBS
DISTRICT WINNERS
SINCE 2005

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2013
2014
2015
2016

SANDRA BALLARD
SANDRA BALLARD
IRIS KAMPEL
BARBARA SHOTLAND
KAREN LEVINSON
KAREN LEVINSON
KAREN LEVINSON
IRIS KAMPEL
IRIS KAMPEL
IRIS KAMPEL
PAM STEIN

Pam Stein’s 25-12 decision over Jan Frape was
the 11th Eastern Suburbs District trophy won by a
Double Bay player since 2005 when Sandra
Ballard took out the title and retained it the
following year.
Barbara Shotland took out the event in 2008. The
following year Karen Levinson, who has now
moved from Double Bay to Queensland’s Gold
Coast, won a hat-trick of wins from 2009 to 2011.
Double Bay just missed claiming the title in 2012
when Sandra Ballard was runner up to Jill Scott (Matraville).
Then followed Iris Kampel’s run of three straight from 2013 to 2015 which,
with her 2007 crown and her 1999 win, gave her a record five championships.
The 2016 final at Randwick Bowling Club, as is often the case, was an allDouble Bay affair, as was the semi-final where Pam Stein scraped home 25-24
over Rene Saidman, who at the quarter-final stage, had put an end (by 25-23) to
Iris Kampel’s hope of a fourth consecutive title.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

The 2016 Eastern Suburbs District Singles Champion, Pam Stein, joins
these previous winners from Double Bay Women’s Bowling Club.
They are (from left) the late Sandra Ballard, Iris Kampel, Barbara Shotland
and Karen Levinson.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 9, 2016
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Eight top Double Bay players in Singles title bid
Double Bay had eight top-ranked players competing for the 2016 Eastern
Suburbs District Singles championship, including Lorraine Becker, who
was runner-up to Iris Kampel in this year’s club Major Singles.
On her way to the becoming the 2016 District Singles Champion, Pam Stein,
in the opening match just finished ahead of Betty Skinner, of Clovelly, by a 2523 result.
She then scored a 25-21 result against Gina O'Reilly (Clovelly) and had to
produce top form to notch a 25-16 result over Becker, in the quarter-final.
Becker gained a first round walkover from a Waverley opponent, then had a
narrow escape against club mate Kathy Passman, 25-24, before succumbing to
the talent of Stein 25-16 in the quarter-final.
Jan Frape reached the final after a comfortable semi-final decision over
Randwick’s Louise Baldwin 25-10, who was the earlier victor against Double
Bay’s Barbara Shotland 25-23 in the round of the last eight.
After a first round bye, Frape scraped home 25-24 from C. Shelley (Randwick)
followed by a more comfortable 25-20 against Julie Forbes (Matraville).
Double Bay’s other competitors were Audrey Weinberg, who won her opening
game, then fell to club-mate and last year’s Major Singles champion, Rene
Saidman; Kathy Passman was given a first round walkover before taking
Becker to the wire in the following match.
Marie Thatcher, another who has held the Double Bay Major Singles crown
(2014) had a opening bye, but lost 23-25 to Forbes in the second round.

FAMILY
FUN
DAY
THIS SUNDAY, MAY 15
FREE COACHING – FREE REFRESHMENTS
Join us for a fun day for the whole family...
The easiest sport to learn and it lasts a lifetime.
PHONE 9327-6774 TO BOOK YOUR
PLACE IN THE FUN!
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 9, 2016
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THE DOCTOR AND THE
STAR OF THE SHOW
FUN DAY FOR
140 VISITORS
WHAT an amazing turnout
it was on Sunday, May 15,
when 140 men, women,
teenagers and children had
a funtastic afternoon on the
Double Bay Bowling greens.
It was the most successful
enrolment-cum-public
relations event.

The Double Bay Bowling Club clubhouse was
packed to the rafters when its social event
coordinator, Dr Abe Cohen, presented an evening of
top flight entertainment and a delicious dinner, last
Thursday.
Dr Cohen is pictured with the star of the night’s
entertainment, the versatile songstress, Belinda
Marks.
REVIEW AND MORE PICTURES PAGES 2 and 3

Twenty Double Bay
Bowling Club volunteer
members put the visitors,
young, not-so young and
some elderly, through the
basics of lawn bowling.
REPORT AND
PICTURES
NEXT ISSUE

t
WOMEN’S SENIOR FOURS TEAM MISSES REGIONAL FINAL
REPORT PAGE 6
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 16, 2016
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Show and dinner hits the right spot at Double Bay
OVER THE YEARS Double Bay Bowling
Club has presented many Show and Dinner
Nights for the enjoyment of its members
and guests.
The original format was for the members and
friends of the Women’s Club to provide a three
course meal with the co-operation of a couple
of Men’s Club members manning the portable
barbecue for the steaks and sausages.
The
entertainment
packages
included
vocalists, of all shades and voice, a comedianor-two, a ventriloquist and even a magician.

More recently the number of social events
offered to the membership became few and far
between.
That changed with the recent arrival of the
June Edelmuth Catering as the club’s in-house
caterer.
Last Thursday (May 12) more than 120
members and guests packed the clubhouse for
a night of perfect entertainment augmented by
a mouth-watering dinner

Iris Kampel reports on the evening.

It turned out to be a most fabulous night of top grade entertainment with a
delicious lamb on the spit for the main dinner course.
With a full house of 120 members and friends the very
beautiful and multi-talented songstress, Belinda Marks, Belinda is a
kept us all enthralled with her vivacious personality and rising star
talent. She was ably accompanied by Greg Hooper and
Belinda Marks is one of
Australia's rising cabaret
her programme had a terrific variety with songs from
stars.
many Broadway hits as well as much loved golden oldies
She has a sensational
and country-style songs
voice together with a
The very appreciative audience was captivated
captivating charm which
throughout the performance as everyone seemed to be
wowed the Double Bay
tapping in time to the beat of the music or joining in
audience
A
sought-after
singing the words of the popular songs.
entertainer
on stage and
The lamb buffet and salads and vegetarian paella catered
television Belinda has
by June Edelmuth Catering was delicious and after the
performed throughout
show a delicious dessert was served.
Australia and around the
Club chairman, Barry Lazarus, congratulated Abe Cohen,
world.
Belinda's performance
the event coordinator, on the success of the function. He
featured many popular
said the membership hopes that the club could have more
favourites of swing, jazz,
functions of this calibre in coming months.
Broadway musicals and
country classics which
showed off her magical
voice.

Double Bay Bowling Club’s general manager, Steve Edelmuth, who is also part of the
Edelmuth Catering service, pictured slicing the meat from the two spit-roasted lambs.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 16, 2016
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Pictorial Parade from the Show and Dinner night

ABOVE: A section of the crowd of Double Bay
Bowling Club members and guests in the
clubhouse prior to the Dinner service.
LEFT: Guest star, Belinda Marks, presenting
her talent with Broadway hits as well as golden
oldies and country style songs.
BELOW: Club chairman, Barry Lazarus, proves
that the sweetest part of the lamb meat is closest
to the bone!

PICTURES BY
JOHN ROSEN
AND
JOHN
WINEBERG
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Two top guns ousted from Major Pairs
as long-shot team makes semi-final

ONE
SHOT
RESULTS

TWO top-guns were eliminated from the 2016 Major Pairs
Championship on Sunday and a long-shot combination became the first to
qualify for the semi-final round.
Two-time winners, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, were ousted 19-14 by Maurice
Boland and Alan Rosenberg, as the 2014 champions Julian Engelman and Les Brem fell
20-21 to the outsiders, Rob Clark and Ronald Munz, via a last end loss of four shots.
In another one-shot decision Michael Rowley and
Andy Baker won their opening match 19-18 over Len
Simon and Sam Abrahams.
In a second round clash, the well-credentialed duo of
Rod Ferrer and Ray Jankelowitz proved overall too
strong for Trevor Rosenberg and Len Sandler 17-12
after collecting seven shots over the last five ends.
Ronald Munz is proving to be the club’s most
improved and consistent player in Major
championship matches propelling him into the finals
of the 2016 Major Singles and last year’s Handicap
Singles, while his skip, Robert Clark, the ex-Kiwi is
Ronald Munz and Rob Clark
the club’s 2011 Minor Singles Champion,.
In the encounter with the Brem-Engelman team Munz and Clark were lagging 20-17
with only the 21st end to complete. Their consistency literally came to the fore, as they
took control of the head to collect four shots to the snatch the result away from the
former title holders.
RESULTS
Earlier last week Munz and Clark staged one of the biggest
2016 MAJOR PAIRS
“comebacks” in this year’s event when they overcame a 12shot deficit to defeat David Newman and Ian Ossher 24-20 to
FIRST ROUND
join the quarter-finals.
Andy Baker
Ossher and Newman were at their best as they raced to a 13-1
Michael Rowley 19
Sam Abrahams
lead after five ends. They maintained the advantage to 16-11 on
Len Simon 18
th
the 14 end, when their opponents started the rush towards the
SECOND ROUND
finishing line.
th
By the 19 end Clark had the score even at 19-19, only to
Alan Rosenberg
Maurice Boland 19
allow Ossher to claim a single shot on the next end setting the
Arnold Javen
scene for an exciting climax on the final end when Munz held
Gerald Weinberg 14
shot after his first two bowls, but Newman had a close second in
Rod Ferrer
a well-developed head.
Ray Jankelowitz 17
Then Munz’s last delivery bumped the opposition’s bowl in
Trevor Rosenberg
for shot and Ossher tried to add to the score, but narrowly
Len Sandler 12
missed the jack with his last bowl. It was up to Clark to produce
THIRD ROUND
a perfect delivery with his final bowl which removed Newman’s
Ronald Munz
shot well out of the head to produce a count of five shots and
Rob Clark 21
the match at 24-20.
Les Brem
The Javen-Weinberg combination was outplayed by an inform
Julian Engelman 20
Maurice Boland and Alan Rosenberg. Two bad ends, the 7th and
8th, when Weinberg failed to save, cost them seven shots from which they never recovered
and went down 14-19.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 16, 2016
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Three wins and a draw, but Grade 1 flops at Waverley
DOUBLE Bay won three, drew one and lost one in the 8th round of the 2016
Zone 13 Pennant competition.
The disappointment was at Waverley in the Grade 1 Metropolitan Section 2
match when Double Bay lost ½ (51 shots) to 9½ (67) which gave the home
team its first win of the season.
Double Bay’s half point came from the tied rink of Brandon Conway, Gerald
Weinberg, Harry Black and Dan Flanagan on a 19-19 scoreboard, while Jack
Kampel’s side went down by only a
GRADE 1
v WAVERLEY
at WAVERLEY
shot (19-20), but the Harold and Ray
B CONWAY
J KAMPEL
R JANKELOWITZ
Jankelowitz unit with Michael
G WEINBERG*
B FRIDMAN
H JANKELOWITZ
Becker and Les Lilian finished 15
H BLACK
P LEVY
M BECKER
shots behind at 13-28.
D FLANAGAN
A JAVEN
L LILIAN
Despite the defeat Double Bay
D 19-19
L 19-20
L 13-28
L 51-67 ½ pt
hangs onto fourth spot in the section
ladder with 36½
points, where
GRADE 2
v ALEX ERSKINE
at ALEX
Grandviews leads on 66½.
P GLICK
J ENGELMAN*
W JACOBS
The biggest rink win came from the
S CAGANOFF
W PODGER
L BREM
Zone 13 Grade 6 team of Andy
A SAIDMAN
I OSSHER
L FERGUSON
Baker, Ross Ruzicka, Peter Wyner,
R MUNZ
D NEWMAN
M SACK
D 18-18
W 24-16
L 19-20
and Ian Hadassin, which scored by
W 61-54 8.5 pts
33-8 shots away at Randwick to set
the tone for a 9-1 (72-50) win.
GRADE 3
v SOUTH COOGEE
at DOUBLE BAY
In Grade 2 Double Bay continued to
E WAINSTEIN
T ROSENBERG
J ROSEN
improve with a 8½-1½ win at
A COHEN
A ROSENBERG
L PLATUS
S ABRAHAMS
P KURTA
G SOFER
Alexandria Erskineville as Julian
P ERDOS
P GRUNFELD
B GARDEN
Engelman’s rink scored by 24-16 and
W 25-17
W 22-15
L 14-29
Pepe Glick’s finished even on 18-18.
D 61-61 5½ pts
Grade 3 at home to South Coogee
scraped in by 5½-4½ when it won
GRADE 5
v WAVERLEY
at DOUBLE BAY
two rinks, but had to be content to
M THOMAS*
L SANDLER
D KELLAWAY
M LOTT
G RAICHMAN
P ISENBERG
share the shot aggregate points at 61R KAPLAN
R NOVIS
A SIMMONS
61.
S GINGES
L SIMON
D VERRA
A 9-1 win by the Grade 5 unit
W 32-14
W 27-17
L 13-27
consolidated its third spot in Section
W 72-58
9 pts
1 with 46½ points only half-a-point
behind third placed Diamond Bay
GRADE 6
v RANDWICK
at RANDWICK
M ROWLEY
N MORRIS
A BAKER
where Bronte is the table topper on
P FILLER
P SOLOMON
R RUZICKA
68 points. The 32-14 victory by the
E GRUSD
H JACOBS
P WYNER*
Max Thomas-skipped rink and the
S FRANKS
D NATHAN
I HADASSIN
27-17 score from Len Sandler’s unit
W 20-17
L 19-25
W 33-8
was sufficient for the major points.
W 72-50 9 pts
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
First time -- no Double Bay Senior Fours side
Gail Black,
in State contest
Rene Saidman,

FOR the first time in four years
the Eastern Suburbs District will
not be represented in the State
Senior
Fours
Championship
rounds.
The Double Bay team of Jan Frape,
Gail Black, Lorraine McLaughlin
and Rene Saidman, came up against
the multi-talented side from Tarren
Point on its home soil last week and
went down fighting by a five-shot
deficit at 16-21 when the opposition
scored five shots on the last end.
Every year since its inception in
2012 a Double Bay unit has won the
Senior Fours District and Regional
titles to qualify for the State playoffs.
In February Double Bay’s combination of Frape, Black, Lorraine Becker and Saidman, won
the 2016 District Senior Fours with a 22-10 win over South Coogee. For the Regional contest
on May 10, the team called on McLaughlin to substitute for Becker, who is recovering from a
medical procedure.
The Taren Point side included two State
Senior Squad members, Joan Thomas and Claire
Kelly, alongside Amelia West and Lorraine
York.
Skip, Rene Saidman showed her skill, on a
very fast green, from the first end by producing
a converting on-shot to give the Eastern
Suburbs representatives a two start, which
The combination which won the
District Senior Fours earlier this year
followed with a single on the next. By the sixth
with Lorraine Becker (second right).
end it was four-apiece after Tarren Point drew
off three Double Bay shots, to score a brilliant
single.
From then on it became a drawing or driving game with an increasing wind determining
that delicate shots were not an option. Hats were blown off, shades flapping and bowls
running against the bias made the game one of determination and concentration.
Scores were all square on the 13th and 16th ends and more importantly on the penultimate
20th end which was again tied at 16-16.
With the Regional title at stake, all the eight players drew on past experience and bowling
knowhow to gain control of the head .
It was not surprising that the result rested with the last bowl, when Taren Point skip, Claire
Kelly, pushed the jack to her team’s other bowls giving them a five count and the match at
21-16
Jan Frape and
Lorraine
McLaughlin

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 16, 2016
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FUNDAY RESULT – PERHAPS FUTURE
BOWLERS FOR DOUBLE BAY CLUB?

Double Bay Bowling Club’s Funday on Sunday, May 15, attracted a crowd estimated at
140 people including the 10 youngsters pictured above with club member, Kathy
Passman, taking part in a session of Mini Bowls.
The Funday was convened by Men’s Club President, Louis Platus, and Women’s Club
President, Barbara Shotland, assisted by Iris Kampel.

FULL STORY AND MORE PICTURES PAGES 2-3
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Huge crowd tastes the skill and fun of lawn bowls
THE Funday Day at Double Bay Bowling Club on Sunday, May 15, attracted a
record crowd of 140 of men, women, teenagers and children.
Never before in the 73-year history of the club has any social event attracted such a
number and diverse mixture of visitors.
This logistical challenge was handled in an efficient and successful way thanks to the
efforts of Men’s Club president, Louis Platus and Women’s Club President, Barbara
Shotland, along with prominent members, Iris Kampel and Lorraine Becker, who
welcomed the many visitors.
On arrival guests were name-tagged and designated a rink on which they could try
their skill at lawn bowling. They were met on the rinks by a supervisor or coach, who
organised the practise roll ups and games for the visitors,
most of whom were obliged to play bare-footed.
Special layouts with rubber mini bowls for the very young
was set up and proficiently run by Barbara and Robert
Shotland as well as Lesley Judelman and Kathy Passman.
For the other visitors the club supplied 35 sets of varioussized adult lawn bowls.
Mini
The club’s general manager, Steve Edelmuth, in his usual
Bowls
professional manner saw to the set up of the lolly table for
the kids and the delicious wraps and dessert for the adults as
well as producing the music broadcast throughout the club
and greens which added to the gaiety of the afternoon.
A highlight for the visitors was
when six of the club’s A-grade
members, Iris Kampel, Barbara
Shotland,
Gerald
Weinberg,
Bernard Fridman, Jack Kampel
and Brandon Conway, played a
Lolly
two-end exhibition triples with
time
commentary
by
the
Phil
Filler.
Rest
period
Membership forms were taken
by a handful of visitors and a few more expressed an
interest in possible future membership.
Club Chairman, Barry Lazarus, was thrilled with the overall response and expressed
his thanks to all who
worked to make this a
happy Family Fun Day
at Double Bay Bowling
Club.
Afternoon
tea
ready

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 23, 2016
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Mini
Bowlers

FUNDAY PICTURES BY
LORRAINE BECKER

Happy
Bowlers
Triples
game

On the
mat

Ready
to bowl

On the
green
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Best pennant results in many years
FOR the first time in many years Double Bay recorded a “full-hand” in pennant
competition results when it won all five matches played in last Saturday’s round nine of
the 2016 competition.
The five-out-of-five wins was highlighted by the result of the Grade 1 Metropolitan Section
2 match when Double Bay returned from Harbord with a 9-1 points (56 48) shots) victory.
Records available reveal that it was the first time in at least the last five years that Double
Bay has recorded a clean-sweep of all its pennant matches. There are a number of occasions
that the club has gained the maximum points in all but one of the matches available.
With one round to play on Saturday all
GRADE 1
v HARBORD
at HARBORD
grades are safe from relegation fears.
B CONWAY
J KAMPEL
H JANKELOWITZ
In last Saturday’s Round 9 Double Bay
G WEINBERG*
B FRIDMAN
M BECKER
teams were successful in 11 and drew one of
H BLACK
P LEVY
L LILIAN
the 15 rinks contested.
D FLANAGAN

A JAVEN

R FERRER

L 12-18

W 19-18

W 23-12
W 54-48 9 pts

GRADE 2

v TAREN POINT

at DOUBLE BAY

P GLICK

J ENGELMAN*

W JACOBS

S CAGANOFF

W PODGER

L BREM

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

L FERGUSON

R MUNZ

D NEWMAN

M SACK

W 25-12

D 21 -21

L 19-21
W 65-54 8.5 pts

GRADE 3

v EASTLAKES

at DOUBLE BAY

E WAINSTEIN

T ROSENBERG

B LAZARUS

A COHEN

A ROSENBERG

B BRICKMAN*

J WINEBERG

P KURTA

J ROSEN

I COHEN

P GRUNFELD

B GARDEN

W 21-16

W 25-9

W 28-21
W 74-46 10 pts

GRADE 5

v BRONTE

at DOUBLE BAY

M THOMAS*

L SANDLER

M BOLAND

M LOTT

G RAICHMAN

P ISENBERG

R KAPLAN

R NOVIS

L PLATUS

S GINGES

L SIMON

A SIMMONS

W 24-12

W 25-20

W 31-20
W 80-52 10 pts

GRADE 6

v EASTLAKES

at EASTLAKES

M ROWLEY

M REISIN

A BAKER

P FILLER

P SOLOMON

R RUZICKA

E GRUSD

H JACOBS

P WYNER*

S FRANKS

D NATHAN

I HADASSIN

W 28-13

W 24-16

L 16-17
W 68-46 9 pts
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Jankelowitz teams out of
Major Pairs championship
The Jankelowitz brothers, Ray and Harold,
who between them have competed, with
various partners, in eight Major Pairs finals at
Double Bay, were ousted from the 2016 event
on Sunday.
Ray Jankelowitz
RESULTS
and Rod Ferrer were
beaten in the third
2016 MAJOR PAIRS
round
by
Rob
SECOND ROUND
Fetherston
and
Murray Lott
Paul Baker 24
Wayne Podger 23Les Lilian
19, while Harold
Harold Jankelowitz 20
Jankelowitz and Les
THIRD ROUND
Lilian went out in
Wayne Podger
their second round
Rob
Fetherston 23
clash to Paul Baker
Rod Ferrer
and Murray Lott 24Ray Jankelowitz 19
20.
In 2013 Harold and
Les Lilian won the event. In 2012 the brothers
clashed when Ray and Harry
Black, won the title from
Harold and Les Lilian.
Harold has been runner-up
in five pairs finals in 2003,
2004, 2005, 2006 and 2010.
Ray’s other championship
pairs final was in 2011 when,
with Harry Black, he lost to
Harold (left) and
Gerald
Weinberg and Arnold
Ray Jankelowitz
Javen.
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Club’s seniors battle in Inter-Zone contest
THE Double Bay five players competing for Zone 13 in the 2016 Senior
Inter-Zone Sides Championship at Ingleburn last week were in form as the
Zone battled against pinnacle opposition.
Zone 13 named the
Double Bay players Jack
Kampel, Gerald Weinberg,
Brandon Conway and
Harry Black as rink
combination and Arnold
Javen, as the travelling
reserve.

Best performed was the
rink skipped by Gerard
Short, of the Grandviews
Club, who won all three
Harry Black, Gerald Weinberg, Brandon Conway,
Arnold Javen and Jack Kampel in Zone 13 colours
games to help take Zone
13 into third place with
13 points and an overall shot count of 180 to 191.
The all-Double Bay rink, skipped by Jack Kampel, lost its opening game against the
newly established Zone 11 (Manning District) with Rex Johnson as one of the skips.
They made a shocking start being 0-15 down, but recovered to reduce the deficit to
three shots on the last end, where it was one down and Kampel’s attempt to kill the
end, ended in disaster as he pushed the jack into the ditch and gave away a seven
count and the game by 18-28
In the second game Zone 13 came up against Zone 4 (Mid West) where two rinks
won, but the third combination failed badly.
The Double Bay side substituted Arnold Javen for Black and was all square on the
last end against a side which had former State player and selector, Col Hayward, in its
line up.
On this end Kampel’s aim was to take the shot away from Hayward, but the bowl
went into the ditch as did Hayward’s second delivery. Then Kampel drew the perfect
shot for a 22-21 win.
In the final section match Zone 13 challenged the two-time State Senior champions,
Zone 10 (Sydney North West) and took all rinks for a 3-0 win with 71-55 shots.

Black returned to the Double Bay line up, while Javen turned out for Peter
Hughes side, which had an outstanding win against the team of Neil Burkett, the
Bowler-of-the Year,
The Double Bay unit won its third match 19-10 to finish the contest with two
points and a shot count of 59 against 61.
Zone 12 (Sydney South West) won the 2016 title from Zone 14 (Mid Lower North
Coast) by 67-41 shots.

Engadine’s Peter Hughes was the only Zone 13 player to gain selection in the
NSW State Seniors trial squad.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 23, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Double Bay teams battle initial Senior District Pairs title

Trophy to Thatcher and Black
THE Double Bay team of Marie Thatcher
and Gail Black won the inaugural
Eastern Suburbs Seniors State District’s
Pairs title defeating club-mates, Iris
Kampel and Rene Saidman, for the
crown over three days last week at
Hillsdale.
It was the first time the Senior Pairs, for
players 60-years and over, has been played
over 18 ends of three-bowls and no dead
ends.

The

NSW

Women’s

Bowling

Gail Black and Marie Thatcher

Association is trialling the new format
following requests by many veterans who found the traditional game of pairs
too tiring, but prominent competitors suggest that the new format is not as
interesting and challenging as the traditional pairs format of four bowls, with
the two delivered by the lead and two by the skip alternately over 18 ends.
For Thatcher and Black, it was their second District Pairs title, having beaten another
Double Bay team, Barbara Shotland and Jan Hutchins, on home soil in the 2011 final .
On the way to the 2016 Senior crown, they had a first round bye on the Monday,
then on the Tuesday defeated the Matraville duo, Ross and Baldwin 15-12, to qualify
for Wednesday morning’s semi-final against Bondi’s Stokes and Atkins, when they
had a comfortable 21-11 victory.
Meanwhile, in the top half of the draw, Double Bay’s top-line pairing, of Iris
Kampel and Rene Saidman, defeated another formidable Double Bay team, Jan Frape
and Audrey Weinberg 16-12, while club-mates, Lorraine Becker and Rein Rowlands,
scored an effortless decision against Butler and Summerhayes (Matraville) 36-3 as
another Double Bay entry of Margo Michael and Evelyn Perl, fell to Forbes-Mason
(Matraville) 21-6.
On the Tuesday the Saidman pairing got past the Forbes team’s challenge 17-11,
while the Becker-combination came up against Double Bay’s well-known Juliette
Friedlander and Lorraine Stafford, who had a first round bye, but lost to them on a 1317 result.
In the Wednesday afternoon’s semi-finals Saidman and Kampel proved too powerful
for the Friedlander unit and entered the final on a 25-9 score line. Thatcher and Black
were always in command in their semi-final to take the match from Stokes-Atkins 2111.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE WITH DISTRICT OPEN PAIRS RESULT
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District Open Pairs run ends after 13 wins
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s dominance of the Eastern Suburbs State
Open District Pairs ended last week at Hillsdale when its team was beaten
in the semi-final.
The club had won the District Pairs 13 times since
2001 and was aiming to add a 14th trophy with the
experienced and successful combination of Barbara
Shotland and Pam Stein (pictured), who had won the
event in 2014 and 2013.
But they were knocked out at the semi-final stage by
Randwick's mother and daughter pairing, Pam and Taryn Keir, on a last bowl decision
19-21.
It was a tussle between four matching players with the scores close from start to
finish.
However, the accurate strength of skip Taryn Keir's drive tipped the scales away
from the Double Bay pair. Whenever Shotland and Stein were holding shots on crucial
ends Keir’s accuracy resulted in one end being replayed and three others she turned
around to her favour.
The Double Bay pair scored a four on the 19th end followed by a single on the 20th
to lag 19-20 only to see the Keir pair claim the title with a single count and a tilt at
the title by 21-19 as the final bowls were played.
The Keirs went on to win the championship with an effortless 30-5 victory over the
Randwick challenge from L. Doyle and S McAffee.
Footnote: The 2015 defending champions were Double Bay’s Rene Saidman and Karen
Levinson. Previous Double Bay winners include Levinson-Lorraine Becker, Iris KampelJuliette Friedlander, Jenny Welton-Barbara Shotland and Rayna Rosenberg-Jenny Welton.

High standard in Senior Pairs championship round
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

The Double Bay supporters and other spectators at Hillsdale were not disappointed with the
standard of the Seniors State District’s Pairs final as the heads were constantly changing with
good drawing and aggressive on shots.
The Thatcher side initially pulled away by a few shots, but Kampel and Saidman counterpunched their way back and after many exciting ends by the 15th end had levelled the score at
11-11.
Drama ensued on the 16th end with Kampel drawing the shot only to be outplayed by a trail
of the jack by Black. Thatcher inflicted more pain on her opponents to finish with a three shot
count (14-11).
The 17th end was also dramatic with Kampel drawing two very close shots, then Thatcher
played a very good second bowl which managed to slide off the shot bowl and stay for
second shot,.
Saidman had the choice of keeping the one shot and starting the 18th end two down, or
trying to push the shot bowl and stay for a triple count which would make the score all
square, but had no luck and entered the final 18th end 11-15 against.
However, the Saidman pair scored the only shot in the last end, but the honours went to
their club mates at 15/12.
Thatcher and Black now compete in the Regional Final on July 19 at the Diamond Bay
Club..
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 23, 2016
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DOUBLE BAY LAUNCHES WAY TO
SAVE TIME AND
MEMBERS’ MONEY
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club has devised a
plan which can reduce the membership’s
playing costs and save the administration
hours of paper work.
The scheme is the brain child of recently
appointed club general manager, Steve
Edelmuth, and devised with the co-operation
of the club’s executive secretary, Peter
Wyner.
It revolves around a small Double Bay Bowling Club poker chip-type disc,
pictured above, which will now replace cash when players pay the green fee.
Prior to each playing session members are now required to purchase from the
bar a disc at the green fee of $12, which also includes the afternoon tea menu.
The disc is handed to the team skipper, who is responsible to collect all his
team’s fees and return them in the rink bag to the bar.
Club officials have ruled that a game cannot start until all green fees have been
paid and the rink bag is returned to an official in the clubhouse.
Steve Edelmuth said that the scheme can also benefit members with savings by
pre-purchasing discs by taking up “special offers” of 11 discs for $120, which is
a save of $12, buying 28 discs for $240 ($36 save) or a maximum of 34 discs at
a cost of $360 ($48).
Members can pay for the discs by credit card, which is an added benefit,
Edelmuth said.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

Members support “disc money”
says club’s General Manager
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

In an email to the membership, the club’s general
manager, Steve Edelmuth, said the response to the
Double Bay Bowling Club’s “New DBBC Money”
scheme has been “overwhelming”.
“The membership’s support has been absolutely
fantastic to the positive change. The approach of
[management’s] personal contact, communication and
presentation with and to the members, on a daily
basis, has been met with positive feedback to what we
are trying to achieve at the club,” he said.
“However, in introducing the new approach, I may
have offended a few members in the process –
apologies to those concerned,” the email said..
Edelmuth said that the “New DBBC Money” disc
system would reduce the management’s two or three
hours spent to account for each day’s green fees.
Until now it has taken the administration many
hours to reconcile the cash received from players.
In many cases players failed to have the correct
money to place in the rink bag, or required change
from large denomination bank notes.
“Just counting the notes and coins takes almost three
hours on a Wednesday when all rinks are in play. Now, the bar cash register
will automatically tally the number of discs purchased and it should take about
30 minutes to tally the amount with the number of players,” Edelmuth said.
Discs will only be required four days of the week. This is on Mondays when
an average of 40 or more members compete in the intra-club competition, on
Tuesdays for the Women’s Club’s games, on Wednesdays, when the playing
number is between 90 and 100 competing in two divisions of an Intra-Club
championship, and on Saturdays for Double Bay pennant players, club
championship rounds and social play.
It is understood that management discarded the idea to extend the disc scheme
to be available for bar purchases.

MAJOR TRIPLES NEXT CHAMPIONSHIP CHALLENGE
Nominations for the Double Bay Men’s Club Major Triples are now open.
Team entries should be made on the form now displayed on the clubhouse
notice board.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 30, 2016
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Top team ends pennants in fourth spot,
while Grade 5 makes section play offs
GRADE 1

P

W

L

D

Pts

Grandviews

10

9

1

0

84

Merrylands

10

7

3

0

73.5

DOUBLE Bay’s pennant Grade 1
Metropolitan Section 2 team
completed the 2016 season in
fourth spot with a total of 45½
points from a possible 100.

Grandviews headed the section
ladder with 84 points, while
Harbord
10 5 5 0 51
Section 1 was taken out by the
DOUBLE BAY
10 4 5 1 45.5
powerhouse Taren Point Club
with 76 points.
WAVERLEY
10 2 7 1 26.5
Double Bay’s points came from
a first round win over
Blacktown Workers 10 2 8 0 19.5
Grandviews, followed by two
victories against Harbord, one over Blacktown, and a draw with local club,
Waverley.
Best performed Double Bay Zone 13 pennant team was the Northern
Conference Grade 5 (Section 1) outfit which finished second to Bronte and
qualified for the sectional playoff on Saturday morning at a venue to be
announced, but most likely at Ashfield BC, against Ramsgate RSL, the
team which took second place in the Grade 5 Southern Conference.
The winner meets the winner of the other play off between Wests Leagues and
Tigers Five Dock in the afternoon. The two top qualified teams, Bronte and Engadine,
play to gain automatic advance to Sunday afternoon’s final, while the defeated side
has a second chance on Sunday morning clashing with the team which wins the
Saturday
afternoon
sectional
GRADE 5
P
W
L
D
Pts
playoff. The victor then advances to
the afternoon’s encounter for the
BRONTE
10
8 2 0 77
Zone 13 Grade 5 pennant
Double Bay’s Zone 13 Grade 2
DOUBLE BAY
10 7 3 0 66.5 team completed its Zone 13
commitments after nine rounds to
DIAMOND BAY
10
6 4 0 57
finish in sixth spot with 38½ points,
some 34 points behind the table
WAVERLEY
10
4 5 1 47
toppers, Taren Point.
In Grade 3 Double Bay avoided
MATRAVILLE RSL
10
3 6 1 38.5
relegation problems with a total of
HILLSDALE
10
1 9 0 14
36 points safely ahead of bottom
club, Eastlakes.
The Grade 6 (Section 2) unit took third place from a collection of 66 points, but was
not a challenger for sectional play as Clovelly (83½ points) and Randwick (80 points)
were always at the helm of the competition ladder.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 30, 2016
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Last round pennant results and rink scores
In last Saturday’s final 10th round the Grade 1 side were well behind the
eight-ball at home to the talented Merrylands outfit and lost all three rinks
by a big collective margin of 49 shots
Best performance came from the Jack Kampel rink which went down by one
shot 17-18.
The Grade 3 side’s match at Matraville was declared a draw with each team
collecting five points as no play was possible due to the state of the ground and
inclement weather.
The Grade 5 combination paved the way for its berth in the Sectional
Playoffs when its scored a 10 point victory at Hillsdale.
Although all three rinks finished ahead of the opposition, the win was
spearhead by the Len Sandler unit of Gerald Raichman, Ray Novis and Len
Simon, which finished the day with an 11-shot margin.
Sam Abrahams came into the side at the last minute as second due to the
unavailability of skip Maurice
ROUND 10
Boland. Paul Isenberg moved to
GRADE 1
v MERRYLANDS at DOUBLE BAY
skip with Louis Platus playing
B CONWAY
J KAMPEL
H JANKELOWITZ
G WEINBERG*
R FETHERSTON
R JANKELOWITZ
third and Alan Simmons staying
H BLACK
M BECKER
L LILIAN
as lead for a 19-18 rink win.
W PODGER
A JAVEN
R FERRER
Max Thomas’s team of Murray
L 6-25
L 17 -18
L 9-38
Lott, Ruven Kaplan and Sam
L 32-81 0 pts
Ginges scored 24-20 to ensure the
full 10 point count.
GRADE 3
v MATRAVILLE
at MATRAVILLE
E WAINSTEIN

T ROSENBERG

B LAZARUS

A COHEN

A ROSENBERG

B BRICKMAN*

J WINEBERG

N MORRIS

J ROSEN

I COHEN

P GRUNFELD

P ERDOS

WASHED OUT

WASHED OUT

WASHED OUT

GRADE 5

v HILLSDALE

at HILLSDALE

M THOMAS*

L SANDLER

P ISENBERG .

M LOTT

G RAICHMAN

L PLATUS

R KAPLAN

R NOVIS

S ABRAHAMS

S GINGES

L SIMON

A SIMMONS

W 24-20

W 20-9

W 19-18
W 63-47 10 pts

GRADE 6

v COOGEE

at DOUBLE BAY

M ROWLEY

M REISIN

A BAKER

P FILLER

P SOLOMON

R RUZICKA

E GRUSD

H JACOBS

P WYNER*

S FRANKS

D NATHAN

I HADASSIN

W 22-12

W 26-16

L 11-18
W 59-46 9-1
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Grade 6 kept its very consistent
record with a 9-1 win at home
over Coogee, giving it seven wins
from its 10 matches.
The team completed its 2016
commitments with a solid 13 point
shot margin (59-46) over the
visitors.
Two rinks finished with 10-shot
margins, Michael Rowley, Phil
Filler, Eric Grusd and Stan Franks
scored by 22-12 and Mark Reisin,
Peter Solomon, Harry Jacobs and
David Nathan had a 26-16 result.

The only blemish was when
Andy Baker’s combination of
Ross Ruzicka, Peter Wyner and
Ian Hadassin slipped to the tune
of 11-18.
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COME BLOW THE HORN!

Charity to benefit
from club’s new
misdemeanour fines
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club
has announced a new list of
“wrongdoings” which impose a $1
fine in the Wrong Bias Charity Box
where the proceeds go to the
Randwick
Children’s
Hospital
Foundation.
ALL THE DETAILS NEXT PAGE

Happy
Birthday

Women’s Club marks 38th year
PAGE 5

CLUB’S PROUD
GRANDPARENTS
PAGES 3 & 4

PENNANT FINALS WASHED OUT
NO PLAY was possible due to the wet weather for
all Zone 13 Pennant Finals at the weekend.
According to the Zone 13 website the program of
matches will be played on Saturday, June 25 and
Sunday, June 26.
However, clubs may arrange to play beforehand
with the written approval of the Zone 13 Match
Committee.
Double Bay is engaged in the Grade 5 sectional
playoffs.

Blow the horn to pay for new
on the green “misdemeanours”
MOST lawn bowling clubs impose a “fine”, or some other form of
penalty, when a bowl is delivered on the wrong bias.
Double Bay Men’s Club for many years has used the wrong bias system to
support the Randwick Children’s Hospital Foundation and with the contributions
from the Women’s Club’s charity program more than $56,000 has been raised for
the cause.
Now, the size of the annual donation to the Children’s Foundation is certain to
increase following a decision by the Men’s Bowling Club leadership last week that
there will be another four reasons why members will be “fined” for their
misdemeanours while on the bowling green.
The “fines” are paid at the end of each day’s bowling. The “perpetrator”, when placing
the $1 fine (some members increase their “donation”), is required to twice sound the horn
(pictured above) which is attached to the Bias Box so that the other bowlers are aware
that the person responsible for the wrong doing has paid his or her dues.
The 2015 donation to the Randwick Children’s Hospital from Double Bay Bowling
Club was $2,200 bring its total contribution in the past 18 years to $56,000.
Men’s Club vice-president, Phil Filler, announced the new transgressions at last
Wednesday’s tea break, and received the membership’s approval.

THE FOUR NEW “DO NOT” RULES FOR BOWLERS
1: DO NOT leave bowls bag on seats or benches.
2: DO NOT stand in the rink ditch or on the rink edge.
3: DO NOT throw or drop bowls from the bank onto
.
the green.
4: DO NOT reposition the mat with the foot – always
use your hand
DON’T
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EVERY now and then Double Bay Bowling Club
members are congratulated on becoming proud
grandparents and are given a hearty cheer or
two.
Usually that’s the end of the matter, but not
so for three of our current members and one
other, who has retired from the bowling green.
Prouder-than-proud is the club’s Grade 5
skip, David Kellaway, whose 20-year-old
grandson, Andrew Kellaway, is the star full
back for the NSW Waratah Rugby Union team.
In the same category are Double Bay’s top
flight men’s club player Gerald Weinberg and
his wife, Audrey, a popular Women’s Club
member, whose six-year-old grandson, Zane
Weinberg, has hit the headlines as golf’s
“next big thing”.
The fourth grandparent is Alex Horwitz, a
former long time member, who has retired to
the comfort of the Montefiore Home at
Randwick, and is as proud-as-punch about his
22-year-old grandson, David Horwitz, who is
also a current NSW Waratahs player.
Andrew Kellaway is regarded as one of the
top rising stars of Australian rugby, having
made a series of outstanding performances in
the Scots College First XV, Australian
Andrew Kellaway
Schoolboys, Australian Under-20s, Randwick
(inset) David Kellaway
and the NSW Country Eagles NRC .
In 2014, he broke the record for the most amount of tries ever scored at a
Junior World Championship, after crossing for 10 five-pointers at the
tournament held in New Zealand. He also topped the try scoring tally as part of
the NSW Country Eagles in the inaugural Buildcorp NRC, with nine tries in seven
matches.
Kellaway was then part of the NSW Under-20s which won the National
Championships before being named captain of the Australian Under-20s for the
Federation Oceanic Rugby Union’s Under-20s tournament and the 2015 World
Rugby Junior World Championships.
Off the field, he is studying economics part-time at the University of New
South Wales and is a strong supporter of charity organisations Beyond Blue and
the Cancer Council.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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David Horwitz, was a regular 1st XV starting
flyhalf for club side Randwick, and first invited to
train with the NSW Waratahs aged just 18 years;
now he is in his third full-year with the squad.
Horwitz played a key role in what was another
successful season for the NSW Country Eagles in
the Buildcorp NRC, starting in every match in 2015.
He was selected in the 2014 Australian Under-20s
team, adding to an already impressive resume which
includes representative honours as a former NSW
Barbarian (2013), Australian Schoolboy (2011/12)
and NSW Colts.
A former Moriah College student, David made the
switch to Scots College to develop his sporting
talents and quickly proved himself equally adept in
rugby at both flyhalf and inside centre.
David has strong all-round game play and
possesses great ball skills. He has demonstrated a
strong ability to control the play, create stability
and organisation on the field. He is currently
studying a Commerce degree at
Sydney University.
David Horwitz and (inset)

Zane Weinberg
(inset) Gerald and
Audrey Weinberg

Zane Weinberg is showing a
Alex Horwitz
natural technique that would
make most golf hacks whimper, the six-year-old is wowing
experts who are already backing him as the sport’s next big
thing.
And he faces his first big test in August when he competes
in the US Kids Golf World Championships at Pinehurst,
North Carolina.
Zane has already won the summer tour championship which
qualified him for the USA event.
His coach and Moore Park Golf Club pro Ollie Gebert said
he has never stopped marvelling at Zane’s talent.
“He only weighs 30 kg, so when you think about power-toweight and how far he can hit a ball, it’s sometimes hard to
comprehend.” he is quoted as saying.
“I’ve never seen a kid this exciting to watch.
“His technique is just incredible and his short game is
better than most adults,’ he added.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Women’s Club celebrates its 38th Year

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Bowling Club on Tuesday, May 31, marked its 38th birthday
with a customary cutting of a large birthday cake.
The club ensures that all its members mingle and mix on a social level as well as playing in
an atmosphere of relaxed friendship.
Mixed teams of
men and women
members
have
evolved over the
years, with regular
playing days open
to all members, a
far cry from the
early years.
The
club’s
facilities
are
constantly updated
and the greens and
gardens
are
a
delight thanks to
the Board’s careful
attention. The game itself will remain the raison d’être, the pleasure and the joy.
This year the club had a very pleasing season with the Grade 4 team taking out the District
title as did the Grade 2 side.
Pictured above are four members of the Grade 4 team
Kathy Passman, Lesley Judelman, Judi Snider and Rein Rowlands.
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Top Women’s team again in State contest

For the fifth consecutive year Double Bay
Women’s Club’s top listed pennant team will
represent Region 13 in the 2016 State
Championships.
Pictured above are the eight players who
won the Grade 2 Regional final last week on
the Double Bay greens.
They are Marie Thatcher, Rene Saidman,
Lorraine Becker, Lorraine McLaughlin,
Iris Kampel, Gail Black, Marna Morris
and Pam Stein.
STORY PAGES 4 -5

New player tops pennant listing
THE most successful player for
Double Bay in the 2016 pennant
competition was a former South
African who played his first game of
lawn bowls at the club nine months
ago.
Stan Franks (pictured) competed in
Grade 6 and had the best win ratio.
STORY PAGE 3

NEW-LOOK MEMBERSHIP
INVOICE, BUT ANNUAL
PAYMENT UNCHANGED
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s men’s
membership has received a new-look
coloured invoice for the annual
membership fee.
It replaces the photo-copied invoice with
the member’s name and address attached by
a stick-on label, which has served the club
for the past 16 years.
The new-look membership invoice for the
12 months to June 30, 2017, includes a tearoff section giving the member the
opportunity to pay by bank deposit or by
cheque through the mail.
Fees can also be paid by hand to the club
ABOVE: The new-look membership
invoice emailed to members.
manager.
INSET: A section of the previous style
The new coloured form was adapted by the
invoice.
executive secretary, Peter Wyner, using the
MYOB account system, and includes the club’s blue-gold-maroon badge.
Club management retained the annual fee at $200 (plus $20 GST).
The majority of Double Bay’s more than 150 members received the new 20162017 invoice on June 8, via their email account, replacing the previous postal
delivery.
Only 17 members were sent the membership account by post.
Wyner confirmed at last Wednesday’s afternoon tea break that the membership
fee for the next 12 months remained unchanged at $220, the amount which
includes affiliation fees and other charges which were individually detailed in
previous yearly accounts sent to members.

Member’s plea for warm clothing
ONE of Double Bay Men’s Club eldest members, 95year-old Sam Terley (pictured), last week appealed for
cast off winter clothing to be donated to the less
fortunate.
He said he is willing to collect the items and pass them
on to organisations which care for the homeless and less
fortunate.
“Please go through your wardrobes and bring to the club
your cast offs as soon as possible,” Terley said.
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Newcomer in Grade 6 tops
2016 pennant win average
STAN Franks (pictured), who has been playing lawn bowls
only for nine months, is Double Bay’s most successful 2016
Pennant team competitor, according to statistics released this
week.
Franks, who has shown plenty of potential on the bowling
greens, competed as a lead in Double Bay’s Zone 13 Grade 6
squad to finish in top spot in the list compiled by the club’s
chairman of selectors, Gerald Weinberg.
It is the third time in the past five pennant seasons that a player
from Grade 6 has headed the club’s pennant statistics.
Most recent Grade 6 players to have led the pennant listings
have been Sam Ginges (2014) and Mark Reisin (2012).
This year the club fielded 77 players competing in the Metropolitan Grade 1 and the Zone
13 Grades 2, 3, 5 and 6.
Franks, who is a former South African from Johannesburg, joined Double Bay Bowling
Club late last year on the advice of close friend and long-time bowler, Abe Cohen, and was
coached by Gerald Weinberg.
Until now Franks, who is an ophthalmologist by profession, had excelled at squash and in
his younger days competed in Rugby at college level.
In his lawn bowls pennant debut he played nine games and was in the winning rink on eight
occasions which gave him a win percent rate of 85.71.
Another new comer to Double Bay Bowling Club, Ruven Kaplan, competing in Grade 5
had an 80% win rate from his five matches.
Four players, Peter Grunfeld (Grade 3), Ray Novis, Gerald Raichman (Grade 5) and
Michael Rowley (Grade 6) shared third place
with a 77.78 win ratio.
Harbord a happy $510 hunting ground
The consistent John Wineberg (Grade 3) THREE Double Bay players, Harry Black,
Brandon Conway and Gerald Weinberg,
finished with 75% in fourth ranking.
Best Grade 1 performances came from shared $510 prize money from the Harbord
Club’s Triples Tournament at the weekend.
Bernard Fridman, Jack Kampel and Peter Levy,
Fifty-six teams competed with the Weinberg
each winning six of their nine games in the side successful on Saturday against entries
Metropolitan pennants for 66.67% to share fifth from Warringah and Dee Why and drawing
place with Alan Simmons (Grade 5) and Eric with a Harbord team.
Grusd (Grade 6).
Saturday’s results were used to allocate
Sundays’ sectional play. The Double Bay side
Five members were in sixth spot with a 60%
was ranked seventh to compete in Division B.
win rate – Sam Abrahams, Len Sandler and
It went on to remain undefeated with wins over
Max Thomas (Grade 5), Andy Baker and Peter
two Harbord-based teams and one from the
Wyner (Grade 6).
Avalon Club and collecting the Division’s prize
Others in the top 8 of the listing were Dan pot.
Flanagan, Arnold Javen (Grade 1), Peter Kurta Double Bay was also represented by the
(Grade 3), Murray Lott (Grade 5) for 7th on Arnold Javen, Mike Becker and Gerald
55.56%, while 8th placing on a 50% win-rate Raichman trio, which qualified for Sunday’s
Section C matches.
were Paul Isenberg, Harry Stein and Louis
Platus (Grade 5), Phil Filler, James Flaxman,
Mark Reisin, Ross Ruzicka and another new player, Norman Morris, (Grade 6).
Players who competed in less than three games are not included in the final ratings.
The complete 2016 listing is now displayed on the club’s Notice Board.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
REGION 13 PENNANT GRADE 2
DOUBLE BAY

5

SYLVANIA

0

Pam Stein
Lorraine McLaughlin
Iris Kampel
Marie Thatcher

39

3

Rene Saidman
Lorraine Becker
Marna Morris
Gail Black

19

15

RESULT SHOTS

58

18

REGION 13 PENNANT GRADE 4
DOUBLE BAY

0

SUTHERLAND

5

Kathy Passman
Barbara Hower
Marilyn Davis
Rein Rowlands

17

18

Jan Frape
Jan Shedlezki
Wendy Engelander
Lesley Judelman

15

18

RESULT SHOTS

32

36

Fifth time
for club
in State
Pennants
DOUBLE Bay’s Pennant
Grade 2 Eastern Suburbs
District Championship side
has again qualified to
challenge for a State flag
which this year will be
staged at the Berry Bowling
Club, in the northern region
of the Shoalhaven, from
August 15-18.
This follows its easy 58-18
win over the Sutherland Shire
District Pennant winners,
Sylvania, in the Region 13
playoffs on the Double Bay

greens last week.
It is the fifth time Double Bay has represented the Region 13 in the State
Championships. The Regional wins by Double Bay have been at Grade-1 level prior
to 2014 when the Eastern Suburbs Women’s District Association withdrew from the
State’s top grading. Since then Double Bay has been Grade 2 Pennant winners.
In the Grade 2 encounter both Double Bay sides played solid and at times innovative
and exciting bowls, taking control from the start and dominating play throughout.
The unavailability of Barbara Shotland was the only change in the Grade 2 line-up as
Lorraine McLaughlin came in as her substitute.
While the Grade 2 team was having it all its own way against Sylvania, the club’s
Grade 4 first time Eastern Suburbs District Pennant winners was battling the allpowerful combination from the Sutherland Club.
It was a significant performance by the Double Bay players where the Kathy
Passman side of Rein Rowlands, Marilyn Davis (in place of Faye Glover) and
Barbara Hower went down by the one shot.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Grade 4 team shows off Regional certificate

The Grade 4 team which was the runner-up in the Regional final last week.
Lesley Judelman, Jan Frape, Kathy Passman, Rein Rowlands, Jan Shedlezki,
Barbara Hower and Marilyn Davis. Inset: Wendy Engelander.

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Experience more than anything was the Grade 4 team’s downfall in its initial
appearance in a Regional final.
It was 13-all on the 17th end then Kathy Passman’s Double Bay side added four shots
to be ahead 17-13, only to see the advantage slip away as Sutherland added five shots
on the remaining three ends for a 17-18 loss.
On the adjoining rink the Jan Frape unit of Lesley Judelman, Wendy Engelander (in
place of Judi Snider) and Jan Shedlezki held
their better practiced opponents to a 15-18
result.
In the final wash up, Sutherland took the
honours and a place in the State event on a
four-shot 32-36 margin.
Officials at Double Bay for the Regional
After the weekend’s record downpour the
Pennants included Eastern District president
club’s
groundsman, Rob Featherstone,
Sue Snape, Sutherland’s Norma Brann,
Double Bay treasurer, Margo Michael and
worked tirelessly to ready the green. It was
Ilse Deuschle, Chairperson of the Sutherland
a clear day for the event with just a gentle
Match Committee
breeze across the greens.
Almost 200 supporters from Eastern Suburbs clubs along with those from Sylvania,
Sutherland, Taren Point and Clovelly, as well as official club and District
representatives attended.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 13, 2016
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Double Bay ready for Grade 5 Pennant playoffs
FINE weather is predicted for the rescheduled Zone 13 Pennant Finals of
2016 on Saturday, June 25 and Sunday, June 26.
The playoffs for the 2016 honours were originally programmed for the June 4-5
weekend, but were postponed due to inclement weather throughout Sydney.
Double Bay will be represented in the bid for 2016 pennant honours in the Grade 5
division at Ashfield on Saturday morning.
Grade 5 was contested in a three-section 10-match tournament with the top two
teams in each section qualifying for the playoffs.
Double Bay finished second in Section 1 (Northern) with 66½ points with Bronte on top
with 77 points. Section 2 (Northern) went to Western Suburbs Leagues 63½ points from
Tigers Five Dock (56 pts). The Southern Division section was taken out by Engadine (76
pts) with Ramsgate next on 64½ points.
In the playoffs Double Bay, as the fourth rated club meets the fifth ranked Ramsgate on
Saturday morning with the loser
ZONE 13 GRADE 5 2016 PENNANT PLAYOFFS
eliminated and the winner moving
to afternoon’s semi-final against
the winner of the match between
Wests and Tigers.
Bronte and Engadine compete on Saturday afternoon, when the winner goes directly into
Sunday afternoon’s final at Taren Point and the loser clashes in the morning with the winner
of the Saturday’s second section game for the other spot in the final.
Double Bay selectors’ plan to have the Grade 5 team compete in a pre-playoff trial match
last Saturday was washed out.
However, the squad to compete at Ashfield will be without its manager and rink skip, Max
Thomas. Selectors will announce the squad on Monday night which will include Len Sandler,
Michael Rowley (skips), Murray Lott, Gerald Raichman, Andy Baker (thirds), Ruven
Kaplan, Ray Novis, Paul Isenberg (seconds) and Sam Ginges, Len Simon, Alan Simmons
(leads) as well as Norman Morris and Dominic Verre.

NINETY-YEAR-OLD “BEST SKIP” PASSES
TRIBUTE PAGE 2

Club’s “best skip” passes at 90-years-of-age
DANNY Cohen, who passed away
late last week at the age of 90, claimed
the self-appointed title as “the best
skip in the club”.
There was no doubt that Danny was an
above average bowler in his heydays at
Rose Bay Bowling Club and in the early
years of the Rose Bay-Double Bay
merger.
Danny was a popular member off the
greens, but as a skip, his attitude to his
team’s performance caused as many
problems as it intended to correct.
Nonetheless, his success record,
particularity at pennant level, was as
good, if not better than most.
He also had a “lucky streak” when it
came to his passion for a gamble in the
lottery, the TAB, the gaming machines at
Double Bay and other clubs.
In recent times he battled various and long-lasting health problems which
curtailed activities on and off the green.
Danny Cohen will be remembered by many current Double Bay players, but the
more recent members will have missed the opportunity of having played with, or
against, the “best skip in the club”.

Grade-sixers’ upset win to Major Pairs semi-final
GRADE 6 players caused an upset in the third round of the Major Pairs
last week when Michael Rowley and Andy Baker knocked out the Alan
Rosenberg – Maurice Boland team.
RESULTS
Their 22-7 win advanced them to the
semi-final round where they will clash
2016 MAJOR PAIRS
with lesser-graded opponents Ronald
THIRD ROUND
Munz and Rob Clark.
Michael Rowley
With Boland unavailable Les
Andy Baker 22
Ferguson came in to lead for
Alan Rosenberg
Rosenberg, but the combination never
Maurice Boland 7
Andy Baker and
gelled as their opponents ran away
Michael Rowley
with the match adding shots on 12 of the 18 ends played.
The quarter-final between Jack Kampel and Peter Levy
against Paul Baker and Murray Lott was postponed at the weekend due to the
inclement weather.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 20, 2016
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Major Triples again a very open event
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club will have yet another new
championship combination when the 2016 Major Triples Championship is
done and dusted in a month-or-so.
Since the merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club in 2001 only one trio, Jack Kampel,
Bernard Fridman and Doug King, has won the Major Triples more than once.
The 2016 edition could have been a third title
for them, but Fridman has opted not to compete
in this year’s event.
He is replaced in the 2016 Kampel-King lineup by Peter Levy, who has been in a Major
Triples championship team on three occasions.
Kampel is also aiming to take home the Triples
crown for the fifth time having won it last year,
then in 2013 (with King and Paul Baker), 2011
(with Fridman and King) and in 2008 (Brian
Ginsberg, Pepe Glick).
2015
The 18-team draw for the 2016 title was made
late last week by a computerised Random
Sequence Generator. It declared first round byes
for all but two matches.
Top fancies for the 2016 crown are the Kampel
trio, as well as the well-experienced trio of Dan
Flanagan, Les Lilian and Harold Jankelowitz, and
the new-look unit of Murray Lott, Harry Black
and Pepe Glick.
2011
Also likely to make an impact are the teams of
Ray Jankelowitz, Wayne Podger and Rod Ferrer,
The most club’s
Brandon Conway, Michael Rowley and Eric
successful Major Triples
combination. In the 2015
Grusd, Julian Engelman, Les Ferguson and Les
picture Doug King (left)
Brem, plus Gerald Weinberg’s new look line-up
Bernard Fridman (centre)
of Alan Rosenberg and Mark Sack.
and Jack Kampel.
The two first round clashes involve the Ray
Jankelowitz trio against Barry Lazarus’ line-up of John Wineberg and John Rosen,
while Ian Ossher, David Newman and Peter Erdos face the challenge from James
Flaxman, George Fishman and Ian Hadassin.
Highlight of the second round could be the battle between Arnold Javen, Michael
Becker and Gerald Raichman against the Kampel outfit.
One of the most successful triples contestants is Pepe Glick, who has been in the
winning groups of 2014 (with Phillip Joel and Brandon Conway), in 2008 (with
Kampel), 2006 (Gerald Weinberg, Sid Glick) and in 2005 (Gerald Weinberg, Les
Ferguson)
Also going for a fifth Major Triples crown is Gerald Weinberg, who was successful
in 2012 (with Alan Treisman and Matt Fetherston) in 2007 (with Les Ferguson, Peter
Levy), 2006 (Pepe Glick and Sid Glick) and 2005 (Les Ferguson, Pepe Glick).
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 20, 2016
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WOMEN’S CLUB TEAM WINS DISTRICT
TRIPLES CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE FOR
THE FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
The trio which
won the 2016
Eastern Suburbs
District Triples
Championship
last week Pam
Stein, Rene
Saidman and
Iris Kampel.
It was the fifth
time in as many
years that a
Double Bay entry
has claimed the
title. SEE PAGE 5

GRADE 5 FALLS IN PENNANT PLAYOFF
HOPES for a chance at a 2016 Zone 13 Pennant honour ended after the Grade
5 team went down in the qualifying final of the sectional playoff at Ashfield on
Saturday. It found the overall ability of the Southern Section second-placed
team from the Ramsgate Club a tough hurdle and battled on all three rinks.
REPORT AND SCORES -- PLUS PENNANT WINNERS PAGE 2

GRADE 5 ZONE 13 PENNANT 2016 SECTION PLAYOFF
GRADE 5

v RAMSGATE

at ASHFIELD

NORTHERN SECTION 1

SOUTHERN SECTION

SATURDAY, JUNE 25

MURRAY LOTT
PAUL ISENBERG
RUVEN KAPLAN
SAM GINGES

LEN SANDLER
GERALD RAICHMAN
R NOVIS
LEN SIMON

MICHAEL ROWLEY
ANDY BAKER
NORMAN MORRIS
ALAN SIMMONS

SKIP
THIRD
SECOND
LEAD

LOST 10-0
LOST 17-27

LOST 12-32

LOST 12-35

(SHOTS 94-41)

Ramsgate too strong in Grade 5 clash
THE strength of the lower grade teams in the southern section of the Zone 13 Pennant
competition was brought home on Saturday at Ashfield when Double Bay’s Grade 5
side was outplayed in the qualifying final of the sectional playoff.
Although the Double Bay team was weakened due to the absence of two of its regular
skippers, the strength of the Southern Section’s
second-ranked team, Ramsgate, was displayed in
all rink positions.
Max Thomas, who skipped a rink during the 10match competition for a 60% win average, was
interstate celebrating his 70th birthday at the
weekend. He would have been in the line-up had
the sectional playoffs not been postponed due to
the inclement weather from the original date of
June 4-5.
David Kellaway, who headed another Grade 5
Max Thomas
David Kellaway
rink for seven games until he underwent back
surgery, did not recover in time for the postponed matches.
Ramsgate outplayed Double Bay to the tune of 10-0 points and amassed a total of 94 shots
against 41.
Best performed rink was the Murray Lott side of Sam Ginges, Ruven Kaplan and Paul
Isenberg, which headed the opposition by winning 12 of the 21 ends, but gave away too many
big counts on the others to finish 17-24 behind on the shot tally.
Len Sandler’s side of Gerald Raichman, Ray Novis and Len Simon scored shots on only
seven ends and succumbed to a 12-35 scoreboard.
Michael Rowley, who was the best skip in the Grade 6 team with nine wins during the
season, was promoted to take the top spot for the team of Andy Baker, also elevated from
Grade 6, with new member, Norman Morris, and the experienced Alan Simmons in his
regular lead’s position. It was a tough assignment as the Ramsgate unit had all the know-how
to score on all but eight ends and take the match by a 20-shot (32-12) margin.
EASTERN SUBURBS CLUB CLOVELLY WINS GRADE 6 PENNANT
The Grade 5 Grand Final for the pennant was won by Engadine which defeated local club
Bronte in the final by 76-43. In the Major Final Bronte accounted for Ramsgate by the single
shot on a 58-57 score line. The Bronte Club was runner-up to Engadine in Grade 3, while
another ex-Zone 11 club, Clovelly won the Grade 6 pennant from Grandviews 61-48.
Grade 1 Pennant Cup: Engadine (Black) 18 - Taren Point (Green) 17.
Grade 2: Grandviews 55 -Taren Point 53; Grade 7: Sth Cronulla 63 - Caringbah 59.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 27, 2016
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TWO TOP TRIPLES TEAMS TOPPLED
TWO top fancies for the 2016 Major Triples Championship, which started
on Sunday, were toppled in their opening matches.
The well-balanced team of Rod Ferrer, Wayne Podger skipped by Ray
Jankelowitz fell in the first round to the wiles of the Barry Lazarus side of John
Wineberg and Walter Jacobs, who substituted for the
absent John Rosen, by a significant 33-20 margin.
RESULTS
At the same time the strong line-up of the Harold
2016 MAJOR PAIRS
Jankelowitz team of Dan Flanagan and Les Lilian,
SEMI-FINAL
came within a whisker of being ousted by another
Andy Baker
formidable combination headed by Julian Engelman
Michael Rowley 18
with Les Brem and Les Ferguson.
v
Both teams had a first round bye and a ding-dong
Ronald Munz
Rob Clark 16
round two battle was on the cards as the score was
locked at 24-all on the last end.
2016 MAJOR TRIPLES
The extra end resulted in Harold Jankelowitz’s side
FIRST ROUND
holding two shots despite Engelman’s on-shot attempt
Peter Erdos
to change the situation.
David Newman
The Sol Caganoff, Peter Grunfeld and Alan
Ian Ossher 30
v
Simmons side held too many guns in the second
Ian Hadassin
round challenge of Phil Filler, Peter Solomon and Jeff
George Fishman
Raines by a substantial 32-14 count.
James Flaxman 18
In the only other first round encounter the Peter
John Wineberg
Erdos, David Newman and Ian Ossher entry moved
John Rosen
safely through by 30-18 over Ian Hadassin, George
(sub Walter Jacobs)
Barry Lazarus 33
Fishman and James Flaxman.
v

Grade 6 team in Major Pairs final
TWO Grade 6 players, Andy Baker and Michael Rowley,
have won their way into 2016 Major Pairs final with a 1816 win over the higher-listed team of Ronald Munz and
Robert Clark.
The pairing continued to show the consistent form which
carried them to a surprise quarter-final win the previous
week over Les Ferguson (sub for Maurice Boland) and Alan
Rosenberg by a 15-shot difference.
Baker-Rowley now await the outcome of the matches which
involve top-flight combinations of Peter Levy-Jack Kampel,
Wayne Podger-Rob Fetherston and Paul Baker-Murray Lott.
It took the Rowley team 22 ends to knock out the Clarke
side with a two shot call after it was all-square at 21 ends.
Earlier they had led 16-11, but Clark and Munz came back to
force an extra end.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 27, 2016

Rod Ferrer
Wayne Podger
Ray Jankelowitz 20
SECOND ROUND

Peter Grunfeld
Alan Simmons
Sol Caganoff 32
v

Jeff Raines
Peter Solomon
Phil Filler 14
Dan Flanagan
Les Lilian
Harold Jankelowitz 26
v

Les Brem
Les Ferguson
Julian Engelman 24
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New bar manager comes from a race course
to bowls club
THE DOUBLE Bay
Bowling Club’s recent
appointed new bar
manager, Julie Carter,
should
have no
trouble adjusting to
the bowls membership
considering she has
faced, among others,
the whims of the
luminaries of Sydney’s
horse racing industry
and the fads of a
school tuckshop.
Julie
joined
the
Julie Carter – Double Bay Bowling Club’s recently appointed bar
Double Bay Bowling
manager.
Club staff a couple of
weeks ago after a 22-year part-time period as the supervisor of the Members
Coffee Shop at Randwick Race Course.
She will be able to attend the club’s bar on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Saturdays, now that the responsibility of having to share her part-time work
with caring for her mother, has been eased with her mother now in the care of a
nursing facility.
Born in Parramatta to an Irish mother and Australian father, Julie, planned a
career in law, but all that changed when, as an 18-year-old, she took a casual
hospitality position aboard the Fairstar cruise ship.
From that moment she decided the hospitality industry would be her
profession.
“I haven’t regretted one moment of it,” she said this week.
“Would you believe I’m still in contact that the friends I met on that first
cruise some 40 years ago.”
Her list of hospitality venues embrace the management of the Croydon Hotel, a fouryear stint as the function organiser for a top-notch legal firm, 20 years with wellknown caterers Cherry Bim and Passion8, a time which also included 11 years
cooking for and managing the Masada School tuckshop.
“The time spent with the legal firm confirmed I made the right decision as a teenager
to switch from law to hospitality,” she said with a knowing grin.
Hopefully, she’s made another correct choice by adjusting to the quieter atmosphere
of Double Bay Bowling Club.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 27, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
DISTRICT
TRIPLES
WINNERS

Now five-in-a-row
for Double Bay

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club won its
fifth consecutive Eastern Suburbs
District Triples last week when the
constituted team of Iris Kampel, Barbara
Shotland and Pam Stein, retained the
championship title at Matraville.
However, with Shotland in South Africa
due to a family commitment, another of
Double Bay’s leading players, Rene
Saidman, substituted for her in all matches
in the event.
The final was a repeat of last year’s
championship round when two Double Bay
The trio which won the 2016 Eastern
Suburbs District’s Triples
teams fought for the title and Saidman was
championship last week Pam Stein,
in the runners-up combination alongside
Rene Saidman and Iris Kampel.
Saidman substituted for Barbara
Marie Thatcher and Lorraine McLaughlin.
Shotland throughout the event.
This year’s final opposition to the Stein
combination was Thatcher, Jenny Welton,
and Gail Black, who battled all the way to keep in touch with their club mates,
but had to be content with second prize on a 17-9 score line, which was no
reflection of the quality of the play.
On the way to the final the Thatcher
RUNNERS UP
unit accounted for another Double
Bay entry Lesley Judelman, Audrey
Weinberg and Kathy Passman in the
semi-final 20-10,
There was another all-Double Bay
match in the second semi-final when
the Stein outfit knocked out Jan
Frape’s team of Judy Bihari and
Wendy Engelander 22-14.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
WITH MORE PICTURES
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Runners-up in the 2016 District Triples last
week, Marie Thatcher., Gail Black and
Jenny Welton
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Officials at Eastern Suburbs District Triples tournament

Chairperson of Eastern Suburbs District Match Committee, Lorraine McLaughlin (left) with District
Match Committee member Jan Watson (centre) and Matraville District Secretary, Toni Hartley.

Regional title next test
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Earlier in the opening rounds of the 2016
District Triples, the Stein team finished
ahead of trios from Randwick (Carol Stokes
28-12) and Matraville (Julie Forbes 25-14).
The Double Bay entry of Margo Michael,
Marilyn Davis and Evelyn Perl, exited in
the first round against the Forbes team.
Matches were played at Hillsdale,
Clovelly and Matraville. Other clubs which
Semi-finalists -- Kath Passman, Audrey
Weinberg, Lesley Judelman
had entries were Bondi, South Coogee and
Clovelly.
Double Bay will compete in the Regional playoff on August 30.
Last year Stein, Shotland and Kampel won
the Regional title with a 19-15 win over the
challenge by the Sutherland Shire champions
from the Taren Point club on the Ramsgate
greens.
They went on to compete at State level at
Tuncurry to reach the semi-final before going
down by one shot against a star-studied team
skipped by the Australian captain and the No.
1 ranked female bowler, Natasha Scott,
alongside Margaret Barnett and
Semi-finalists - Jan Frape, Judy Bihari and
PHOTOS
Kelly Richards, the Australian
Wendy Engelander
BY PAM
under-25 player, from the
STEIN
Raymond Terrace club.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 27, 2016
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KIWI BOWLERS TO PLAY AT DOUBLE BAY
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will host a group of visiting New Zealand
lawn bowlers on Wednesday.
A party of 42 New Zealand lawn bowlers, organised by Playaway
Tours and managed by its representative, Bob Strahl, is visiting
Australia and the first game on Aussie greens will be at the Double
Bay Club on July 6.
Men’s Bowling Club President, Louis Platus, announced the Kiwis visit at last
Wednesday’s afternoon tea break.
To accommodate the visitors, club officials have suspended the regular Wednesday intraclub competition.
With the addition of the New Zealand players the Double Bay
greens
will accommodate a Wednesday record of at least 135
CLUB UNIFORM
bowlers.
TO BE WORN
The games would be Double Bay playing New Zealand in the
fours format.
According to Mr Strahl the group is mainly average club
bowlers.
“There are no star bowlers, but there are 20 men and 22 women
senior lawn bowlers of varying ability from all parts of New
Zealand, hoping to escape our cold weather for some sunshine,
fun and bowls,” he told Double Bay Watch in an email from
DOUBLE Bay members
New Zealand last week.
have been told that club
The 20-day tour begins in Sydney on Tuesday, July 5.
colours must be worn on
Following the Double Bay visit, the tour moves north with stays
Wednesday for the visit
and bowling at Cessnock, Port Macquarie, Coffs Harbour and
of the New Zealand
Coolangatta, before heading home on July 25.
bowlers.
Bob Strahl said that Playaway Tours has been operating mixed
The provision allowing
the wearing of mufti has
social bowling tours to Australia for 27 years. “Some of our
been withdrawn for this
clients have participated in the tours on eight or ten occasions,”
week, a club official
he said.
announced.
“We are very much looking forward to playing at Double Bay
and cementing new fellowships,” he added.

Double Bay plays host as club has
big entry in Zone’s Senior Singles
DOUBLE Bay will co-host, with Bronte
Bowling Club, the Northern section of the 2016
Zone 13 State Senior Singles Championship this
July 9-10 weekend.
On Saturday morning eight first round Section 2
games will be played at Double Bay and the other
eight matches in Section 1 at Bronte
Second round fixtures will be decided in the
afternoon with the winners returning on Sunday
morning to decided the final four players from each
section who will clash with the Southern Section’s qualifiers at Caringbah Bowling
Club on Saturday, July 23.’
Double Bay has almost half the total entry for the championship.
They include last year’s Zone 11 runner-up Jack Kampel and semi-finalist Brandon
Conway.
Kampel is drawn at Bronte in the first round against Bronte’s S. Noonan, while
Conway plays at home to B. Lindner from Ashfield.
Other Double Bay entries to compete at home are Harry Black, Rod Ferrer, Ray
Jankelowitz, Sam Abrahams, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, who has a first
round bye before he meets the winner of the Conway-Lindner clash.
Bronte is the venue for Pepe Glick, Michael Becker, Walter Jacobs, Harold
Jankelowitz and Paul Baker.
The 2015 Zone 13 Senior Singles Champion, Ray Coombes is not listed in this
year’s event.
In the State (Open) Singles at Alexandria Erskineville, Double Bay will be
represented by Trevor Rosenberg against West’s J. Boumelhen and at South Coogee
Doug King faces A. Levi from Western Suburbs Leagues.
Western Suburbs Leagues Club hosts the State Reserve Singles where Double Bay
has Max Thomas, Len Sandler and Murray Lott in the draw.

No joy in Zone 13 State Triples championship
DOUBLE Bay’s debut in the 2016 Zone 13 State Triples Championship
was far from impressive with not one of the seven entries progressing past
the second round.
Following the merger of Zone 11 with Zone 13 the State Championships are now
divided into two divisions, with the former Zone 11 clubs grouped as the Northern
Conference.
Five of the Double Bay triples teams exited the event hosted by South Coogee, in the
opening round on Saturday morning, while the Jack Kampel, Peter Levy and Doug
King trio had a first round bye, but in the afternoon fell 25-16 to the Alexandria
Erskineville team skipped by Wal Picklum.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Member gathers clothing
for Sydney’s homeless
ONE of Double Bay Bowling Club’s
most senior members has collected
more than 100 items of clothing to
be distributed to the homeless.
The 96-year-old bowler, Sam
Terley, last month made a
passionate plea to the membership
to “go through your wardrobes for
items which are no longer being
worn and bring them to the club.”
Terley said he would take the items
to the Matthew Talbot Hostel for the
Winter Appeal.
Since then Double Bay
men
and
women
members have provided
105 items of clothing,
which
have
been
delivered by Sam Terley
to Matthew Talbot at its
hostel at Woolloomooloo.
Sam Terley ready to take a number of parcels of
Sam has now delivered
clothing from the Double Bay clubhouse to his car
more than 40 bags of
for delivery to the Matthew Talbot Hostel.
clothing which will be
distributed to the homeless through the St Vincent de Paul Society.

First round Zone defeats for Double Bay trios
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Ray Jankelowitz, Wayne Podger and Rod Ferrer scored in the first round over
South Coogee’s entry headed by David Raison only to succumb to another
South Coogee team headed by Steve Derrick in the second round by 25-17.
First round casualties were Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan,
who lost to Jay Law’s team from Western Suburbs Leagues; Sol Caganoff,
Mike Becker and Gerald Raichman who went down to the Alexandria
Erskineville team of Andrew Grove; Pepe Glick, Arnold Javen and Harry Black
were victims of the D. Miniham trio from Marrickville; Walter Jacobs, Len
Sandler and Len Simon fell to Bernie Melville, while the Brandon Conway,
Gerald Weinberg and Les Brem team lost to the Waverley-based “old enemy”
of Rick Roper and Co.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, 4, 2016
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Five teams now in Major Triples quarter finals
JACK Kampel moved a step closer to adding
another Major Triples title to his name when on
RESULTS
Sunday with teammates Peter Levy and Doug
2016 MAJOR TRIPLES
King, he scored a solid 29-19 win over Arnold
SECOND ROUND
Javen, Michael Becker and Gerald Raichman.
John Wineberg
After Sunday’s matches five teams have moved into
John Rosen
the quarter-final stage of the 2016 Major Triples
Barry Lazarus 22
Championship.
v
Alan
Sacks
The other quarter-finalists will come from the
(sub Sam Abrahams)
winners of teams skipped by Brandon Conway v Ian
Abe Cohen
Ossher, Len Sandler v Alan Simmons and Gerald
(sub Ivor Cohen)
Eric Wainstein 20
Weinberg v Paul Baker
Kampel, with various team combinations, is a threeMurray Lott
time winner of the event at Double Bay.
Harry Black
But he didn’t have it all his own way on Sunday.
Pepe Glick 37
v
The Javen trio led 19-14 after 16 of the required 25
Trevor Rosenberg
ends, only to fall by the wayside as Kampel and Co
Barrie Brickman
took the following seven ends with counts of 3, 1, 3,
Norman Morris 8
2,1,2 and 3 for an unbeatable tally of 15 shots and
Doug King
entry into the quarter-final in the top half of the
Peter Levy
tournament.
Jack Kampel 29
It was a an easier passage into the final eight for the
v
Gerald
Raichman
strong line up of Pepe Glick, Harry Black and Murray
Michael Becker
Lott, which scored at will to the tune of 37-8 against
Arnold Javen 19
the far lesser qualified team of Norman Morris,
Barrie Brickman and Trevor Rosenberg, which scored only on four of the 23
ends completed.
Two substitutes were required for Eric Wainstein’s trio when Sam Abrahams
came in for Alan Sacks and Ivor Cohen played for the absent Abe Cohen, in the
clash with Barry Lazarus’s team of John Rosen and
John Wineberg.
The Wainstein unit was ahead by five shots with
three ends to play, but it gave away the lead on the
next end, then scored two shots to regain the
advantage 20-18, only to allow the Lazarus team to
level at 20-all and call for an extra end.
Rosen’s extra end delivery moved the jack from one
down to a measure for shot but the match was
decided when Wainstein’s delivery pushed an
opponent’s bowl clearly in for the shot and with the
Barry Lazarus (left) John
measure added two shots for a 22-20 win and a
Rosen and John Wineberg.
quarter-final place in the lower half of the draw.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, 4, 2016
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New Zealand bowlers at Double Bay

ON THE
VERANDA

ON THE
GREENS

Double Bay played host to 42 visiting lawn bowlers on tour from New
Zealand on Wednesday, July 6, combining to bring the number of players
on the three greens to a weekday record of 122.
STORY AND MORE PICTURES PAGES 2 & 3

Two greetings for club’s Kiwi visitors
THE 42 visiting New Zealand lawn bowlers were twice greeted to Double
Bay Bowling Club on
Wednesday, July 5.
The first welcome was
made by the Men’s Club
president, Louis Platus,
who thought it would be
appropriate if the club’s
former New Zealander,
and the Registered Club’s
Deputy Chairman, Barrie
Brickman, seconded the
greeting.
With little trace of his
one-time Kiwi accent,
Arriving at Double Bay New Zealander visitors (from
Brickman said it was his
left) Jean and Peter Grebby, Carol and Geoff Powell.
pleasure to welcome
“fellow New Zealanders” and “to make them feel at home”.
The weather was cold and very windy, which even the visitors later admitted it
“felt like home”.
The visit was organised by Playaway Tours and managed by its representative,
Bob Strahl.
The 20 men and 22
women
tourists
were
accommodated
at
the
Meriton Apartments, Bondi
Junction.
A fleet of club members
cars transported the touring
party to-and-from the club.
At the afternoon tea break
each
of
the
New
Zealanders
who
were
playing in the skips
position received a Double
Bay embroidered cap,
while a club bowls cloth
was presented to all the
Playaway Tours manager, Bob Strahl (left), presented
other visiting players.
with a Double Bay Bowling Club cap by president,
Louis Platus.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 11, 2016
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Double Bay Club
“one of the best”
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Bob Strahl, the manager of the
New Zealand lawn bowlers
visiting Sydney under the
Playaway Tours banner, said
that Double Bay was one of the
best presented clubs he has
visited in a long period heading
his company’s sporting tours.

He said the Double Bay Club
has beautiful surrounds, the
greens are perfect and the tea
menu is something you “could
die for!” and accepted the
invitation issued by Platus to
list Double Bay as a venue for
another touring party.
New Zealand and Double Bay
competed in 10 matches in the
fours format, with the locals
taking the overall honours by a
small margin.
The touring party was booked to
play at the Waverley Club after
the visit to Double Bay before
moving north with stays and
bowling at Cessnock, Port
Macquarie, Coffs Harbour and
Coolangatta, then heading home
on July 25.

A table set for the afternoon tea
with the main course of beef
burgers and pavlova for sweets.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 11, 2016

At the tea break visiting New Zealand bowlers C.
Powell, M. McConway, P. Ryan and P. Boyd were
seated at the President’s Table.

Kiwi bowlers Anne Boyd (centre) and Trevor
Goldsworth (right) with Double Bay players Mike
Golland (left) Peter Wyner and Sam Ginges.

A snack before taking to the
green for the New Zealand
visiting lawn bowlers.

MAIN
PHOTOS BY
LORRAINE
BECKER
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Seven Double Bay entrants advance in Zone 13
Senior and Reserve Singles Championships
DOUBLE Bay will be represented by seven players in the next stage of the
Zone 13 State Senior and State Reserve Singles 2016 Championships.
After last Saturday’s Northern Conference Seniors (over-60-years-of-age)
Sectional games at Double Bay and Bronte, Double Bay will have four of the
eight competitors in the playoffs against the Southern Conference winners
scheduled for decision at the Caringbah Club on Saturday, July 23.
In the State Reserves (for players listed Grade 4 and under) three Double Bay
entrants are among the eight who have succeeded to meet the Southern
Conference eight at the Western Suburbs Leagues Club on July 23.
Facing an open draw in the next Seniors’ rounds are the club’s Brandon
Conway, Harry Black, Walter Jacobs and Jack Kampel, while the Reserve
qualifiers in an open draw are Len Sandler, Max Thomas and Murray Lott.
Club officials are known to be concerned at the scheduling of the Senior
tournament, which calls for two matches to be completed on the one day.
With the current format of singles being decided by the first to score 31 shots,
games can run to four hours, which was the case with one match played at
Double Bay on Saturday.
Players in their senior years are concerned that they have to “double-up” to
meet the demands of the draw, where one competitor has completed a match,
but has to wait for the next opponent, who could have been on the green for an
extended period and who is handicapped by fatigue and other issues of age
when fronting for the second match.
Conway was quick to end his opening match against Ashfield’s B. Linder by a
runaway 31-4 score line, then he came up against the club’s Arnold Javen, who
had the leisure of a first round bye. Conway appreciated the pace of the Double
Bay green to account for Javen 31-11.
Harry Black, who had earlier also made full use of home track conditions with
a first game 31-18 decision over Alexandria Erskineville’s Wal Picklum, then
continued his run after a prolonged wait, with another solid 31-10 victory over
M. McMaster, of the Randwick Club.
In the other half of the first round draw Double Bay’s Gerald Weinberg, was
off line in a 31-10 loss to Randwick’s N. Mitai, while Marrickville entry, Phil
Means, put paid to Sam Abrahams in a close encounter 31-25.
Double Bay’s Rod Ferrer proved too solid for F. Zammit (Randwick) 31-5, but
couldn’t maintain the formula going down in the next match to Randwick’s
John Brennan 31-13.
The one-time Double Bay Major Singles runner-up, Ray Jankelowitz, went out
by a 17-shot margin (31-14) in the first game of the day against Brennan.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Kampel-Levy in Major Pairs semi-final
THE Jack Kampel-Peter Levy combination closed in on the 2016 Major
Pairs title when they defeated Paul Baker and Murray Lott in a quarterfinal on Sunday.
RESULTS
Kampel and Levy are the 2015 Major Pairs runners-up
2016 MAJOR PAIRS
to Brandon Conway and Dan Flanagan.
By coincidence Kampel completed “a double” over
THIRD ROUND
Baker during the weekend. On Saturday Kampel
Peter Levy
knocked out Baker from the second round of the Zone
Jack Kampel 29
13 State Seniors Championship and on Sunday he and
v
Murray Lott
Levy proved too solid in the club’s Major Pairs event.
Paul Baker 16
In another coincidence, Kampel and Levy now face the
Rob Fetherston-Wayne Podger team in the semi-final, a
partnership which was good enough to make the quarter-final last year before
being eliminated by the Kampel-Levy duo.
Baker and Lott started well enough taking the lead 9-6 after seven ends, but things
went haywire as they gave away 12 shots (counts of 5, 2 and 5) over the following
three ends to trail 9-18.
It was the beginning of the end as Kampel-Levy continued their dominance to be
ahead 24-13 (14 ends) and by the 21st end had the match safe and sound at 29-16.

TWO FORFEITS IN ZONE 13 STATE SENIORS SINGLES
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

At the Bronte Club two Double Bay entrants forfeited their Zone 13 State
Seniors games as Pepe Glick, was recovering from an ear operation and
Harold Jankelowitz was a late scratching from the tournament.
Nonetheless, Michael Becker won his opening clash with Ashfield’s T. Robson as
did Walter Jacobs who overcame W. O’Shea from the Earlwood BP Club.
Then Jacobs knocked out Becker in the afternoon match to make the cut off to the
Caringbah–hosted rounds on Saturday-week.
Len Sandler had a first round bye in the Reserve Singles at the Western Suburbs
Leagues Club, then scored a 31-26 decision over Waverley’s S. Cogger, but Max
Thomas and Murray Lott had to survive two encounters to enter the draw against the
Southern Conference qualifiers.
Thomas defeated C. Geraghty (Bronte) 31-28 and booked his place for Saturday,
July 23 with a 31-14 second round win.
Lott had little trouble in his initial game against W. Murphy (Bronte) and kept up
the form with a narrow 31-28 subsequent win.

In the Zone 13 State (Open) Singles Double Bay was represented in the
opening rounds by Ian Ossher at Alexandria Erskineville and at South
Coogee by Trevor Rosenberg and Doug King.
Only Ossher survived the opening matches. He won against Tigers Five Dock’s P.
Goodyear, but was a second round 31-9 victim to M. Cross (South Coogee).
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 11, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Busy time ahead for top-shelf Double Bay players
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club is well
represented in the Eastern Suburbs
Inter District
District’s team to clash with Georges River
matches
District next week at the home of the
Roseland Flames Club.
and Regional
Six players are selected to compete on
Senior
Monday, July 18, in the Open matches and
three, plus two reserves, have been named in
Pairs playoffs
the event restricted to competitors who have
been playing lawn bowls for less than five
years.
In the Open division Double Bay will
provide the talent of its top players who have
dominated the Eastern Suburbs District events
in recent years.
They are Marie Thatcher, Iris Kampel, Pam
Stein, Barbara Shotland, Lorraine Becker and
Rene Saidman.
Double Bay’s selectees in the Under-5 Years
contest are Lesley Judelman, Rein Rowlands
and Judi Snider, with Dianne Engelander and
Sue Johnson in the reserve listing.
Gail Black and Marie Thatcher
It will be a busy week for Marie Thatcher,
who with Gail Black, will challenge for the Region 13 Inaugural Senior Pairs
title on Tuesday, July 19, at the Diamond Bay Club. In May, Thatcher and
Black won the Eastern Suburbs District’s Senior Pairs when they defeated
fellow Double Bay players Iris Kampel and
Rene Saidman for the title.
It was the first time the Senior Pairs, for
WOMEN’S
players 60-years and over, has been played over
CLUB’S
18 ends of three-bowls and no dead ends.
Thatcher and Black are a successful
NEW
combination.
PHONE
They won the District Pairs title in 2011 when
NUMBER
they finished ahead of the Double Bay duo of
Barbara Shotland and Jan Hutchins.
Later next week the Women’s Club’s Major
Fours Championship is due to start with first round
matches scheduled for Thursday, July 21.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 11, 2016
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Century-plus turn out for new Wednesday comp
MORE than 110 Double Bay Bowling Club members have registered to complete
in the 2016 Winter-Spring Wednesday competition, which is
Married
scheduled to start this week.
The intra-club competition has attracted 27 teams competing in three
couples
graded sections playing the fours format over three sets of eight ends.
combine
As well as the constituted 27 teams, there are 16 players listed as
reserves.
It is doubtful if any other local bowling club has such a large
percentage of its membership competing in a weekly in-house contest.
The popularity of the Wednesday league is that the teams are
selected by the players themselves ensuring compatible and even
combinations.
After an extended Autumn-Winter two division Wednesday League,
which ended last week (results next page), club officials have graded
the teams into three sections, with the club’s top-ranked players
(grades 1-3) in the Blue Division, players listed in grades 5-6 make up
Rene and
the majority in the Green Division, and grade-6 members are in the
Alan Saidman,
Red Division.
are one of the
five husband
Eleven members of the Women’s Club are competing in the new
and wife
leagues, including the leading foursome of Barbara Shotland, Iris
combinations
Kampel, Gail Black and Barbara Shur, who are graded favourites to
in the new
take out the Green contest.
Wednesday
League.
Two other high profile women players, Rene Saidman and Lorraine
Becker are in Blue Division teams alongside their husbands, Michael
Becker and Alan Saidman.
Three more husband-and-wife pairings are in Green section teams where Jan and Rob
Hutchins combine, as do Bondi Club visitors, John and Julie Wright, while Norman and
Marna Morris have Audrey Weinberg in their combination.
Dual member Dafna Orbach (St Johns Park) skips a Green team combination which
includes Clovelly BC player Jill Abrahams, a future Double Bay social member.
Also in the reserve list are Women’s Club leading lights, Margo Michael and Lorraine
McLaughlin.

Same teams named in bid to retain
top spots in new Wednesday league
THE combinations which won the two divisions of Double Bay’s AutumnWinter Wednesday Leagues will attempt to retain their
dominance in the new competition which is set to start
this week.
Both winning teams are unchanged for the new
Wednesday league.
The team skipped by Sol Caganoff with Alan Saidman,
Rene Saidman and Peter Grunfeld, finished on top of the 17
teams in the Blue Division with 61½ points and a plus 157
shot margin and is well graded to be among the leaders in
Cecil Albert
the new Blue Division.
It had a four-and-a-half point advantage in the Winter
competition over the second placed side of Jack Kampel, Paul
Baker, Michael Rowley and Ron Munz
which finished with 57 points and a 152
shot margin.
Third spot was taken by Gerald Weinberg,
Peter Levy, Peter Kurta and Peter Erdos
with 132 points (132 shots).
The Red Division was taken out by Cecil
Albert, Cedric Amoils, Harry Jacobs and
Brian Hurwitz on 61 points (188 shot
difference) from Jerrold Jacobson, Myer
Sol Caganoff
Toblib, Vivian Diamond and Colin
Rosenfeld on 57½ pts (80 shots) with the
team of Barry Abeshouse, Barry Glover,
Frank Muller and Sam Ginges tallying 48½
points (105 shots) for third placing.
The Albert foursome faces a tougher
challenge to keep on top of the new
competition as the Green Division includes
the team of Eastern Suburbs Distinct and
Peter Grunfeld
Regional champions Barbara Shotland, Iris
Kampel and Gail Black along with Barbara
Shur.
Another highly-rated Green Division team is the group skipped
by Barry Lazarus, with John Wineberg, Les Ginzberg and Len
Simon.
Best graded in the Red Division could be the teams of Jack
Rosen, George Sofer, David Nathan and Jeff Raines, Sam Brick,
Jules Popper, Errol Kaplan and Neville Yates, as well as Mark
Reisin, Peter Solomon, Neville New and Richard Trayer.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 18, 2016

Cedric Amoils

Harry Jacobs

Brian Hurwitz
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Pepe Glick skips team to Major Triples quarter-final
PEPE Glick, Harry Black and Murray Lott are the first team to make the
quarter-final stage of the 2016 Major Triples Championship.
Glick (pictured) has a fine record in the club’s triples having been a member of
championship combinations in 2014, 2008, 2006 and 2005 and
was in the side which finished runners-up in 2011.
Until now he has played as a second or lead in these title-taking
teams. This year he is making the switch to the skip’s
responsibility.
With the consistency of Black and the
RESULTS
steadiness of Lott in the lead’s role, he
has a formidable combination which
2016 MAJOR
TRIPLES
scored a 28-14 third round win on
Saturday over Sol Caganoff, Alan
SECOND ROUND
Saidman and Peter Grunfeld.
Mark Sack
The Glick trio was never in doubt taking the score to 14-5
th
Alan Rosenberg
after 10 ends. By the 20 end it was 24-11 and eased to the
Gerald Weinberg 24
th
post with a two count on the 24 .
v
Another skip with a long list of triples titles, Gerald
Sam Ginges
Weinberg, took his team of Mark Sack and Alan Rosenberg
Louis Platus
Paul
Baker 17
into the third round with a 24-17 decision over the new
combination of Paul Baker, Louis Platus and Sam Ginges.
Eric Grusd
Weinberg, who has four triples titles and two runners-up
Walter Jacobs
prizes at Double Bay, was made to fight against the wiles of
Brandon Conway 25
Baker.
v
Peter Erdos
It was 17-all on the 20th end before the Weinberg unit
David Newman
moved away with four consecutive counts of seven shots.
Ian Ossher 17
The win set up an interesting third round contest between
the Weinberg trio and the very powerful team headed by
Len Simon
Harold Jankelowitz alongside Dan Flanagan and Les Lilian.
Les Ginzberg
Len Sandler 31
Brandon Conway, who skipped the 2014 Triples
v
Championship winning team with Philip Joel and Pepe
Ruven Kaplan
Glick, has Eric Grusd and Walter Jacobs in his 2016 makeup.
Ray Novis
They had a smooth run into the third round with a 25-17
Alan Simmons 14
victory over Ian Ossher, David Newman and Peter Erdos,
THIRD ROUND
although they were off to a slow start.
Murray Lott
The Ossher team collected four shots on the second end
Harry Black
and was ahead 9-1 after the sixth end when the Brandon
Pepe Glick 28
three found its form to keep in touch on the scoreboard until
v
th
Peter
Grunfeld
it was 17-apiece on the 20 .
Alan Saidman
They then reeled off the next four ends for a tally of eight
Sol Caganoff 14
shots and the match.
The team of three Ls, Len Sandler, Les Ginzberg and Len Simon proved too solid in
its clash with Alan Simmons, Ray Novis and Ruven Kaplan by a 31-24 score line and
now comes up against the Barry Lazarus outfit with John Rosen and John Wineberg.
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WOMEN’S
CLUB HAS
LEADER
NUMBER 12
IRIS KAMPEL was named
Double Bay Women’s
Club new president at its
annual meeting last week.
Kampel is only the 12th
president in the club’s 38year history.
Picture shows Kampel
(right) receiving the
President’s Pin from club
patron, Sonia Davis.
ANNUAL MEETING
REPORTS PAGES
4&5

FORMAT CHANGED FOR MONDAY COMP.
THE Double Bay Men’s Bowling Committee has announced minor
changes to the format of the Monday intra-club competition.
The committee’s decision to make some changes to the competition follows
the finding of a survey completed by a section of the membership.
More than 60 men and women answered the committee’s questions on how
to improve the working of the regular Monday bowling session.
In recent weeks the average Monday participation has fallen to no more
than 40 players.
CHANGES DETAILED NEXT PAGE

Changes in set-up for club’s Monday competition
PLAYERS competing in the Double Bay Men’s Club Monday intra-club
league can form teams, subject to approval of club officials that it will be
an “evenly graded” competition.
The competition, however, will continue in a three-bowl triples format over 21
ends.
In a reply to those who answered the census questions the committee said that
set teams are to be formed and committee member, Maurice Boland will vet all
suggested teams and, where necessary, make adjustments so as to ensure that it
is an evenly matched competition;
An incentive to play on a Monday has been introduced whereby one winning
team and one team of runners-up will be drawn every Monday. Each member of
the winners will receive two playing tokens (valued at $24), whilst each
member of the runners-up will receive one token, but players must be at the
club when the tokens are presented.
The competition starting on Monday, August 15 will be a round-robin format
with each designated team to play against every other team with two points
allocated for a win and one point for a draw.
Shot difference applies if teams are level at the end of the competition when
the top team will receive a prize.
In the census email the membership was asked if they bowl on a Monday.
Those who do were questioned if they are happy with the current format or have
any recommendations for change?
Members who do not play regularly on Mondays were invited to give a reason
for not competing and were asked what changes would result in their regular
bowling on a Monday?

What some members had to say in the survey
 While I do not mind playing the current format I am aware that many

of the better bowlers are not taking part in the Monday comp. A fours
format might be acceptable to more players if skips could choose their thirds as a
permanent part-team with the lead and second chosen randomly.
 Consider having two separate
 Skips could select their seconds for all
competitions on a Monday. One for those
games and leads picked randomly out of
who want to be in a team competition and
hat giving leads and new players good
one for those who want to be chosen out
experience.
of a hat.
 Having other commitments on
 Happy with the format of Monday
Mondays till 1 pm. If bowls started after
triples. You team up with different players
that time would play.
each week.
 Playing every Monday and happy with
 The only downside is because there
the current format. Then playing on
are no fixed teams; an individual has no
Saturday is enough for me.
commitment to a team.
 Quite happy with current format.
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“Trifecta” hope for Kampel in top Major events
JACK Kampel has the chance to become this century’s first Double Bay
Men’s Club player to win the three top Major events in the same year,
following two matches decided over the weekend.
He has already claimed the 2016 Major Singles crown and is now one win away
from taking out the 2016 Major Pairs title, while his team is in the semi-final of the
2016 Major Triples.
RESULTS
No player has won the Major “trifecta” of Singles, Pairs
and Triples in the same year since the merger with Rose Bay
2016 MAJOR
PAIRS
in 2000, although in 2005 Gerald Weinberg and Les
Ferguson were in the combinations which won the Major
SEMI-FINAL
Pairs, Triples and Fours championships.
Jack Kampel
Peter Levy 19
Kampel’s 2016 Major Singles title was his third following
v
wins in 2009 and 2010, and is now aiming to go one better
Rob Fetherston
than last year in the Major Pairs when he and Peter Levy
Wayne Podger 18
finished runners-up to Brandon Conway and Dan Flanagan,
2016 MAJOR
who crashed out of this year’s event in the first round.
TRIPLES
However, it was touch-and-go for the Kampel pair late in
THIRD ROUND
the semi-final against Rob Fetherston and Wayne Podger on
Doug King
Saturday.
Peter Levy
From the start the score card was heavily in favour of the
Jack Kampel 27
v
Kampel pair as they raced to a 12-3 lead after 11 ends, but a
Brandon
Conway
six count on the next end suggested a comeback by the
Michael Rowley
Fetherston duo.
Eric Grusd 11
Kampel-Levy negated the turnaround with four shots on the
13th end to retain command at 16-9.
With three ends to play the Kampel challenge was on the brink of advancing to the
final being seven shots ahead with the scoreline at 19-12.

It was the signal for Fetherston and Podger to show their class as they added
two shots on the 19th end, followed by a single on the next and then a three
count, but it still gave the match to Kampel 19-18.
For the 2016 triples event Kampel has made a change to the side which won the title
last year when the team had Bernard Fridman playing in the second position with
Doug King leading. This year’s make-up has Peter Levy in place of Fridman.
In the triples on Sunday, the Kampel-Levy-King unit ran away with the quarter-final
match against Brandon Conway’s squad of Michael Rowley and Eric Grusd to the
tune of 27-11.
They collected shots on 13 ends, including successive counts on the 14th to 19th
ends for a total of 14 shots when the match was declared done and dusted.
The Kampel trio now faces a challenge from the well-credentialed threesome headed
by Pepe Glick, who has a good record in the event having been a member of
championship winning teams in 2005, 2006, 2008 and 2014.
Glick’s team has the current Zone 13 State Reserve Singles title-holder, Murray Lott
and the consistent Harry Black. who has been in teams which competed in three Major
Triples finals.

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
New president industrious at club admin

and on the bowling green
REPORTS AND PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN

ELECTED TO OFFICE
2016 -2017

IRIS Kampel (pictured), one of Double Bay
PATRON
Women’s Club’s most prolific
th
SONIA
DAVIS
members, was named its 12
PRESIDENT
President at the 38th annual general
IRIS
KAMPEL
meeting on Tuesday, July 26.
She takes over from Barbara
VICE PRESIDENTS
Shotland, who headed the club from
BARBARA SHOTLAND
2012.
JENNY WELTON
Kampel has been a member of the
HONORARY SECRETARY
Women’s Club leadership for most of the past 19 years,
MARILYN DAVIS
serving on the Selection Committee in 1997 until in
HONORARY TREASURER
2001 when she resigned to take over the post of club
MARGO MICHAEL
secretary.
COMMITTEE
In 2002 she returned to the Selection Committee as its
REIN ROWLANDS
chairperson, a duty she held for 12 months, returning as
DI ENGELANDER
Match Committee chairperson in 2006. From 2007 she
LESLIE JUDELMAN
was Match Committee or Selection Committee
PUBLICITY
chairperson until her current elevation to club president.
PAM STEIN
Her administration responsibilities also takes in
COMMITTEES &
serving on the Eastern Suburbs District Lawn Bowls
CHAIRPERSONS
Committee.
Kampel’s record on the bowling green includes five
SELECTORS
club Major Singles titles alongside championship wins
LORRAINE BECKER
in pairs, triples, fours and mixed events, plus dozens of
Barbara Hower, Kathy Passman,
victories at District, Regional and State levels.
Alma Goldman, Evelyn Perl
She is supported on the club executive by viceMATCH
presidents, Shotland and Jenny
JAN
FRAPE
Welton, while Marilyn Davis
Judy Snider, Frances Raines
retains the secretarial station,
Margo Michael remains as
SOCIAL
treasurer and Pam Stein keeps
LEA PORTRATE
the PR portfolio.
Maureen Cooper, Railee
Life Member, Lea Portrate
Michelin, Linda Salamon,
(pictured), received a Social Hilda Filipovic, Annette Joseph,
Committee badge marking her
Cathy Shapiro
more than 20 years as the
LIBRARIAN
committee’s chairperson.
FRANKIE GRUSD
Kampel follows in the
footsteps of previous club
presidents, starting in 1973 with Nan Childs, followed by Brenda
(Dutchie) Backhouse, Shirley Shreiber, Wendy Salmon, Thelma
Job, Ruth Bender, Selma Jackson, Pamela Stein, Jenifer Bailey, Margo Michael and twotime president, Barbara Shotland (2006-2008 and 2012-2015).
MORE AGM DETAILS, PICTURES NEXT PAGE
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EX-SOUTH AFRICAN
HONOURED WITH
LIFE MEMBERSHIP
THE Double Bay Women’s
Club last week presented
Life Membership to longtime
member,
Juliette
Friedlander.
Its 38th annual meeting
unanimously endorsed a move
by Iris Kampel and seconded
by Barbara Shotland, that
Women’s Club Patron, Sonia Davis (right) presents
the Life Membership badge to Juliette Friedlander.
Juliette Friedlander be elected
the club’s current seventh Life
Member.
In her proposal Kampel said that Juliette Friedlander joined Double Bay in
1995 as an immigrant from South Africa, where in Cape Town she had built up
a formidable lawn bowling resume.
However, as a newcomer, she had to impress the Double Bay selectors as well
as a group of very experienced and successful bowlers, who had been playing
together for some years.
In her first season Friedlander was selected to play in the No. 1 Pennant team.
She proved herself over the following seasons and won the responsibility as a
skip.
Over the years Juliette Friedlander has invited many promising bowlers to play
with her, and through her mentorship they have benefitted immensely, enabling
them to enjoy many successes.
Despite suffering setbacks and recurring injuries, she somehow finds a way to
overcome her aches and pains to play match-winning bowls, Kampel said.
Juliette has had a formidable bowling career at Double Bay spanning 21 years.
Kampel said that Friedlander skipped her teams to win two State Flags in 2001
and 2004, the James Wall Shield, numerous State play offs, District and
Regional titles, as well as club pairs, triples and fours championships. She has
earned the admiration and respect of her fellow bowlers as well as her
opponents during District and State events.
Off the green, Juliette Friedlander served on the Social Committee under
chairperson, Lea Portrate, for 19 years.
The current other life members are Jenifer Bailey, Ruth Bender, Val Cohen, Sonia
Davis, Phyllis Glasser and Lea Portrate.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 1, 2016
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Two leading teams clash in opening
Major Fours championship round
THE draw for the Women’s Club’s 2016 Major Fours Championship was
“unkind” to the two teams thought to be odds-on to fight out the final.
Instead they met in the opening round of the event which is played over 21
ends.
The well-balanced foursome of Judi Snider, Jan Shedlezki Marie Thatcher and
Rene Saidman proved a shade too good over the combination skipped by Iris
Kampel along with Juliette Friedlander, Gail Black and Alma Goldman by a
four shot margin at 21-17.
Although it was a first round encounter every head was close and either
combination could have finished on top.
In another first round clash, Paula Yeomans, who was named one of the club’s
most improved bowlers over the past six months at last week’s annual meeting,
was a last minute substitute for Evelyn Perl in the team of Marilyn Davis, Jenny
Welton and Pam Stein which went on to defeat the entry of Railee Michelin
(sub for Lorraine Becker), Di Engelander, Frankie Grusd and Barbara Hower by
31-7.
At the same time Margo Michael, Audrey Weinberg, Marna Morris and Jan
Frape scaped home in an evenly-matched challenge 27-24 over Rose Novis,
Rein Rowlands, Carol Engelman and Lorraine Stafford.
The defending team of Lesley Judelman, Barbara Shur, Kathy Passman and
Barbara Shotland had the luxury of a first round bye.
MOST
IMPROVED
PLAYERS
Two Women’s
Club members
were named
club’s the most
improved bowlers
over the past six
months and were
presented with
their certificates
by club coach
Lorraine
McLaughlin
(centre).
They are
Paula Yeomans
(left) and Frances
Raines.
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Four teams remain in Zone Senior Pairs title
DOUBLE Bay will have four teams in the last 16 of the Zone 13 Seniors
Pairs 2016 Championship which continues at Grandviews Bowling Club on
Saturday.
But, Jack Kampel and Peter Levy, the combination which won the 2015 Zone 11
Pairs title prior to the merger with Zone 13, is not among them after being eliminated
in the second round on Sunday.
DOUBLE BAY’S ZONE 11
Also in danger of being halted is Double
STATE SENIOR PAIRS
Bay’s run of nine Zone Senior Pairs titles in
CHAMPIONS
the past 11 years.
*2005 Eddie Fingret – Alan Rosenberg
The depth and strength of the new Zone 13
2007 Ken Shapiro – Julian Engelman
Senior Championships is well above previous
2008 Alan Rosenberg – Gerald Weinberg
2009 Arnold Javen – Gerald Weinberg
years with entries from powerhouse Zone 13
2010 Len Simon – Brandon Conway
clubs such as Taren Point, Engadine, Cronulla
2011 Arnold Javen – Gerald Weinberg
and Grandviews.
2012 Brandon Conway - Jack Kampel
Double Bay’s hopes for this year’s Zone
+Harry Black-Ray Jankelowitz
Senior Pairs title rests with the four teams of
2014 Harry Black - Ray Jankelowitz
Walter Jacobs with Eric Grusd, Julian
+Arnold Javen - Gerald Weinberg
2015 Peter Levy – Jack Kampel
Engelman and Les Brem, Brandon Conway
and Sol Caganoff, Gerald Weinberg with
*Fingret and Rosenberg won the 2005
Arnold Javen.
State Seniors Pairs Title
+ Denotes runners-up
Double Bay hosted Section 1 of the Northern
Conference Zone 13 Senior Pairs on Saturday,
but only three of the scheduled 11 games were completed due to the inclement
weather that has hit the club in the past weeks. (See story page 4)
After a first round bye the Kampel duo’s match against the Earlwood Bardwell Park
(EBP) pair of T. Buckley and Pat Stembridge was postponed to Sunday morning due
to rain as were the three other second round fixtures.
Section 2 of the championship was played at the EBP Club where Double Bay had
six sides competing.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

Three Senior Zone Pairs teams qualify at home
and another advances away from Double Bay
AFTER the inclement weather halted play at Double Bay last Saturday
three Double Bay Northern Conference Section 1 entries later qualified for
the 2016 Zone 13 Senior Pairs Championship Round-of-16 at Grandviews
BC this weekend when the eight qualifiers from the Southern Conference
are combined in the draw to decide the Zone 13 champion team.
The three Double Bay teams which won on home soil are Julian Engelman and
Les Brem, Brandon Conway
and Sol Caganoff, Gerald
Weinberg and Arnold Javen.
The fourth side from Double
Bay is the unit of Walter Jacobs
and Eric Grusd which won
through
from Section 2
completed at the Earlwood
Bardwell Park Bowling Club
(EBP) on Saturday afternoon.
Before the rains came at
Double Bay Peter Erdos and Ian
Ossher overcame the EBP team
of W O’Shea and L Warner 25Julian Engelman (left) and Les Brem
22 to set up an all-Double
second match against Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen who had a first round
bye.
At the same time Les Brem with Julian Engelman finished in front of
Ashfield’s B Linder-T Robson 17-13.
On Sunday morning where the Double Bay greens were still affected by the
wet weather, Brandon Conway and Sol Caganoff, another pair with a first round
bye, had a comfortable second round win by 20 shots over the Hillsdale pair of
Z. Villarroel and D Taylor.
In a surprise switch Conway played lead for Caganoff, which proved a master
stroke. The pair found line and length on a fairly wet and heavy green and after
dropping two shots on the first end were never in doubt. Their tally in the 29-9
scoreline included a seven count when Caganoff played one of several telling
match-winning deliveries.
The Engelman-Brem combination had a battle with the Sunday second round
challenge from the Bronte pair of J Halbert and H Abrahams scoring three shots
on the final end to run out victors 19-17, while the all-Double Bay clash
between the Ossher and Weinberg pairs, received Zone approval to postpone the
match to Monday morning due to Ian Ossher’s family Sunday commitment.
RESULT AND MORE REPORTS NEXT PAGE
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Weinberg to miss next round of Zone Senior Pairs
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

GERALD Weinberg and Arnold Javen, the Zone 11 Senior Pairs Champions of 2011,
on Monday morning defeated club mates Ian Ossher and Peter Erdos 25-13 to make the
next round of the 2016 Zone 13 Senior Pairs tournament.
But Javen will have to secure a substitute for Weinberg, who is scheduled to undergo a
medical procedure on Thursday and will be prevented from competing in the quarter-final
match at Grandviews on Saturday.
Delays in staging Zone State events due to a number
of circumstances, including the weather, meant that
Weinberg’s pre-arranged medical appointment clashed
with the Senior Pairs revised schedule.
On Monday morning in fine conditions, but on a green
which was still showing the influence of the weekend’s
inclement weather, Weinberg and Javen overcame the
Ossher- Erdos test after 20 ends on a 25-13 scoreboard.
Arnold Javen (left) and Gerald
The major
Weinberg
disappointme
nt for Double
Bay was the defeat of the Kampel-Levy
combination which won the 2015 Senior Pairs title
from the Ashfield pair of Ray Coombes and Tony
LaGreca, going out of the 2016 event 19-15 to the
EBP unit of T Buckley and Pat Stembridge.
The Double Bay pair was far from their usual
consistency, while the opposition skip, Stembridge,
a regular Zone 11 Senior squad member, was on
top of his game.
The first Double Bay pair to gain entry into this
weekend’s rounds was the Eric Grusd-Walter
Jacobs side which competed in Section 2 at the
EBP greens on Saturday.
After a first round bye they moved into the Round
Jack Kampel (left) and Peter Levy
of 16 with a comfortable 35-12 win over the Tigers
pictured after winning the 2015 Zone
Five Dock duo of B Coleman and D Doherty, the
11 State Senior Pairs title
side which, in the opening game, had knocked out
Double Bay’s formidable combination of Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian in a one-shot
decider by 22-21.
Meantime, the Double Bay pairing of Pepe Glick and Harry Black fell 22-17 to
Marrickville’s Phil Wright and Phil Means, while Gerald Raichman and Michael Becker
moved past the EPB entry of G Ashley and M Griffith 22-16, then crashed to the Means team
19-10 in the afternoon session.
After being drawn directly into the second round, Double Bay’s Rod Ferrer and Ray
Jankelowitz exited to N. Mitai and J Brennan (Randwick) 22-15 and Phil Filler with Ken
Shapiro lost to S Tobey and Bill Picklum (Alexandria Erskineville) 21-13.
The club’s lone entry in the Open State Pairs, Dan Flanagan and Doug King, was
eliminated in the first round 21-19 by M Bruce-P MacDonald (South Coogee).
In the Reserve Pairs Double Bay’s Max Thomas and Len Sandler have the bye into
Saturday’s quarter-final matches at Taren Point
ANOTHER WEDNESDAY RAINED OFF - NEXT PAGE
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Wednesday’s wet weather woes
FOR the second time in three weeks the popular Double Bay
Men’s Club’s Wednesday intra-club competition was called off
due to bad weather.
Club officials made an early decision to cancel play on Wednesday, August 3, and
made it known to the membership via the Double Bay website’s Weather Check panel
which was updated with the no-play X sign at 9 am.
Determination to call off play is on the advice of the greenkeeper, Rob Fetherston,
who takes into account if the condition of the greens allows the surfaces to be cut,
rolled and marked and or the likelihood of further inclement weather during the
morning.
This advice is passed onto the controlling body of the
day, usually the bowling club administrator, Harry
Black, who calls the webmaster to alter the website
accordingly. Similar procedure is adopted for fine
weather call after inclement weather.
Last Wednesday the greens were affected by heavy
overnight rain and early morning showers while the
weather forecast for the eastern suburbs was for a 70 per
cent chance of more rain.
Although wind conditions are seldom taken into
account the Weather Bureau estimated that south to
south-easterly gusts would be 30 to 40 km/h reaching up
to 50 km/h along the coastal fringe which takes in the
Eastern Suburbs.
Also available was the Weather Bureau’s rain map (pictured above) which on
Wednesday morning revealed rain continuing throughout the Sydney area. Top
temperature for the day was estimated at 14° centigrade

Check your computer is correctly Some Double Bay members have said
set to view page of any website. that they cannot observe the Off X call
sign on the club’s website opening page.
The club’s Webmaster, Peter Wyner, suggests that
this may be because the Internet Option on the
person’s computer is incorrectly set which will not
view the current page of any website; instead the
cache page is displayed.
“Members should either link to the “Refresh Tip” option on our website or go direct to
http://www.doublebaybowlingclub.com.au/refresh.htm
which explains the setting procedure. The need to refresh has nothing to do with how we
design, display or save our web site,” he said.
Regardless of the updating of the website with the Off X, phone calls to the club “continue
in spades”, Wyner added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 8, 2016
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FOURS TITLE SKIPS ONE DAY, TEAM MATES THE NEXT
Rene Saidman and Jan Frape (circled)
were opposing skips in the final of the
Women’s Club’s 2016 Major Fours
Championship last Saturday, this week
they are two of the nine Double Bay
team mates representing Region 13 in
the State Pennant titles
at Berry along with Gail
Black (top left) and
Lorraine McLaughlin.
Others in the Double
Bay line-up are Pam
Stein, Iris Kampel,
Marna Morris, Marie
Thatcher and Lorraine
Becker.
.

 STATE PENNANTS
 FOURS RESULT

SEE PAGES 5 & 6

UNLIKELY PAIR ZONE’S SENIOR FINALISTS
WALTER Jacobs, Double Bay’s high profile personality of the Australian
lawn bowls industry, teamed with a club sixth-grader, Eric Grusd, to take the
runner’s up prize in the 2016 Zone 13 Senior Pairs Championship at
Grandviews on Sunday.
Jacobs (left) and Grusd (right) went down in the final to the Blakehurst duo
of Geoff Frost and D. Jones 24-11.
REPORT NEXT PAGE

Jacobs and Grusd uphold club’s Senior Pairs reputation
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club maintained its record of competing at
the top level of Senior events when its new-found combination of Walter
Jacobs and Eric Grusd contested the 2016 Zone 13 Senior Championship
final at Grandviews on Sunday.
It was the first time Jacobs, a Grade 2 pennant player at Double Bay, teamed
with Grusd, one of the club’s consistent Grade 6 competitors.
They displayed steady bowling throughout the championship at Earlwood
Bardwell Park and Grandviews Bowling Clubs over the past two weekends to
qualify for the final against the Blakehurst duo of D. Jones and Geoff Frost.
On the way to the championship round Jacobs and Grusd defeated the Cronulla
pair K. Taylor and G. Mackey 25-19, then club mates, Sol Caganoff and
Brandon Conway by 30-10 followed by the 21-9 semi-final win over the wellperformed Grandviews pair, Ray Tozer and John Smedley.
The greens at Grandviews were unusual for this time of the year playing at 18
seconds, a factor which was a worry for the inexperienced Grusd, but Jacobs
had nothing but praise for his partner.
“I can truly say it was enjoyable playing with Eric, who had a great experience
in highly competitive games over the two days,” Jacobs told Double Bay Watch
on Monday.
“Eric placed his bowls behind the jack as asked, allowing me to produce
accurate drives which played a big part in the victories towards the final,” he
said.
The draw for the quarter-finals at Grandviews on Saturday, which took in the
eight qualifiers from the Northern Section (ex Zone 11) and the eight from the
Southern Section (Zone 13) was unkind to the Double Bay entrants.
In the Saturday morning’s Round-of-16 Caganoff and Conway defeated clubmates Julian Engelman and Les Brem 25-11, then went out to Jacobs and Grusd
in the quarter-final.
Arnold Javen and Les Ferguson, (substitute for Gerald Weinberg, who was
recovering from a medical procedure) were eliminated in the morning by Frost
and Jones 28-12.
Since the introduction of Senior Pairs Championships at Zone level in 2005,
Double Bay teams have competed in all but two of the finals. The merger of
Zones 11 and 13 has strengthened the standard and the number of eligible
Senior players, but the fact that a Double Bay entry again competed in the final,
is noteworthy,
a clubPAIR
official
said. IN RESERVE GRADE SEMI-FINAL
DOUBLE BAY
DOWN
In the Zone 13 Reserve Pairs (Grade 5 and under) at Taren Point Double Bay’s
lone entry of Max Thomas and Len Sandler won their quarter-final match
against the Bondi pair T. Potter and G. Sotiriou 26-16, but couldn’t hold off the
power of Grandview’s C. Campbell and C. Morgan, who made the semi-final
with a 22-12 result.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 15, 2016
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New Monday league rolls up today
THE revised Double Bay Monday intra-club competition starts today (August
15) with 17 teams and a list of five reserve players.
The competition will run as an all-in-round-robin three-bowls triples format over 21
ends.
The Men’s Bowling Club has allocated playing tokens to be won after each round.
One winning team and one runners-up team will be drawn every Monday.
Each member of the drawn winners will receive two $12 playing tokens and each
member of the runners-up will be given one playing token. Tokens will only be
handed to those who are present when the draw is made in the clubhouse.
Players listed as reserves will automatically be allocated a game, but if unavailable
on a specific Monday they must notify a club official by phone or place their name on
the absentees sheet.
There is also a list of players who are available on an ad hoc basis. These players, as
well as any other member, should phone the club early on the Monday to be selected
in a team.
The skips of the 17 teams are John Wineberg, Dafna Orbach,
David Kellaway, Jack Rosen, Sam Abrahams, David Newman,
Cedric Amoils, Maurice Boland, Rob Hutchins, Gerry Cardash,
Les Ferguson, Cecil Albert, Ronald Munz, Sam Brick, Michael
Becker, Eddie Cohen and Barry Abeshouse.
After roll-up play starts at 12.30 pm.
Meanwhile, the Winter edition of the Monday competition has

been won by David Newman (pictured), who amassed 42
points, four more than Sam Terley (40) with Peter Solomon in third spot on 37
points.

Charity’s thanks for clothing
The Matthew Talbot Hostel has written to thank
the Double Bay Bowling Club membership for the
donation of clothing delivered in July by veteran
member, Sam Terley (pictured).
It is the second donation of clothing donated by
club members to the charity, previously it was
over the summer period of 2010-2011.
Sam Terley transported more than 20 bundles and bags
containing at least 100 garments to the Hostel’s premises
at Woolloomooloo.
In a letter of thanks the Hostel’s manager of Volunteer
Services, Marty Nèzval, wrote “without kind people like
yourselves the Hostel would experience great difficulty in
providing the army of services like we offer to the ever
increasing number of homeless persons”.
He said he “earnestly thanked” the Double Bay Bowling
Club members “for the time and effort that must go
into such a donation”.
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The show and menu was just magic

Pictorial coverage of the Show-Dinner night at Double Bay last Thursday night where
magician Ophir (left) was the star performer, mystifying members and guests with his closeup magic. Also pictured one of the buffet dinner tables.
Photos by Louis Platus

A SELL-OUT crowd packed the Double Bay Bowling Club for the August
11 Dinner and Show which featured the talent of Ophir, the well-known
magician, and a mouth watering buffet dinner from the kitchen of in-house
provider, JunEdelmuth Catering
“The show and the menu was just magic,” one of the 110 members and guests
exclaimed to Double Bay Watch as he and his wife left the clubhouse on
Thursday night.
“Ophir’s close-up work was astounding as he produced live birds with a wave
of his hand,” the member added.
The buffet dinner menu invited guests to partake of sliced rye bread, glazed
pickled brisket served with assorted mustards, French fries with sea salt and
tomato sauce, cauliflower, broccoli and apple salad with toasted sliced almonds,
blanched almonds and a special dressing.
Also on offer was crispy fried fish with tartar sauce, pickled cucumber, Iceberg
with avocado, carrot, cucumber, radish, parsley and creamy vinaigrette
For dessert there was a deconstructed fruit board, Pavlova with Greek yoghurt
and cream, maple pears, raspberries and honeycomb.
The French-born magician says that his interest and passion for magic began at
the age of 13 when his grandfather showed him and his brother, the classic
Three Card Monte.
This led them to set up on weekends a magic table, top hat and cane at Place
des Vosges, Paris, where they attracted big crowds and got hooked on the buzz.
Now in Sydney he is living his passion - entertaining through Magic.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 15, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Hat-trick chance gone for Major Fours champions
THE Major Fours Championship team which was aiming to achieve the
hat-trick in the event was eliminated from the 2016 tournament last week.
The Barbara Shotland team of Lesley Judelman, Barbara
Shur and Kathy Passman had won the Major fours in
consecutive years from 2014, but with skip Shotland
unavailable, Lorraine McLaughlin came into the combination
for this year’s second round match.
After a first round bye they came undone to the foursome of
Frances Raines (substituting for Margo Michael), Audrey
Weinberg, Marna Morris and skip Jan Frape by 20-11.
The Frape outfit of Judi Snider, Jan Shedlezki, Marie Thatcher
and Rene Saidman made the final following its 23-10 decision
over the Pam Stein unit of Paula Yeomans (sub for Evelyn Pearl),
Marilyn Davis and Jenny Welton.
In matches leading up to the semi-finals the Saidman team
accounted for Alma Goldman, Juliette Friedlander, Gail Black and
Iris Kampel 23-17, while Frape’s group had a 27-24 battle to
overcome Railee Michelin, Di Engelander, Frankie Grusd and
Barbara Hower

SAIDMAN TEAM
WINS TITLE
THE Rene Saidman
skipped team of
Marie Thatcher,
Jan Shedlezki and
Judi Snider
won the 2016 Major
Fours title on
Saturday over Jan
Frape, Marna Morris,
Audrey Weinberg
and Lorraine Becker
(sub for Margo
Michael) by 17-15.

THE EIGHT WHO CONTESTED THE 2016 FOURS TITLE
Rene
Saidman
Marie
Thatcher
Jan
Shedlezki
Judi
Snider

Jan
Frape
Marna
Morris
Audrey
Weinberg
Frances
Raines
??
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Double Bay team is Region 13’s
hope for State Pennant honour
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Grade 2 team
representing NSW Bowls Region 13, today (August
15) began its challenge in the 2016 State Pennants
Playoffs at the Shoalhaven region country town of
Berry, more than 140 km south of Sydney.
It is the fifth time a Double Bay team has carried the
Region 13 flag in the State Championships.
Double Bay’s combination won the regional playoff
against Sylvania (Sutherland Shire District) in June to
qualify for the State title.
The nine-woman squad competing for Zone 13 from Double Bay
is Marie Thatcher, Rene Saidman, Lorraine Becker, Lorraine McLaughlin, Jan
Frape, Iris Kampel, Gail Black, Marna Morris and Pam Stein as pictured above
in the front page of a brochure developed and produced by club general
manager, Steve Edelmuth.
The brochure has the itinerary and other information for the tournament which
runs from Monday, August 15 to Thursday, August 18.
It presents details of the car pool transport arrangements with highway and
local maps, a list of
documents which must
be produced at the
games, the suggested
clothing requirements as
well as accommodation
particulars including the
breakfast menu.
THE DRAW
SECTION 3
The Grade 2 State
Pennant Title is being
contested by 15 Regional
teams in three sections
where each team plays
four games and has one
bye. The top two teams
from each of the sections
advance to the semi-final
round.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 15, 2016
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CLOSE, BUT NOT CLOSE ENOUGH IN
WOMEN’S STATE PENNANT PLAYOFF
TOP
STATE
POST
FOR
CLUB
MAN
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No. 1
ranked
Aussie
to play
at
Double
Bay
PAGE 4

 ONE RINK LOSS IN FOUR GAMES COSTS
SEMI-FINAL CHANCE – STORY PAGES 5-6
The Double Bay team which represented Region 13 in the 2016 State Grade 2
Pennant Championships at Berry last week pictured with manager-coach
Lorraine McLaughlin (back row second from left).
The team was (back row) Gail Black, Marna Morris, Lorraine Becker,
Rene Saidman;
(front) Marie Thatcher, Jan Frape, Iris Kampel and Pam Stein.

Club member has top post in
NSW bowls administration
DOUBLE Bay’s Arnold Javen, has been elected
to the Zone 13 executive committee.
He is the only Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club
member on the Zone’s 15-member administration,
which is headed by president Ray Tozer, of the
Grandviews Club.
Javen will be the Zone’s State
Councillor to the Royal NSW
Bowling
Association
and
follows in the footsteps of
Double Bay’s Alan Rosenberg,
who as a Double Bay Club vicechairman, was Zone 11’s NSW
Arnold Javen pictured at
Double Bay last week.
State Councillor from 2004
before being elected as the
Royal’s vice-president in September, 2007, and elevated to the
senior vice-president’s post in September 2009, a responsibility
Alan Rosenberg
he held for two years.
pictured at
Double Bay Men’s Bowls Club president, Louis Platus
Double Bay when
announced
Javen’s appointment to the Zone 13 post at the
representing the
Royal as its
afternoon tea break of the Wednesday Intra-Club competition.
Senior ViceThe announcement, to almost 100 members and guests, was
President
welcomed by Rosenberg, who said that Javen has accepted a
very prestigious post in lawn bowls administration, one which has an imposing
responsibility representing so many lawn bowlers at State level.
A former South African, Javen joined Double Bay Bowling Club in 2007 after a
period as a leading player at Lindfield Bowling Club, where he was its delegate to the
Zone 9 committee.
“Being named a councillor to the Royal is an honour, not only for myself, but
Double Bay, which is highly regarded in lawn bowls administrative circles. Being on
the Royal’s leadership for Zone 13 carries the responsibility of representing 42
bowling clubs from Central and Southern Sydney,” he told Double Bay Watch this
week.
Javen revealed that he was nominated for the position by John McDonald, a leading
Coogee Bowling Club official, who held dual membership with Double Bay from 20112014 and who was elected to the Zone 13 executive committee following its
amalgamation with Zone 11 last year.
The newly elected Zone 13 is Executive: President: Ray Tozer (Grandviews), Treasurer: John Benwell
(Eastlakes Sports), Bowls NSW State Councillor: Arnold Javen (Double Bay), Sports Administrator:
Cameron Curtis (Grandviews).
Match Committee - Chairman: Cameron Curtis, Tony Rowe (Ashfield), Bruce Turpin (Engadine); Selection
Committee Chairman: John Williamson (Alexandria-Erskineville), Ray Tozer, Peter Hughes (Engadine), John
Fitzgerald (Ashfield); Umpires Committee Chairman: Neil Dibley (Engadine), Secretary: Andrew Orrell
(Taren Point); Coaching Committee Chairman Allan Davies (Gymea), Secretary: (TBA); Development
Committee - Chairman: Steve Garry, Ross Bull, Craig James (all Taren Point).
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Pairs specialists in Major Triple final
HAROLD Jankelowitz and Les Lilian, who have a reputation as one of
Double Bay’s most consistent pairs teams,
are now one win away from claiming their
first Major Triples title with the addition
of Dan Flanagan as the lead player.
The trio teamed for the first time in last
year’s Major Triples
event, but fell in the
RESULT
third round to the
2016 MAJOR TRIPLES
eventual champions
SEMI-FINAL
skipped
by
Jack
Dan Flanagan
Kampel.
Les Lilian
Harold Jankelowitz 24
Harold Jankelowitz
v
John Wineberg
and Lilian have taken
John Rosen
Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian
out the club’s Major
Barry Lazarus 11
with (inset) Dan Flanagan.
Pairs
in
TOKENS FOR MONDAY WINNERS
2013, and
were runners-up in 2010 and again THE first round of the revised Monday intraclub competition last week proved popular
in 2012.
with members and guests.

Dan Flanagan, a member since 2012,
In an initiative to encourage members to regularly
has already made his mark at Major compete on Mondays, the Men’s Bowling Club
Pairs level winning the 2015 allocated playing tokens to be won after each
championship as the lead for Brandon round. One winning team and one runners-up
team will be drawn every Monday.
Conway.
Each member of the drawn winners receive two
The Harold Jankelowitz, Lilian and $12 playing tokens and each member of the
Flanagan trio last week eased their runners-up will be given one playing token.
way into the 2016 Major Triples final
with a solid win over the Barry
Lazarus, John Rosen and John
Wineberg team by 24-11.
They gained quick advantage with a
four count on the sixth end to be
ahead 11-1 and by the 17th end had
the match in their keeping with a 21-6
lead.
They coasted to the 21st end, where
they gave away three, but still
finished 13 shots in front.
First token winners Ross Ruzicka,
The Jankelowitz unit awaits the
Alan Sacks and Les Ferguson
outcome of the top-half semi-final
Louis Platus photo
between the Jack Kampel headed side
of Peter Levy and Doug King, against the first-time combination of Pepe Glick, Harry
Black and Murray Lott .
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Australia’s best bowler to play
in Women’s Club’s Invitational
AUSTRALIA’S number one ranked woman
lawn bowler, Natasha Scott (pictured), will
headline a star-studded playing contingent at
Double Bay Women’s Club’s 12th annual
Invitational Tournament next month.
A full field of 36 triples teams will compete for a share
of the $10,000 prize money over the weekend of
September 10-11.
Scott, from the Raymond Terrace Bowling Club,
Newcastle, has had a meteoric rise to the top of the
Australian Women’s rankings, amassing 504 ranking
points for her achievements on bowling greens to the end of June, 2016.
She is more than 123 points clear of secondranked Victorian, Carla Krizanic, and 233 points
Kampel after
ahead of Ester Regan, of Queensland.
Zone 13’s
Although it will be Scott’s first appearance at
Champions
Double Bay, she is well-known to the women’s
Singles crown
club bowlers.
DOUBLE Bay’s Jack Kampel will
At the 2015 State Triples Championship at
compete in the Zone 13 ChampionTuncurry Beach Bowling Club, the Raymond
of-Champions 2016 Singles event
Terrace team, skipped by Scott alongside
over this weekend of August 27-28.
Margaret Barnet and Kelly Richards, the under-25
He is one of 20 entrants listed to
Australian representative, currently ranked 26,
participate in the event to be hosted by
defeated the Double Bay team of Iris Kampel,
the Eastlakes Bowling Club.
Kampel, who has won the club’s
Pam Stein and Barbara Shotland in the semi-final
Major Singles on three occasions, has
by 17-16.
received a first match forfeit from Pat
Scott’s team was in front 18-13 when placing the
Hughes (Engadine) and will clash in
mat for the final 18th end, but when Shotland was
the second round with the winner of the
about to deliver her last bowl the Double Bay trio
singles champions from the Clovelly
and Randwick clubs.
was holding four shots and needed one more to
In Kampel’s section are singles
force an extra end. It was a perfect delivery, but
champions from Sutherland, Waverley,
the bowl fell back a millimetre out of the count.
Earlwood Bardwell Park, Taren Point,
For the record Scott’s team retained the State
Bondi, Tigers Five Dock, Caringbah,
Triples
title with 17-16 win over the Cabramatta
Ramsgate RSL and Blakehurst.
impressive trio headed by Karen Murphy with
The Section 2 champions come from
Roselands, South Coogee, Cronulla
Claire Turley and Ellen Ryan.
RSL, Sylvania, Marrickville, Western
Suburbs Leagues, South Cronulla and
Eastlakes.

Double Bay did not have a competitor
in the Zone 13 Champion-of-ClubChampions Pairs which was played at
the weekend.

Double Bay Women’s Club president, Iris
Kampel, said that Scott has not as yet
confirmed the make-up of her team for the
Double Bay tournament. “You can bet it will
be of the highest calibre,” she said.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Four 5-0 wins is Double Bay’s best
result at State pennants in 12 years
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 2 pennant team, representing Region 13, in the
four-day State Championships at Berry last week, went within an ace of
qualifying for the semi-final round.
The team lost only one rink over the three days, to miss out winning its section
by just 1½ points. It was the best performance by a Double Bay team at State
pennant level since it won the Grade 2 Flags in 2001 and 2004
This year Double Bay won four of its five matches - all via 5-0 results, but it
was the one and only rink loss which cost the Region 13
representatives qualification for the semi-final.
THE TEAMS
The defeat was to the eventual section table toppers,
Gail Black,
Commercial Albury (Region 11), a large club on the
Marna Morris,
border between New South Wales and Victoria, which
Lorraine Becker,
Rene Saidman
boasts a golf club, a gymnasium, seven restaurants and a

strong men’s and women’s lawn bowls club.
Marie Thatcher,
The match which proved vital for Double Bay was on
Jan Frape,
the Tuesday morning against the Albury line-up where the
Iris Kampel,
rink points were shared.
Pam Stein
Competing in Section 3 Double Bay started on Monday

morning, August 14, with a strong 5-0 win (32-26 shots) MANAGER/COACH
over Castle Hill (Region 16), then was even more
Lorraine
McLaughlin
convincing in another 5-0 decision of Lawson (Region 4)

by 64 shots to 31 in the afternoon.
SUPPORT GROUP
It was the third game on Tuesday morning which was to
Jenny Welton,
prove Double Bay’s downfall when Albury proved just a
Pat Bryant
Mal
Thatcher
fraction too consistent winning the encounter after sharing
the rinks (17-18 and 19-13), but the five–shot aggregate
(36-31) margin gave the NSW-Victoria border team a 4-1 result.
Double Bay had the afternoon bye as Albury took advantage by adding a 5-0
(43-35) win over Windang (Region 7) to give it 13 points, while Double Bay
was on 11.
The move into the semi-final rested on the last section match on Wednesday
morning when Double Bay kept up the pressure by adding another 5 points to
its tally with a 44-38 win over Windang and a section tally of 16 points, while
Albury was made to battle against Castle Hill, but survived with a 4½ - ½ (3834) win to finish ahead 17½ points to Double Bay’s 16.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE + PHOTOS
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2016 PENNANT GRADE 2 SECTION 3 -- HOW THEY FINISHED

2

DOUBLE BAY

7

9

16

The quality of the performance at State level by the Double Bay combination can be
measured by the fact that it won more rinks than Albury (7 against 5½) and it was only three
points behind in the side points tally (12-9).
In the official results issued by NSW Women’s Bowls, Double Bay was named “Best
Performed Sydney Team” for finishing second in its section and fourth overall of the 15
teams in Grade 2 pennants.
In the semi-final playoff Albury lost by one shot (40-39) against the Section 2 top team, Park Beach (Region 1).
Section 1 winning team, Merimbula-Imlay (Region 9), had a bye into the final where Park Beach easily took the
pennant flag from them by 50-29 shots.

Time out from bowling for visit to famous mountain lookout

PHOTOS
BY PAM
STEIN

ABOVE: A visit to the Cambewarra Mountain Lookout
by Rene Saidman, Jan Frape and Lorraine Becker
LEFT: Double Bay’s cheer squad Pat Bryant and
Jenny Welton with the Women’s Club mascot, Berry.
BELOW: Meal time at the team’s guest house.
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Parking restrictions eased
during major tournament
Woollahra Council has lifted parking restrictions outside
Double Bay Bowling Club in Kiaora Road, for the first
day of the Women’s Club’s high-status 12th Annual
Invitational Triples tournament on Saturday, September
10.
Almost 100 lawn bowlers, including Australian international
and State representatives, will compete in the two-day $10,000
tournament on Double Bay’s three greens.
In previous years, many of the competitors who travel to
Double Bay by car from outer Sydney districts and country
areas have been delayed due to unavailability of nearby
parking space.
Because the annual event has been voted the most popular
tournament on the NSW Women’s Lawn Bowls calendar, the
Double Bay Registered Club management was prompted to
make representation to Woollahra Council on behalf of the
Women’s Club requesting its support by lifting the parking
restrictions outside the club on the Saturday of September 10.
The request noted that the waiving of the parking restrictions
is only requested for the Saturday as there are no time
restrictions on the second day of the event on Sunday,
September 11.
Club management announced this week that its request was
“favourably met”.

One of the parking signs
backing onto the Double
Bay Bowling Club area
in Kiaora Road, which
will not be enforced
during the Women’s
Club’s tournament on
Saturday, September 10.

Monday to Saturday parking in Kiaora Road is restricted to six hours from 8 am to 4 pm.

FOUR INTERNATIONAL JACKAROOS TO COMPETE – Page 4

RAIN HITS AGAIN

Wretched
Wednesday Weather
Bowling on three of the past six Wednesdays have been lost to
bad weather and there’s a chance it will be a problem again for
the next two Wednesdays.
The latest washout was last Wednesday, August 24, when club officials had no
hesitation in making an early call to close the greens following continuous
overnight rain, followed by morning showers, plus the forecast of periods of
heavy downfalls during the day.
This followed similar scenarios on Wednesdays, August 3 and July 20.
Last Wednesday members using the website to ascertain if the greens are
playable or not found the X sign, which signifies play has been called off, as
early as 8.45 am.
Others contacted the club by phone to be told that the greens were not
playable, while a few said they “used their own intuition that there would be no
bowling after looking out of the window!”
The weather forecast for this Wednesday, August 31, is suggesting that wet
weather could again be a major part in the day’s bowling program.
There will be little sun in the day’s 14-18° temperature prediction, and there will
be a 50-50 chance of some 4 mm of rain falling in the Sydney area.
Weather experts foretell that Wednesday, September 7, will also be in danger
of being called off due to the precipitation.
Early figures are for a temperature of 10-21° with a strong (75%) chance of wet
weather amounting to 5 mm.

FINE DAYS FOR WOMEN’S WEEKEND
THE weather for the Women’s Club’s 12th Invitational $10,000
Triples event over the weekend of September 10 and 11 appears
to be near-perfect for two days of tip-top bowling.
Forecasters estimate that it will be a fine weekend with more sun than cloud
and little-or-no-chance of rain during the day.
The temperatures could range from 6° to 24° Celsius. The wind should be light
with a humidity reading of about 60%.

NO MEN’S BOWLING ON INVITATION WEEKEND
Members of Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club are reminded that there will be no
championship or social bowling on the weekend of September 10-11 when the
greens are required for the Women’s Club’s 12th annual Invitation triples.
However, members are encouraged to attend the club as spectators to watch
lawn bowls of an international standard.
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“Out of touch” Kampel out of Zone’s
Champions Singles in quarter-final tie
DOUBLE Bay’s current Major Singles title holder, Jack Kampel, turned in
one of his most inconsistent performances in the quarter-final of the 2016
Zone 13 Champion-of-Champions Singles tournament at Eastlakes on
Sunday.
Known throughout Eastern Suburbs
and Zone ranks as a remarkably steady
and
dependable
lawn
bowler,
Kampel’s customary reliable game
was off target, particularly when it
mattered against Dash Robertson of
the Waverley Club.
Although there was only four shots
difference at the end (27-31),
Kampel’s usual trustworthy accuracy
Jack Kampel – the perfect bowling action.
to produce deliveries on line and
length let him down at three crucial stages of the match played on Eastlake’s
“notorious” number four rink, which was described as bordering on the
“diabolical”.
Kampel won the opening end, but it was the only time he was ahead on the
scoreboard as he tried to come to grips with the surface conditions.
On vital ends he gave away two counts of four shots and a trio on another – a
tally of 11 shots which added to Robertson’s confidence competing on a green
on which he had the foresight to roll up on the Friday prior to the event.
Kampel’s usual steadiness was put to the test as he had to play catch-up from
the start, but Robertson’s run ended in the semi-final when he went down to
Blakehurst’s A. Morgan.
In the opening round on Saturday morning Kampel received a forfeit from
Engadine’s Peter Hughes, who was committed to the trial games for the Zone
13 team to compete in the 2016 Inter-Zone Sides Championship at Tuncurry
Bowling Club on September 10-12.
This gave Kampel a match-up with Neil Mitia (Randwick) on a surface which
played according to the norm as Kampel scored a solid 31-19 win.
Mitia is remembered at Double Bay as the player who scored a surprising fiveshot first round win over Double Bay’s singles specialist, Gerald Weinberg, in
the recent Zone 13 Senior Singles Championship.
Meanwhile, in the Champion-of-Champions Singles second half draw, the
finalist is Eastlakes’ 18-year-old Karl Hansen, who relished his home club’s
playing conditions to knock out the hot favourite for the title, Carl Healey, of
Grandviews by 31-26.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 29, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Four Jackaroos coming to Double Bay
THREE of Australia’s women’s Jackaroos contingent at the upcoming World
Lawn Bowls Championships in New Zealand, will headline the playing list at the
Women’s Club’s 12th Invitational Triples Tournament over the weekend of
September 10-11.
They are Australia’s number one ranked singles player Natasha
Scott, from Raymond Terrace, Carla Krizanic, of Sunbury, Victoria,
who is ranked second to Scott, and Kelsey Cottrell, 26, from
Sydney’s St Johns Park Club now at 44 in singles ranking.
A fourth member of the Jackaroo outfit, Kristin Krstic, of WA,
listed at 22nd in singles, is also competing in the Invitational Triples
at Double Bay.
They will be joined at Double Bay in the star-studded 36-team line
up by the up-and-coming stars from the National Training Centre Carla Krizanic
(NTC), the feeder organisation to the Jackeroos, all of whom are
listed in the top shelf of the Australian singles players.
The World Bowls Championships will see the 34 qualified countries compete across
singles, pairs, triples and fours, from November 29 to December 11, at New
Zealand’s Burnside, Fendalton, Canterbury Centre and Bowls Papanui clubs.
The Australian women’s line-up is Singles - Karen Murphy; Pairs - Kelsey Cottrell
and Murphy; Triples - Carla Krizanic, Natasha Scott and Rebecca Van Asch; Fours
Krizanic, Van Asch, Scott and Cottrell.
A number of other listed players have accepted Double Bay’s invitation to this year’s
event which carries $10,000 prize money.
They include the well-known Ann Johns (who recently retired from the Jackaroo
Squad when ranked No 5 in singles) along with the up-and-coming stars of the NTC
Ellen Ryan (ranked 15), Genevieve Delves (No. 25) and Natalie Noronha (No. 34) as
well as Claire Turley, a regular competitor at the annual Double Bay event.

Win a set of lawn bowls at Double Bay
THERE are eight valuable and worthwhile prizes in the Women’s Club
Guessing Competition conducted in conjunction with its 12th Annual
Invitational Triples tournament.
They include a set of new bowls donated by Jackie’s Bowls, of Burwood, a
bowls bag (from Women’s Club), a watch from Lambretta (donated by Kampel
family) and jewellery from Spangold (Hower Family), custom-made necklace by Wendy
Engelander, set of luggage donated by Barbara Shotland, and a year’s subscription to
Mindfood, the magazine which covers food and drink, health, decor and travel, among its
sections.
Tickets are $5 each or three for $10 and are available to club members, tournament
competitors and guests. The winners are announced at the afternoon tea session of the
tournament on Sunday, September 11.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 29, 2016
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Tough times ahead for club’s leading lights
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s top echelon
bowlers, Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland and Iris
Kampel, face a hectic week of top class bowling
starting today (August 29) at the Ingleburn
Bowling Club, where they will be joined by
another of the club’s leading lights, Marie
Thatcher.
The four will compete for Region 13 in the annual
challenge with Region 14.
Then on Tuesday, Stein will skip for Shotland and
Kampel in the 2016 Region 13 Triples
Barbara Shotland, Pam Stein and
championship decider at Matraville against the
Iris Kampel defending their
Region 13 Triples trophy.
Sutherland Shire’s team from Taren Point of Faye
INSET: Marie Thatcher
Ludavac, Marion Taylor and Donna Soyka.
On Wednesday Shotland and Kampel join club
mates, Gail Black and Barbara Shur, in their regular fours combination
competing in Double Bay’s Intra-club competition.
At the coming weekend Stein and Shotland pack their bowls, and accompanied
by their husbands, Edgar and Robert, travel by car to Warilla, on the NSW
South Coast, to compete in the State Champion-of-Club-Pairs-Champions from
Monday September 5 to Thursday September 8.
Today (Monday), Region 13 is aiming to repeat last year’s win over Region
14.
Alongside the Double Bay four, Region 13 will be represented by Matraville’s
Sandra Keegan, Lorraine Roseland and Jan Watson, Randwick’s Ann Lowlett,
Ros Madgwick, Teresa Tuckerman, Taryn Keir and Sue Snape from Bondi
In Tuesday’s Regional Triples playoffs, Double Bay has a good record in the
event with the Stein, Shotland, Kampel combination the defending champions
following their 2015 win over a State Level 1 trio from the Sutherland Shire’s
Taren Point club.
In next week’s State Pairs championship at Warilla, Stein and Shotland
(number 40 of the 89-team entry), have a first round bye then clash with the duo
of J. Perrington-L. Wilson, from the Heaton Birmingham Gardens Club,
Newcastle.
In last year’s event Stein and Shotland went as far as the third round.
12th INVITATIONAL TRIPLES – SEPTEMBER 10-11

Double Bay Women’s Club’s Life Member, Jenifer Bailey,
is again Patron and Sponsor of the $10,000
12th Invitational Triples.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 29, 2016
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Club trio wins
Regional title
for third time
DOUBLE BAY Women’s Club
trio of Pam Stein, Barbara
Shotland and Iris Kampel
(pictured) has retained the
Region 13 Triples crown and
will compete at State level at
Tuncurry on October 26 - 27.
It was the club’s third win in the
Region’s Triples event since 2013
when the Eastern Suburbs District
was merged into Region 13.
Double Bay’s team which collected the Region 13 Triples in 2013 was Pam
Stein, Karen Levinson and Barbara Shur. The 2015 winning team was
unchanged for this year’s championship, although Rene Saidman substituted for
Shotland, who was overseas, when the team qualified for the Regional
championship by taking out the 2016 Eastern Suburbs District title,
RESULT AND REPORT PAGE 6
Australia’s lawn bowls coach, Steve
Glasson, played a major part in having
several 2016 Jackaroo squad members
compete in this weekend’s Women’s Club’s
12th Invitational Triples tournament.
SEE PAGE 5

Jack Kampel
nears Major
Championship
“trifecta”
SEE PAGE 2

Kampel trio in 2016 Major final

Close to Major
title “trifecta”

JACK Kampel moved one step closer to taking out
three Major Championships in the same year when
his team scraped into the final of the 2016 Triples event on Saturday.
His triples combination with Doug King and Peter Levy came from behind to
defeat the Pepe Glick team of Murray Lott and Harry Black by 24-22.
Waiting for the Kampel team in the final is the well-performed trio of Dan
Flanagan, Les Lilian and skip, Harold Jankelowitz.
Kampel already has the Major Singles on his 2016 belt. He and Peter Levy are
also in the final of the Major Pairs, where the opposition is the lesser-graded
team of Michael Rowley and Andy Baker.
If Kampel completes the Major “trifecta” he will be the only member to do so
since the year 2000-merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club.
Nearest to the feat in recent years is Gerald Weinberg, who went close to
taking out all four Major titles in 2005, going down to Peter Levy in the Singles
final, but skipping the championship teams in the Pairs (with Les Ferguson)
Triples (Ferguson and Pepe Glick) and Fours (Ferguson, Doug King and Peter
Levy).
Strong winds made shot selections and choices
difficult for both teams in the Major Triples twobowl 25-ends semi-final on Saturday.
The usual inconstant Double Bay wind gushes saw to it
that all six players were on their toes to judge the crazy,
but necessary, adjustments.

Glick’s team started well to be up by 7-0 early and
Lott and Black continued to set up the heads.
Kampel & Co. clawed back a few shots, but it
wasn’t until the middle of the game that their score
Pepe Glick with Harry
was only a couple of shots from the opposition.
Black and Murray Lott
However, it was only a short-lived comeback as
Glick’s team again applied the pressure to regain control with a six shot margin.
Kampel’s never-say-die attitude sparked his team with at the three-quarter stage and
they turned the game around with a collect on six consecutive ends to take the lead by
four shots with two ends to play.
On the 24th end Kampel couldn’t prevent Glick accumulating three shots to make the
last end anyone’s game with Kampel 23-22 ahead.
Once again Lott and Black produced the goods and by the time Kampel got to the
mat his team was two down at the head and one shot behind for the match.
Kampel’s first bowl slid off one of the opposition wing bowls to change the position
from two down to one up and, therefore, two bowls from taking the match.
Glick had the task with his final delivery to swing back the game in his favour, but
the bowl missed its mark, allowing Kampel not to play the last bowl.
Although in the losing side Harry Black was considered to have produced a very
good game in difficult circumstances.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH SEPTEMBER 5, 2016
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NEW SEASON STARTS OCTOBER 20

Five weeks of fun bowling and good dinners
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will stage a second Thursday evening Twilight Bowls
competition for members and visitors starting on October 20.
This was announced to the club membership at the afternoon tea session of last
Wednesday’s Intra-club competition.
Final details of the competition will be decided following consultations with the club’s
board of management and the in-house June Edelmuth Catering.
These talks will decide the cost to members of the five-week competition which
includes the after-play dinner menu.
Club officers and members interested in enhancing a twilight bowls event met last
month to plan the second edition of the popular competition, which made its debut in
February this year.
It was agreed that the major objective was for it to be a social and fun event starting on
Thursday, October 20 at 5 pm with participants treated to a delicious dinner menu.
The competition is to run over five consecutive Thursdays with any weather or other
delays requiring an extension.
The format is for two 10-end games of three-bowl pairs per week, with the scoring
system retained from the first competition where each end won counts one point with a
bonus point added or deducted for ends won or lost by four or more shots.
To ensure that leads and skips do not get drawn with the same players more than once,
the five-week draw would be made in advance and any player unable to attend on any
given week will be compelled to find a substitute.
Organisers are hopeful that the number of competitors will be more than the 30 which
competed earlier this year. If this is the case the $30 weekly fee, which
includes cash prizes and the dinner menu, can be retained.
Final details of the new Twilight event is expected to be announced
to the membership this week.
The first Twilight Bowls tournament was won by Bernard Fridman
(pictured), who headed the points list from start-to-finish.
He ended with 67 points, 11 more than runner-up Michael Rowley,
with three competitors, Michael Becker, Harry Black and George
Sofer, sharing third spot on 55 points.

ENTER NOW FOR HANDICAP SINGLES AND DRAWN PAIRS
ENTRIES are now open for two of the club’s most popular and best supported club
championship events.
The 2016 Handicap Singles entry list closes on Wednesday, September 21 at 4.30 pm and
the Drawn Pairs nominations must be made by Wednesday, October 19.
Both events have match deadlines and forfeits apply when deadlines are not met.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH SEPTEMBER 5, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Kelsey Cottrell making fifth Invite appearance
KELSEY COTTRELL, one of the many leading Australian women lawn bowlers
who have supported the Women’s Club’s Invitational Triples tournament in the
past 13 years, is making her fourth appearance at the 2016 event which starts on
Saturday.
Cottrell combined with her Australian team mates, Anne Johns and Sharyn Renshaw, to
become the first trio to score back-to-back wins in the Double Bay’s now prestigious
events of 2012 and 2013.
In this year’s 12th Invitational Triples at Double Bay, the Cottrell combination with
Johns (ranked 9th in the Australian Singles list) and Claire Turley (24th), will have the
toughest opposition of all time from her fellow Australian Jackaroos and up-and-coming
players from the National Training Centre (NTC), the feeder organisation to the
Jackeroos.
Perhaps the most serious challenge will come from the unit skipped by Australia’s No. 1
rated player, Natasha Scott, with two of the highly-regarded NTC players, Samantha
Noronha and Genevieve Delves, making up the team.
The opposition will be almost as good from the trio skipped by Ellen Ryan, the 11th ranked
19-year-old, who teamed with Julie Keegan to win the 2016 Australian Open Pairs last
month. With Ryan is Samantha Noronha’s twin, Natalie and Canberra’s leading player, Jess
Hogan.
For the organisers of the Double Bay Invitational it is Cottrell’s presence which proves the
popularity of the event.
It was in 2008 that, as an 18-year-old, she made her debut and finished in fourth spot as the
lead for then 21-year-old 2007 Junior World Champion, Melanie Macaulay and skip, Claire
Duke, the 2005 Australian World Cup representative.
It was something of a sacrifice for Cottrell as she was about to sit for the Queensland
equivalent of HSC at the end of that year, but was willing to give up a full weekend of study
to come to Sydney. She accepted invitations to compete in all the following years, but several
times national or international commitments compelled her to cancel at the last minute.
Cottrell has listed aspirations beyond bowls as to travel the world and become a famous
journalist. Her bowling ability is taking care of the first part of her ambitions and her
appearances as a commentator on the popular televised Lawn Bowls Show suggests she is not
far off the second.

Portraits of Kelsey Cottrell from 2008 to the present day

DOUBLE BAY WATCH SEPTEMBER 5, 2016
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Aussie coach plays part in club’s
12th Invitational team line-ups
A phone call to the Double Bay Women’s Club from Australia’s
National lawn bowls coach, Steve Glasson (pictured), ensured
that this weekend’s 12th Double Bay Invitational Triples
tournament will have the best line-up of competitors in its
history.
Glasson asked the tournament organisers if they would invite several of the
Australian women Jackaroos to play in Sydney as a lead up to the upcoming New
Zealand-hosted World Championships.
Women’s Club president, Iris Kampel, who at the time of the call was deputising for
the overseas tournament organiser, Barbara Shotland, said It was a dilemma as all 36
teams for the event had been finalised and confirmed.
At the last minute Australia’s highest profile player and Australia’s defending World
Singles Champion, Karen Murphy, sent an apology that she could not play this year
and this left the way open to Glasson’s request.
Now the event has nine of Australia’s leading female lawn bowlers competing for a
share of the $10,000 prize money.
The teams are headed by Natasha Scott, ranked No 1 following wins in the 2015
Australian Champion of Champions Single title, the 2016 Australian Open Women's
Singles and the 2016 Australian Indoor Women's Singles.
With Scott is Samantha Noronha, an up-and-coming star from the National Training
Centre (NTC) and a semi-finalist at the Indoor Singles with another NTC hopeful,
Genevieve Delves.
Then there is the all-Australian representative trio skipped by Kelsey Cottrell with
Anne Johns and Claire Turley and a third combination from the Australian stable of
Ellen Ryan, the current Australian Open pairs champion, alongside Natalie Noronha
(Samantha’s twin) and Canberra’s Jess Hogan.
The winners of the 2015 Invitational from The Hills Club, Lyn Skeers, Fay Davison
and Sheryn Batcheldor, have accepted the invitation to defend their title.
Teams will play seven games of two-bowls triples in four divisions with progress
results shown on the two clubhouse television screens.
A pre-tournament blind computerised draw has been made of team numbers. On
arrival skippers select a concealed disc which allocates a number in the draw.

Noronha twins
Samantha and Natalie

Ellen
Ryan

DOUBLE BAY WATCH SEPTEMBER 5, 2016

Anne
Johns

Claire
Turley
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Another State challenge for Double Bay trio
FOR the third time in four years a team from Double Bay will represent
Region 13 in the State Triples Championship.
This year’s Double Bay line up of Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland and Iris
Kampel had the easiest of wins over Taren Point’s Margaret Taylor, Cheryl
Wright and Fay Ladavac by 21-6 last
week at the Matraville Club.
Taren Point’s task was made tougher
against the well-performed Double Bay
combination when skip, Donna Soyka was
unavailable for the match and was
substituted by Wright in the second’s role.
In 2013 the Double Bay side of Pam
Stein, Karen Levinson and Barbara Shur
defeated Ramsgate 21-17 and last year
Stein, Shotland and Kampel scored 19-15
win over a Taren Point trio.
The 2016 Region 13 Triples finalists
The Double Bay players received
from Taren Point, Margaret Taylor,
Olympic-style gold medals and were
Cheryl Wright, Fay Ladavac
presented with the 2016 trophy, while
with the Double Bay winning team
Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland and
certificates were handed to the Taren Point
Iris Kampel
competitors.
Double Bay’s trio will represent Region 13 in the State Championships at
Tuncurry on October 26-27
LEFT: Double Bay Women’s
Club’s team of Pam Stein,
Karen Levinson and Barbara
Shur in 2013 presented with a
Triples Champions Shield by
Region 13 delegate Ilse
Deuschle (second left)
RIGHT: The 2015 Region 13
winning team of Shotland,
Stein and Kampel.

at
DOUBLE BAY
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 10
WITH FULL
SELECTION OF
BOWLS GEAR

Jackie’s Bowls Shop, a regular supporter of the
Women’s Club’s annual Invitational Triples, and donor
of a new set of bowls for the guessing competition, will
display a full range of its bowls products during this
year’s event for on-the-spot delivery.
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“Long shots” grab
12th Invitational title

PHOTO
FINISH
OVER
STARS

A composite team of two players from Sydney and one from Newcastle
scored a shock win in the Double Bay Women’s Club’s 12th Invitational
Triples tournament on Sunday.
The trio Mary Wilson, Jamie-lee Worsnop and Dawn Hayman, pictured
above with Women’s Club president, Iris Kampel (right), came “from the
clouds” to take the $3,300 first prize from the two “odds-on” teams of
Australia’s highest ranked players.
REPORT AND PHOTOS NEXT 3 PAGES.

ALL PHOTOS
BY PAM STEIN

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Outsiders “ambush” stars to take Invite title
THE two team combinations from the Australian Jackaroos squad looked to
have the major share of the $10,000 prize money between them when last
weekend’s 12th Invitational Triples tournament at Double Bay Bowling Club had
only the seventh and final round to be decided.
That was when a lesser-known trio, but well-credentialed players, kept their calm,
while the two top-ranked teams both unexpectedly busted their unbeaten record.
The title and $3,300 prize money went to the unit skipped by Dawn Hayman from
the Sydney St John Park Club, who is ranked 57th in the Australian singles listing,
with club-mate and 79th ranked, Jamie-Lee Worsnop in the role of second, and Mary
Wilson, from Newcastle’s Raymond Terrace Club leading.
It was a close call as the Jackaroo representative trio of Kelsey Cottrell (St Johns
Park), Claire Turley (St Johns Park) and Anne Johns (Cabramatta) scored 12 match
points from seven games, as did the Hayman team, but missed out on top spot by a
nine-shot aggregate margin (75-84).
In third place with 11 points (52 shot margin) was the other representative outfit
skipped by current Jackeroo number one, Natasha Scott (Raymond Terrance)
alongside the National Training Centre (NTC) players Natalie Noronha (Warilla) and
Genevieve Delves (Harbord).
The Cottrell and Scott teams knew they were in a fight between them from the first
bowl of the tournament. After three games they were neck-and-neck, both winning
games with identical shots for six point and 40 shots differences.
Both were successful in Game four, but Scott scored nine aggregate shots against
Cottrell’s three to have an advantage of six at the end of Saturday’s play.
Sunday’s fifth game saw a change. Cottrell’s team was on fire winning by a massive
31 shots, while the Scott trio drew its match for one point with a static shot
difference.
Cottrell and Scott won their sixth games, but Scott reduced the shot difference against
Cottrell by two shots who was still ahead with 12 points 78 shots to Scott’s 11 points 55
shots.
To take the title Cottrell only had to draw the final last match unless Scott scored a win
by 23 shots, but both were surprise losers – and both by three shot margins making the
tally sheet show Cottrell on top with 12 points (75 shots) and Scott 11 points (52).
Meanwhile, Hayman’s team was playing consistently and was in fourth place at the end
of the Saturday matches with six points plus 31 shots.
On Sunday, Hayman, Worsnop and Wilson continued steady bowling to win all three
games, but it was the last match which “ambushed” the Jackaroo teams when they
collected 17 shots to finish on 12 points and an 84 margin.
When tournament officials entered the Hayman team’s result on the computerised
scoreboard, there were gasps of surprise as it propelled it above the names of Cottrell and
Scott.

TOP TEAMS RECEIVE PRIZE MONEY – SEE NEXT PAGE.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 12, 2016
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PRESENTATIONS TO TOURNAMENT PRIZE WINNERS
DOUBLE BAY’S TEAM
FINISHES IN 11th SPOT

SECOND $2550: Claire Turley, Kelsey Cottrell and
Anne Johns (with son Jack) and Double Bay
Bowling Club chairman, Barry Lazarus.

THIRD $1800: Genevieve Delves, Natasha Scott,
Natalie Noronha and NSW Women’s Association
official, Sue O’Keefe

FOURTH $750: Marrickville Club’s Sam Night,
Colleen Starr, Liz Baker, with Men’s Club official
Phil Filler.

FIFTH $450: Samantha Noronha (Warilla),
Jess Hogan (Canberra), Ellen Ryan
(Cabramatta) with Eastern Suburbs official
Sue Snape.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 12, 2016

One place in the 36-team
entry of the Double Bay
Women’s Club’s annual
invitational Triples event is
allocated to a “home” team.
This year seven members
took a turn to compete
against the visiting players.
Missing from this year’s lineup was past president and
the tournament organiser,
Barbara Shotland, who has
been hospitalised for the past
weeks (see also page 4).
As customary the Double
Bay players are also part of
the weekend’s officialdom
and take to the green only
when not required in the
clubhouse.
This year the Double Bay
team finished in 11th spot with
four wins and a shot margin
of plus 14.
The players were
Gail Black, Pam Stein,
Marie Thatcher,
Marna Morris,
Lorraine McLaughlin,
Iris Kampel,
Lesley Judelman.

SIXTH $300: Maryann Parcell, Michele Gill,
Jo Worsley (St Johns Park),with Eastern
Suburbs official Toni Hartley
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TOURNAMENT’S CLUBHOUSE SCENES

ABOVE: A section of the Double
Bay clubhouse during the
luncheon break on Saturday.
LEFT: Men’s Club members who
officiated as umpires and
tournament scorers among other
duties.

DIARY DATE
DOUBLE BAY
BOWLING CLUB

74th
ANNUAL
GENERAL
MEETING
and

Women’s Club’s pairs
champions out of State title
A health problem compelled Double
Bay’s 2016 Major Pairs Champions,
Barbara Shotland (pictured) and Pam
Stein, to withdraw from last week’s
State Champion-of-Champions event at
Warilla.
A few days prior to the State tournament Shotland
was admitted to hospital for exploratory tests.
Shotland, the tournament organiser of the club’s
weekend 12th Invitation Triples, was also unable to
officiate at the event and was substituted in the Double
Bay “squad” which was entered as one of the 36
competing teams.
She did not enter for the club’s 2016 Major Triples title,
which is due to play first round matches on Tuesday,
September 20.
Substitutions are not permitted in Champion-of-Club
Champions events.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 12, 2016

ELECTION OF
OFFICER
BEARERS

SUNDAY,
OCTOBER 23
10 am
FOLLOWED BY

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
DOUBLE BAY
MEN’S BOWLING
CLUB
Nomination forms for
the Registered Club’s
Office Bearers,
Men's Club Committee
and Selectors
are now available
at the Club.
Nominations close on
September 25 at 5 pm.
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Annual remembrance event
to recall two club executives
THE names of two of Double Bay Bowling Club’s most
esteemed past executive members will be commemorated in
a proposed annual tournament, it was announced last week.
The event is to be played directly following the Licensed
Club’s Annual General Meeting.
This was announced by Men’s Club Vice-President, Phil
Filler, at the Wednesday afternoon tea break.
He said that the event will be in memory of Leon Portrate and
Eddie Fingret, both of whom were Life Members of the club.
Leon Portrate died suddenly in hospital after a short illness, in
September last year, aged 86.
Eddie Fingret passed away in May, 2014, at the age of 81,
following an accident at his Dover Heights residence.
Portrate was the highly respected executive officer of the
Double Bay Bowling Club. He was responsible, with Phil
Epstein, of Rose Bay Bowling Club, for the successful merger
of the two clubs in 2000 and he served Double Bay as its
President for a five-year
period until 2004 when he was
KAMPEL-LEVY
awarded a Life Membership.

2016 MAJOR
PAIRS WINNERS
PAGE 2

Leon Portrate

Eddie Fingret

Eddie Fingret was Men’s Club President at
Double Bay Bowling Club and at the Rose Bay
Bowling Club for a combined total of 10 years.
He was appointed a Life Member in 2006, in
recognition of his outstanding service to the club
at both administrative and social levels.
CONTINUES PAGE 3

Kampel and Levy too good in Major Pairs final
JACK KAMPEL won his first Major Pairs title at Double Bay on Saturday
and for his partner, Peter Levy, it was his
second at the club, when they teamed to toss
aside the challenge from their lesser-noted
opponents, Michael Rowley and Andy
Baker.
The Kampel-Levy combination went close to
taking out last year’s event, but fell in the final
to the power-house mix of Brandon Conway
and Dan Flanagan.
This year they were never in trouble against
their Grade-6 opposition controlling the match
from the start to claim the crown by 32-13.
Levy is a three-time Major Pairs finalist,
having partnered Bernard Fridman to defeat
the father-and-son entry of
Michael
and
Tom
Peter Levy and Jack Kampel
Beaumont in 2007 and was
with Gerald Weinberg when they contested the 2014 final
won by Julian Engelman and Les Brem.
The Major Pairs win put Kampel on the path to a club
record.
If he is successful in the Major Triples championship round
on Saturday, October 1, against Harold Jankelowitz, Les
Lilian and Dan Flanagan, where he has Levy as his second
and Doug King in the lead’s role, he will be the first since the Michael Rowley
2000 merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club, to claim the
“trifecta” of Major Singles, Pairs and Triples, in the one
calendar year,.
It has taken almost five months to complete this year’s Major
Pairs tournament, which started in May.
The final was played in good conditions on a green probably
running at 17 seconds, the sort of pace that few Double Bay
players have experienced.
At that speed even a slight breeze taxes the player’s skills
demanding constant concentration, a factor that helped KampelAndy Baker
Levy to outplay the opposition, who only scored on six ends, two
of which earned them seven shots, more than half their eventual
total.
Michael Rowley and Andy Baker should be complimented on their achievement in
qualifying for the final, Kampel and Levy commented after the match.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 19, 2016
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Eddie-Leon memorial event details undecided
FROM FRONTPAGE

DETAILS of the proposed annual bowling event to
commemorate the names of Leon Portrate and Eddie
Fingret have still to be announced.
Men’s Club Vice-President, Phil Filler (pictured), told the
membership at Wednesday’s afternoon tea break that details
of the event have yet to be completed.
“The exact format and details are being finalised, but
members should save the date of this year’s annual general
meeting, Sunday, October 23,” he said.
Filler told Double Bay Watch that the Men’s Committee is working on the
precise format.
DIARY DATE
“Unfortunately we are a bit behind schedule due to
the fact that Men’s Club, president Louis Platus, is
DOUBLE BAY
BOWLING CLUB
currently overseas,” he said.
Filler said that he has since liaised with club
74th
manager, Steve Edelmuth, who made a number of
ANNUAL
suggestions on how the event can be staged.
GENERAL
“Whatever the Men’s Club determines for the
MEETING
commemorative event, the program will require
and
approval of the club’s board of management,” Filler
ELECTION OF
added.
OFFICER
It is understood that the event will be staged yearly,
BEARERS
directly after the club’s annual general meeting, which
SUNDAY,
is traditionally held on a Sunday in mid-October to
OCTOBER 23 early November.
Members suggest that the cost of the event, which
10 am
ought to include a light luncheon should be subsidised
FOLLOWED BY
by the management.
ANNUAL GENERAL
“It should be an event restricted to the men’s and
MEETING
women’s membership played in the triples format with
DOUBLE BAY
no restriction on the gender make-up of the teams,”
MEN’S BOWLING
CLUB
one member proposed last week.
Another member advocated a triples turn-around
Nomination forms for
the Registered Club’s
format of three sets, where each contestant plays as a
Office Bearers,
lead, the second and then skipper.
Men's Club Committee
and Selectors
Hopefully, the Board will provide a perpetual trophy
are now available
with the winners’ names inscribed and it would be
at the Club.
appropriate if a member of the Portrate and Fingret
Nominations close on
families is invited to present the trophy, the member
September 25 at 5 pm.
proposed.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 19, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Luck of draw team make-up for Triples title
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has “revamped” the conditions to its 2016
Triples championship in a bid to encourage a larger number of entries.
Traditionally entry for club pairs, triples and fours championship events are made by
members forming teams , but this year officials called for single entries for an “out of
the hat” draw to make up each triples combination.
The club’s public relations spokesperson, Pam Stein explained that players, who
were often not invited by the skips to make a team, now find themselves included and
are delighted to be involved in a competition for the first time.
This is an experiment and we hope it proves to be a success, she said.
The event attracted 32 entries and the draw for the team combinations with two
substitute players was conducted by the Match
2016 TRIPLES
Committee’s Jan Frape (chairperson), Frances Raines and
DRAW
Judi Snider.

Wendy wins new bowls from Jackies
CLUB member,
Wendy Engelander,
won a set of new
lawn bowls donated
by Jackie Bowls
Shop in the
Guessing
Competition staged
as part of Double
Bay’s 12th Invitation
Triples tournament
over the
September 10-11
weekend.
It was one of eight
valuable prizes
offered in the
competition.
Photo by Pam Stein

Leading lights missed Invitational weekend
TWO leading personalities of the Women’s Club’s annual
Invitational Triples event were unable to attend this year.
Tournament Convenor, Barbara Shotland, and Patron-Sponsor,
Jenifer Bailey, were both hospitalised prior and during the
tournament.
Both are recovering from recent surgery.
It was the first time since its inception that they were not
present at the event.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 19, 2016

First Round
Tuesday Sept 20

H Filipovic, C Engelman, P Stein
v
A Biner, J Snider, A Weinberg
●
R Rosenberg, M Davis, R
Rowlands
v
M Rosenberg, W Engelander,
J Frape
●
F Green, R Michelin, L Stafford
v
C Shapiro, A Goldman, K Passman
●
M Rios, R Hart, B Hower
v
E Fayn, R Novis, I Kampel

Second Round
Tuesday Sept 27
M Hemphill, G Black, R Fisher
v
E Perl, L Friedler, F Cohen
●
L Judelman, F Glover, J Friedlander
v
F Raines, J Shedleski, J Bihari
●
First round winners
●
RESERVES-SUBSTITUTES
Lorraine McLachlan
Lyn Kantor
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Record entry for 2016 Handicap Singles
THE Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club’s 2016 Handicap Singles
Championship, which rolled off at the weekend, attracted a record 68
entries.
The 64 draw necessitated three matches
played as qualifying games with the
winners competing as first round
opponents. Men’s club officials are
pleased with the number of members
competing in what is now the most
popular
event
on
the
annual
championship calendar, especially that
many of the competitors are new
members competing in the event for the
first time.
This prompted the Men’s committee to
distribute emails to the membership
updating rules and conditions of the
event. Since the merger with Rose Bay
Bowling Club in 2000 only three players
have won the Handicap Singles more
than once and all play off a minus
handicap.
They are Gerald Weinberg, the
defending title holder, who also won in
2001, Jack Kampel, the 2003 and 2009
champion, while Pepe Glick had the title
in 2004 and 2012.

74th ANNUAL
MEETING
NOMINATIONS CLOSED

This year’s 68 entry is 14 ahead of last
year’s total and 16 more than the 52
nominations in 2014.
The smallest nomination list in the past
seven years was 32 in 2012.
In 2010, 42 players competed for the
title won by Len Sandler, who had a plus
five shots start in his matches.
Maurice Boland (+7) was the 2011
winner from a list of 43 competitors,
Michael Jackson (+8) finished on top in
2013 from 46 entries and in 2014 Ronald
Munz (+8) was one of a field of 52 when
he won the tournament.
The biggest handicap issued for this
year’s event is set at plus 12 shots start
and the lowest is allocated to the
majority of the club’s Grade 1
competitors at minus-three.
Organisers have scheduled the first two
rounds to be completed by Saturday,
October 1.
RESULTS – REPORT Page 2

NO CHANGE IN CLUB LEADERSHIP, BUT MEN’S
CLUB MANAGEMENT FACES BALLOT BOX
DETAILS PAGE 3

Quickest end to Handicap singles match
A match in the 2016 Double Bay Men’s Club’s Handicap
Singles was completed in only eight ends on Saturday.
Club officials suggest it was the fastest recorded result in recent
memory.
It took Grade 6 player, Peter Wyner (left),
playing with an eight-shot start, less than an hour
to defeat his Grade 3 opponent, Gerald Raichman
(right), who was off plus five
shots, by 25-8 in one of three
qualifying matches, required to
accommodate the 64-team draw.
In the other qualifying matches,
Andy Baker (+6) proved too
experienced for newcomer Jacques Hasson (+12),
by 25-16 and Ian Ossher (+3) scraped in 25-24
against Murray Lott (+3).
Wyner and Baker now clash in the first round list of games,
while Ossher meets Michael Becker (-2).
Average time to play an end in four-bowls singles is about 7
minutes and the Wyner-Raichman time included two roll-up ends.
The match could have been completed in less than eight ends. On
the second end Wyner was holding four shots when Raichman’s
fourth bowl wicked off Wyner’s closest bowl for the shot.
Raichman collected two shots on the third end, but it was to be
the last time he scored as Wyner gathered in 13 shots over the
following five ends.
Ronald Munz (+3), who won the 2014 Handicap Singles and was
runner-up to Gerald Weinberg last year, was a first round casualty
when he lost to Sol Caganoff (+1) 18-25, but Weinberg (-3) had an
easier challenge when he accounted for George Sofer (+8) 25-14.
Two-time Handicap Singles winner Pepe Glick (-2), had a tough
encounter against 6th grader Eric Frenkel, before making the next
round by a single shot at 25-24.
An upset was the defeat of Barry Lazarus (+1) by newcomer
Lionel Hovey (+10) 25-21 after 20
ends, but Hovey fell in the second
round 18-25 to Walter Jacobs (+0).
WOMEN’S CLUB
One of the favourites for this
RESULTS
year’s title, Jack Kampel (-3)
2016 TRIPLES
finished 25-21 ahead of Sam
Ginges (+8), while another well
First round
fancied entrant, Brandon Conway
H Filipovic, C. Engelman,
(-3) was involved in a high quality
P. Stein 26
game against the much lesser
A. Biner, J. Snider,
experienced Stan Franks (+10)
A. Weinberg 11
before winning 25-15, but Dan
R. Rowlands, M. Davis,
Flanagan (-1) was upset by Rob
M. Morris 19
M. Rosenberg, W. Engelander,
Clark (+2) 23-25.
J. Frape 16
Michael Jackson (+3), who won
C. Shapiro, A. Goldman,
the 2013 Handicap Singles to
K. Passman 18
become the first member to win a
F. Green, R. Michelin,
club championship using the
L. Stafford 14
mechanical bowling arm, lost in
E. Fayn , R. Novis,
this year’s opening round to
I. Kampel 20
Werner Kos (+1) 25-20.
M. Rios, R. Hart,
B. Hower 14

MEN’S RESULTS
HANDICAP SINGLES
QUALIFYING ROUND
Peter Wyner (+8) 25
Gerald Raichman (+5) 8
Andy Baker (+6) 25
Jacques Hasson (+12) 16
Ian Ossher (+2) 25
Murray Lott (+3) 24
FIRST ROUND
John Wineberg (+1) 25
James Flaxman (+8) 12
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25
George Sofer (+8) 14
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
Stan Franks (+10) 15
Dominic Verre (+6) 25
Frank Mogor, (+7) 24
Rob Hutchins (+1) 25
David Kellaway (+5) 8
Sol Caganoff (+1) 25
Ronald Munz, (+3) 18
Lionel Hovey (+10) 25
Barry Lazarus (+1) 21
Harold Gold (+10) 25
Gus Franco (+12) 24
Ray Novis (+6) 25
Norman Morris (+7) 17
Jack Kampel (-3) 25
Sam Ginges (+8) 21
Rob Clark (+2) 25
Dan Flanagan (-1) 23
Harry Stein, (+6) 25
Henry Raiz (+12) 18
David Newman (+8) 25
Barrie Brickman,(+3) 19
Werner Kos (+1) 25
Michael Jackson (+3) 20
Pepe Glick (-2) 25
Eric Frenkel (+9) 24
Walter Jacobs (+0) 25
Errol Kaplan (+10) 21
SECOND ROUND
Walter Jacobs (+0) 25
Lionel Hovey (+10) 18

GOOD START IN CLUB CHALLENGE - NEXT PAGE

74th Annual Meeting nominations reveal --

DIARY DATE

No difference in club leadership,
but men’s section will need a vote
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THERE will be no change in the Double Bay
(Registered) Bowling Club leadership for the next 12
months.
But the men’s membership will vote to decide the makeand
up of the its management at the 74th Annual General
ELECTION
OF
Meeting on Sunday, October 23.
OFFICER
When nominations for all positions on
BEARERS
the club’s administration closed on
Sunday, September 25, the Registered
SUNDAY,
Club’s retiring executive, Barry Lazarus
(chairman) (pictured), Barrie Brickman
OCTOBER 23
and John Rosen (deputy chairmen), Peter
10 am
Wyner (secretary), Barry Isenberg,
FOLLOWED BY
(treasurer), Harry Black and Barbara
ANNUAL GENERAL
Shotland (directors) was unopposed.
MEETING
However, the Men’s Bowling Club
DOUBLE
BAY
president, Louis Platus (pictured), faces a
MEN’S BOWLING
challenge from Alan Rosenberg and Gerald
CLUB
Weinberg to retain the position, while
Nominations closed on
seven members, Michael Becker, Harry
September 25 at 5 pm.
Black, Les Brem, Phil Filler, Peter
Goldman, Arnold Javen and Gerald
Raichman have been named to contest the five-seats on the committee, where only
Peter Goldman is seeking re-election.
Gerald Weinberg is unopposed to fill the vice-president’s portfolio, which is being
vacated by Phil Filler.
The men’s membership will also vote to establish the five-man selection panel where
Barrie Brickman, Julian Engelman, Peter Goldman, Barry Lazarus, John Rosen, Harry
Stein and Gerald Weinberg have been listed to face the ballot.

DOUBLE BAY STARTS CLUB CHAMPIONS TEST WITH 6-0 WIN v THE HILLS
DOUBLE Bay started its 2016 NSW Bowls Men’s Gold Division Club Challenge with a 6-0 win at
home to The Hills Club on Sunday.
The Club Challenge is played over three rinks, one of Singles (25 shots up), one of three-bowls Pairs
(21 ends) and the third, of two-bowls Triples (21 ends) with two points allocated for each rink win.
In the singles Brandon Conway won 25-17 over James Looms, Harry Black and Jack Kampel won
22-10 against Andrew Watkins-Harold Mills, while Les Lilian, Arnold Javen and Gerald Weinberg got
home 20-14 in the Triples over Max Fotheringham, Mark Hickson and Graeme Drabsch for a match
total of 67-41 shots.
Double Bay’s Section 6 other opponents are North Sydney, Mt Lewis (Gold) and Western Suburbs
Leagues. In Round 2 Double Bay is at home against MT Lewis and it must be played on or before
October 9. The club has the bye in Round 3, followed by away matches at Wests (23/10/16) and North
Sydney (30/10/16).
DOUBLE BAY WATCH SEPTEMBER 26, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

The six players who represented Double Bay in the 2016
District Shield (back) - Jan Frape, (inset) Barbara Shur,
Wendy Engelander; (front) - Alma Goldman Leslie Judelman
and Iris Kampel.

Double Bay third as Randwick keeps District Shield
RANDWICK Women’s Bowling Club on home soil last Thursday retained the
time-honoured Eastern Suburbs Sheila Corne District Shield on a shot count
back from Clovelly with Double Bay in third place.
Intermittent rain showers after an hour’s play made conditions difficult, but all teams
persevered to complete their required 18 ends.
Double Bay’s Wendy Engelander, Barbara Shur and Jan Frape scored a resounding
win over a team from Waverley, while Lesley Judelman, Alma Goldman and Iris
Kampel went down to the Clovelly team.
Randwick and Clovelly each tallied 34 points, but Randwick retained the Shield and
the right to again host the 2017 District Shield event on a count back of shots won and
conceded.
Other clubs which competed were South Coogee, Matraville and Waverley.
The District Shield was inaugurated in 1987 as a fours competition by a one-time
Double Bay member and popular local personality, Sheila Corn.
For the last five years some clubs could not select eight players, so to make it more
inclusive the District changed it to the triples format.
Sheila Corne, was also a former Mayor of Woollahra and the owner of the now
defunct Double Bay Cinema.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH SEPTEMBER 26, 2016
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First time triples champs

IT proved third-time lucky for the team of Dan Flanagan (right), Les Lilian
(left) and skip Harold Jankelowitz, to overcome gale-force winds and
outplay the opposition, which including two of last year’s championship
combination, to win the 2016 Double Bay Men’s Club’s Major Triples
Championship on Saturday, October 1.
The Jankelowitz, Lilian, Flanagan trio teamed for the first time in 2014,
but was eliminated in the second round. Last year they made the quarterfinal where they succumbed to the eventual winners Jack Kampel, Bernard
Fridman and Doug King.
This year they went one-better with a surprisingly easy 27-13 win over
Jack Kampel, Peter Levy and Doug King.
It was Jankelowitz and Lilian’s third appearance in a Double Bay Major
Triples final. Previously, with Harry Black in the lead’s position, they were
runners-up in 2010 and 2012.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

Opposition and wind blow Kampel from club’s Major title record bid

Easy does it for “Janky and Co.”
in Major Triples championship
WHEN Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan raced away with
the 2016 Major Triples title on Saturday, it robbed the opposing skip, Jack
Kampel, from becoming the first since the Rose Bay merger 16 years ago,
to win the Major Singles, Pairs and Triples in the one year.
Kampel had already
claimed this year’s
Major Singles and the
Pairs
(with
Peter
Levy), but the form
guide suggested that it
would be a 50/50
chance for Kampel and
his team of Peter Levy
and Doug King, to
hold
out
the
Doug King, Peter Levy and Jack Kampel, the 2016 Major
Jankelowitz challenge
Triples runners-up.
in the Triples decider.
Photos by John Wineberg
Even allowing for the
extraordinary wind conditions, the ease of the result was unexpected.
The match was “done and dusted” by the 23rd of the allocated 25 ends when
“Janky and Co.” held a 14-shot margin.
The Kampel team only won seven ends and lagged 4-17 by the 13th end. They
were even further behind after the 21st at 9-26.
The 22nd end proved to be Kampel’s best result with a four count which
moved the score to 13-26, but Jankelowitz put an end to the contest with a
single on the 23rd for the 27-13 result.
The Jankelowitz team outplayed its opposite number in every department of
the game and overcame the difficult conditions of 50 km/h gusting winds
blowing inconsistently from all directions across a fast green..
Les Lilian, who set the pace for his team, said that he has only experienced
one other occasion in his entire bowing career, when conditions were worse.
Harold Jankelowitz has a solid record in club championships, particularly in
the Pairs format, where with Les Lilian he won the event in 2013.
He is a six-time Major Pairs runner-up. Lilian was his partner in the 2012 and
2010 finals, in 2006 he teamed with Harry Black, in 2005 he was with Phil
Gordon Jnr, in 2004 Len Simon was the lead and Fred Ginsberg was his team
mate in 2003.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 4, 2016
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Wind havoc hits Handicap results
WIND gusts, estimated at between 25-45 and even 50 km/h played havoc
with the art of lawn bowling for the majority of competitors in the 2016
Handicap Singles event last week.
As is often the case, players complained that the wind appeared to be stronger
when they were on the mat compared with what it was when the opponent was
delivering his bowl.
Whatever the conditions many of the games resulted in close calls as the
handicaps played a vital part.
RESULTS
Peter Wyner (+8), who last week
HANDICAP SINGLES
created something of a record when he
FIRST ROUND
completed his match in only eight
Andy Baker (+6) 25
ends, found the conditions vastly
Peter Wyner (+8) 22
different
against
Andy
Baker
Ken Shapiro (+8) 25
(pictured).
Jeff Raines (+10) 23
Baker (+6) was booked to fly to
Frank Muller (+10) 25
Jules Popper (+6) 24
Melbourne at the weekend to attend the
Len Sandler (+3) 25
AFL final between the Sydney Swans and the Western
Richard Trayer (+12) 24
Bulldogs and offered a forfeit to Wyner.
Doug King forfeit win
v Cedric Amoils
Instead, Wyner agreed to play the match on Tuesday
Peter Erdos forfeit win
when conditions were far from ideal with wind gusting
v Allan Kavnat
at an estimated 25-30 km/h.
There was only a couple of shots between them until they
were locked at 21-21 after 20 ends.
Baker had the shot on the next, then
scored a three for the match at 25-22.
Len Sandler (+3) (pictured), who won
the 2010 Handicap Singles, gave away
a nine shot start to Grade 6 opponent,
Richard Trayer (+12), and scraped into
the second round by 25-24 by winning
18 of the 24 ends played.
Other close encounters were when
Frank Muller (+10) got home 25-24
over Jules Popper (+6) and Ken
Shapiro (+8) (pictured right) just had
the better of Jeff Raines (+10) 25-23.
Also on Saturday Phil Filler (+6)
provided an upset when he scored 2521 over the minus two-shot
handicapped Rod Ferrer.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Trevor Rosenberg (+5) 25
Sam Abrahams (+5) 23
Mark Sack (+2) 25
Peter Grunfeld (+5) 17
Alan Sacks (+8) 25
. Alan Simmons (+5) 24
Alan Saidman (+1) 25
Peter Solomon (+8) 15
Phil Joel (-2) 25
Harold Roper (+10) 14
Phil Filler (+6) 25
Rod Ferrer (-2) 21
SECOND ROUND
Ray Novis (+6) 25
Harry Stein (+6) 15
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25
David Nathan (+8) 20
Michael Rowley (+6) 25
John Wineberg (+1)12
Werner Kos (+1) 25
Peter Erdos (+5) 22
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
Pepe Glick (-2) 15
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Better weather on Sunday
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

IN an all A-grade clash on Sunday morning, when
the weather was more favourable to good bowling,
Brandon Conway (-3), the event’s 2010 runner-up,
knocked out the two-time Handicap Singles titleholder, Pepe Glick (-2) 25-15.
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and
It was an even contest until Glick opened up a 14-11 lead
ELECTION OF
after 21 ends. Conway came back into calculations when he
OFFICER
added four shots followed by two singles to hit the front 17th
BEARERS
14. Then Glick pulled one shot back on the 25 end. On the
th
27 end Conway was on target with a three
SUNDAY,
count and he continued the form with a four
OCTOBER 23
count to race to a 25-15 win.
In the other Sunday match Werner Kos (+1)
10 am
(pictured) proved too solid for Peter Erdos
FOLLOWED BY
(+5) moving into the third round 25-22.
ANNUAL GENERAL
By the fifth end Kos had pulled back the
MEETING
handicaps to be in front 7-6, but five ends
DOUBLE BAY
later the scoreboard was 14-all. Then Erdos went ahead 17MEN’S BOWLING
14 after 14 ends before Kos hit the mark with a collect of
CLUB
seven shots, while Erdos added four to again level at 21-21.
Experience took over for Kos as he was continuously
closest to the jack for a collect of four shots and the match at 25-22 after 23 ends.

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Triples championship semi-finalists
THE four teams to contest the Women’s Club’s “revamped” 2016 Triples
Championship semi-finals was decided last week.
Traditionally entry for club pairs, triples and fours
RESULTS
championship events are made by members forming
2016 TRIPLES
teams, but this year officials called for single entries for
QUARTER-FINALS
an “out of the hat” draw to make up each triples
P Stein 11 v M Morris 17
combination.
This gave players, who were often not invited by skips
K Passman 19 v I Kampel 23
to join a team, the opportunity to be included in the
J Bihari 14 v R Saidman 22
event for the first time.
R Fisher forfeit to G Black
The draw has put the Marna Morris reconstituted team
of Rein Rowlands and Marilyn Davis in the semi-final
against the Iris Kampel-headed combination with America Rios and Roslyn Hart,
while the other match is between Gail Black’s skipped team of Lia Friedler with
Evelyn Perl against Rene Saidman’s unit of Lesley Judelman and Faye Glover.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 4, 2016
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DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will
and
lodge a Development Application
ELECTION OF
(DA) with Woollahra Council to
OFFICER
erect two townhouses on land it
BEARERS
owns adjoining the club-house site.
The project was first revealed last
SUNDAY
November at the club’s 73rd Annual
General Meeting by the Registered
OCTOBER 23
Club’s Chairman, Barry Lazarus
10 am
(pictured), and its Secretary, Peter
FOLLOWED
Wyner, who cautioned that the
BY THE
property is part of a covenant of the Double Bay Bowling
ANNUAL GENERAL
Club site which restricts it to the use only for recreational
MEETING
purposes.
of the
However, Lazarus in his report to be presented to the
DOUBLE BAY
club’s upcoming 74th Annual General Meeting on Sunday,
MEN’S BOWLING
October 23, said that the Board has sought and gained the
CLUB
approval from Woollahra Council to remove the covenant
and ballots
over the property at 42 Glendon Road, which will allow
for the
the club to proceed with the proposal to build two
OFFICE
townhouses on that site.
BEARERS
“Plans are being prepared and consultants appointed
and
SELECTORS
which will enable us to lodge a Development Application
with Council in the very near future,” he said.
“Once the DA is granted, and the project is completed, the club will have substantial
income generating positive cash flow to secure the club's financial future,” the report
added.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

An exciting year, next the club’s 75th anniversary
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

IN his report, which will be tabled at the Annual General Meeting on
Sunday, October 23, Chairman of the Board, Barry Lazarus, said that the
club in its 74th year had “an exciting and challenging time”.
“Let’s strive to make the Double Bay Bowling Club’s 75th year a year full of
accomplishments and achievements both on and off the greens. The continued
stability in operations vindicates the hard work providing a solid base to
reinvigorate the club in the coming
History of club’s
years,” he said.
Mr Lazarus said that during the
land covenant
period under review there have been
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club came into being
many achievements including the in February, 1942, on land originally owned
approval from Woollahra Council to by the Metropolitan Water Board which
remove the covenant over the club’s proposed to use it for the erection of works
property at 42 Glendon Road and its for sewerage disintegration.
Protests by residents resulted in the Water
plans to seek approval to build two
Board
selling the land to Woollahra Council on
townhouses on the site.
condition that it be used solely for recreational
When the project was first mooted purposes and no building be erected upon it
last year, Mr Lazarus said the Board other than for clubhouses or sporting purposes.
will investigate the initiative of
This was during World War II with building
utilising the site for the construction restrictions and the erection of a clubhouse was
of building domestic units, one of a distant project, but a member, who was the
which will continue to be offered to Woollahra Town Clerk, suggested the purchase
of a cottage next to the bowling club land.
the club’s groundsman.
This was approved and a small property in
During the past year there have been Glendon Road was purchased at a cost of
many very successful functions held £1100 and Council allocated £250 to
and the Board is currently exploring reconstruct and renovate the cottage as a
ways how best to take advantage of clubhouse.
However, the overall cost of the project was
the superb surroundings and to £27,000,
partly financed by the issue of
increase the number of functions and debentures bearing interest at the rate of three
events at the club, Mr Lazarus said.
percent.
“The club’s internal administration
Following the opening of the current Double
has been strengthened by the Bay clubhouse in 1954, the clubhouse cottage
appointment of Steve Edelmuth became the greenkeeper’s accommodation.
(pictured) as fulltime General Manager.
“He has played a significant role in automating the accounting
system and in actively promoting the club as a function centre
and has taken control of a variety of roles and fulfils the
position with enthusiasm, competence and consistent
endeavours to innovate the services provided to the
membership,” Mr Lazarus added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 10, 2016
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Top player ousted in Handicap Singles upset
GRADE-5 player, Len Sandler, who last week had a tussle
to eliminate his Grade-6 opponent in the first round of the
2016 Handicap Pairs championship, has claimed the
second round scalp of the club’s
RESULTS
Grade-1 multi-time championshipHANDICAP SINGLES
winning, Jack Kampel (pictured).
Sandler won 25-17 with a plus three
FIRST ROUND
handicap, while Kampel, who has won
Peter Levy (-3) 25
Harry Black (-3)15
more than 20 club championship titles,
Paul Baker (+0) 25
including two Handicap Singles, was
Bob Seymour (+10) 14
starting the game off minus three shots.
Michael Becker (-2) 25
There was little to suggest anything but a formality
Ian Ossher (+2) 9
match for Kampel as he started with a four count on a
SECOND ROUND
fast running green to have the scoreboard reading 4-3, but
Sol Caganoff (+1) 25
Frank Muller (+10) 19
by the 7th end Sandler had collected four shots to level at
Len Sandler (+3) 25
7-all and after the 12th end was ahead 19-8
th
th
Jack Kampel (-3) 17
From the 14 to the 18 ends Sandler held control and
Paul Baker (+0) 25
added seven shots to hold sway at 17-9, before Kampel
Rob Hutchins (+1) 12
scored a single. Kampel reeled off singles on ends 21 to
Rob Clark (+2) 25
23 while Sandler answered with collects of two and three
Phil Filler (+6) 23
th
by the 25 end to be ahead 23-13. Kampel added four
Alan Sacks (+8) 25
shots before Sandler put an end to the match with a two
Harold
Gold (+10) 12
count on the 27th end.
Peter Levy (-3) 25
Sandler, who won the 2010 Handicap title, now faces
Alan Saidman (+1) 18
his Grade-5 pennant team mate, Ray Novis (+6), in the
Andy Baker (+6) 25
third round, but will give away a three shot start.
Michael Becker (-2) 15
With Kampel eliminated from the lower-half of the
Trevor Rosenberg (+5) 25
draw the way is open for Paul Baker
Ken Shapiro (+8) 16
(+0) to take a hand in the final
stages following his commanding 25-12 decision over Rob
Hutchins (+1).
Baker (pictured), a most reliable, thoughtful competitor,
raced to a 17-5 lead after 13 ends and was never in trouble,
although Hutchins won five of the remaining 10 ends with
four singles and one triple collect.
The first round clash between two of the club’s most
consistent players, Peter Levy and Harry Black, lived up to
expectations, although the score finished with a 10-shot margin.
With both playing off a minus three handicap it took 20 ends before Levy
claimed the spoils 25-15. After 16 ends Levy was in command at 17-14 then
applied the pressure to pull away with a tally of nine shots for the match.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Long and short games highlight weekend’s Handicap games
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

THERE was a vast contrast in three of the Handicap Singles games played
at the weekend – one was “done and dusted” in nine ends, while two others
were “ marathons”- one of 27 ends and the other played to 32 ends.
The Rob Clark (+2) v Phil Filler (+ 6) encounter over 27 ends was a ding-dong affair
with Clark’s experience playing a major part in his 25-23 score.

After 12 ends Filler had retained some of the handicap advantage at 14-12,
until Clark managed to even the count at 15-all (15th end) and again at 19-19
after 20 ends. It was 22 apiece when the marker called for a second scorecard,
which showed Clark wining the 25th end with one shot and Filler squaring it 2323 on the next.
Clark, who had played crucial deliveries throughout, produced two telling bowls to
reach the required 25 total on the 27th end.

The clash between Alan Sacks (+8) and newcomer, Harold Gold (+10) was
over in no time as Sacks won 25-12 scoring on seven of the nine ends to make
the third round where he will face Peter Levy (-3) who, on Sunday was taken to
a time consuming 32 ends by Alan Saidman (+1) before claiming victory at 2518.
It took Saidman 11 ends before he added to his one shot handicap with Levy
ahead 8-2. By the 23rd end Levy was in front 14-10, but Saidman reduced the
leeway to one shot (16-15) after the 28th.
Levy’s vast experience at top level proved a major factor as he added nine
shots over the following five ends for a 25-18 result.
New member Andy Baker (+6) surprised Grade-1 regular, Michael Becker (-2)
with a late burst of shot collects leading to a 25-15 win.
With the score locked at 14-all after the 17th end Baker then added 12 shots to
Becker’s one to take the match on the 23rd end.
Trevor Rosenberg (+5) needed only 14 ends to brush aside Ken Shapiro’s (+8)
second round challenge by 25-16. He scored on nine ends. including a four
count on the 8th and a triple at the 9th to have a 23-11 commanding advantage.

Twilight bowls + dinner resumes Thursday week – book now!
PLACES are still available for members and guests to play in Double Bay’s popular
Twilight Bowls and Dinner competition, which starts on Thursday, October 20.
It is played as a pairs event which features the changing of teams for every game giving
players the opportunity to meet and mix.
A club official said that one of the features of the event is the quality dinner menu served
by June Edelmuth Catering. This really is a highlight and enables participants, as well as
those who bring their partners to partake of the meal, to socialise in a most pleasant
environment, the official said.
The club membership will this week receive an email promoting
the Twilight Bowls concept (pictured).
Email bookings can be made direct with Phil Filler on

pfiller@bigpond.com
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 10, 2016
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Glasson and son take charge in Club Challenge
DOUBLE Bay hosted the top-flight Mount Lewis team in the second round of the
2016 NSW Bowls Men’s Gold Division Club Challenge on Saturday.
The Mount Lewis line-up included Australia’s
lawn bowls coach, Steve Glasson, currently
ranked 30 in Australia, and his eldest son, Ben
Glasson, a member of the NSW Bowls National
Training Centre (NTC) Squad and listed as 106
in the national rankings as well as Damon
Jeffery, also at the NTC and rated at number
147.
Mount Lewis won 3-0 (73-49 shots) to top the
Club Challenge’s Section 6 ladder, but Brandon
Conway gave Steve Glasson a tough match in
the singles encounter.
He scored on 11 of the 29 ends, including a
four count on the 25th end where he led 22-17,
Steve and Ben Glasson
before Glasson proved his mastery to take the
next four ends to reach the required 25 shots.
In the Pairs rink (21 ends) Gerald Weinberg and Jack Kampel lost 14-19 to Fred Ayoub
and Glen Raymond. After 15 ends the Double Bay pair were trailing 4-17, but then hit
back to win the next five ends and a tally of 10 shots.
The Double Bay’s triples rink of Dan Flanagan, Les Lilian and Harold Jankelowitz were
bettered by Aaron Tobey, Damon Jeffery and Ben Glasson 13-29 over 21 ends.
The club’s next match is at Western Suburbs Leagues Club on or before October 23.

WEDNESDAY LEAGUE’S WINTER-SPRING FINAL PLACINGS
THE Jack Kampel skipped team of Paul Baker, Eric Grusd and Ronald Munz, has
taken out the top (Blue) division of the 2016 Winter-Spring Wednesday Intra-Club
competition by the narrowest of margins with 28½ points and a 59-shot aggregate.
Second place went to Peter Levy’s combination of Harry Black, Len Sandler and Alan
Simmons, on 28 points, with a 68 short margin.
Rob Fetherston, Les Ferguson, John Rosen and Ian Hadassin teamed to finish third with
24 points with a minus seven shot deficit.
The Second (Green) division went to Barry Lazarus, John Wineberg, Les Ginzberg and Len
Simon on 28½ points (+38), from Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Gail Black and Barbara
Shur 25 points (+71). The David Kellaway, Paul Isenberg, Mike Golland and Peter Wyner
team was in third place with 23 points (+1).
In Division 3 (Red) Sam Brick’s unit of Jules Popper, Errol Kaplan and Neville Yates
shared the top tally of 27½ points with the Mark Reisin team of Peter Solomon, Neville New
and Richard Trayer, but the Brick team had the superior +43 shot margin compared to
Reisen’s +26. Third team with 26 points was Jack Rosen, George Sofer, David Nathan and
Jeff Raines (+26).
The Spring edition of the Wednesday League starts on October 19 with three divisions
continuing in the Fours format. The makeup of the majority of teams has been retained,
but officials have yet to announce the relegation and promotion details.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 10, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Triples finalists for 2016 with
winners taking front row seats

PHOTO
BY
PAM
STEIN

The six Double Bay Women’s Club members who won their way into
the 2016 Major Triples final are pictured above with the winners, Rene
Saidman (skip), Faye Glover and Lesley Judelman seated in the front
of the runners-up, Marna Morris (skip), Marilyn Davis and Rein
Rowlands.
The championship is played over 18 ends, but the Saidman team
had the title won after 12 ends had been completed.
In the semi-finals the Marna Morris team defeated the Iris Kampelheaded combination of America Rios and Roslyn Hart 19-14, while
the Saidman unit accounted for Gail Black’s team of Lia Friedler and
Evelyn Perl 31-15.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 10, 2016
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S ANNUAL MEETING
VITAL VOTES AT SUNDAY’S
THREE SEEK MEN’S BOWLING CLUB’S TOP POST

*LOUIS PLATUS

ALAN ROSENBERG

GERALD WEINBERG

Double Bay Bowling Club’s 74th Annual Central Meeting on Sunday, October 23, will not
require a vote for the Registered Club’s board of management, but the Men’s Bowling Club
will have two ballots, one to decide its President and the other is to elect its five-man
committee from a list of seven candidates listed below.
BACKGROUND OF THE CANDIDATES FOR MEN’S CLUB PRESIDENT ON NEXT PAGES

SEVEN CANDIDATES FOR FIVE COMMITTEE SEATS

Michael
Becker

Harry
Les
**Phil
*Peter
Arnold
Gerald
Black
Brem
Filler
Goldman
Javen
Raichman
** Denotes retiring Vice-President
*Denotes current committee member

LOUIS PLATUS – Men’s Club president seeking re-election
LOUIS Platus is an Australian and internationally acknowledged
personality in sports management.
In 1996 he was awarded the Order of Australia (OAM) for his longtime
involvement with the
ELECTION POLICY
Australian
Maccabi
(sports)
movement and sport in general.
My intension for the coming year
In 2005 the Maccabi World
is to look after the interests,
Union
recognised
Platus’
enjoyment and needs of our
members.
contribution to sport when it
I want to build on the success of
honoured him with the Yakir
our new initiatives such as Twilight
Award for his “exceptional efforts
Bowls, Corporate Barefoot Bowls,
in international service within the
a revisit of a bowls group from
World Maccabi framework”.
New Zealand and a drive for new,
Platus joined Double Bay Bowling Club in 2002 and
younger members.
first became involved in the club administration as a
I will try to ensure our policy of
Men’s Club Vice-President for the year of 2009.
playing tournaments to a time
His next executive responsibility came in 2014 when
table is maintained.
he won the vote to be one of three Registered Club’s
I would also like to get a sponsor
Deputy Chairmen.
who would provide cash prizes for
Then, last year he was unchallenged at the 73rd annual
our Major tournament winners.
meeting to be President of the Men’s Bowling Club.

ALAN ROSENBERG – ex-Royal Executive member
ALAN Rosenberg has a vast experience in lawn bowls
administration topped by his election as the Royal NSW Bowling
Association’s Vice-President in 2005 and elevation to Senior VicePresident in 2007.
During his terms at the
ELECTION POLICY
Royal, he chaired the
Unification Committee, the
Double Bay Bowling Club is unique and I am so
Coordinating Committee
delighted to be a member of this great club. The club is
and was the manager of the NSW State team
steeped in history since its opening 74 years ago and I
when it played against the ACT.
believe that it has the potential to have a great future.
The Sydney-born 73-year-old has more than
I was approached by a number of members to stand
30
years experience within lawn bowls
for the Men's Bowling Club presidency including a
administration.
member for whom I have a great regard who said that
there is going to be an excellent and experienced team
of men to stand for the committee and asked if I was
prepared lead that team.
When I made the decision to stand as President I was
not expecting that there would be two of my friends who
would also be nominated.
After much consideration, I decided to accept the
nomination because I have the commitment, confidence,
experience, energy and enthusiasm.
Having served 10 years as Deputy Chairman and now
after a five-year break, I feel the time is right to return to
“active duty”.
We have a wonderful club set in beautiful
surroundings There is a great camaraderie amongst
our 150-or-more members. all of whom are important
to me, not just the so called "elite”.
I look forward to becoming your President for this
exciting 75th year.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 17, 2016

He was elected to the Dover Heights Bowling
Club’s Committee in 1977 and served as a VicePresident, Senior Vice-President and in 1986 as
the President.
At the Rose Bay Bowling Club he was a director
and in the years leading to the amalgamation with
Double Bay BC he was a Deputy Chairman
With the merger with Double Bay in 2000 he
was elected as a Registered Club Deputy
Chairman, a post he held until 2010, when he
moved to the Men’s Bowling Club committee.
Alan served the Eastern Suburbs District
Bowling Association as a Vice-President, was a
Zone 11 State Councillor and is the recipient of
the Zone’s Meritorious Award.
He is also a past president and Life Member of
Maccabi NSW Bowls Guild.
GERALD WEINBERG’S BACKGROUND – NEXT PAGE
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GERALD WEINBERG – administrator and coach
GERALD WEINBERG is a Jack of all trades when it comes
lawn bowls club administration.
The ex-South African has
ELECTION POLICY
served as Chairman of the both
the one-time Dover Heights and
GERALD
WEINBERG’S
Rose Bay Bowling Clubs.
policy for being elected to the
With the October, 2000,
Double Bay Men’s Club
merger
with Rose Bay, he was
presidency is, in the main, to
elected to the Double Bay
ensure that players enjoy all
Registered Club’s executive
the social and competitive
panel as one of three Deputy
bowls available to them.
Chairmen, a post he held until 2006.
Also important is to ensure
In 2010 he returned to the Registered Club as one of
that
everything
that
the
its five directors, a portfolio he resumed in 2013 and
committee is responsible for is
2014.
organised and runs smoothly.
He also was on the Men’s Bowling Club leadership as
It is also vital that the leaders
one of the three Vice-Presidents from 2003 until 2009
of the Men’s Club are at the
when he retired
club as often as possible and
from the post, but
NO CHANGE AT THE HEAD
all members are kept up to
continued
as
a
The Double Bay Registered Bowling
date on a day-to-day basis with
Club Board of Management remains
member
of
the
all that is happening.
unchanged for the next year. All have
committee.
been nominated unopposed to retain
The following
their positions. They are
year he returned to the Registered Club’s Board as a
Barry Lazarus – Chairman
Director and as a Vice-President of the Men’s
Bowling Club.
John Rosen, Barrie Brickman
In 2014 he was elected President of the Men’s Club
- Deputy Chairmen
which automatically gave him a seat on the
Peter Wyner – Secretary/Director
Registered Club’s Board of Management.
Barry Isenberg - Treasurer
He did not seek re-election as Men’s Club President
Barbara Shotland, Harry Black
last year when Louis Platus was elected unopposed.
Directors.
He was been a member of the Eastern Suburbs

District Bowling Committee for some 10 years and
The
Directors
will be joined by
continued when it was replaced by the Zone 11
Iris
Kampel,
the
current Women’s
administration.
Club
president,
and
the President of
Gerald is a long-time qualified coach and has been
the
Men’s
Bowling
Club
elected at
responsible for tutoring more than 40 of the current
th Annual Meeting.
Sunday’s
74
Double Bay male and female membership.
.

SEVEN NOMINATIONS FOR SELECTION PANEL
The Men’s Bowling Club Selections panel is elected under Section 5 of its ByLaws by a ballot. The committee’s first meeting elects the Chairman of Selectors.

* Barrie
Brickman

*Julian
Peter
Engelman
Goldman
*Denotes current selectors

Barry
*John
*Harry
**Gerald
Lazarus
Rosen
Stein
Weinberg
** Denotes Selection Committee chairman
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 74th ANNUAL REPORTS
Portrate-Fingret-Memorial event deferred to next year
THE plan to commemorate the names of two of Double Bay Men’s Bowling
Club’s most esteemed past executive members at an annual tournament has been
put on hold until next year.

This is revealed by the Men’s Club retiring president, Louis Platus, in his
report which will be presented to the Annual General Meeting on Sunday.
It was announced in September that the Men’s Bowls Committee would stage
the first of an annual event in memory of Leon Portrate and Eddie Fingret.
Portrate served Double Bay as its President for a five-year period until 2004 when he
was awarded a Life Membership; Fingret was Men’s Club President at Double Bay

Bowling Club and at the Rose Bay Bowling Club for a combined total of 10
years and appointed a Double Bay Life Member in 2006.
In his report Platus said that “the Eddie Fingret and Leon Portrate memorial bowls
day will take place next year so this event could get the proper planning that it
deserves”.
Originally the Bowls Club committee had intended to stage the initial memorial
event following the club’s 74th Annual General Meeting on Sunday, October 23, but
the Board of Management felt that an event immediately after the annual meeting

would not do justice to the past esteemed members.
It agreed that the event be postponed to a date to be announced and it will also
determine the format of the occasion.
The report also announces that Double Bay will host visiting bowlers from the
Armadale Club, Melbourne, over the weekend of November 5-6 for an
interstate challenge.
Successful promotions during the year were the Thursday Twilight Bowling
competition, as were a number of corporate barefoot bowling events conducted
by the club’s general manager, Steve Edelmuth, Platus said.

Board has “proactive” directors says Chairman
CHAIRMAN of the Registered Club Board of Management, Barry
Lazarus, in his annual report said that his job as the club’s leader has been
made easy by its “proactive” members.
“The Club's board of Management is regularly confronted with decisions to
positively affect its members. Issues at times are complex and time-consuming
but my dedicated team of voluntary qualified directors see to it that all are
solved in a professional manner in good time.
“Again, our mission statement is to attract the community at large to
showcase our Club, to be informative and offer the best facilities to members
and visitors. Ideas are being developed to this end and implemented as deemed
appropriate to ensure Double Bay Bowling Club continues to thrive and remains
‘the place to be’," Lazarus added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 17, 2016
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Handicap Singles title-holder makes
the last eight with 3 more A-graders

RESULTS
HANDICAP SINGLES

GERALD Weinberg, who won the Handicap
SECOND ROUND
Dominic Verre (+6) 25
Singles title last year and was the runner-up in
Mark Sack (+2) 24
2014, continued on his way to the 2016
Doug King (-3) 25
Championship round with a narrow third round
Phillip Joel (-2) 14
win on Sunday.
THIRD ROUND
He was one of four top-shelf players to overcome the
Peter Levy (-3) 25
minus handicap in the weekend’s Handicap matches.
Alan Sacks (+8) 15
Weinberg qualified for the quarter-final where he
Doug King (-3) 25
clashes with fellow A-grader, Brandon Conway,
Rob Clark (+2) 24
following a 25-22 decision over Trevor Rosenberg
Sol Caganoff (+1) 25
(+5).
Walter Jacobs (+0) 18
Playing off -3 shots, Weinberg worked off his deficit
Michael Rowley (+6) 25
Andy Baker (+6) 14
and hit the lead at 10-9 after eight ends, before
Rosenberg regained the ascendancy to be in front on
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25
Trevor Rosenberg (+5) 22
the 16th at 20-16.
Steadying his play, Weinberg reeled off seven shots
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
Dominic Verre (+6) 15
to be 23-21 and restricted Rosenberg to only another
two shots before reaching the required 25th count on
the 24th end.
Conway (-3) was too experienced for his much lesser graded opponent,
Dominic Verre (+6), but it took him 14 ends before he had the score locked at
13-all. It was the start of the end as he rushed ahead with 12 shots and the match
at 25-15.
Earlier in Round 2 Verre knocked out Mark Sack (+2) by a single shot 25-24
after a 21-end encounter.
Another A-grader, Doug King (-3) won two matches to make the last eight
when he first accounted for Phillip Joel (-2) then had a third round battle royal
against Rob Clark (+2) over 27 ends.
King used his on-shot-drive ability to save the day as he sent the jack into the
ditch on the 26th end to square at 24-all.
On the next he was again down at the head and with his last bowl repeated the
drive delivery once more sending the jack into the ditch for shot and the match
by 25-24.
The fourth Grade-1 player in action over the weekend, Peter Levy (-3), the
2004 Handicap Singles winner, who also has his sights on another title as he
moved into the Round-of-Eight with a 25-15 decision over Alan Sacks (+8).
In other results Sol Caganoff (+1) continued his good form with a 25-18
victory over Walter Jacobs (+0) while Michael Rowley (+6) had an early battle
before overcoming the challenge from Andy Baker (+6) 25-14, as both winners
qualified for the quarter-finals.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 17, 2016
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NEW SEASON STARTS ON THURSDAY
THE second season of Double Bay Men’s Club’s popular Twilight Bowls and
Dinner gets under way this coming Thursday, October 20, at 5 pm.
The five-week competition is contested over two weekly games of 10-ends in
the pairs format with alternating partners.
A delicious dinner from the club’s highly-praised June Edelmuth Catering is
served from 7 pm and competitors are encouraged to invite guests to the meal.
Prize money is allocated during the season and at the completion of the
competition.
Last minute entries at $30 per session are available by contacting Phil Filler
on 0411 399 222

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Double Bay team in the money
at Willow Fong’s Invitational
FOUR of Double Bay Women’s Club’s leading players
were invited to compete at last week’s Willow Fong
Ladies Invitation Fours at Merrylands Bowling Club.
The two-day tournament on October 13-14 attracted 28
teams from Queensland, the Blue Mountains, Sydney’s
Western Suburbs, North Shore, Neutral Bay, Taren Point, St.
Johns Park and the host club.
The Double Bay select was skipped by Pam Stein with Iris Kampel in the
lead’s role, Lorraine Becker playing second and Rene Saidman as the third.
The tournament offered $8,500 prize money as teams played two 18-end games on
each day, with the Double Bay unit finishing with two wins, but it collected $100 for
scoring the best card with a 10-shot win in the last game.
Willow Fong (pictured), the veteran of Fijian and Australian lawn bowling, who has
competed at Double Bay Women’s Invitational Triples tournaments, attended the
event in her name.
Fong, has won two gold and three bronze Australian medals, to add to her nine gold,
five silver and seven bronze won when representing Fiji.
At one time she was the most highly rated bowler in Australia.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 17, 2016
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One new face on the Board

THE seven-members of the Double Bay Registered Bowling Club’s Board of
Management were re-elected unopposed at its 74th Annual General Meeting on
Sunday, October 23.
They are joined as Directors by Alan Rosenberg, who was elected President of
the Men’s Bowling Club at its Annual General Meeting (see page 2) and by the
current President of the Women’s Bowling Club, Iris Kampel.
Pictured are (back) Alan Rosenberg, the new Director, John Rosen (Deputy Chairman),
Iris Kampel (Director), Barbara Shotland (Director), [inset] Barrie Brickman (Deputy
Chairman), Peter Wyner (Secretary/Director), Harry Black (Director);
(seated) Barry Isenberg (Treasurer/Director) and Barry Lazarus (Chairman).

Shake-up in Men’s Bowling Club leadership
2016-7
REGISTERED
CLUB
CHAIRMAN
BARRY LAZARUS
DEPUTY CHAIRMEN
John Rosen
Barrie Brickman
SECRETARY
Peter Wyner
TREASURER:
Barry Isenberg
DIRECTORS
Two elected by the
membership
Harry Black
Barbara Shotland
with the
Men’s Club president
Alan Rosenberg
and the
Women’s Club president
Iris Kampel

MEN’S BOWLING
CLUB
PRESIDENT
Alan Rosenberg
VICE-PRESIDENT
Gerald Weinberg
COMMITTEE
Phil Filler
Peter Goldman
Michael Becker
Les Brem
Arnold Javen

SELECTORS
Gerald Weinberg
Julian Engelman
John Rosen
Harry Stein
Barrie Brickman

ALAN Rosenberg, the Rose Bay official, who played a
major behind the scenes role in the merger with Double
Bay Bowling Clubs 16 years
ago, was elected President
of Double Bay Men’s Club
at its 74th Annual General
Meeting on Sunday.
Rosenberg won a threecornered ballot from the
retiring
President,
Louis
Platus, and a former President,
Gerald Weinberg.
Eighty three of the Men’s
Club’s 138 members attended
the meeting and elected a
management which retained
only two members of the
retiring committee.
Alan Rosenberg addressing
the Double Bay Men’s Club
In the shake-up of the Men’s
meeting on Sunday.
Club leadership Weinberg was
unopposed for the VicePresident’s post, but six candidates contested the five seats on
the committee where Phil Filler, the retiring Vice-President, and
Peter Goldman were returned to the management.
They are joined on the committee for the first time by Michael
Becker, Les Brem and Arnold Javen.
Rosenberg has been involved in lawn bowls administration for
almost 40 years. He was elected to the Dover Heights Bowling
Club’s executive in 1977 and its President in 1986.
At Rose Bay Bowling Club, he was a long-serving Deputy
Chairman and brokered a number of behind the scene meetings
with Double Bay officials, which culminated in the year 2000
merger.
During his 10-year period as a Deputy Chairman on the
Double Bay Board of Management, he was elected in 2005 as
the Royal NSW Bowling Association’s Vice-President and as
the Senior Vice-President in 2007.
Rosenberg told the Annual Meeting that it is “an honour” to
have the responsibility of being a member of the club’s board
of management during its 75th anniversary year.
“I have the commitment, confidence, experience, energy and
enthusiasm to ensure that the club’s great history will continue
towards an even greater future,” he said.
The meeting also re-elected a five-man selection committee of
Barrie Brickman, Julian Engelman, John Rosen, Harry Stein and
Gerald Weinberg.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 24, 2016
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Annual meeting told club explores
solution to car parking problem
ONE of the major future issues facing Double Bay
Bowling Club is the problem of providing car
parking for its members, its 74th Annual General
Meeting was told on Sunday, October 23.
The alert was given by the Registered Club’s
Chairman, Barry Lazarus, (pictured) when commenting
on his published annual report.
Lazarus revealed that the club’s administration has
already taken preliminary steps which could lead to solving the problem.
“But it is far off and will be a very costly project,” he warned.
“The secretary has initiated the first contact with the Water Board in regard to
the open storm water canal which runs alongside the club grounds in Kiaora
Road.
“We have also had preliminary plans drawn which shows the possibility of 50
car parking bays could be provided
on our property adjoining the rear
of the three greens,” he said.
Lazarus also announced that the
club
last
week
lodged
a
Development Application (DA)
with Woollahra Council to build
two townhouses on land it owns
adjoining the club-house site at 42
Glendon Road, Double Bay.
Until recently the property was part
of a covenant of the Double Bay
Bowling Club site which restricted its
An architect’s impression of the proposed
Double Bay Bowling Club townhouse project.
use only for recreational purposes.
The Board has sought and gained
the approval from Woollahra Council to remove the covenant over the property, but it

is unlikely any further progress on the project would be for at least six-to-nine
months, Lazarus reported.
A member asked the Board to consider changes to the playing surface of at
least one green. It was suggested that synthetic grass has been improved since
Double Bay had its No 3 green unsuccessfully transformed into a carpet surface
in 2004. It was also mooted that a green could be covered and have lighting
installed.
The meeting unanimously adopted reports from the Chairman and from the Treasurer,
Barry Isenberg, who said that the club has still to appoint an auditor following last year’s
decision of the long-time accountant, Trevor Wise, to retire from the position.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 24, 2016
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2016 ZONE 13 SUMMER SHIELD – ROUND 1
Double Bay is fielding five teams in the 2016 Zone 13 Summer Shield which started on
Saturday with two wins, two losses and one draw.
In round 4 of the State Club Challenge the Double Bay Men’s Gold side won 4-2 at
Western Suburbs Leagues.
Division 1 (1)

v EASTLAKES
LEAD

PAIRS

L BREM

TRIPLES

R FERRER

FOURS

L FERGUSON

at DOUBLE BAY

Manager

SECOND

M BECKER

L BREM

RESULTS

THIRD

SKIPS
W JACOBS

W 23-18

P GLICK

B FRIDMAN

W 54-9

R JANKELOWITZ

H JANKELOWITZ

L 14-19
W 6-2

Division 1 (2)

v S. COOGEE

at S. COOGEE

Manager

J ENGELMAN

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS

A SAIDMAN

S CAGANOFF

L 5-33

J WINEBERG

B LAZARUS

L 17-33

PAIRS

I OSSHER

TRIPLES

M SACK

FOURS

R MUNZ

J ENGELMAN

J ROSEN

L 10-29

L 0-8

Division 2 (1)

v EBP

at DOUBLE BAY

Manager

R HUTCHINS

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS

PAIRS

B GARDEN

TRIPLES

I COHEN

FOURS

P ERDOS

A COHEN

R HUTCHINS

W 21-14

B BRICKMAN

W KOS

L 16-24

A ROSENBERG

E WAINSTEIN

W 22-14
W 6-2

Division 3 (1)

v WESTS

at DOUBLE BAY

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

A BAKER

TRIPLES

I HADASSIN

FOURS

D VERRE

A SIMMONS

L SANDLER
SKIPS
M ROWLEY

W 19-13

T ROSENBERG

D KELLAWAY

L 14-28

L PLATUS

L SANDLER

L 11-24
L 2-6

Division 3 (2)

v EASTLAKES

at EASTLAKES

Manager

JACK ROSEN

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS
F MOGOR

W 26-15

S ABRAHAMS

JACK ROSEN

L 18-20

J POPPER

M REISIN

L 13-18

PAIRS

P FILLER

TRIPLES

D NATHAN

FOURS

S GINGES

P WYNER

D 4-4

2016

CLUB

CHALLENGE

ROUND 4

MEN’S GOLD

v WESTS

at WESTS

Manager

G WEINBERG

PAIRS

G WEINBERG

TRIPLES

L LILIAN

SINGLES

J KAMPEL
H BLACK

W 21-18

B CONWAY

L 19-20

D KING

W 25-11
W 4-2
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Murray Lott has win in
State Reserve Singles

BAKER FIRST INTO HANDICAP
SINGLES QUARTER-FINALS
PAUL BAKER last week won two matches in
the 2016 Handicap Singles event to be the first
into the last eight.
Playing off scratch
RESULTS
he defeated Werner
Kos (+1) and then Sol
HANDICAP
Caganoff (+1).
SINGLES

DRAWN PAIRS
RECORD ENTRY
A record of 64
players have entered
the 2016 Drawn Pairs
Championship.
The 18 first round
matches are to be
completed on or
before November 13.
Pepe Glick and Sam
Abrahams defeated
Mark Sack and Phil
Filler in the only first
round played at the
weekend.

DOUBLE Bay’s Murray Lott (pictured), the 2016
Zone 13 Reserve Singles Champion, won his
way to the NSW State President's Reserve
Singles Championship quarter-final last week
at the Ettalong Memorial Bowling Club.
After a Round of 16 win by 31-25 over Darrell
Croft, the Zone 6 champion from the Scone
Bowling Club, Lott was eliminated 31-16 by
Steve Maher, the Zone 7 title-holder of the
Malua Bay Club.
Lott, was a regular third in Double Bay’s 2016
Grade-5 pennant team. He qualified for the
State Championships when he won the Zone 13
President’s Reserve Singles title in July.
The President’s Reserve championships are
open to players listed in Grade 5 and below.
Lott, who joined Double Bay Bowling Club in
January last year, is a Lieutenant Colonel in the
Australian Army and his availability to compete
in lawn bowls is usually restricted to
weekends.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 24, 2016

THIRD ROUND
Paul Baker (+0) 25
Werner Kos (+1) 5
Ray Novis (+6) 25
Len Sandler (+3) 14
QUARTER FINAL
Paul Baker (+0) 25
Sol Caganoff (+1) 16

DRAWN PAIRS
FIRST ROUND
Sam Abrahams
Pepe Glick 18
Phil Filler
Mark Sack 10

Walter Jacobs wins Best Card Cash
THIRTY three members and
four guests competed in the
opening session of the
Second Double Bay Twilight
Bowls and Dinner event last
Thursday.
Walter Jacobs (pictured) headed the shot
count after the two games with a tally of 19 to
gain the $50 prize.
James Flaxman and Stan Franks shared
second place in the count with 15 shots.
Lorraine Becker won the $50 door prize.
In order to avoid the possibility of games
finishing in the dark, organisers will start this
Thursday’s session at 4.30 pm.
Competitors are reminded that if they are
unable to play they must find a substitute, in
which case they will continue to accrue points
with the score obtained by the substitute.
If it is a last minute withdrawal organiser Phil
Filler should be contacted by email or by
phone 0411 399 222.
Last week Paul Baker and Peter Grunfeld
were last minute substitute players.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Busy board member’s hope for Minor Singles title
MARGO Michael (pictured), Double Bay Women’s Club’s most active executive
member, has a chance of going one better than she did in last year’s Minor
Singles Championship when she lost in the final to Jan
Shedlezki.
It was the third time she had competed in the Minor
Singles Final.
In 2009 Audrey Weinberg proved a fraction too good for
her in the championship round and way back in the 2004
final the title went to Margaret Scott.
However, while Margo Michael may not have her name
on the club’s Champion’s listings, she has the unique
honour of being a senior member of the Women’s Club
executive every year since the merger with Rose Bay
Bowling Club in 2000.
From 2001 to 2003 she was the club treasurer, then
became the secretary for a two year period before returning
to the treasurer’s portfolio in 2006.
In 2008 she began a four-year presidency term, returning to resume the treasurer’s
responsibility in 2012, the post she has held to this day.
In this week’s semi-final Margo Michael comes up against Judith Thomas, who
joined the club last year.
In the other semi-final the two experienced combatants
are Wendy Engelander and Kathy Passman, both of whom
RESULTS
have been in club championship-winning teams.
MINOR SINGLES
To make the semi-finals Michael defeated Evelyn Perl 25FIRST ROUND
14, Thomas accounted for Judi Snider 25-19, while
J. Snider 25
Passman had a comfortable win over Hilda Filipovic and
R. Michelin 22
Engelander was too solid for Meri Rios 25-15.
J. Thomas 25
R. Rowlands 16
E. Perl 25
D. Engelander 13
SECOND ROUND
Judith Thomas 25
Judi Snider 19
Margo Michael 25
Evelyn Perl 14
Kathy Passman 25
Hilda Filipovic 9
Wendy Engelander 25
Meri Rios 15

Dafna Orbach scores at Willow Fong tourney
Dafna Orbach,
who holds dual
membership with
Double Bay and
St Johns Park
Bowling Clubs,
skipped a team
from St Johns
Park to claim
third prize in the
recent Willow Fong Ladies Invitation Fours at Merrylands
Bowling Club.
She is pictured above (left) with team mates Lucia Scarcella,
Lois McKiernan and Jolene Bianchetto.
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Fresh look for Men’s Bowls Committee

THE seven-man committee, which will manage the responsibility of Double
Bay Men’s Bowling Club for the next 12 months, held its first meeting three
days after its election at the 74th Annual General Meeting on Sunday, October
23.
Only two of the previous year’s leadership retained seats on the committee,
Phil Filler (back row second from left) and Peter Goldman (seated right) as Alan
Rosenberg (seated centre) won the three-cornered vote for President with
Gerald Weinberg (third from left) unopposed for the Vice-Presidency.
New to the elected committee are Michael Becker (left), Arnold Javen (second
from right) and Les Brem (right) with Harry Black (third from right) co-opted as
Bowls Co-ordinator on Mondays and Wednesdays.
PHOTO BY STEVE EDELMUTH

Handicap champion falls in quarter-final
GERALD Weinberg, the defending Handicap Singles title-holder, has been
ousted from this year’s event by a fellow A-grade singles specialist,
Brandon Conway.
Between them Weinberg and Conway have competed in 13 Double Bay
singles finals, eight for the Major title and five in the Handicap events.
With both Weinberg and Conway playing off a minus three-handicap an
extended 32-end encounter was on the cards when they played the 2016 quarterfinal last Thursday.
After nine ends Weinberg looked in control with a 6-1 lead, but he lost the
following three ends of six shots to lag 6-7. By the 15th end Conway had
assumed the ascendancy at 14-9 and then raced away to
be only two shots off a win at 23-11 after 24 ends.
RESULTS
Weinberg came back in full steam to collect six shots
HANDICAP
from five of the following six ends to reduce the deficit to
SINGLES
17-23.
QUARTER FINAL
The 31st end put an end to Weinberg’s hope to compete Brandon Conway (-3) 25
in a third consecutive Handicap Singles semi-final when Gerald Weinberg (-3) 17
Conway scored the all important two shots for the match
DRAWN PAIRS
at 25-17.
QUALIFYING ROUND

RECORD ENTRY IN DRAWN PAIRS

Peter Grunfeld
Julian Engelman 30
James Flaxman

Ronald Munz 8
POPULARITY of the Men’s Club’s Drawn Pairs
championship was evident when an entry of 74 was
FIRST ROUND
received for the 2016 event.
Bernie Garden
Frank Mogor 29
Organisers were compelled to list five matches as qualifying
Jacques Hasson
games to accommodate a 32-team first round draw.
Rob Hutchins 8
The Drawn Pairs is a four bowl competition played over 21
Eric Grusd
ends and teams have until Saturday, November 19, to
Len Sandler 17
complete the first round.
Richard Trayer
Club selectors grade entrants in pools of leads and skips and
Harry Black, 16
teams are drawn at random with the lead player allocated a
Dominic Verre
skip from the second pool.
Phillip Joel 18
The chance of two players being drawn together is a long
Andy Baker
Ian Ossher 8
shot, but it did happen when James Flaxman was paired with
Ronald Munz for the second consecutive year. In the 2015
event they scored a first round win before being eliminated by John Nisbett and
Arnold Javen. This year Flaxman and Munz were drawn as a qualifying team and
went down last week to Peter Grunfeld and Julian Engelman by a significant margin.
In first round encounters Dominic Verre and Phil Joel were always on top of Andy
Baker and Ian Ossher to the tune of 18-8, while Bernie Garden and Frank Mogor,
were too powerful for Jacques Hasson and Rob Hutchins, as Eric Grusd with Len
Sandler scored a one-shot win over Richard Trayer and Harry Black.
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DOUBLE BAY THIRD IN 2016 CLUB CHALLENGE
DOUBLE Bay’s top pennant team has finished in third spot in the 2016 Club Challenge
Gold Division (Section 6) with 12 points from its four games.
On Saturday Double Bay, without regulars Jack Kampel and Gerald Weinberg, lost 2-4 to
section winners North Sydney which won three matches for 16 points.
Double Bay won two and lost two in the section scoring 232 shots to 230.
In the Zone 13 Summer Shield the Division 1 Double Bay 1 defeated club mates Double
Bay 2 6-2 (61-shorts – 52). In the fours rink Double Bay 1 scored seven shots on the last end
to “steal” the game 17-15.
In other results Double Bay recorded a win in Division 2 at Ashfield and two in Division 3
one at home to Engadine and the other away at Gladstone Park.
Division 1 (1)

DOUBLE BAY (1)

v DOUBLE BAY ( 2)

LEAD

SECOND

PAIRS DB (1)

H BLACK

D Bay(2)

I OSSHER

TRIPLES (1)

R FERRER

RESULTS
THIRD

P GLICK

SKIPS
B CONWAY

W 27-13

J ENGELMAN

L 13-27

B FRIDMAN

L 17-24

D Bay (2)

M SACK

A SAIDMAN

P JOEL

W 24-17

FOURS (1)

D FLANAGAN

L LILIAN

P LEVY

H JANKELOWITZ

W 17-15

D Bay (2)

R MUNZ

J WINEBERG

L FERGUSON

B LAZARUS

L 15-17

DOUBLE BAY (1 )

W 6-2

Division 2 (1)

v ASHFIELD

at ASHFIELD

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

B GARDEN

TRIPLES

P GRUNFELD

FOURS

E GRUSD

A COHEN

R HUTCHINS
SKIPS
R HUTCHINS

W 25-13

I COHEN

M BOLAND

W 28-14

A ROSENBERG

E WAINSTEIN

W 21-14
W 8-0

Division 3 (1)

v GLADSTONE

at GLADSTONE

Manager

L SANDLER

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS
M ROWLEY

W 22-13

M LOTT

D KELLAWAY

L 16-25

G REICHMAN

L SANDLER

W 25-7

PAIRS

A BAKER

TRIPLES

H STEIN

FOURS

A SIMMONS

R NOVIS

W 6-2

Division 3 (2)

v ENGADINE

At DOUBLE BAY

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

P FILLER

TRIPLES

S FRANKS

FOURS

S GINGES

JACK ROSEN
SKIPS
F MOGOR

P WYNER

W 27-13

S ABRAHAMS

JACK ROSEN

L 16-27

J POPPER

L PLATUS

W 16-13
W 6-2

2016

CLUB

MEN’S GOLD

v N. SYDNEY

at N. SYDNEY

PAIRS

H BLACK

TRIPLES

D FLANAGAN

SINGLES

CHALLENGE

L LILIAN

ROUND 4
P LEVY

L 16-28

B CONWAY

W 15-14

D KING

L 20-25
L 2-4
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Mixed Pairs and Veteran Singles end 2016 club events
THE 2016 Double Bay Bowling Club’s Championship calendar winds up
this week with the opening of entries for the Mixed Pairs and Veterans’
Singles events.
The Mixed Pairs is attracting more interest with the increased number of
husbands and wives now in the Double Bay
Men’s and Women’s Clubs membership lists.
Over the years since the 2000 merger with
Rose Bay Bowing Club, married couples have
been successful in the majority of Mixed Pairs
championships.
Jack and Iris Kampel lead the way with six
Mixed Pairs Titles, while Gerald and Audrey
Weinberg have won the title twice.
Other husbands and wives to have won the
Mixed Pairs crown are Barrie and Carol
Brickman, (2005), Ken and Jan Wallis (2003),
while Harry and Gail Black have contested a
Mixed Pairs final as have Sam and Lily Brick.
In more recent times top-shelf players from the
men’s and women’s clubs have formed
Iris and Jack Kampel with their
Mixed Pairs trophies
successful partnerships including Brandon
Conway and Barbara Shotland, the 2015
defending champions, Phillip Joel and
Barbara Shotland, who teamed to win in
2014 and were runners-up in 2012.
The Men’s Club’s Veteran Singles event SUBSTITUTE SHARES THE CASH
has been less successful since its
Recent new member,
Marna
Morris (pictured),
inauguration in 2013 when it was
who substituted for an
contested as a Senior Singles and won by
absent competitor in last
Thursday’s Round 2 of the
Jerrold Jacobson from Ray Novis.
Twilight Bowls session,
In 2014 Peter Solomon (pictured) won the
shared the $50 top score
title from (the late) David Ossher.
card prize money.
She
won
nine
shots, the same as Rod
This year, under the name
Ferrer, in the evening’s play which was
tag of Veterans Singles, it is
reduced to one game due to the
inclement weather.
open to members who are
Another non-player, Mira Mogor, a
aged
80-and-over on
guest of a competitor won the $50
November 2, 2016.
lucky door prize.
Leading the points tally are Lorraine
To date, organisers have
Becker and James Flaxman on 22
received 11 nominations.
shots, with Judy Thomas on 21.
The game called off last Thursday will
The draw will be made for the Veteran
be scheduled to be played on week five
Singles event on Wednesday, November 2.
of the tournament.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 31, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Team experience sets up
Minor Singles title win
KATHY Passman, well-respected as a
team player within the Double
Bay
Women’s Club’s ranks, last week
captured her first individual title when she
took out the 2016 Minor Singles
championship.
Passman, took to lawn
bowls at Double Bay in
2010 after a successful
history in top-flight
tenpin bowling, and
Kathy
made her mark in club
Passman
teams which won the
Major Fours (2014 and 2015), the Major
Triples (2013) and the Handicap Pairs (2013).
Last week she scored a 25-15 win over recent arrival from
Judy
South Africa, Judy Thomas, to claim the 2016 Minor
Thomas
Singles crown.
RESULTS
Thomas, who was a low
handicapped golfer in Natal, South Africa, joined
MINOR SINGLES
Double Bay Women’s Club two years ago and has
SEMI- FINALS
already displayed a talent for lawn bowling.
Kathy Passman 25
To allow her to play a sport with her partner,
Wendy Engelander 21
Double Bay Men’s Club A-grader, Bernard
Fridman, she has put away her golf clubs to
Judy Thomas 25
Margo Michael 19
concentrate on lawn bowls.
They teamed for the first time in last year’s
FINAL
Mixed Pairs Championship, only to go down by
one shot to the eventual winners.
Kathy Passman 25
In last week’s Minor Singles final, Passman was
Judy Thomas 15
on her best form as she ran to a commanding 15-0
lead. Thomas gained confidence as the game
progressed, but she could not overhaul the huge start she had allowed her
opponent.
In the semi-finals Passman scored a 25-21 victory over Wendy Engelander and
Thomas proved a shade too good on the day for Margo Michael 25-19.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 31, 2016
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A worthwhile long trip
for one game of bowls

DOUBLE BAY TRIO IN
NSW STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP

TO travel more than 600 kilometres for one game of lawn bowls, may seem
a waste of time and energy, but not for Double Bay Women’s Club’s trio of
Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland and Iris Kampel.
The threesome did just that last week when they shared the driving to
Tuncurry, the coastal town some 308 km north-north-east of Sydney, to
represent Region 13 in the 2016 State Triples Championship.
It was the third time a Double
Bay team has won the Region’s
Triples event since 2013 when
the Eastern Suburbs District
was merged into Region 13.
Last
year
the
same
combination travelled the same
distance to the same bowling
club and won their way into the
State Triples semi-final where
Barbara Shotland, Pam Stein and Iris Kampel.
it went within a measure of one
millimetre of causing an upset
against the young powerhouse trio skipped by Australia’s No. 1 female, Natasha
Scott.
This year, however, it was all over after one game when the Double Bay team
fell by a four shot margin to a more youthful unit from the Gundagai District
Club.
Pam Stein told Double Bay Watch that her opposite skip in the Gundagai team,
Sharon Gaha, was a delightful personality aged in her thirties, who used a size-4
bowl.
“She was a very strong opponent and was backed by an accurate second, Gail
Rowland, opposite Barbara [Shotland], while Iris [Kampel] had the better of their
lead, Ina Ford,” Pam said.
The Double Bay team was 16 - 8 down at one stage, but crept up to finish just four
shots behind on the score line of 19-15.

Pam said that the State playoffs are a memorable occasion. “It gives one the
opportunity to mingle with the finest bowlers when conversations do not touch
on the usual social chatter,” she said.
“I learnt to be a less passive and a more aggressive bowler at which the younger
players excel. The young professionals practice four to five hours a day according to
their contracts with their home clubs and within the NSW squad regulations.”
And she added: “We had wonderful support at Tuncurry Beach Bowling Club from
travelling Double Bay Women’s Club members Jenny Welton, Pat Bryant, Lorraine
McLaughlin, Lorraine Stafford and Ros Garden.”
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 31, 2016
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Passing of Paul Isenberg –
the club’s “quiet achiever”

PAUL Isenberg, who served on the Double Bay Bowling Club
management for 12 of the past 15 years, passed away last Friday,
November 4, at the age of 80, after a short battle with cancer.
He performed his Registered Club duties with little fuss or bother and
was acknowledged as a “quiet achiever” by his fellow executives.
TRIBUTE PAGE 2

BEREAVEMENT NEWS
“NOT UNEXPECTED”
THE demise of Double Bay Bowling Club’s esteemed longserving executive member, Paul Isenberg, last week was not
unexpected.
His cousin, the club’s treasurer, Barry Isenberg, forewarned the
membership at the 75th annual meeting on October 23, that news of
Paul’s sudden illness was “not good” as he had been diagnosed with
“inoperable cancer.”
In a moving comment he gave an update on Paul’s health saying
that he and Paul were like brothers, rather than cousins.
“There is no easy way to convey the message that Paul’s prognosis “is not good,” he said.
Paul Isenberg had been a member at Dover Heights, Rose Bay and Double Bay Bowling Clubs where
he took on executive responsibilities whenever called upon. At Rose Bay he held a seat on the
executive, serving as a director and continued in that capacity when the merger with Double Bay was
completed in 2001 and then took on the added portfolio as House Chairman.
In 2003 he was elected as one of the three deputy chairmen under the late Leon Portrate’s
chairmanship. It was a post Paul held until 2006 when John Rosen was handed the reins from Portrate,
but he returned in 2007 as a Deputy Chairman and was to continue on the Registered Club’s
leadership for another six years.
Throughout the years Paul went about his duties without any fuss or
THE EAGLE-EYE
bother. Among his responsibilities Paul was chairman-cum-co-ordinator of
PROOF READER
the club’s umpires committee and as House Chairman had the task,
ONE OF Paul’s regular
among others, of allocating lockers to the male membership.
“duties”
within the club
Until regulations were changed Paul was the “book man” for the Rose
was as the proof reader
Bay and Double Bay Clubs poker machine statistics (as depicted by the
of the weekly edition of
photograph on the front page of this edition).
Double Bay Watch.
He would spend many hours to ensure that every cent put in and paid
His keen eye and
out of the pokies tallied with the machines’ computerised figures which
thoroughness
for
were transmitted regularly to the offices of the NSW Department of
accuracy
was
a
feature
Gaming and Racing.
of his ability to ensure
While Paul was an unassuming
that each issue was
member of the club administration, he
free of errors.
was the near opposite on the bowling
He will be sorely
green where his demonstrative actions
missed,
not only as the
and comments were well meaning, but
proof reader, but as a
caused as many problems as they
life-time friend and a
intended to correct.
regular Double Bay
Paul won the Rose Bay Minor Singles
team mate.
in 1999 while at Double Bay he was in
-- Mike Golland
the 2003 Triples championship team and
Editor
was the runner-up in the 2003 Handicap
Singles.
Among his many club representative roles he was the manager of
the Grade 5 team which won the Zone 11 Pennant in 2006 (pictured at
left).
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 7, 2016
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Walter Jacobs in last 32 of Victorian Open
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s high profile member, Walter Jacobs
(pictured), has won his way into round three of
the 2016 Victorian Open Singles at Shepparton.
Jacobs is well known within Australian lawn
bowling ranks as the CEO of the locally
manufactured, Aero Bowls, and is promoting the
product during the $42,000 tournament from
November 5-11 which has events in men’s and
women’s singles, pairs, triples and mixed pairs.
The men’s singles had a record entry of 260 from
all points of Australia, which, after two rounds of
qualifying sectional play, was reduced to a 128 draw
for the Open Championship.
Jacobs opened his tilt at the title by heading Section 61 with four points from
two matches after defeating Hayden Lancaster (Lakes Entrance) 21-5 and Gary
Mathews (Croydon) 21-17.
In the first round of the Open, Jacobs scored a 21-18 decision against Brad
Janner (Sunbury) then won his way into the round of 32 with a convincing 21-7
victory over Michael Menzies (Colac).
The Open singles continues on Wednesday. Double Bay’s Ian Ossher was
eliminated from the singles event in a qualifying round. Jacobs is also
competing in the Mixed Pairs Championship with Cathy Dudley.

Sixteen-shot collect sets King on way to Handicap Singles
semi-final
RESULTS

A collect of 16
shots over eight
ends gave Doug
King a three-shot
RECORD SCORE IN TWILIGHT GAMES
win over Michael
IAN HADASSIN scored a record 19 shots
Rowley in the 2016
to win the $50 Best Card prize in the third
Handicap Singles
Twilight Bowls and Dinner session last
Thursday.
last week.
The win took his total to 30, eight behind
King (-3) defeated
the tournament leader, Judy Thomas (38,)
Rowley (+6) 25-22
with Jack Kampel in third place with 34.
to set up a semi-final
Peter Grunfeld, Paul Baker, Steve
clash with another
Edelmuth and Mira Mogor played as
minus 3 contender,
substitutes. The $50 lucky door prize went
to Paul Baker.
Brandon Conway.
Members
and
guests
again
In a qualifying
complimented the catering of the dinner by
Drawn Pairs match
Steve Edelmuth.
Harry Stein and Paul
Baker were too solid for Stan Franks - Walter Jacobs 25-5.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 7, 2016

HANDICAP SINGLES
QUARTER FINAL
Doug King (-3) 25
Michael Rowley +6) 22

DRAWN PAIRS
QUALIFYING ROUND
Harry Stein,
Paul Baker 25
Stan Franks
Walter Jacobs 5

No matches were
played on Sunday
when the club
closed in respect
of the funeral of
esteemed member
Paul Isenberg
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TWO RESULTS TIED IN SUMMER SHIELD
DOUBLE Bay’s Division 1 (1) team shared the eight points at South
Coogee in the third round of the Zone 13 Summer Shield on Saturday.
Although it lost two of the three rinks, the 23-9 win by the fours team of Dan Flanagan, Les
Lilian, Peter Levy and Harold Jankelowitz gave sufficient shots to collect two points for the
aggregate tally of 58-54.
Another 4-all drawn game was recorded by the Division 3 (2) side at home to Coogee where
it had narrow wins from the pairs rink (Phil Filler and Frank Mogor) and the fours game
(Ross Ruzicka, James Flaxman, Peter Wyner and Louis Platus) but finished with a shot
deficit of 48-64.
Wins were recorded by the Division 1 (2) at home to Eastlakes and the Division 3 (1) on
home turf against Tigers Five Dock.
Only loss was by the Division 2 (1) side which was out-graded at Bronte.

Division 1 (1)

v S COOGEE

at S. COOGEE

Manager

G WEINBERG

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS

RESULTS

B CONWAY

L 19-20

P GLICK

G WEINBERG

L 16-25

P LEVY

H JANKELOWITZ

PAIRS

H BLACK

TRIPLES

R FERRER

FOURS

D FLANAGAN

L LILIAN

RESULT
Division 1 (2)

v EASTLAKES

at DOUBLE BAY

Manager

J ENGELMAN

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS

PAIRS

M BECKER

TRIPLES

D NEWMAN

FOURS

M SACK

J WINEBERG

R JANKELOWITZ

D 19-19

S CAGANOFF

W 27-17

L FERGUSON

J ENGELMAN

L 12-18
W 58-54

Division 2(1)

v BRONTE

BRONTE

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

T ROSENBERG

TRIPLES

J ROSEN

FOURS

P ERDOS

A COHEN

5-3

B BRICKMAN
SKIPS
B LAZARUS

L 10-23

I COHEN

B BRICKMAN

L 15-34

A ROSENBERG

E WAINSTEIN

L 11-22

RESULT

L 26-79
v TIGERS
LEAD

PAIRS

A BAKER

TRIPLES

M LOTT

FOURS

A SIMMONS

At DOUBLE BAY
SECOND

R NOVIS

L SANDLER

THIRD

SKIPS
M ROWLEY

L 19-20

H STEIN

D KELLAWAY

W 25-12

N MORRIS

L SANDLER

W 32-6
W 76-38

v COOGEE
LEAD

PAIRS

P FILLER

TRIPLES

S FRANKS

FOURS

R RUZICKA

DOUBLE BAY
SECOND

J FLAXMAN

RESULT

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 7, 2016

0-8

Manager

RESULT
Division 3(2)

4- 4

A SAIDMAN

RESULT

Division 3(1)

W 23-9
D 58-54

Manager

P FILLER

THIRD

SKIPS

6-2

F MOGOR

W 20-16

J POPPER

M REISIN

L 12-35

P WYNER

L PLATUS

W 16-13
D 48-64

4 -4
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Start towards 2016 Handicap Pairs title
DOUBLE BAY Women’s Club’s 2016 Handicap Pairs
championship started last week with four first round matches
and three teams having a bye into the second round.
The championship is played with three bowls and over 18 ends.
Club selectors drew the top-graded players with entries from
lower graded players with each pair accumulating their combined
handicaps to ascertain the start awarded or given away.
Pam Stein, with a plus one handicap was teamed with
newcomer, Paula Yeoman (plus 7 shots), who was playing her
first competitive match at Double Bay against Lorraine Becker
(+1) and Meri Ros (+7).
The score was 16-all after 18 ends which required an extra end
where Stein’s experience paved the way for a two-shot victory.
Other winning teams were Barbara Shotland-Judy Thomas, Rein
Rowlands-Lesley Judelman and Carol Engelman-Judi Snider.
In second round matches set for this week Rene Saidman (+1)
and Hilda Filipovic (+5) play Marna Morris (+2) and Di
Engelander (+5) while Iris Kampel (+1) and Yvonne Gerstl (+7)
clash with first round winners, Barbara Shur (+1) and Evelyn Perl
(+6)

RESULTS
HANDICAP PAIRS
FIRST ROUND
Pam Stein (+1)
Paula Yeoman (+7) 18
Lorraine Becker (+1)
Meri Rios (+7) 16
Barbara Shotland (+1)
Judy Thomas (+6) 18
Kathy Passman (+3)
Railee Michelin (+5) 11
Rein Rowlands (+4)
Lesley Judelman (+4) 26
Barbara Hower (+4)
Rose Novis (+5) 5
Carol Engelman (+4)
Judi Snider (+4) 18
Jan Shedlezki (+4)
Frankie Grusd (+5) 13

MELBOURNE CUP LUNCH AND HAT PARADE
ALMOST 90 Double Bay Women’s and Men’s Club members, with their
guests, attended the 2016
Melbourne Cub Luncheon
on Tuesday, November 1.
Bowls was played from 11
am to 2 pm followed by the
lunch of barbecued chicken,
crisp chips and salads, with
by meringue and fruit in
cream for dessert.
Pictured (top l-r) are the
hats worn by Leikie Becker,
Iris Kampel, Evelyn Perl,
Eleanor Fayn, Judy Snider,
Di Engelander; (front) Rein
Rowlands, Barbara Shur,
Gail Black and Faye Green;
(below left) Meri Ros and
(right) Lorraine Stafford.
PICTURES BY PAM STEIN
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“Gypsies, Tramps and Thieves” - theme of Charity Day

RANDWICK CLUB TEAM “STEALS” DOUBLE
BAY’S BEST COSTUME PRIZE AS $2000 PLUS
ADDED TO CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL APPEAL
PHOTO BY PAM STEIN

Last week’s Double Bay Women’s Club’s annual Charity Day in support of the
Randwick Children's Hospital Oncology Research Foundation is expected to raise
more than $2000 towards Double Bay Bowling Club’s annual donation.
Picture shows four members of the Randwick Women’s Bowling Club, who
supported the theme of 'Gypsies Tramps and Thieves', by dressing as Robin Hood
and His Merry Men, which won the prize for the best costumes.
FULL REPORT AND MORE PHOTOGRAPHS NEXT ISSUE.

Portfolio responsibilities set for
Men’s Club committee
GERALD
WEINBERG
Secretary
Championships
Saturday bowls

LES BREM
Recruitment
and
Umpires

HARRY BLACK
Monday and
Wednesday
competitions

PETER GOLDMAN

Monday and
Wednesday
competitions

ARNOLD JAVEN
Welfare officer
and
Zone 13 delegate

ALAN
IN a bid to make the Double Bay Men’s
ROSENBERG
Bowling Committee a more productive and
active unit, recently elected President, Alan
President
Rosenberg, has allocated specified portfolio
75th Anniversary
responsibilities to each of its members.
celebrations
The portfolios were assigned by Rosenberg
at the committee’s first meeting after its
election at the Men’s Club annual meeting on October 23.
Rosenberg has taken on the responsibility to be in charge of next
year’s special [bowling] events to celebrate
Double Bay Bowling Club’s 75th Anniversary.
Other portfolios have been assigned to
 Gerald Weinberg – committee secretary,
control of club championships and to
regulate Saturday social bowling;
PHIL FILLER
Communications
 Phil Filler – communication to members
and
and control of Twilight Bowls event;
Twilight Bowls
 Arnold Javen – club welfare officer and
Double Bay delegate to Zone 13;
 Michael Becker - promotion of social and
corporate bowls;
 Les Brem – membership recruitment and
umpire co-ordinator;
MICHAEL
 Peter Goldman – control and regulation of
BECKER
the Monday and Wednesday intra-club
Social and
competitions with Harry Black, who was
Corporate bowls
co-opted to the committee on the motion
from Rosenberg.
Alan Rosenberg told Double Bay Watch that the first meeting
discussed a plan for future championship fees which should be
equitable to all members.
Until the fee structure is amended all 2016 competitions will be
played under the current fee conditions.
These provide for matches played on non-club bowling days of
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, when each competitor will
pay a $12 token.

Matches played on a club bowling day (Saturday, Monday and
Wednesday) require one token per player and will receive afternoon tea.
The allocation of prizes for competitors in the Monday intra-club
competition was discussed and it agreed that this should not be changed in
the midst of the competition.
Gerald Weinberg will again prepare the 2017 fixture and playing calendar.
Rosenberg said he has called a three-hour meeting for Monday, November
21, when every committee member will be asked to forward views on how
to make Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club an even better that it is today.
The question of mufti being worn on Mondays and Wednesdays will be
added to that meeting’s agenda, he added.
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Two hopes for Summer Shield honours
TWO Double Bay teams have a chance of gaining 2016 Summer Shield honours after the
fourth round was completed last Saturday.
The Division 1 (1) team, following its 8-0 win at Eastlakes, has collected 24 points out of a
possible 32. There are two rounds to play before the top team is named the 2016 Shield winners.
Double Bay’s Division 1 (2) side is out of contention with 13 points, six of which came from
Saturday’s home win against South Coogee
In Division 2 (1) Double Bay is mid-field with 20 points after drawing 4-4 at Earlwood BP in
Saturday’s round.
Following a solid 8-0 win at home to Eastlakes the Division 3 (2) Section 3 team is among the
leaders with 22 points, while the Division 3(1) Section 1 has 16 points from its four matches.
Division 1 is a first-past-the-post competition. Division 2’s section winners play for the title at
Ashfield on December 3, while in Division 3 the winner of Section 1 meets the Section 3 winner at
Ashfield in the morning with the victor to play the Section 2 top side in the afternoon for the Shield.
Div 1 (1)

v EASTLAKES
LEAD

PAIRS

G WEINBERG

TRIPLES

R FERRER

FOURS

D FLANAGAN

at EASTLAKES
SECOND

A JAVEN

Manager
THIRD

G WEINBERG
SKIPS
B CONWAY

W 24- 8

P GLICK

B FRIDMAN

W 25-17

P LEVY

H JANKELOWITZ

W 22-16

RESULTS

W 8-0

Division 1 (2)

v Sth COOGEE

at D. BAY

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

R MUNZ

TRIPLES

D NEWMAN

FOURS

M SACK

J ENGELMAN
SKIPS
W JACOBS

J WINEBERG

W 21-13

M BECKER

A SAIDMAN

L 25-26

L FERGUSON

J ENGELMAN

W 21-11
W 6-2

Division 2 (1)

v EARLWOOD BP

at EBP

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

T ROSENBERG

TRIPLES

I HADASSIN

FOURS

P ERDOS

E GRUSD

B BRICKMAN
SKIPS
R HUTCHINS

W 21-13

J ROSEN

B BRICKMAN

L 20-23

A ROSENBERG

E WAINSTEIN

L 13-15
D 4-4

Division 3(1)

v WESTS

at WESTS

Manager

L SANDLER

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS
M ROWLEY

W 19-10

M LOTT

D KELLAWAY

L 14-32

G RAICHMAN

L SANDLER

L 17-19

PAIRS

A BAKER

TRIPLES

S ABRAHAMS

FOURS

A SIMMONS

R NOVIS

L 2-6

Division 3(2)

v EASTLAKES

at D. BAY

Manager

P FILLER

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS
F MOGOR

W 25-9

P SOLOMON

JACK ROSEN

W 33-25

P WYNER

L PLATUS

W 24-10

PAIRS

P FILLER

TRIPLES

D VERRE

FOURS

R RUZICKA

D NATHAN

W 8-0
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Doug King’s “revenge” win begets final berth
DOUG King turned the tables on fellow club A-grader,
Brandon Conway, when he won his way into the 2016
Handicap Singles Championship final, last Friday.

HANDICAP
SINGLES
UPDATE

It was “sweet revenge” for King,
who fell to Conway by a single shot
in last year’s four-hour 40-end marathon Major Singles
championship match.
With both playing off the maximum minus three shots in
this year’s Handicap Singles event, King inflicted his
retribution on Conway in another pulsating encounter to
reach the required 25 score by a three-shot margin after 29
ends to qualify for his 14th championship final at Double
Bay.
Brandon Conway (left)
and Doug King
Conway was the first to go into the plus side of the score
card when he had two shots on the fourth end.
th
By the 9 end it was all-square on 3-all and it was tit-for-tat all the way through to
the 18th end when Conway came back from 12-8 down to lag by one shot at 13-12.
Conway continued his run of shots with a collect of seven from three ends to put him
in command on end 21 by 18-14; he was still in control after the 26th end with a lead
of four shots (22-18).
King steadied to take the 27th end with two shots; he repeated the dose on the next
and shut out Conway on the 29th end with a triple count to take the honours on 25-22.

Veteran Ray no novice in upset victory to semi-final
Meanwhile, another of the club’s top-shelf players, Peter Levy, was a shock
loser in the Handicap Singles quarter-final against the veteran consistent lower
grade bowler, Ray Novis (pictured), who over the years has
competed in six of the club’s championship finals.
Playing with a six-shot plus start, while Levy had to score three
shots to get on the score board, Novis booked a semi-final match
against Paul Baker with a 25-24 win on the 28th end.
Despite his handicap advantage Novis was in arrears from the 7th
end after Levy had tallied 12 shots to hit the front at 9-7 and
continued to show the way at 17-13 after
the 16th end.
RESULTS
The momentum changed as Novis reeled
HANDICAP SINGLES
off nine shots on ends 17 to 21 for the advantage at 22-18.
QUARTER FINAL
Then it was Levy’s turn to score as he made it all square at
Ray Novis (+6) 25
22-22, but missed on the 27th end when Novis claimed a
Peter Levy (-3) 24
single. Then Levy add two shots to be on the edge of the
SEMI FINAL
match at 24-23.
Doug King (-3) 25
In a tense 28th end Novice claimed an unexpected, but
Brandon Conway (-3) 22
deserved victory when he held two shots for the match.

VETERAN SINGLES RESULTS – NEXT PAGE
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 14, 2016
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Two top veterans
out in first round

IAN HADASSIN AGAIN
POCKETS
TWILIGHT
TOP SCORE
CARD CASH
IAN HADASSIN (pictured) for the
second consecutive week topped
the score card tally in last
Thursday’s session of Double Bay
Men’s
Club’s
Twilight-Dinner
Bowls event..
He tallied 17 shots and pocketed
another $50 prize money for the
night’s best result.
Hadassin has now accumulated 43
shots over the past four Thursday
nights to head the scoreboard into the
final week when the winner takes
home the $250 prize pool.
In second spot with 38 points is
Judy Thomas, followed by Lorraine
Becker on 37 points.
Organiser of the Twilight Bowls
concept, Phil Filler, said that the
consensus of opinion was that last
Thursday’s was “probably the best”
session of the current Twilight-Dinner
series.
“Perhaps that was due to the ideal
playing conditions, plus the superb
meal along with the wonderful
camaraderie which brings about a
tremendous social interaction,” he
said.
Filler added that the question is
already being asked as to when the
next event will be held.
The $50 lucky door prize went to
Barbara Shur.

RESULTS
VETERAN

PETER Solomon, who won
SINGLES
the Senior Singles when it
FIRST ROUND
was last played in 2014 was
Cedric Amoils 21
a first round casualty in the
Peter Solomon 13
2016 version, now known
Peter Erdos 21
as the Veteran Singles.
David Kellaway 19
He lost 21-13 to Cedric
Amoils over 17 ends.
Maurice Jochelson
forfeit from
In another first round
Henry Hourihan
result, David Kellaway, the
2015 Minor Singles champion, went down to Peter
Erdos 21-19, while Maurice Jochelson was given a
first round walkover following the withdrawal from
the event by Henry Hourihan due to health reasons.

One shot ends Walter Jacobs’
run in Victorian Open Singles
DOUBLE Bay’s Walter Jacobs ended his run in the
Victorian Open Singles Championship at
Shepparton last week in a third round, one-shot 2021 loss, to Leigh McIlvenny, from the Lorne
Bowling Club.
Conditions were vastly different from those in which
Jacobs, the CEO of the locally manufactured, Aero
Bowls, had advanced from the qualifying rounds to the
main draw.
Playing on a 16-second tift green, which was buffeted
by wind gusts, Jacobs was behind on the board until
he scored three shots as the result of two touchers and
a close third to hit the lead 17-14. He followed with a
single (18-14) then McIlvenny played an on-shot that
produced a double wick for a three count.
From that point it was a case of a shot to each until
the second last end when McIlvenny was down 20-19,
but held game with a bowl either side of the jack.
Jacobs used the drive to hit the target square-on,
only to see the jack inexplicably move sideways to be
nearer the opposition bowl to put the score at 20-all.
On the next end Jacobs held match shot, but his
opponent’s last bowl rolled the shot bowl just out of the
count. Jacobs played his last bowl to perfection as it
shifted McIlvenny’s bowl away from the jack, when the
breeze strengthened against his bowl which finished
millimetres away from the jack retaining McIlvenny the
shot and match.
In the Mixed Pairs, Jacobs and Cathy Dudley, did not
advance from their opening match.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 14, 2016
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PIRATE CHIEF AT
CHARITY DAY

Double Bay Women’s Club member,
Kathy Passman, was one of the many
Eastern Suburbs lawn bowlers who
took part in the club’s 2016 Charity
Day theme of Gypsies, Tramps and
Thieves, which raised $2500.
MORE PICTURES PAGE 6

Editor: Mike Golland

Ray Novis’ surprise win
to Handicap Singles final
VETERAN Ray Novis continued on his
giant-killing way when he out-lasted Paul
Baker to reach the 2016 Handicap Singles
championship final at
the weekend.
Novis, who played in
Double Bay’s Grade 5
Pennant team this year,
had a six-shot handicap
start and won 25-22
over 26 ends from the
higher graded Baker,
who was off scratch.
Last week in the
quarter-final, Novis had
a nine-shot start over the
top-graded Peter Levy
and held on to win 25Ray Novis
24. He faces a similar
task in the final against Doug King, who will
also give him a nine-shot advantage.
The 84-year-old has proved to be a consistent
player and is seeking his first Handicap Singles
title at Double Bay although he has twice won
the Drawn Pairs event the first in 2005 with Leon
Portrate and in 2010 with Len Sandler.
MORE RESULTS NEXT PAGE

Ninety-six-year-old’s four
hours bowling to no avail
ONE of Double Bay Men’s Club’s oldest players,
Sam Terley (pictured), on Sunday spent almost
four hours on the bowling green competing as the
lead in the first round of the 2016 Drawn Pairs
championship.
The 96-year-old partnered Barrie Brickman in a
leisurely-paced, 22-end encounter, against a newcomer
to lawn bowls, Jody Glasser, and the recently elected
Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg.
The score was locked at 17-all when an extra end was
RESULTS
required which resulted in Glasser and Rosenberg taking
the honours 18-17.
HANDICAP SINGLES
In another close call result, Alan Simmons and John
SEMI FINAL
Ray Novis (+6) 25
Wineberg, accounted for the well balanced combination
Paul Baker (+0) 22
of Gerald Raichman and Bernard Fridman 23-22 in a
Drawn Pairs qualifying match.
DRAWN PAIRS
There was little to chose between the two sides. After
QUALIFYING ROUND
12 ends the scoreboard showed 16-all and at the 20th
Alan Simmons
John Wineberg 23
Fridman was ahead 22-20, but gave away three fatal
Gerald Raichman
shots.
Bernard Fridman 22
The win put the Wineberg
FIRST ROUND
NEW MEMBER
pair into the first round
Jody Glasser
where they will meet Harry
Alan Rosenberg, 18
Stein and Paul Baker.
Sam Terley
Barrie Brickman, 17
In the Veteran Singles,
long-time Double Bay
VETERAN SINGLES
member, Rob Hutchins,
FIRST ROUND
held too many guns for the
Rob Hutchins 21
Stephen Klein 2
inexperienced
Stephen
Klein taking out the match
SECOND ROUND
by conceding only two
Cedric Amoils 21
Maurice Jochelson 11
shots.
Cedric Amoils moved into
the third round with a solid 21-11 decision over
Maurice Jochelson, although he battled early when
he trailed 6-9 after nine ends.
New member, Peter
Jacobson, received his
Three ends of four shot collects then put Amoils in
club name badge last week.
the box seat and he went on to a comfortable win.
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Top Shield team keeps unbeaten run with win over club mates
DOUBLE Bay (White), the club’s top team in the Zone 13-organised 2016 Summer Shield,
continued its unbeaten run when it cruised past club mates, Double Bay (Blue), in the
penultimate round last Saturday.
The 7-1 win gave the White combination 31 points out of a possible 40. It completes its commitment
at home on Saturday against South Coogee, the team which shared the points with Double Bay in the
third round. Division 1 ( Blue) team is on 14 points and is away at Eastlakes in the concluding match..
Zone 13 has so far failed to reveal points tables for any of the three Summer Shield Divisions, which
is being contested mainly by former Zone 11 clubs.
Division 1 (1)

v Division 1 (2)
LEAD

PAIRS

G WEINBERG

TRIPLES

P GLICK

FOURS

D FLANAGAN

DOUBLE BAY

Manager

SECOND

H BLACK

G WEINBERG

THIRD

RESULTS
J KAMPEL

D 18-18

P LEVY

B FRIDMAN

W 25-13

R JANKELOWITZ

H JANKELOWITZ

W 30-10

RESULT

W 73-41
7 POINTS

Division 1 (2)

v Division 1 (1)

DOUBLE BAY

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

M BECKER

TRIPLES

R MUNZ

FOURS

M SACK

J WINEBERG

J ENGELMAN
SKIPS
W JACOBS

D 18-18

A SAIDMAN

S CAGANOFF

L 13-25

L FERGUSON

J ENGELMAN

L 10-30

RESULT

L 41-73
1 POINT

Division 2(1)

v ASHFIELD
LEAD

PAIRS

T ROSENBERG

TRIPLES

P ERDOS

FOURS

B GARDEN

DOUBLE BAY

Manager

B BRICKMAN

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS

E GRUSD

R HUTCHINS

W 28-19

J ROSEN

B LAZARUS

L 18-36

A ROSENBERG

M LOTT

RESULT

W 33-8
W 79-63
6 POINTS

Division 3(1)

v GLADSTONE

DOUBLE BAY

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

A BAKER

TRIPLES

I HADASSIN

FOURS

A SIMMONS

R NOVIS

L SANDLER
SKIPS
M ROWLEY

W F/FEIT

H STEIN

M THOMAS

W F/FEIT

G RAICHMAN

L SANDLER

W F/FEIT

RESULT
8 POINTS
Division 3(2)

v ENGADINE

at ENGADINE

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

PAIRS

P FILLER

TRIPLES

D VERRE

FOURS

R RUZICKA

S GINGES

P WYNER
SKIPS
F MOGOR

W 16-13

P SOLOMON

JACK ROSEN

L 14-26

P WYNER

L PLATUS

L 19-21
L 49-60

RESULT
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Lorraine Becker shines in the
twilight to take home the cash
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s 2016 Major Singles
runner-up, Lorraine Becker (pictured), continued her
good form when she got up on the last end to take out
the Spring Twilight-Dinner Bowling Championship
$250 first prize last Thursday.
After five Thursday nights of twilight bowling, Becker
collected 55 points, of which 18 came in last week’s final
session, which put her one ahead of Ian Hadassin, who had led Becker by six shots
going into the last round of the current series.
TWILIGHT GLOWS
However, the best round of the tournament was
AGAIN IN FEBRUARY
recorded last week by George Sofer when he tallied 19
shots to collect the $50 weekly cash prize. The $50
The next Double Bay
lucky door prize was drawn by James Flaxman.
Twilight- and-Dinner
Club officials are “over the moon” at the success of the
competition has been
Twilight Bowls and Dinner format, which was devised planned for mid-February.
and configured by club member, Bernard Fridman.
This was approved by
Men’s Club’s committee member, Phil Filler, said that
the 45-or-more players
the concept of playing bowls followed by a delicious
and guests at the dinner
dinner meal had been spectacularly successful.
which followed last
“It was efficiently organised and the dinners were
week’s final round of the
delicious, thanks to June Edelmuth and her catering five-week Spring session.
crew,” he said.
It is likely that with
“The project had the help of club members Mike
longer daylight evenings
Becker, Gerald Weinberg, Andy Baker, Barrie of February-March games
Brickman and Peter Grunfeld as well as by the club’s
could start an hour later.
General Manager, Steve Edelmuth.”
This would avoid peak
traffic and also allow
Filler said special appreciation is due to the Board of
those who have
Management which waved green fees for the
workday commitments
tournament.
to compete.
He also complimented greenkeeper, Rob Fetherston,
for preparing such good playing surfaces.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 21, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Experienced skips in Handicap Pairs final
THE 2016 Handicap Pairs championship will be decided this week when two of
the club’s consistent competitors will skip the teams.
Barbara Shotland, who
teamed with Pam Stein to
win the 2016 Major Pairs
title, will partner the upand-coming newcomer,
Judy Thomas, in the final
against Rene Saidman,
and Hilda Filipovic.
Saidman, is no stranger
to the pressure of
championship finals as
she won the Handicap
Pairs last year when
partnered with Rose
Novis. This year she was
in the Major Fours titlewinning combination as
well being with Lorraine
Becker in the Major Pairs
decider which was won
by Shotland’s team.
To qualify for the 2016
Rene Saidman (left) and Barbara Shotland
Handicap Pairs final,
Saidman, playing off a plus one handicap and Filipovic (+6) defeated Marna Morris
(+2) and Di. Engelander (+5) 18-10, then knocked out Lyn Kantor (sub for Evelyn
Perl (+6) and Barbara Shur (+1) by 23-10.
The Shotland (+1) and Thomas (+6) combination won
RESULTS
through to the semi-final with a forfeit win over Pam Stein
HANDICAP PAIRS
and Paula Yeomans, then accounted for Leslie Judelman (+4)
and Rein Rowlands ( +4) by 14-11.
MIXED PAIRS
Semi-finals
The Handicap Pairs championship,
Twenty Women’s
Judy Thomas (+6)
which attracted an entry of 12 teams, Club members have
Barbara Shotland (+1) 14
is played with three bowls and over entered for the 2016
Leslie Judelman (+4)
Mixed Pairs title.
Rein Rowlands ( +4)11
18 ends.
Several are
Club selectors drew the top-graded partnered with their
Hilda Filipovic (+5)
Men’s Club
players with entries from lower
Rene Saidman (+1) 23
husbands
graded players with each pair
Lyn. Kantor
(sub for Evelyn Perl (+6)
accumulating
their
combined
Barbara Shur (+1) 10
handicaps to ascertain the start awarded or given away.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 21, 2016
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The “gypsies, tramps and thieves” who
dressed to raise $2500 for the Randwick
Children’s Hospital at the Charity Day
1
Double Bay Women’s
Club’s annual Charity
Day is an A-list function
within the Eastern
Suburbs lawn bowling
fraternity.
This year’s theme of
Gypsies, Tramps and
Thieves, proved the most
appropriate when more
than 80 bowlers and
guests dressed in the
spirit of the event and,
with raffles and other
fund-raisers, collected
$2500 for the Randwick
Children's Hospital
Oncology Research
Foundation.

3

2

4

5
CHARITY DAY PICTORIAL
1: President Iris Kampel with
Marina Zachariah from Randwick
2: Evelyn Perl and Lorraine Becker
3: Audrey Weinberg and Carol
Engelman
4: Robin Hood with Toni Hartley
5: Leslie Judelman and the
“tramp”, Barbara Shotland
6: Visitor selected as the third best
in the theme parade.
7: THIEF:
Judy Snider
the thief
8: GYPSY:
Wendy
Engelander
the gypsy
9: Lorraine
Stafford

6

7

8

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 21, 2016
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Stand-in social bowler in winning
Women’s Handicap Pairs final
A Double Bay Women’s Club member, who has only
played social bowls, last week substituted in the
Handicap Pairs team which won the 2016 title.
She is Ellen Stone (pictured), a member for seven years,
who does not compete in club championship events, but
agreed to partner Barbara Shotland when, on the eve of
the final, Shotland’s constituted team mate, Judy
Thomas, had to return to South Africa.
The new combination of Stone-Shotland defeated Hilda
Filipovic and Rene Saidman 21-15.
STORY AND PICTURE PAGE 4 

Double Bay pair cash in at Prestige tournament
DOUBLE Bay’s top-line players, Brandon Conway and Pepe Glick, finished
in the top 10 of the 2016 Ken Metham Open Prestige Pairs tournament at
Taren Point Bowling Club over the weekend.
The $7000 three-day event attracted a field of 176 players from clubs throughout
Australia. Double Bay was also represented by A-team players, Jack Kampel and Gerald
Weinberg, as well as the lesser-graded pair, Phil Filler with Sam Abrahams.
The Brandon-Glick pair collected $300 for finishing seventh out of the 48 teams which
qualified for the final four rounds on Sunday. After finishing in 15th spot on Saturday, in
the final rounds on Sunday they scored three wins (15-3, 16-7 and 13-2) and one loss
(5-7) to finish with six points and a plus 25 shot margin.
The winners, Paul Butler (North Beach, WA) and Alan Webber (Toronto, NSW) were
unbeaten on eight points and a 22 shot aggregate.
Kampel and Weinberg qualified on Friday in 10th place with two wins from three games.
In the final rounds they won 12-6, drew 7-7 and lost two (7-14 and 6-8) to finish out of
the prize money in 34th spot. Filler-Abrahams with one win failed to advance from Friday.

Two wins by Dominic Verre - the veteran “singing bowler”
TWO wins within a space of a couple of days last week by 81-year-old
Dominic Verre (pictured) has put him in the semi-final of the 2016
Veterans Singles Championship.
Verre, who has gained a reputation as the “singing
bowler”, had an effortless encounter on Wednesday
morning, when he defeated Harold Roper and then
played another 24 ends for his team in the
afternoon’s Intra Club competition.
His keenness for the game of lawn bowls and
vocal episodes, was evident last Friday when he
fronted to play the experienced Rob Hutchins, who
has been at the forefront of Double Bay Bowling
Club on and off the greens for at least two decades.
It took Verre only nine ends to win his match
against Roper, but he was in for a longer battle
against Hutchins, where it
RESULTS
was 5-all after six ends and
VETERAN SINGLES
15-apiece going into the 18th
FIRST ROUND
where Hutchins scored three
Dominic Verre 21
shots to take the lead for the
Harold Roper 1
first and last time.
SECOND ROUND
The Italian-born Verre,
Dominic Verre 21
who joined Double Bay
Rob Hutchins 18
from Diamond Bay in 2014, reeled off six shots in the
MIXED PAIRS
following three ends to take the honours 21-18. He now
FIRST ROUND
clashes with Cedric Amoils in the semi-final.
Alan Saidman
Rene Saidman 20
Michael Becker
Lorraine Becker 12
David Newman
Jill Abrahams 24
Norman Morris
Marna Morris 17
SECOND ROUND
Julian Engelman
Carol Engelman 22
Wayne Podger
Jan Frape 14
Phil Filler
Margo Michael 25
Louis Platus
Dafna Orbach 15

Married couples advance in Mixed Pairs
TWO husband-and-wife teams were successful in the
opening rounds of the 2016 Mixed Pairs Club
Championship last week.
Alan and Rene Saidman defeated another married
couple, Michael and Lorraine Becker, while Julian and
Carol Engelman knocked out the pairing of Wayne
Podger and Jan Frape.
The Morris family combination of Norman and Marna
fell to the duo of David Newman and Jill Abrahams.
Current club officials Phil Filler (Men’s committee)
and Margo Michael (Women’s Club treasurer) combined
for the first time to account for the strong pairing of
Louis Platus and Dafna Orbach.
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TOP DIVISION TEAM TOPS ZONE 13 SUMMER SHIELD
DOUBLE Bay’s top combination has taken out the 2016 Zone 13 Division 1
Summer Shield, despite suffering its first defeat in the sixth and final round last
Saturday.
The Division 1 White team collected 34* points and a 109 shot difference, while the
Division 1 Blue unit finished way behind on 16 points and a minus 80 shot aggregate.
In Division 2 (Section 1) Double Bay scored 27 points (-15 shots) to finish behind
Bronte 28. The Two Division 3 teams ended the season each with 24 points and did not
qualify for the section play offs.
* ZONE 13 HAS YET TO REVEAL THE FINAL SUMMER SHIELD POINTS TABLES
Division 1 (1)
PAIRS
TRIPLES
FOURS

v S COOGEE

At D BAY

Manager

G WEINBERG

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS
J KAMPEL

L 7-25

L LILIAN

G WEINBERG

W 24-15

R JANKELOWITZ

H JANKELOWITZ

D 22-22

A JAVEN
R FERRER
D FLANAGAN

H BLACK

RESULT

RESULTS

L 53-62
3 POINTS

Division 1 (2)
PAIRS
TRIPLES
FOURS

v EASTLAKES

at EASTLAKES

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

M BECKER
R MUNZ
D NEWMAN

M SACK

J ENGELMAN
SKIPS
W JACOBS

W 20-18

L BREM

A SAIDMAN

L 21-25

L FERGUSON

J ENGELMAN

L 11-14

RESULT

L 55-60
2 POINTS

Division 2 (1)
PAIRS
TRIPLES
FOURS

v BRONTE

at D BAY

Manager

R HUTCHINS

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS

T ROSENBERG
P ERDOS
B GARDEN

E GRUSD

R HUTCHINS

D 18-18

J ROSEN

B LAZARUS

L 18 -26

A ROSENBERG

M LOTT

W 21-14

RESULT

L 57-58
3 POINTS

Division 3 (1)
PAIRS
TRIPLES
FOURS

v TIGERS 5-DOCK

TIGERS 5-DOCK

Manager

L SANDLER

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

SKIPS
M ROWLEY

W*

H STEIN

D KELLAWAY

L*

G RAICHMAN

L SANDLER

L*

*Rink score N/A

2 POINTS

A BAKER
I HADASSIN
R NOVIS

S ABRAHAMS

RESULT

Division 3 (3)
PAIRS
TRIPLES
FOURS

v COOGEE

at COOGEE

Manager

LEAD

SECOND

THIRD

P FILLER
D VERRE
J FLAXMAN

S GINGES

RESULT

P FILLER
SKIPS
F MOGOR

L 15-20

J POPPER

JACK ROSEN

L 15-30

P WYNER

L PLATUS

L 12-23
L 42-73

0 POINTS
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Handicap Pairs championship win
to Shotland and “social” substitute

LAST
MINUTE
CALL UP

BARBARA Shotland made it a “double” in the Women’s Club’s 2016 Pairs
championship events when she won the Handicap title last week with a
partner who seldom, if ever, competes at club championship level.
Earlier this year Shotland and Pam Stein took out the Major Pairs
championship, but in the Drawn Pairs, which is a 18-end three bowls format,
she played the final with a substitute partner, Ellen Stone, when her drawn
team-mate, Judy Thomas, was
unexpectedly called to return to South
Africa on a family matter.

Handicap Pairs finalists (back) runners-up
Hilda Filipovic and Rene Saidman (front) the
winning duo Ellen Stone(substitute for Judy
Thomas (inset) and Barbara Shotland.
Pam Stein photo

Ellen Stone (+6) and Shotland (+1)
combined well enough to take the 2016
Handicap Pairs final 21-15 from Hilda
Filipovic (+5) and Rene Saidman (+1)
21-15.
Shotland was in a quandary as to whom
she could ask to substitute at the very
last minute after Thomas, on the eve of
the final, answered an urgent call to
return to South Africa.
With 24 of the club’s regular
participants ineligible to substitute as
they had already competed in the event,
Shotland asked Stone if she was
available to play at short notice last

Tuesday.
Stone, who was born in Shanghai, has been playing at Double Bay for seven years
and is a popular member. Although she favours social bowling rather than competitive
play, she had no hesitation to play alongside Shotland in a high-pressure
championship final.
Saidman, who won last year’s Handicap Pairs title when partnered by Rose Novis,
and teamed with Barbara Hower to win the 2014 event,
RESULT
kept the Stone-Shotland new look combination at bay
for most of the match.
HANDICAP PAIRS
The tide turned on the 15th end when the SaidmanFINAL
Filipovic pair led 13-12.
Judy Thomas (+6)
Shotland then played to her best to collect three shots
Barbara Shotland (+1) 21
v
on the following end to have the scoreboard showing
Hilda
Filipovic
(+5)
15-13. From that point Shotland and her replacement
Rene Saidman (+1) 15
partner raced away to a six-shot championship victory.
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DOUG IS KING OF HANDICAP SINGLES
DOUG King, one of the club’s top-graded
“once-a-week” players on Sunday added
the 2016 Handicap Singles title to his long
list of achievements at Double Bay.
King, a head chef by profession, restricts his
time on the bowling green to either the
Saturday pennant competitions, or Sundays to
compete in the club’s Championship events.
Last Sunday in the Handicap Singles title round,
he proved his undoubted skill on the bowling
green by overwhelming his lesser graded
opponent, Ray Novis 25-17, after giving away a
nine-shot start.
It was King’s 12th appearance in a Double Bay
Men’s Club Championship final.
He has twice been the runner up in the Major
Singles, a member of three Major Singles
winning teams and part of four successful fours
combinations as well as another two teams which
finished with the runner-up prizes.
King was off a minus-three handicap, and in
three of the six matches to the final, he overcame
opponents who had a plus six-shot handicap start.
Novis, a grade five player with a plus six shot
handicap, was a worthy final opponent. having
knocked out A-grader Peter Levy (-3) and Paul
Baker (+0) on his way to the championship
round.
REPORT AND ANOTHER PICTURE PAGE 2

Once-a-week on
the green is fine!

Doug King pictured after his win
on Sunday
Photo by Phil Filler

Eleven ends and King on way to Handicap title
IT took Doug King 11 ends to
overcome his nine shot deficit in the
2016 Handicap Singles final against
Ray Novis on Sunday.
His opponent, Ray Novis (+6) had
kept the scoreboard in his favour until
King collected three shots on the 11th
end to wipe off the handicap and take
the lead at 15-13.
Earlier, Novis scored a three on the
second end to have a 9-1 advantage,
but King gradually pegged back the
arrears with a four count on the 8th to
be only three shots behind at 10-13.
On the 12th end Novis evened at 15-all
with a collect of two and followed with
one shot on the next (13th) to regain the
lead at 16-15.
However, from that point, Novis was
only able to add one more to his tally
before King reached the required 25th shot
on the 18th end to have the title at 25-17.

Ray Novis (left) and Doug King.
Phil Filler photo

Defenders in early exit from Mixed Pairs
THE defending Mixed Pairs Champions, Brandon Conway and Barbara
Shotland, last week were second
round casualties of the 2016
tournament.
Shotland was aiming for a hat-trick in
the event, having won last year with
Conway and in 2014 with Phillip Joel as
her partner. She is also a two-time
runner up - once with Joel (2012) and in
2006 with John Rosen.
The Conway-Shotland pairing with a
first round bye, were ousted in their first
match by Ian Ossher and Barbara Shur
17-14, after having been in front 7-2
Brandon Conway and Barbara Shotland
playing the 7th end.
Ossher and Shur pencilled in six shots on ends 9 to 12 to take the lead 10-8 and then
a four count on the 18th to set them on the victory path to a three shot margin result.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Black family’s purple patch in Mixed Pairs
 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
Meanwhile, the husband and wife team of Harry
and Gail Black (pictured) had an effortless win over
James Flaxman and Judi Snider in the first round.
The Blacks have had moderate success in the event,
their best performance was in 2011 when they were
pipped on the post by two shots (22-24) in the final
against Gerald and Audrey Weinberg.
Last week the Blacks displayed their customary
consistency in draw bowling by amassing 30 shots over
19 ends, which included a collect of six shots on the 14th end.
Then on Sunday with Gail leading the way, they had little
trouble to account for another married opposition, Eric and
Frankie Grusd, to reach the round of the last eight.
The Gerald and Audrey Weinberg duo, which has featured in
five Mixed Pairs finals at Double Bay, were narrow first round
winners over Trevor Rosenberg and Judy Bihari.
In a second round encounter David Newman and Jill
Abrahams had scores of five shots on two ends to set the pace
for their 26-15 decision over Peter Grunfeld and Di
Engelander.

Dominic Verre in tune on way to Veteran’s final
The surprise packet of the 2016 Veteran Singles
Championship, Dominic Verre, reached the final with an
11 shot margin (21-10) over Cedric Amoils last week.
Verre, who has gained a reputation as the “singing bowler”
because he is apt to burst into a popular song with Italian
lyrics, breezed past Amoils in 13 ends.
A four count on the 8th end put paid to Amoils’ challenge
when Verre had the scoreboard showing 12-7.
From then on Verre quickly raced to 21-10 and the spot in
the final.
It will be a few weeks-or-more before Verre’s final
opponent is known as a number of first rounds have to be
played, but Barrie Brickman is one step nearer, having won
his opening game of 22 ends against Sam Abrahams by 2116.
Brickman was in command 13-7 after the 12th end, but
Abrahams came back to grab the lead on the 17th at 15-14.
The advantage was short lived as Brickman scored seven
shots from the following five ends to take the next step
towards the title.

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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RESULTS
HANDICAP SINGLES

FINAL
DOUG KING (-3) 25
Ray Novis (+6) 17

VETERAN SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Barrie Brickman 21
Sam Abrahams 16,
SEMI-FINAL
Dominic Verre 21
Cedric Amoils 10

MIXED PAIRS
FIRST ROUND
Harry Black 30
Gail Black
James Flaxman 8
Judi Snider
Gerald Weinberg 19
Audrey Weinberg
Trevor Rosenberg 16
Judy Bihari
SECOND ROUND
David Newman 26
Jill Abrahams
Peter Grunfeld 15
Di Engelander
Ian Ossher 17
Barbara Shur
Brandon Conway 14
Barbara Shotland
Harry Black 30
Gail Black
Eric Grusd 9
Frankie Grusd
MORE RESULTS
NEXT PAGE
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New-look combinations battle in Drawn Pairs
The 2016 Drawn Pairs matches completed at the
weekend featured first round encounters of first time
combinations when Brandon Conway’s skill was
evident as he and Cedric Amoils put an end to the
hopes of John Rosen and Peter Erdos by 19-10 after
15 ends.
The Barry Lazarus and Harold Roper pair was also in
form with a 22-10 verdict against Les Brem and David
Newman. They were in command from the first end
when they opened with a tally of five shots.
Two well-fancied pairs clashed when Pepe Glick and
Sam Abrahams eliminated Gerald Weinberg and Frank
Muller by the odd shot at 17-16.
The promising Murray Lott with veteran Sam Ginges
finished six ahead of Eric Wainstein and Ken Shapiro.
Another pair with a hope to take the event John
Wineberg and Alan Simmons finished strongly to
account for Paul Baker and Harry Stein 25-15.
In a qualifying round Harold Jankelowitz and Ross
Ruzicka eased past Michael Rowley and Ray Novis 236.
The win puts the pair into the first round against the
unit of Julian Engelman and Peter Grunfeld, who earlier
had a solid qualifying win over James Flaxman and
Ronald Munz.

DRAWN PAIRS
QUALIFYING ROUND
Harold Jankelowitz 23
Ross Ruzicka
Michael Rowley 6
Ray Novis
FIRST ROUND
Brandon Conway 19
Cedric Amoils
John Rosen 10
Peter Erdos
Barry Lazarus 19
Harold Roper
Les Brem 10
David Newman
Murray Lott 20
Sam Ginges
Eric Wainstein 14
Ken Shapiro
Pepe Glick 17
Sam Abrahams
Gerald Weinberg 16
Frank Muller
John Wineberg 25
Alan Simmons
Paul Baker 15
Harry Stein,

BAREFOOT BOWLING AT DOUBLE BAY
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club was the venue of corporate Barefoot Bowls functions last
Thursday and Friday afternoon.
Both were described by the visitors as being an “outstanding success in the beautiful
surrounds of the club.”
The Men’s Committee’s Michael Becker is the coordinator for corporate bowls and
arranged for a squad of club members to assist in the on-green activities.
They included David Kellaway, Eric Grusd, Peter Grunfeld, Arnold Javen, Gerald
Weinberg, Gerald Raichman, Les Brem, Harry Black, Phil Filler and Maurice Boland.
The club’s general manager, Steve Edelmuth, supervised the in-house arrangements.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH DECEMBER 5, 2016
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Club to increase umpiring list
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club hopes to double its list of
qualified umpires early next year.
Seven members have applied to take the Bowls NSW Umpires
Course conducted by Zone 13’s Umpire co-ordinator, Andrew
Orrell, at Double Bay on dates to be announced in January.
The course was originally scheduled for October and November,
but was postponed due to two factors - some dates clashed with the
Zone 13 Summer Shield
competition and Double Bay’s
Umpires Co-ordinator, Paul
Isenberg. was seriously ill and
Les Brem
subsequently passed away.
Men’s
Club
committee
member, Les Brem, has since been appointed Double
Bay’s Umpire Co-ordinator.
Brem is one of seven current qualified umpires at
Double Bay. The others are John Rosen, Sam
Abrahams, Harry Stein, Rob Hutchins, Peter Goldman
and Ken Shapiro.
The seven candidates, who will undertake courses in
marking,
measuring and umpiring next month are Peter
FLASH BACK: Umpire testing
Grunfeld, David Newman, Peter Wyner, Andy Baker,
by Zone 11’s chairman of
umpires, John McDonald (right)
Phil Filler, Michael Rowley and Barry Lazarus.
setting up a measuring
Peter Goldman, will seek re-accreditation in the laws
examination
and rules of lawn bowls as he is now, due to recent
for Double Bay umpires Peter
medical procedures, unable to officiate in the
Goldman, Harry Stein and
classification of measuring.
Paul Isenberg.
Brem said that several members of Double Bay
Women’s Club have expressed interest in attending the umpire coaching sessions as
observers.
WOMEN’S CLUB CELEBRATES LORRAINE MCLAUGHLIN’S 70th BIRTHDAY – PAGE 4

Solomon-Rosenberg into Drawn Pairs semi-final
THE combination of third-grader, Trevor Rosenberg, and his sixth grade
partner, Peter Solomon, is the first to
qualify for the 2016 Drawn Pairs semifinal.
They have made it into the last four with a
solid performance against an opposition of
top-grade skip, Pepe Glick and his Grade 5
partner, Sam Abrahams, by a four-shot
margin.
Earlier, in round two, they accounted for
Al Rowlands and Rob Clark 25-20 by
scoring two shots on each of the last two
Peter Solomon and Trevor
ends.
Rosenberg
Against the Glick pair, Rosenberg and
Abrahams, secured the breakthrough in the 13th end when they collected a five
count which took the score to 17-9 and they held on to a
RESULTS
four shot lead despite Glick and Abrahams scoring on
DRAWN PAIRS
five of the last seven ends to make
FIRST ROUND
the semi-final by a 22-18 scoreline.
Harold Jankelowitz 18
Ross Ruzicka
Julian Engelman 13
Peter Goldman
SECOND ROUND
Trevor Rosenberg 25
Peter Solomon
Rob Clark 20
Al Rowlands
Brandon Conway 32
Cedric Amoils
Murray Lott 12
Sam Ginges
Len Sandler 25
Eric Grusd
Alan Rosenberg 19
Jodie Glasser
Rod Ferrer 23
Peter Kurta
Michael Becker 17
Ian Hadassin
THIRD ROUND
Trevor Rosenberg 22
Peter Solomon
Pepe Glick 18
Sam Abrahams

Another top-notch skip, Harold
Jankelowitz (pictured) and his much
lower grade partner, Ross Ruzicka,
completed the first round draw when
they accounted for Julian Engelman
and Peter Grunfeld 18-13.
The most dominant Second Round
result came from the club’s No 1 skip,
Brandon Conway and Cedric Amoils
(Grade 6) who held too many guns for the lower level team
of Murray Lott (Grade 5) and Sam Ginges (Grade 6) as they
scored on 13 of the 19 ends played to ease into the third
round by 32-12.
Len Sandler and Eric Grusd
(pictured) were never headed in their
25-19 decision over Alan Rosenberg
and Jodie Glasser and it was a similar
scenario when Rod Ferrer and Peter
Kurta made the third round with a 2317 win over Michael Becker and Ian
Hadassin.
MORIAH STAFF BAREFOOT BOWL AT DOUBLE BAY
SEE “FROM THE DITCH” – Page 5‘
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Married couples mixed fortunes in Pairs title chase
THE hold on the Double Bay Mixed Pairs title by married couples could come to
an end this year.
Of the eight husband and wife teams which entered the 2016 event only three are
still in the draw, following the defeats at the weekend of Gerald and Audrey Weinberg
and Harry and Gail Black.
Since the 2001 Rose Bay merger, 10 of the 15 Mixed championships have been
taken home by married combinations.
The most prolific are the Kampels, Jack and Iris, who have
RESULTS
won the trophy six times, the Weinbergs have been successful
MIXED PAIRS
twice, while other betrothed winners have been Barrie and
SECOND ROUND
Carol Brickman and Ken and Jan Wallis.
Rod Ferrer 28
The non-married combinations have been two-time winners
Wendy Engelander
James Cook and Karen Levinson while Walter Jacobs and
Gerald Weinberg 11
Lorraine McLaughlin have won the Mixed Pairs trophy in
Audrey Weinberg
2001.
THIRD ROUND
In more recent times Brandon Conway and Barbara Shotland
won in 2015, and a year earlier Shotland partnered Phillip Joel
Julian Engelman 17
Carol Engelman
to triumph in the final.
Harry Black 16
Of the wedded pairs still in contention for the current Mixed
Gail Black
title, the Kampels are odds-on favourites, although they have
yet to deliver a bowl.
They had a first round bye as did their second round opponents, Bernard Fridman
and partner Judy Thomas, but due to
Thomas being overseas on family
commitments their clash is still to be
decided.
Still in with a strong chance to continue
the “married form line” are Julian and
Carol Engelman who scored a last end
one-shot win on Sunday over the wellfancied matrimonial team of Harry and
Gail Black. The win put them into the
semi-final, where they could encounter
the Kampels or Alan and Rene Saidman,
the third husband and wife duo still in the
Carol and Julian Engelman
hunt.
Gerald and Audrey Weinberg were way off form in their second round game against
Rod Ferrer and Wendy Engelander exiting by a unexpected 17-shot margin 28-11
after playing 19 of the regulated 21 ends.
It was a different story when the Engelmans knocked out the Blacks. It was a tight
battle with little difference in all departments of the game.
Scores were locked several times at 7-all, 12-all and 15-all with two ends to play.
Harry Black secured the shot on the 20th end, but Julian squeezed two shots on the
21st to snatch the match 17-16.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, DECEMBER 12, 2016
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Club’s tribute to “all-rounder on and off the green”
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club last week paid tribute
to its “jack of all trades”, Lorraine McLaughlin, on
her 70th birthday.
Lorraine served the membership of the Rose Bay
Bowling Club as its “chief cook and bottle washer” for
20 years and continued her chores when the clubs
merged in 2000.
Not only was Lorraine a master of club responsibilities,
she continues to show an above average ability on the
bowling green.
Women’s Club President, Iris Kampel, paid tribute to
Lorraine when she told members last week that every
sports club cherishes those who give great service and
devotion to their club and fellow club members.
“In the 25 years I have known Lorraine McLaughlin she
has surpassed all the definitions of true service and
devotion as both an employee and a club member,” she
said.
“At Rose Bay she swept, cleaned, physically rolled the
Lorraine McLaughlin with her
barrels of beer in, stocked and ran the bar, made
70th birthday cake.
sandwiches, moved furniture and fixed everything with a
paperclip. On the green Lorraine coached and
played No 2 pennants,” she said.
“”With the amalgamation in 2000 Lorraine came to
Double Bay as an employee continuing to work at
full tilt until her retirement in 2006.
“Since then she has been the club coach, served
on match and selection committees, been a vicepresident, a team manager and served on the
District’s match committee.
“Unfortunately all the tough physical jobs wreaked
havoc on her health, but she battles on through the
pain still making a huge contribution to our club and
to the District. As our club coach for the past 16
years Lorraine has taught and nurtured so many
ABOVE (left) Lorraine at Rose Bay
beginners as well as helping the experienced
Bowling Club; (below left) serving at
bowlers to iron out their faults.”
the Double Bay bar; (right) with
Walter Jacobs as winners of the
With members’ applause Iris said: “To our darling
Double Bay 2001 Mixed Pairs.
Lorraine on this your 70th Birthday we all wish you
many happy returns and want you to know that you
are cherished and loved by us all.”
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, DECEMBER 12, 2016
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DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club has become a very
popular venue for end-of-year celebrations
by various corporate and local business houses
as well as for private family functions.
Last week the Moriah Collage Early Learning
Centre visited Double Bay Bowling Club for its
breakup festivity in the shape of a twilight
barefoot bowling session
Fifteen Double Bay members, coordinated by the club’s “Minister
for Corporate Affairs”, Michael
Becker, demonstrated to the 60
Moriah visitors the art of lawn
bowling, followed by a light meal
provided by a kosher caterer.
The club’s general manager, Steve
Edelmuth on Monday received a
letter of thanks from Moriah’s
Denise Hannah, saying that Double
Bay members were so generous
with their time for those who tried
their hand on the bowling green.

Moriah
visitors

“Those who bowled had a great
time and those who didn’t were
able to sit in a relaxed
environment, drink in hand, and
chat with friends. A wonderful
evening was had by all. So thank
you for being brave enough to
Moriah
staff
have us there,” she wrote.
But that wasn’t the only function
for which the Double Bay
Clubhouse
transformed
clubhouse was the venue last
into
nightclub
week.
On Friday, there was a dinner
party for some 50 guests, while
Saturday night the clubhouse was
transformed into a Back to the 60s nightclub for a crowd of 100 partygoers.
Pictures by Louis Platus, Steve Edelmuth and Phil Filler
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, DECEMBER 12, 2016
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TOP UK BOWLERS VISIT DOUBLE BAY
England’s leading woman lawn
bowler, Ellen Falkner, and her
equally well-known husband,
Chris, played at Double Bay on
Saturday on the way home from
competing at the World Titles in
New Zealand.
Both are executives of Aero
Bowls UK, a branch of Aero
Bowls International, the company
of which Double Bay member,
Walter Jacobs, is managing
director.
They are pictured with Double
Bay Men’s Club president,
Alan Rosenberg,
FULL STORY PAGE 3

WOMEN’S CLUB ENDS YEAR WITH PRESENTATIONS AND PANTOMIME- Pages 6-7

A Merry Christmas
Happy and Healthy 75th Anniversary
Year to our members and families
THIS DOUBLE BAY WATCH IS THE FINAL ISSUE FOR 2016 – RESUMES MID-JANUARY, 2017

Club calls off Wednesday play
as record heat blasts Sydney
THE Double Bay Men’s Club’s popular intra-club
competition on Wednesday, December 14, 2016, was cancelled due to a
forecast day of excessive heat.
The temperature in Sydney reached an all-time December mid-afternoon high
of 37.1° Celsius, but club officials made the decision to
postpone the competition’s last day’s play for 2016, as early
as 9.30 am, when the temperature on the Double Bay greens
was recorded at 33°.
The Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg, with
committee members, Harry Black and Peter Goldman, took
the temperature readings in the shade of the clubhouse
veranda and on the green, using the special barometer
recorder (pictured left) to determine heat conditions.
It was the second time the heat gauge had been used at Double Bay Bowling
Club.
WEEKDAY
It was purchased late last year and used for the first
LEAGUES
time on Wednesday, January 20, when it showed the heat
RESUME IN
on the greens had soared to more than 40° Celsius.
JANUARY
On that day officials had no hesitation to compel the 40
members and visitors, who had been playing social bowls for
about 90 minutes, to abandon their games.
Officials say they have a duty of care to ensure that the club
membership is not subjected to extreme playing conditions,
which includes heat and other weather circumstances.

With a very high heat predicted by weather forecasters for
Social bowling
last Wednesday, the club received a vast number of phone
available
calls from members saying that they did not want play in the
(phone 9327 6774)
afternoon’s expected weather conditions.
except public
holidays.
Within minutes of the decision being made by the Men’s
Bowling Committee the club’s weather
website indicator was updated to show play had been postponed
for the day.
Many members used the website to check the Weather Doubt X
tag (at right) which took the accumulative number of “hits” to
more than 44,000.
The most recent times play was stopped due to heat was Wednesday, January 20,
November 18, 2015, and January 14, 2015, when the temperatures reached more mid35°.
Double Bay’s popular
Monday and Wednesday
Intra-Club competitions
resume on
January 9 and
January 11.

NOTE: Bowls Australia’s Extreme Weather Policy for Heat says that when making
decisions a club’s controlling body should [among other things] take into account the age
and health of players and officials, the level of humidity and the amount of shade or shelter
available.
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England star “mixes it” with Double Bay’s best
THREE Double Bay members played alongside England’s 2016 World
Championship Lawn Bowls Women’s Team captain, Ellen Falkner, in a social
pairs match at Double Bay on Saturday.
Falkner, who won Silver and Bronze Medals at the just completed Christchurch, New
Zealand, World Games, was partnered by Double Bay’s high profile member, Walter
Jacobs, against Double Bay’s top A-graders Bernard Fridman and Jack Kampel, in a
three-set match.
At the same time Ellen’s husband, Chris, who has won
England and British Isles lawn bowls titles, had Double
Bay’s Mark Sack as his partner in a pairs encounter
against Brandon Conway and Peter Levy on the Double
Bay Club green
As well as being world class competitors the Falkners
are also heavily involved in the marketing of lawn bowls
in the UK.
Ellen is the CEO of Aero Bowls UK and Chris is in
charge of its operations.
Ellen Falkner and Alan
Following the World titles in New Zealand they were
Rosenberg
at Double Bay
in Sydney for talks with Walter Jacobs, the managing
Bowling Club on Saturday,
director of Aero Bowls International.
December 17.
At the New Zealand-hosted World Bowls
Championships Ellen captained the England women’s contingent and skipped the fours
team, which won the Silver Medal and the pairs side which took the Bronze.
During the championships she scored victories over Australia’s leading lights, Kelsey
Cottrell and Karen Murphy.
Ellen said she was inspired by her parents to play lawn bowl as a 12-year-old. She
competed in her first international at the 17th Commonwealth Games at Manchester in
2002 where she was in the Gold medal fours combination. Since then she has won two
other Commonwealth Gold medals - the pairs in Delhi (2010) and the triples at Glasgow
four years ago. Ellen has also won World Indoor singles events in 2005, 2006 and this
year’s (2016) title, which she will defend next month.
Ellen claimed that amongst all of her great achievements the one that stands out was
winning the England and British Isles triples playing with her mother and grandmother.
Her husband, Chris, affectionately known as “Mr Ellen Falkner” in lawn bowls circles,
is also a well performed bowler having won England and British Isles titles.
Although he started slowly in his pairs match at Double Bay and lost the first set he
showed his form by winning the next two and impressed his Double Bay opponents
Conway and Levy with his accuracy and overall ability.
Meanwhile, Ellen and Walter Jacobs against Bernard Fridman and Jack Kampel, won a
set and drew one in a high class three-set game. Fridman said Ellen showed an all-round
ability playing delicate draw shots or blistering drives and hardly ever wasting a delivery.
Double Bay Women’s Club President, Iris Kampel, presented a Club Friendship Broach
to Ellen and Men’s Club President, Alan Rosenberg, introduced Chris to the Australian
brewed Carlton Black beer and he became an immediate convert!
The Falkners thanked the Double Bay membership for the “wonderful welcome and
hospitality” and suggested that the afternoon tea was the “best they had ever had”.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, DECEMBER 19, 2016
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Club member in South African International squad
A Double Bay member, who divides his time playing lawn bowls in Sydney
and in South Africa, has been selected to compete at
next year’s 20th Maccabiah Games in Israel.
He is Eric Frenkel, the 75-year-old, who was born in Rhodesia
(now Zimbabwe) after his family came from Nazi Germany to
Rhodesia in 1938 and settled in the City of Bulawayo.
Frenkel, who joined Double Bay in 2006-7, returns to his
native home each year, where he is involved in the family
business, the largest textile company in Zimbabwe.
He will play at the July Maccabiah in South Africa’s Lawn
Bowls squad, but is unsure in which team he will play as
selectors have yet to name another player to complete the squad.
Frenkel told Double Bay Watch that he lived in South Africa
for more than 20 years and has a current
South African passport and is a citizen
of South Africa, which qualifies him to represent South
Africa.
“I was educated in Bulawayo and went into the family
business at the age of 16. During the war in Rhodesia I was
a Captain in the Rhodesian army in the conflict which lasted 12 years of bloodshed,”
he revealed.
Frenkel is following in the footsteps of several top-class lawn bowlers who have
represented South Africa at international (and Maccabiah level) including Cecil
Bransky and Jeff Rabkin.
South Africa Maccabi is having trouble forming a strong Maccabiah contingent
mainly due to the costs involved.
The Rand cost per athlete for 2017 including flights will amount to R90,000 (approx
$A10,000).
CLUB RESULT
Cliff Garrun, chairman of Maccabi South Africa, is reported
DRAWN PAIRS
saying that a smaller number of players tried out for the various
sports because the price tag is perceived as “just too hefty”.
SECOND ROUND
Alan Saidman 20
To be a member of the South African Delegation, one needs to
Len Simon
be of the Jewish faith, a South African citizen with a valid South
Rod Ferrer 14
African passport, but dual citizenship with other countries is
Peter Kurta
accepted. South Africans do not need a visa for Israel.

TWO FROM SYDNEY IN AUSTRALIAN MACCABIAH LAWN BOWLS TEAM
DOUBLE Bay may have another player competing at the
20th Maccabiah in Israel. Peter Grunfeld (right), was
selected in the 10-man Australian squad, but his place in the
team depends on a fitness test following a recent operation
on his right shoulder.
The only other Sydney bowler in the contingent is Lindfield
Bowling Club’s Rod Silber (left).
The majority of the team is from Melbourne clubs.
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Century Club for children’s charity continues
Double Bay Men’s Club has reintroduced its popular Century Club, which raises
funds for the Sydney Children’s Hospital Foundation at Randwick.
The club is a regular contributor to the Foundation and in recent years has contributed
more than $57,000 through donations from the various charity promotions by members of
the Women’s and Men’s Clubs, which are boosted by contributions from the licensed
club.
The Men’s $10 Century (Lottery) Club conducted by one of Eastern Suburb’s most
well-know lawn bowlers, Rod Davies, was a regular feature at the former Rose Bay
Bowling Club and continued with its merger with Double Bay in 2000.
The
Century
Club
lapsed to some extent
when Davies left Double
Bay to retire to the Gold
Coast in early 2013. It
was then revealed Davies
had raised more than
$40,000 for local charities
at Double Bay and at his
other bowling clubs.
Davies, who retains
membership at Double
Bay, was a visiting player
last month and queried if
the Century Club has
been conducted since his
departure.
Each Century Club
raises $500 for the
Children’s Hospital and it
Members Len Sandler, Cecil Albert and David Kellaway eager
will now be conducted at
to participate in last week’s Century Club lottery make their
Double Bay by the Men’s
contribution to organiser, Michael Becker.
Committee members, Michael Becker and Peter Goldman, on the
first Wednesday of the month.
Members donate $10 to nominate a number from 1 to 100.
When all 100 numbers are allocated Double Bay’s computerised
program randomly selects three numbers, each carrying a $100
prize, and then another 20 numbers are chosen for $10 prizes.
The Men’s Club also adds to its charity funding via a list of
reasons why members will be “fined” $1 for committing
“misdemeanours” on the bowling green.
These include playing a wrong bias bowl, leaving bowls bags
on seats, kicking the mat and dropping a bowl from the bank
onto the green.
The Women’s Club Charity Day in November added $2800 to
its 2016 contribution to the Children’s Hospital. It also donated
$500 to the Salvation Army Xmas Appeal last week
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, DECEMBER 19, 2016

Rod Davies calling
the winning
numbers in the
Century Club at
Double Bay.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Pantomime, pudding, prizes and $500
to charity, highlight end-of-year party
THE end of the year was celebrated in typical Double Bay Women’s Club
fashion last week .
More than 70 members were entertained with a
musical “adaptation” of the Cinderella
pantomime, enjoyed a scrumptious lunch of
meats and salads, followed by Christmas pudding
surrounded with lush strawberries topped with
custard, and put their hands in their purses and
wallets to donate $500 to the Salvation Army’s
Xmas Appeal.
Plus there was a few ends of lawn bowling
(curtailed due to the heat) and the annual
presentation of Club Championship trophies,
prizes and awards
The pièce-de-résistance was the performance by
The Double Bay Very Amateur Dramatic Society
(DBVADS) of RellaCinda and the Pumpkin,
written, directed and narrated by the club’s PR
officer, Pam Stein.
PANTO PICTURES NEXT PAGE
LEFT: Major
Singles
champ Iris
Kampel
(right) with
(far left)
Chair of
Match Jan
Frape
RIGHT:
Past
President
Ruth
Bender with
Patron of
invitation

TOP: Salvation Army
representatives, Vicky, presented
with a cheque by President Iris
Kampel (right) and Club Patron
Sonia Davis. ABOVE Life member
Phyllis Glasser (left) is welcomed by

Vice-President Jenny Welton

Triples,
ABOVE: Nine of the club’s 2016
championship winners.
PICTURE
GALLERY BY
PAM STEIN

Jenifer
Bailey

LEFT: Meg Collins Trophy for 2016 Most Improved Judi Snider;
CENTRE: Minor Singles Champion Kathy Passman; LEFT:
Most Improved Certificate for last 6 months - Rose Novis.
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DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S
CLUB PRESENTS

RellaCinda and
the Pumpkin
“A Pantomime for Our Time”
LEFT: The Cardashian
Sisters, Jan Frape and
Barbara Shotland, with
(centre) hippie, pot-smoking
RellaCinda, Rene Saidman
RIGHT:
Pregnant Eliza, Judi Snider,
singing "I should have
danced all night." with
RellaCinda (Rene Saidman)
LEFT :
A section of the crowded
clubhouse as members and
guests enjoy the
delicious Xmas lunch.

LEFT:
Pumpkin
Miriam
Rosenberg
with the
coach's steed
Marilyn Davis
CENTRE:
The Bachelor,
Lorraine
Becker,
offers the
Sisters
Cardashian
a rose at the
Bachelor's
Ball
ABOVE
RIGHT:
Stage
manager,
Margaret
Hemphill and
pianist,
Kathy
Passman

ABOVE LEFT: Mouse – Once, Pat Bryant and Mouse Twice, Jenny Welton.
RIGHT: Pam Stein (front) with the Cardashian Sisters, Jan Frape and Barbara Shotland.
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